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SUMMARY OF THESIS 

TITLE: Geometry and Light in the Architecture of Guarino Guarini. 

Guarino Guarini C.R., (1624-1683) is now recognised as one of the great 

architects of the High Baroque. Author of imposing works on natural 

philosophy, mathematics and astronomy, plus a posthumous architectural 

'trattato', the nature of his thought and its relation to his architecture is 

still unresolved. My enquiry is to investigate this legacy under the themes 

of geometry and light. 

In the 12th century Robert Grosseteste proposed that light was the 

substantial form of all things, and both he and his followers united 

spiritual and corporeal light through geometry, thus founding a light

metaphysic, which flourished in Dante, and was augmented by the 

Platonism of the Florentine School. In the 16th century, printing had 

strengthened the spread of these doctrines. With the sixteenth-century 

recovery of Greek geometry 'Perspectiva', i.e. optics, was recognised as the 

eighth Liberal Art, and among the schoolmen, light was treated in the First 

Day of the Hexaemeron. Francesco Maurolyco (1494-1577) is the first 

modern scientist of light, and with the Galilean observations, optics moved 

to the forefront of European debate, as Johannes Kepler founded the 

theories of the lens and illumination, still inside the metaphysical tradition. 

Meanwhile the Neoplatonism of Francesco Patrizi da Cherso (1529-

1597), undermined the philosophy of both light and ancient cosmology, a 

rupture of the great significance. My enquiry, guided by Guarini's 

references, starts with Patrizi, and examines the traditional formulations of 

Fortunio Liceti, Marin Cureau de la Chambre and Ismael 

Boulliau/Bullialdus. The new 'mechanisme' of Paris is represented by the 

Minim Father Marin Mersenne who depended on his friends Descartes 

and Hobbes. The light-encylopaedia and geometry of Father Athanasius 

Kircher S.J. is a vital component, complemented by the remarkable 

mathematical imagery of Mario Bettini S.J., a key authority for Guarini. 

On this foundation, Guarini's mathematics . and complex light-

theory is studied, and his overall philosophy is related to the symbolism 

of his Royal Chapel of the Holy Shroud, Turin, as an achievement of 

Baroque architecture, paradoxically in the context of the seventeenth

century scientific crisis. 
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PREFACE 

Crossing over the Pass of Mont Cenis to the city of Turin, I visited my 

first Italian buildings - the Chapel of the Shroud and the Church of S. 

Lorenzo, when I was a Second Year student of architecture. Later when I 

spent a year studying in Rome, I little thought that my growing 

acquaintance with the Baroque at its source would eventually lead back to 

the Piedmontese capital. Guided by the inspiration · of Dr. Dalibor Vesely 

of this University, I embarked on this study of Turinese architecture, 

which has resulted in investigating Guarino Guarini's mathematics, natural 

philosophy and his buildings, selecting the Chapel of the Shroud as the 

exemplar. 

As the enquiry progressed, I became increasingly aware of the overall 

stature of Guarini not just as an architect, but due to his command of 

intellectual culture as someone worthy of comparison with the greatest of 

his iglmediate predecessors, and here I have in mind Francisco Suarez, 

'Doctor Eximius', theologian, philosopher and jurist. While this comparison 

may be difficult to sustain, certainly Guarini towers over his 

contemporaneous manualists of philosophy in his scope and 

independence, as a mathematician he mastered his field, and as an 

architect, he left us such wonders that still require interpretation. As a 

theologian he left nothing, but perhaps he did not need to. If Professor 

Copleston finds Suarez to be the last philosopher to be convinced that the 

contemplation of truth for its own sake as the highest purpose of 

philosophy, then Guarini shares this ideal with his worthy predecessor. In 

that spirit this thesis partly lifts the veil which covers the thought of 

Guarini, a veil figured in the time-honoured warp of traditional language 

and the weft of Scholastic presentation. His philosophy and his 

architecture lends itself to contemplation, intuition, Augustinian 'ratio', as 

its end, not to domination and exploitation of nature and even human 

society, which modem 'science' has convinced us since the time of Lord 

Bacon, are the ends of knowledge. 
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I acknowledge the assistance of the Department of Education, Northern 

Ireland in granting a Major State Scholarship in the Humanities for 1988-

1989. I thank Clare Hall for all its help - the two Pippard Bursaries, the 

purchase of the Placita microfilm, travelling assistance and photographic 

and binding expenses. The Kettle's Yard Fund of the Faculty of 

Architecture and the History of Art also contributed to my Italian study

visit. Even before I started to study, my mother was left to handle affairs 

in County Fermanagh, and she proved once again her ability to get things 

done. To her and to both my sisters, Margaret Kelly and Mary Lecront 

who also responded to my needs, I express my appreciation of answering 

the call when it came. 

In research not a word would be written without the services of 

libraries and librarians, so I record with happy memories the facilities 

extended to me by many institutions, the first being the Cambridge 

University Library, which fortunately contains so much that I needed. The 

staff of the Faculty Library in Scroope Terrace have been always tolerant 

of my oddest demands, as also have other Departmental Libraries, 

especially the School of Divinity and the Whipple (History and Philosoph 

of Science). In thanking the staff of the followng list of libraries I do not 

intent any priority of regard: in Rome the Biblioteca nazionale, the Vatican, 

the Gregorian University, the Angelicum University, the Vallicelliana, the 
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--._ 

Archivio dello Stato di Torino; in Dublin, Trinity College and the Royal 

Dublin Society; in Belfast the Queen's University; in London the British 

Library, the Warburg Institute and the Architectural Association; in 

Cambridge Fisher House and the College Libraries of Clare Hall, Corpus 

Christi, King's, St. Edmrmd's, St. John's and Trinity. Dottessa. Valerie Scott 

of the British School in Rome procured material from the American 

Academy in Rome; I thank them both for their generosity and dispatch. 

The help of scholars along the way provided challenging and exiting 

interludes in the almost solitary life of research, and in Cambridge Simon 

Schaffer and Piers Burshill-Hall were tolerant in listening and commenting 

on my problems. In my Faculty, Peter Carl was enthusiastic and wam1 in 

his response to questions of architecural interpretation; Hugh Cullum was 

kind to introduce me to the inner riches of Turin through his own work 

and advice, and Paul Joannides was always ready with wise words. 
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So many others had to put up with my questions, such as Dr. John 
Henry, Profs. Alan Shapiro and A. Mark Smith, Pere Jean-Ives Lacoste, 
and Prof. James McEvoy. My cordial reception by Padre Fr. Andreu C. R., 
the archivist at S. Andrea della Valle, Rome, helped so much with the 
Theatine background. Prof. Don Monson, Visiting Fellow at Clare Hall, 
introduced me to Latin Aristotelianism, and the rigours of Latin in 
philosophy. My school-friend Dr. Michael Haren and his wife Elspeth, 
gave me confidence in translating Guarini, always accompanied by a good 
bill of fare. Dr. de Oliveira Dinis S. J., extended my knowledge of the 
Bologna scene and Jesuit problems of the period. I am grateful to Michael 
Diffin for his suggestions on mathematics and other matters. 

Michele Sbacchi was a source of motivation in the study of Guarini, 
and our conversations and correspondence were always memorably 
helpful. Other friends contributed to my wellbeing in different ways: in 
the Faculty Wren Strabucchi, Desmond Hui, Neil Loach; in College 
Christopher Dufaut, Ian and Margaret Wilson, Sean Faughnan, Adrian 
Putter and Jos~ph Gross, to name only a few. I would thank Mary 

Jll"''eS (Ot'llllc."k 

Bradshaw, Anne and Winnifred of Westminister College for looking after 1\ 

me there. Mgr. Brady, Rector of the Pontifical Irish College, went out of 
his way to tend to my needs in Rome. 

I have depended on the generosity of so many others - Dott .. Gino 
Bottiglieri, his wife Mary Pine and Dott. Umberto Trompetta in Rome, 
Larry ,and Angela Fewer in Cork, Kevin and Maureen Spenser, Owen and 
Maire Lewis, Dr. John Bannigan in Dublin, Frederick Carroll, Anne 
McNulty, Ken Ramsey, Donal Blake and Seamus McGovem in Enniskillen, 
and Conall 0 Catha~in and his wife Mary in Belfast, but this list could go 
on. Dr. Joseph Burton sent books from America as requested - again 
thanks. 

I have dedicated my work to the my father's memory: as my first 
teacher in design he stands for all my teachers. They will forgive me if I 
mention only two here. Prof. Rykwert introduced me to the concerns of 
architectural scholarship at the University of Essex, where Dr. Vesely dealt 
with philosophy and interpretation. It was the last who by his unfailing 
interest and coruscating vision guided me through the, to me, 'dark' 
thickets of seventeenth-century culture and scientific literature to a sun-lit 
plateau of understanding, thus ensuring the completion, but not the 
mistakes, of this enquiry. 
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Lasty, I pay tribute to my wife's family and Kanthi herself, all of whom 

have had to put up patiently with the vagaries of 'thinking' and 'working' 

that mysteriously precede writing. 

Go raimb maith agaibh! 

A NOTE on STYLE 

· I have followed the MHRA Style Book, (Modem Humanities Research 

Association, London 1981), in preparing this thesis. Thus foreign words are 

indicated by quotation-marks, but I have reserved italics for the 

transcription in Roman letters of Greek words. All other italics are as 

found in the texts themselves, and carried into the translations 

accordingly. 

Because of repetion, certain words have been rendered without 

quotation-marks, such as Physica - Aristotelian Scholastic physics, lux -

light in the lucent subject or source, lumen - light transmitted in the 

medium. 

While all Latin texts are translated, the Italian and French are left in the 

original, and no attempt has been made to standardise spelling or 

punctuation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'Insuper Thaumaturga Mathematicorum miraculorum mszgnz, vereque Regali 
architedura coruscat.'1 

A. GUARINIAN PROBLEMS. 

The essential problem of the nature of Guarini's mathematics is 
encapsulated by the epigraph above, from the dedication to his patron the 
Duke of Savoy in his weighty tome on Mathematics, Euclides adauctus et 
methodicus mathematicaque universalis (Turin 1671). Is this just the florid 
language customarily employed by everyone including Guarini, in the 
dedications of such works? Or does it have a deeper meaning, bearing in 
mind some of the immediate implications of the significance of these 
words, representing several of the most powerful intellectual forces in 
Europe at that time. Such forces can be enumerated as the tradition of 
light-metaphysics and the rise of light-geometry and optics since the time 
of Robert Grosseteste, the fantastic "wonderworking" associated with 
learning since St. Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon and then fully 
incorporated into the fertility of the Baroque imagination, and the general 
culture of the mathematical arts reinvigorated by the recovery of Greek 
geometry in the previous century. With the exception of optics these forces 
have motivated scholars to study Guarini's mathematics but with little in 
terms of results which might explain the epigraph: the failure to penetrate 
this aspect of his intellectual production has · left the study of his 
architecture seriously deficient. The solving of this essential problem - the 

Quoted from Dedication of Guarini's Euclides. This has been noticed by Wittkower, 
'Guarini the Man', Studies, p. 186, and then by A. Perez-G6mez, Crisis, p. 91. Both 
renditions ommitted 'insuper'. Thus my translation is: 'From above does the 
Wonderworking of miraculous Mathematicians shines forth through remarkable and truly Regal architecture.' 
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meaning of Guarini's mathematics - is that all these sciences come 
together in the Theatine's metaphysics and philosophy of mathematics. It 
is the task of this enquiry to show how this came about, and how it can 
be related to Guarini's architecture. 

The interest in Guarino Guarini's mathematics related to his 
architecture was first established in 1968 by Nino Carboneri in his edition 
of the Architettura civile and coincided with the International Convention 
on Guarini at Turin that same year.2 The subsequent publication of papers, 
called here ConvTor, remain the modern point of departure for studying 
the Theatine priest-architect, theologian, mathematician, astronomer and 
courtier at the Ducal House of Savoy from 1666.3 In 1983 Alberto Perez
G6mez looked closely at Guarini's geometry when he quoted the epigraph 
above, but did not expand upon it: his interpretation resulted in general 
formulations, leaving for example this enigmatic line as a puzzle. What 
wonderworking is being referred to, who are the miraculous 
Mathematicians, and how do they shine intensly through architecture? 

For some time the interest in Guarini's mathematics had entered the 
general literature: Rudolf Wittkower tentatively proposed a symbolism of 
infinity in Guarini's domes, based on 'a new kind of geometry', i. e. 
descriptive geometry related somehow to the French gentleman
mathematician Girard Desargues, which he repeated in 1980 even after W. 
Milller had found no connexion between the Frenchman's stereotomy and 
the Theatine's.4 Later Claudia Muller discovered the narrow notion of the 
combination of elements and infinity, all of which are relevant but not 
primary in that it does not contribute in solving the essential problem. A 
recent contribution by Bianca Tavassi La Greca in the context of Bernardo 
Vittone's mathematics has again failed to make progress in this area.5 

One aspect of the epigraph, that of the optical tradition, had by the end 
of the sixteenth century reached almost universal acceptance in Western 
Europe. Already in Pollaiulo's Tomb of Pope Sixtus IV in Rome, 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Published as Guarino Guarini e l'internazionalita del barocco. Atti del convegno internazionale .. . 1968. 2 Vols. (Turin 1970) 
Guarini's biography has been retold many times, yet H. A. Millon's unpublished thesis contains observations that would enrich a future biography. Since H. A. Meek's Guarino Guarini and his Architecture (New Haven-London 1988), provides a fresh presentation of the main facts in English, I will only refer to the Theatine's life as necessary. 
Wittkower, Art and Architecture in Italy 1600- 1750, Third Edition. (London 1980). Fot Muller, see ConvTor-1, pp. 531 seq. e 'Considerazioni sull'opera teorica di Bernardo Vittone. Guarini/Vitton: una linea teorica di continuita o di frattura?', Storia dell'arte 64, (Sept-Dec, 1988), pp~249-284. 
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'Prospectiva' had been raised to at least the rank of an Eighth Liberal Art, 
if not higher in that it is opposite 'Dialectica' and beside 'Gramatica'. In 
the universities the Perspectiva Communis of John Pecham was printed and 
offered as an alternative course to mathematics, as was his probable model 
in mediaeval optics, Witelo's Optica. The continued stature of Dionysius 
the Areopagite, the study of Aristotle's works with its complex theory of 
light, and the revival of Platonism and Neoplatonism, all ensured that 
light in the seventeenth century was very much alive to the metaphysical, 
cosmological and noetic significance of light, especially in the phenomen of 
projectivity. The establishment of projection in Europe is best appreciated 
by the reprinting of Ptolemy's Geographia many times from 1475, even 
before his Almagestum was disseminated in printed form beginning in 
1515; thus central projection received its imprimatur from a classical source 
of the highest grade. Then the practical aspects of the subject, in horology, 
astronomy, surveying, architecture, linear perspective, lenses, and so on, 
all combined to make it a territory of the most compelling interest. No 
better witness of this regard is the now famous frontispiece of Kircher's 
Ars Magna Lucis & Umbrae, where all these theoretical and practical 
concerns have been identified, especially the four lights of scientific 
knowledge going back to St. Bonaventure, and the triple world of ancient 
Christian cosmology, kept alive by Pica (Fig. 1).6 

Given these conditions, why has the philosophy of light and optics of 
Guarihi not been studied before? Perhaps the answer to this may lie in the 
style of that other corpus of knowledge where Guarini's optics reposes -
Placita philosophica (Paris 1665), (Fig. 2). This 'cursus' of natural philosophy 
lies as far as possible from the 'trattatisto' tradition of writing current at 
the time, and being an example of the science of Second Scholasticism, is 
remote from the humanist and individualist concerns that the Renaissance 
of Burchardt is supposed to represent, and even more remote from most 
modern historians of post-Mediaeval art, as indeed it was becoming 
increasingly irrevelant in its own day.7 In the particular case of the Placita's 

6 

7 

William B. Ashworth, Jr., 'Light of Reason, Light of Nature, Catholic and Protestant 
Metapysics of Scientific Knowledge,' Science in Context, Vol. 3, 1 (1989) (pp. 89-107). 
The four lights are (i) the light of mechanical art, or external light to phifosophy, (ii) 
the light of sense experience, or lower light, (iii) the light of philosophy, or inner 
light, and (iv) the light of Sacred Scripture, higher light, with its source directly in 
God, from St. Bonaventure's Retracing the Arts in Theofogy, idem, p. 96. For Pico and 
the triple world, see Yates, Bruno, p. 121-122, and for the frontispiece, idem, p. 124. 
This is made very clear in Sister Patricia Reif's 'Ibe Textbook Tradition in Natural 
Philosophy 1600-1650, f. Hist. Ideas, XXX (Jan.-Mar., 1969) No. 1, pp. 17-32. For 
academic Aristotelianism of the period see C. B. Schmitt's works in the Bibliography. 
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Disputation on light, 'De luce', it is understandable that the effort to read 
it has not been made, for a number of reasons. First is the extended 
argumentation which rarely gives up its meaning, uncharacteristically 
preferring negation to affirmation as a means of investigation; second is 
the technicality of the language, }mmersed in a great variety of obscure i"t 
sources and even more obscure opinions; and third, is the absence of any 
of the rich language and imagery that were usually employed in dealing 
with light. I will call these difficulties - Guarini's problem of 'De luce', 
which refers to the overall recovery of meaning from this source. In the 
event, the process of recovery has opened up the wider world of Guarini's 
mathematical imagination and that of the seventeenth century to which it 
belonged, the so-called 'century of genius'. 

Method. 
To overcome these difficulties of interpreting 'De luce', the secondary 

literature was not very helpful, and the summary treatments of the 
religious and philosophical meaning of light in encylopediae all seem to 
end in the sixteenth century or with St. John of the Cross. A survey of the 
sources cited in 'De luce' showed that beyond Aristotle and some key 
figures in the history of philosophy, Guarini's immediate predecessors of 
the previous hundred years predominate, a trait common to writers of 
such Scholastic manuals or textbooks.8 Using these figures as a key ((see 
Appendix A), this literature was examined (see Appendix B). It soon 
emerged that the controversial moments in 'De luce' depended on a small 
number of figures, among whom the most important historically speaking, 
is Francesco Patrizi da Cherso.9 Dr. John Henry has shown how important 
was the Dalmatian or the Istrian Philosopher as he was known, for the 
whole seventeenth century, and because of his doctrines of Neoplatonic 
light and mathematical space, Patrizi provides a realistic 'terminus ab 
quem' for this enquiry. His geometry has not been noticed, and these 
issues are dealt with in Chapter One. 

To establish the traditional transmission of doctrine in the seventeenth 
century, a trio of once emminent scholars, yet each with their individual 
nuances and now all but forgotten, permit the main lines of Aristotelian 

8 

9 

Reif, Patricia, 'Textbook',]. of the History of Ideas, ?>0 (/ 900), ff ·ll- 32 , 
Not to be confused with Francisco Patrizi da Siena (1413 - 1494). Cherso was part of Venetian Dalmatia. 
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and 'official' theory to be laid down: the Northern Italian Fortunio Liceti, a 
physician, polyhistor and antiquarian, Marin Cureau de la Chambre, again 
a physician, French courtier and enemy of Descartes, and Ismael Boulliau 
(Bullialdus), a young French astronomer-mathematician of the first rank, 
also anti-Cartesian. 

In the Euclides, the name 'Betinus' revealed a striking corpus of work in 
mathematical theory, optics and allied arts, by the Bolognese Mario Bettini 
S. J., giving a vital insight into the mathematical imagination of Guarini. 

h All these figures from Patrizi to Bettini, are gathered toge)llter in Chapter 
tl 

One. 

Bettini was also used as a ready source for the great encyclopaedia of 
light by the younger Athanasius Kircher, heterogenous polymath of the 
century. In treating this egregious figure in Chapter Two, I have examined 
in particular his geometry and combinatrics, and his celebration of 
projection appearing in his various tomes. 

In Chapter Three the paradox of the changing philosophy of light is 
well illustrated in the life and works of Father Marin Mersenne, first in his 
theology, and then in his move to the 'mechaniste' theory, stimulated by 
his friends Descartes and Hobbes. The theme of the philosophy of 
geometry is again noticed, linked with Hobbes. This provides a break to 
what has gone before, and introduces the 'new philosophy' that was on 
the rise. 

These studies form Part I, and are not to be taken as a history of light
philosophy for the period, but rather as an introduction to light-geometry 
and Guarini's eventual treatment of the subject. Several ommissions have 
been made. Kepler, 'father of modern optics and astro-physics', does not 
appear. He was used by Guarini, but it is obvious that the Theatine did 
not, in common with so many of his contemporaries, assimilate the 
German astronomer, and would have been suspicious of the Hermetic and 
more wayward tendencies of his work. Again Guarini was ambivalent 
about Kepler's theory of the retina in vision, and used his astronomical 
material as a data-source for observational computations, seeming to 
ignore his cosmography. Aguilonius, a Lowlands Jesuit who was used by 

* Guarini extensively, has been the subject of a modern monograph, and 
therefore as in Kepler's case, I will refer to him as necessary. As the Jesuit 
Francesco-Maria Grimaldi's famous work on light-physics came out in the 
same year as the Placita, it is not mentioned in 'De luce'. 

# August Zig g elaar SJ , Franyois de Ag uil 6 n S. J. (1567-1617) , 
scientist and architect, (R o me. 1983). 
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In Part II, Chapter Four, the Theatine background and Guarini's 
scholarship provide the setting to introduce his literary output, allowing 
some general remarks in differientiating his 'oeuvre'. In order to deal 
extensively with such a subject as the Theatines, a separate enquiry on 
different lines would be needed to do it justice, i. e. access to holdings of 
their literature, which is almost unrepresented in libraries in these islands. 

The next two chapters are devoted to each aspect of his natural 
philosophy, light as in 'De luce' in Chapter Five, and the mathematics of 
the Euclides in Chapter Six. Gathering these themes together is the task of 
Chapter Seven, under the title 'Transcendental Light'. Chapter Eight 
attempts to understand his architecture in terms of his philosophy, and 
how in turn the architectural treatise, Architettura civile , edited in the next 
century by Vittone, may be interpreted (henceforth Arch.civ.). This is 
followed by a short conclusion. 

B. METAPHYSICS and SECOND SCHOLASTIC. 

I have already alluded to the Scholastic character of the Placita, and the 
distance which now separates us from such writings. While Guarini's main 
authority is Aristotle, there is a characteristically large substratum of 
'neoterici' of the previous hundred years - the period of Second or Middle 
Scholasticism. This is not the place to deal wit~ Second Scholastic 'in toto': 
rather I wish to present some material which will be helpful in dealing 
later with the Theatine's thought, in the form of several issues of both a 
general and historical nature. 

Reality and Intelligibility. 

All the principles of European philosophy before Guarini deal with the 
problem of reality by addressing the question of origin, arche and ultimate 
reference. These principles were to be found in classical metaphysics 
which acted as the ground in the domain of the . intelligible. Reality is to 
be found in the first principle - nous - the mind, the intelligible. In this 
search Aristotle was more radical than Plato, for whom the ultimate end is 
the .ultimate Good, 'something that still remains to be found above reality 
and intelligibility ... ,' therefore truely transcendental.10 In Aristotle there 

10 Etienne Gilson, Being and some philosophers, (Toronto 1952), p. 13. 
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is nothing quite as transcendental, for 'thought is the highest actuality that 
moves the world'.11 

In the Philosopher's own words, 'Therefore . the divine thought thinks 
itself, if it is what is best; and its thinking is a thinking of thinking.m For 
Aristotle God is the principle that knows itself, and is all movement - ' ... 
unchanging, living ... embracing within itself the vibrant essence of the 
world, the ultimate source of physical movement and biological growth, 
the light that quickens human thought, the good that men unite with 
momentarily in contemplation, the power that alone can order the whole 
and give eternal structure to things and processes.113 Henceforth 
thoroughout the classical tradition what is common is the belief in the 
primacy of that principle of intelligibility, where the critical moment is 
how the whole of reality is ordered and structured by this principle, 
resulting in Platonic participation, Aristotelian causality and Plotinian 
emanation. 

The Middle Ages saw the development of these structures preeminently 
in dialectic, analogy and mysticism. In Porphyry's Isagoge the essential or 
accidental connection between the terms of propositions is accounted for 
by five predicates or five modes of attributing a predicate to a subject, 
consisting of five mental ways of attribution, namely ge~s, specific 
difference, species, property and accident, the last denoting where a logic 
of pure ideas can touch the world of variable and informal facts. 14 This 
was . known as the Tree of Porphyry. The Aristotelian syllogism links 
higher or the highest universals to other things, but other things are not 
predicable of such universals.15 

Analogy, which was at the same time technical, philosophical and 
theological, is a kind of predication mid-way between univocation and 
equivocation: 'it denotes a perfection (the "analagaton") that, though found 
similar in two or more subjects called "analogates", is neither simply the 
same or simply different.n6 The most important kind of analogy in 
metaphysics is that of both being and intention, the analogy of 

11 Edel, Abraham, Aristotle and his Philosophy, (London 1982), p. 132. 
12 Ibid., quoting Aristotle's Metaphysics 1074b 22-26, 33-35. 
13 Ibid. 
a Thomas Gilbey, 0. P., Barbara celarent: A Description of Scholastc Dialectic. (London 1949), p. 145. In fn. 2, this example is given: 'Man is an animal - genus: rational -specific difference: rational animal - species: with a sense of humour - property: usually wears clothes - accident.' 
1s Edel, Arist., p. 187. 
16 G. P. Klubertanz, 'Analogy', NewCilthEnc, Vol. I, p. 461. 
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proportionality, discussed by St. Thomas Aquinas and Cajetan, both of 
whom Guarini quoted on the subject.17 

In this tradition, when God is discussed in terms of theology, it means 
that the territory of the theoretical, 'episteme', 'scientia', is also entered 
upon. Thus emerges a natural theology, which is that portion of special 
metaphysics dealing with God.18 In this way a 'scientia divina' was sought 
which had repercussions t~ugh the system of Second Scholastic as we 
will see: for someone as representative as Cardinal Toletus S. J., 'Second 
Scholastic was not to explain Aristotle but to rationalise Christian 
doctrine'. 19 This search for a 'scientia divina' also took the form of 
substantial changes in the classification and subordination of the arts and 
sciences as found in the compendia and as taught in the universities, 
taking a geometrial form such as St. Thomas Aquinas's overlapping 
squares of contradictions and the four elements (Fig. 3).20 While this 
combinatory art was pursued by figures like Oronce Fine, the Ramian 
mathematician, Maurolyco (see Appendix B), Clavius, Professor of 
Mathematics at the Collegium Romanum, the Count-Bishop Caramuel, 
Guarini's egregious contemporary, and even Leibniz, the quest for a 
'scientia divina' in mathematical terms was even more intense than this 
and will be given due attention in its place. 

Metaphysical Hierarchy. 
In --.dealing with the overall philosophy of someone like Guarini, we 

must take account the nature of hierarchy and intelligibility presented in 
metaphysics. These beliefs had a long history, which were transmitted to 
the West in the writings of Proclus Diadochus, especially in his Elements of 
Theology, Denys the Aeropagite, the Liber de Causis, and some passages of 
St. Augustine.21 The main features of this structure involves placing God 
and matter (non-being or 'non-ens') as two poles or termini which 

17 Ibid., p. 461. 
18 James Collins, God in Modern Philosophy, (London 1960), p. 179. The case in modern Scholastic terms is summed up in Wallace, The Elements of Philosophy, a Compendium for Philosophers and Theologians, (New York 1977), Ch. 7, pp. 121-147, which refers to the relevant articles in NewCathEnc. 
19 Eckhard Kessler, Camb. Hist. of Renaissance Philosophy, p. 508. 
20 Eberhard Knobloch, 'Clavius', Revue d'histoire des sciences, Tome XI, 3/4, Quil.-Dec., 1988), (pp. 331-356), pp. 345-349. This valuable study shows how the elements were to be linked to the five predicates from Prophyry, but he does not demonstrate how these combinatrics might refer to deeper metaphysical intentions, beyond algebra. 
21 Edward Mahoney, 'Neoplatonism, the Greek Commentators and Renaissance Aristotelism,' Neoplatonism and Christitm Thought, ed. Dominic J. O'Meara, (Albany 1982) (pp. 169-177, 264-282), pp. 173-174. 
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measure all things in their distance from God usually, thus determining 
their grade in a hierarchy of reality. While there should always be an 
ineffable distance between God and his creatures, St. Thomas Aquinas 
adopted this scheme but pointed out that 'God can be a "measure" only by 
transferring the word from the category of quantity'.22 In the Scholastic 
debate on how an infinite God can provide the measure for finite things, 
Paul of Venice (d. 1429) spoke of the grade of being - 'Latitude entis', 
which can be measured from its zero grade but not from the infinite 
grade.23 Marsilio Ficino, influenced no doubt by fresh surges of 
Neoplatonism, accepted the general scheme of God as the primary 
measure of all things, supported in turn by the Dominican scholar 
Cristostomo Javelli (1470-1538), a typical authority for Guarini.24 At the 
same time the secular Italian Aristotelians were violently rejecting the 
metaphysics of degrees of perfection, which meant in effect the rejection of 
hierarchical order in general.25 Since Galileo also rejected this doctrine in 
his Juvenilia, as did his acquaintance Cremonini, this issue will be a critical 
one for the 'new science' and the traditional sense of order.26 

The articulation of this hierarchy in mathematics has been traditionally 
through Euclidean geometry, and the nature of the continuum. Starting 
from the impartible point, there is developed the filiated structure of line, 
surface or plane, volume which gives spheres, and conics (Euclid's Conics 
has long disappeared) and transformation.27 This last is the same as 
metamorphosis, or substantival change, anticipating the world of elemental 
change, and now intelligible through geometrical transformation. This field 
was to be exploited by Bettini, as we will see. The afore-mentioned attack 
on hierarchy resulted in a devaluation of the understanding of Euclidean 
geometry as a model both of intelligibillity and cosmogony, which will be 
given due attention as it arises in this enquiry. 

22 Ibid., p. 174. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., p. 175. 
25 Ch. Lohr, 'X. Metaphysics', Camb. History of Renaissance Philosophy, (Cambridge 1989), · (pp580=6J8>, p. 620. 
26 Mahoney, Neoplatonism', p. 175. 
27 Since the meaning of such an intellectual structure has been completely purged from the pages of most modern commentators and historians of mathematics, the study of a representative selection of seventeenx':<entury geometry has revealed the vitality of such an explicit reading at that time, particularly in Bettini and Kircher. 
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Late Sixteenth Century Changes in Metaphysics. 
In anticipating the seventeenth century, one of the most important 

developments was the change in the divisions of the sciences in the 
sixteenth century, where natural philosophy emancipated itself, leaving 
philosophy to become metaphysics. This came about first by the Scholastic 
inclusion of corporeal things in metaphysics 'sub ratione entis', so that the 
science of being could, independently of Aristotle and by the light of 
natural reason, study God as 'ens increatum', the world as 'ens creaturn 
materiale', and the soul as 'ens creatum irnmateriale'.28 Another aspect of 
this change arose from the Metaphysics of Aristotle itself, which has given 
interpreters trouble down the ages, and now was taken up again with 
momentous results. This is the concept of a universal science above the 
other sciences, and it now was adopted by Benito Pereira of the Collegium 
Romanurn. He rejected the usual divisions of the sciences according to 
degrees of abstraction for a 'revolutionary ' division of metaphysics into 
two distinct sciences. The first, which he called 'first philosophy' or 
'universal science' and later 'ontology', was to deal with the most 
universal predicates of things as 'ens inquanturn ens' (as containing in 
itself all things) such as the transcendentals ~ as the one, the good, 
true, act and potency, whole and part, and substance and accidents. The 
second - 'scientia divina', 'theology', 'wisdom' or 'metaphysics in the 
proper sense of the word', was to treat immaterial reality separate from 
matter, or the divine, God, the intelligences and the soul.29 Then, Aristotle 
could be reinterpreted, eliminating everything that did not comply with 
the common axioms of philosophy or theology, in order to find the true 
principles so that there would be no conflict with Catholic doctrine, and 
Periera' s 'first philosophy' could be defined not only as the science of 
being, but the science of sciences: this science, based on its 'principia 
generalia naturali lurnine manifesta' now had the task of defending the 
worldview of Scholasticism against the attacks of secular Aristotelianism.30 

In the second half of the sixteenth century this reform took hold, 
leading to the establishment of chairs of metaphysics in the arts faculties, 
both in Spain and in Rome, in 1587. Also a new literary form quite 
different from Aristotle's presentation, now appeared under the title 
Disputationes metaphysicae, a new tradition of argument forming an organic 

28 Lohr, 'Metaphysics', p. 605. 
29 Ibid., p. 606. 
30 Ibid., p. 608. 
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whole and based on the first principles of philosophy.31 In Valencia, 
Bartolome Jose Pascual in an inaugural lecture, 'De optimo modo 
explanandi Aristotelem', advanced the demand not only that Aristotle's 
works should be rearranged, censored and augmented, but that these rules 
for scientific demonstration based on first principles should be compared 
with those of Euclid.32 

Not much later, the great theologian and philosopher Francisco Suchez 
attempted to rewrite Aristotle in accordance with the true principles of 
philosophy, i. e. first philosophy or 'prima philosophia', systemically 
arranged in his Disputationes metaphysicae. He saw reality as a whole in 
terms of infinite, finite immaterial, and material, and behind this 
distinction is the most important Scriptural doctrine of Creation, the key to 
which was the creative power of God.33 This was founded on his Christian 
reinterpretation of Aristotle, and he now defined metaphysics as the 
subject of real being, not just identified with actual being, but now to 
include possible being, or that which can be thought - 'cognoscibile' - to 
exist ('impossibilitas'). But Suarez attempted to clarify this concept of real 
being by claiming that it is distinct from 'entia rationis', such as figments 
and chimeras. The principle of the science of being is ultimately the 
principle of non-contradiction which penetrates all reality, and is the most 
certain of all principles (Arist., Meta. 1005b. 30), and can be related directly 
to the arche of mathematics.34 Thus finite material reality can now also be 
includ_ed in the divine, as an object of God's creative power, bringing into 
existence that which either contains or complies with non-contradictary 
principles. 

If traditionally God is known through natural reason (natural theology), 
in this new stage the metaphysician goes beyond Aristotle and creates or 
formulates a truely metaphysical argument in place of Aristotle's physical 
first principle of metaphysics. In other words, we are now presented with 
the metaphysical rather than the physical foundations of Divine creative 
power. Suarez thus restored a unity to metaphysics that was threatened by 
Pereira, a unity that included finite reality, and a theology of a God whose 

31 Ibid., p. 609. 
32 Ibid., p. 610. 
33 Ibid., p. 613. 
34 Ibid., p. 614. Later, the logic of John of St. Thomas was ' ... founded on the first kind 

of science; it reduces its conclusions to the first undemonstrable principles, e. g. it shows through the conclusion, contraries cannot be true at the same tzme, is founded on 
the principle of contradiction.' John of St. Thomas, Outlines of Formal Logic, transl. W. C. Wade, (Milwaukee, Wis. 1975). 
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absolute power brings into existence all non-contradictory things: thus 
metaphysics is both a divine science and a first philosophy, establishing 
the 'a priori' principle of all reality and all knowledge. Thus a new 
metaphysical faith is established that, while we have no access to things, 
we have access to the Divine ideas through this 'a priori' and as it 
increasingly came to be understood, mathematics.35 

One result of this is that the Spanish philosopher laid the foundation 
for the method of instruction not only in Catholic schools, but in 
Protestant institutions throughout Europe. Another was the rise of the 
'cursus philosophicus', interpreting parts of Aristotle's natural philosophy 
as metaphysics, breaking with the traditional Peripatetic order by placing 
'Metaphysics' before 'Physics'.36 As such the new 'cursus philosophici' 
were intended as a response to the humanist, sceptical, hermetic and 
encylopaedic developments of contemporary culture, they became 
overloaded with accretions of particular sciences, such as medicine, and 
the expertise of any author was stretched in attempting to master ancient 
scources as well. These tensions are apparent in the Placita; the Theatine 
was to extend his 'summa' even to the new Galilean strength of materials, 
anatomy and as another innovation, the lengthy 'De luce', not usually 
treated in such a 'curs us'. 

CONCLUSION. 

In the Advancement of Learning, Francis Bacon, standing for the new 
learning, mulled over the puzzles of light, significantly in discussing the 
facuj.ties of the soul. He critised the Mathematicians for concentrating on 
the radiations of light and not its 'Form and Origin': he also critised those 
who 'asserted upon a most vain notion that when space was spread forth 
it was filled first with light, and afterwards with body; whereas the Holy 
Scripture distinctly state that there was a dark mass of heaven and earth 
before light was created.137 If the Englishman had read the great 
philosopher of light, Francisco Patrizi da Cherso, he would have been 
answered in full measure- the first subject of Chapter One. 

35 Ibid., p . 615. 
36 Ibid., p. 618. In this regard Guarini will not follow this pattern but retained the older arrangement: older religious orders favoured the original, and as a Theatine Guarini may have acted thus. Idem, p. 619. 
37 Lord Bacon's Works, ed. J. Spedding, (London 1858), Vol. N, p. 403-404 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE TRADITION OF LIGHT-PHILOSOPHY 

The philosophers represented below are Francesco Patrizi da 
Cherso (1529-1597), Forturiio Liceti (1577-1657), Ismael Bullialdus 
(1605-1694), Marin Cureau de la Chambre (1594-1669) and Father 
Mario Bettini, S. J. (1582-1654). 

A. FRANCESCO PATRIZI: LIGHT and the NEW COSMOLOGY. 

As professor of Platonic philosophy at the enlightened court of 
Ferrara, Francesco Patrizi da Cherso wrote his Nova de universis 
Philosophia, (NPh, 1591) - 'New Philosophy of the Universe', in four 
parts, the first, 'Panaugia', being a restatement of Neoplatonic light.1 

Patrizi identified a primal, immaterial and infinite lux with God, the 
Father of Lights, which engenders an incorporeal-corporeal light 
which is analagous to the mediaeval doctrine of light as substantial 
form of all things.2 This connection he would vigorously deny as he 
was extremely anti-aristotelian, and very dismissive of Scholasticism. 
This notion is full of complexity: 'So corporeal light in one way is 
infinite and it is the truest image of that infinity. By no other reason 
does it differ from the corporeal light than that it turned out 
corporeal because of its tri-dimensionality, thus finite and infinite 
simultaneously'.3 Thus the image of the divine mind is projected 
from above through the centre of the sun by visible light. Maechling 
observes that for Patrizi dimensionality rather than finitude is the 
primary quality of a natural substance, and the difference between 

Patrizi's natural philosophy has been almost forgotten. Brinkman wrote an 
introduction to the Nph, and translated part of 'Pancosmia', see below. Patrizi is · included in P. 0. Kristeller's Eight Philosophers of the Renaissance, (Stanford, Calif. 
1966), pp. 110-126. His most recent recognition is by John Henry, 'Francesco Patrizi 
da Cherso's Concept of Space and its Later Influence', Annals of Science, 36 (1979), pp. 
549-575. 

2 Such an interpretation, while not advanced in so many words, is made on the 
findings of E. E. Maechling's unpublished study, Light metaphysics in the Natural Philosophy of Francesco Patrizi da Cherso, (U. of London 1977). 

3 Maechling, p . 29. 
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divine and natural being is 'defined primarily by the presence or 
absence of dimensionality instead of elemental matter.'4 What was 

before the object o~ theology or psychology now become the subject 
of natural philosophy; the spiritual assumes tri-dimensionality. The 

importance of space, instead of motion as in Aristotelian physics, is 

proclaimed in the titles of both editions of NPh. 

Patrizi attempted to reform natural philosophy by banishing the 
traditional elements, and introducing his four basic principles of the 

physical world (obviously against Aristotle) - space, light, heat and 

'fluor', the last rendered by Kristeller as 'humidity', but could be 

considered analogous to prime matter.5 

a. +he p /qnefs 
Patrizi seems to have found out ..ebout Tycho's system of second-

A A 

hand, and his teachings in this area have given rise to some recent 

debate.6 The traditional notion of the solid spheres was denied, and 

the centrality of the sun, because it is the Leader and King as 

expressed by Copernicus, is described as puerile.7 The earth still 

occupies the centre but turns diurnially on its axis, thus agreeing 

with Copernicus.8 

The publication of Nph seems to have secured his professorship 

of Platonic philosophy in Rome from the hands of his friend 
Ippolito Aldobrandini - Clement Vill, who was to give him an 

honourable buriaJ.9 In 1595 the Holy Ofice moved against Patrizi 
and the NPh was condemned, at the same time as Telesio. In his 

'Emendatio' to the Holy Office, he withdrew the motion of the earth 

in favour of its natural place with St. Basil and Scripture.10 In saying 

that the stars live and have intellects, he was ready to withdraw that 

as well, but he pointed out that Aristotle, Plato, and many 

theologians including St. Thomas Aquinas and Cajetan believed the 

same.11 Since he did not withdraw his teaching on elemental nature, 

4 Ibid., p. 30. 
5 Kristeller, Eight Philosophers, p. 124. 
6 He seems to have taught the solidity of the spheres earlier in his life, Edward Rosen, 

'Fr. Patrizi and the celestial Spheres', Physis, Anno XXVI, (1984),(pp.305-324), pp. 307-
308. 

7 Nph, pp. 91 and 109. 
8 lbid, p. 109. 
9 In the church of Sant'Onofrio, where Tasso was buried. Benjamin Brinkman, An 

Introdudion to Francesco Patrizi's Nova de Universis Philosophia, Ph. D., Columbia 
University, 1941 (Microfilm 915 Cambridge U. L.), p. 17. 

1° P. 0. Kristeiier, editor, 'Francesco Patrizi da Cherso EMENDATIO IN LIBROS SUOS 
NOVAE PHILOSOPHIAE', Rinascimento, Second Ser., (1970), (pp. 215-218), p. 218. 

11 Ibid. 
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there seem~s to be wide margins of opinion in interpreting Physica 
at the highest level of the church, on the eve of the Galilean era. 

In the last part of NPh, 'Pancosmia', parts of which had been 
already published, he deals with the problem of space. He begins 
with physical space (Bk. I) and then mathematical space (Bk. II). 
Lumen is only one of the #te principles of the world and, while it is 
important for philosophy, is not the first act of creation, which 
separates Patrizi from the Judaeo-Christian generally in this respect. 
From infinite cause comes infinite effect, and the first production of 
the supreme Creator is not light but space.12 But is this space finite 
or infinite? The world is fi'nite from its centre to the boundary of its 
surrounding heaven, 'coextensive with finite space.'13 But then it 
stretches forth to infinity, the infinite effect of infinite action, a 
consequence most probably of the teaching of Marcellus Palingenius 
Stellatus, and to a lesser extent Bruno.14 However from the 
'Emendatio' Patrizi was aware of the Scholastic concept of imaginary 
space which had been developed since the condemnation of 1277 
and . was still a)l( ;dive issue for his contemporaries the great 
theologian-philosopher Suarez and his rival, Gabriel Vasquez the 
'Spanish Augustine'Y However like Cusanus and Cardano he never 
uses the term. He defends his position in the 'Emendatio' by 
claiming that no theologian or Council was against it, and that as all 
diaphanieties resist light, then there would be no resistence to 
starlight being extended to infinity, in an infinite space above the 
heavens.16 

In Bk. IT of the 'Pancosmia' there are in all three spaces, (a) the 
infinite space of the universe, (b) a finite space selected by our mind 
and not abstracted from mundane experience,- 'cognito', or discrete 
parts of infinite space, which is actually infinite 'except where it 
touches the world or is limited by the conception of our minds', and 

12 NPh, f· 61a. Translated by Benjamin Brinkman, '"On Physical Space": Francesco 
Patrizi , Journal of the History of ideas, IV, (1943), (pp. 224-245), p. 225. 

13 Brinkman, Intro., p. 62. 
14 Francesco Fiorentino, BeriUlrdino Telesio ossia Studi storid su l'idea della natura nel 

risorgimento italiano. 2 Vols., (Florence, 1872-74) pp. 386, 389. For Palingenio see Koyre, 
Closed World, passim. Patrizi mentioneds Posidonius, the Stoics, and Hermes in· 
'Pancosmia', Bk I. 

15 For Scholastic imaginary space see Edward Grant, Much Ado about Nothing, (Camb. 
1981). For the 'Emendatio', see Kristeller, p. 218. where he used the term 'spacium 
quoddam infinitum.' 

16 'Emendatio', p. 218. 'Lumen autem, si omnia diaphora, quae resistentiam habent 
coelum, aerem, aquam, vitra, chrystalla pertransit, videtur facilius per ea quae 
resistentiam nullam habent, ut inane pertransire posse. Delendo hanc etiam si iubetis.' 
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(c) a finite space which is not conceived, 'namely, the minimum 
space which, by his principle of contraries, must actually exist, even 
it is imperceptible to the senses.117 Each space serves different 
purposes. The first is a perfect being, 'self-contained, self-sustaining, 
most of all a substance, most of all a quantity, lacking nothing for 
its existence and hence a law unto itself.'18 The second is 
mathematical space, conceptions derived from finite parts of the 
infinite continuum. The third affirms that finite space cannot be 
infinitely divisible, 'a spatial atomism that carries · with it the 
implications of material atomism.'19 However this must also be the 
traditional doctrine of indivisibles of the School. Bk Ill of the ,., 
Pancosmia' has been ignored in the commentaries oj Patrizi, yet that 

/\ is where he deals with geometry, another 'new' aspect of his 
philosophy. 

The 'Pancosmia' also includes his reform of geometry already 
published as Nuova Geometria, Ferrara 1587, which considers the 
geometrical point to have situation in a space which is extension, 
length, width and depth. 

Prop. XIII. Il punto, perche e nello spazio ha sito. 
Prop. XVIII. 11 J?Unto, perche e nelfo spazio, anche ha 
posiZione, 0 rositura nello spazio. 
Prop. XIX. I punto, perche positura ha, haura anche 
riguardo ad altri vno o piu, e punti, e linee, ed angoli, 
e superficie, e corpi, e Iinee, ed angoli, e superficie, e 
corp1, che nello spazio so no. 20 

This sacrifice of the ineffability of the point to a mathematical three
dimensional space is a serious rupture for the Euclidean tradition, 
and can be compared with Ramus's identification of the point with 
magnitude. The preservation of the authenticity of Euclidean 
doctrine was to be part of orthodox scholarship in the decades to 
come, in which Guarini was to make his particular contribution. 

There are two great conflicts in the story of Patrizi. One is his 
intellectual assault on the Judeao-Christian tradition in terms of the 
creation of light, space and the nature of geometry. The second 
conflict was the reaction of the Church. Despite Pope Clement's Bull 
of the 17th. Oct. 1595 which praised the Nph, and the author's · 

17 Brinkman, Introduction, pp. 62-3. 
18 Ibid., p. 63. But not the quantity of category, Brinkman, 'Physical Space', p. 241. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Nuova geometria, p. 14. 
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emendations, it was rejected: the printer sent the remaing stock to 
Venice where it was sold under a new title page. This ensured that 
it would be studied throughout Europe with consequences which 
have only recently been recognised. While we will see Mersenne 
and Guarini attacking Patrizi, he was favourably recognised by 
Father Kircher. Patrizi's battle against the School was parallel with 
the rise of mathematics and the new astronomy in the courts of 
Europe, thus his attempt to correct Aristotle 'that mathematics lacks 
purpose and utility.' 21 

B. LICETI AND THE ARISTOTELIAN THEORY OF LIGHT. 

The Aristotelian theory of light found no more erudite champion 
than the professor of medecine and philosophy, Fortunio Liceti. 
While he wrote numerous works on so many things including 
lightning, eclipses, new stars and comets, and the legends and 
artefacts of ancient lamps (Fig. 4), it is his De luminis natura et 
efficientia (DLNEE) that lays down the Peripatic doctrine by going 
straight to the texts themselves. Liceti linked this theory to the four 
Aristotelian causes, final, material, formal and efficient. There are 
two final causes to light, general and specific. The general cause has 
three parts, God as the end of all, the world as it is lit by lumen, 
and man as lumen prepares him for understanding. The three 
specific final causes are heat, colour and lux. 

Most important is the material cause of light, which is in the 
'perspicuum' or the diaphaneity. There are two kinds, indeterminate 
and without limits, determinate and limited to the surfaces of bodies 
like crystalls etc. Liceti used the Scholastic term 'analogate' to 
connect the two kinds of diaphanieties. 'And the actuality of the 
transparent is light.' De anima, IT. 7. The full character of Aristotle's 
theory is realised in its formal cause, which is not substance but 
accident, arguing that as accidents pass through a subject without 
corruption, such a variation in a subject must be accident. Both light 
and colour belong to the category of colour, 'what arises formally 
from light and the lucid are contained in the genus of quality or 
quale, as white and whiteness: light is really quality in the abstract, 

21 Brinkman, 'Space', p. 245. 
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the lucid is really called quale in the concrete.' 22 

The efficient cause of lumen is the agent which produces it in the 
diaphaniety and is the lucid body, which by its own simple 
presence bears forth from itself light and generates it through simple 
accident in the transparent, whatever kind that may be. Thus lux is 
the immediate cause of lumen, when it is present in a lucid body. 

The Speed of Light 
On one question Liceti broke with the School - the instantaniety 

of light. Since light is an operation arising from a corporeal agent, 
its procreation is a movement, and since all movement is effected in 
time, so also is light, but escaping perception by the senses. This is 
not a local movement but a successive production of qualities or 
forms in space. While Classical precedents may be found in the 
Epicurean theory of flux or Lucretius's imperceptible speed of fiery 
particles, Galileo had proposed that the speed of light should be 
measured in Discorsi (1638), and the Accademia del Cimento had 
tried to put into effect such an experiment.23 When Liceti deals with 
reflection and refraction, he speaks of force, 'vis productiva luminis', 
or 'vis procreatrix a lucido corpore impressa lumini', which are the 
local motions which he had rejected.24 

Geometry. 
For Liceti, the ancient theory of visual rays, the geometrical 

theory of light, is not pure, but the mediaeval physical lines of three 
dimensions,25 or a corporeal rectitude.26 The nature of the discrete 
rays comes from the luminous body, which betrays the presence of 
the atomist theory, as the luminous body is defined as 'a magnitude 
constituted from many particles.'27 From these different strains in 
Liceti's treatment of light, Zoubov concludes that the optics of Liceti 
is a 'conglomeration of heterogenous ideas', reconciled within the 

22 DLNEE, p. 76. ' ... quod a luce, lucidore formaliter oritur, id omnes assidens est; et 
enim lux, & lucidum in genere qualitas, & qualis continentur vt albedo, & album: lux 
quidem est qualitas in absttacto, lucidum vero dicitur quale in concreto.' 

23 V. P. Zoubov, 'Une tMorie aristotelienne de la lumiere du XVII siecle; Isis, 24 (1935. 
1936), (pp. 343-360), p. 356. 

24 Zoubov, p. 357, quoting DLNEE, Bk. 11, 22, 23. 
25 DLNEE, Bk. 11, pp.18-19. ' ... non per lineas, at per superficies, immo vero per 

corpora secundum rectum.' 
26 Zoubov, p 357. ' ... corporea rectitudo.' 
27 Zoubov, p. 358, citing Bk. 11, Ch. 19: ' ... magnitudo pluribus constituta particulis.' 
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Aristotelian system. The geometrical theory of light is hinted at by 
Aristotle, when he exlained the rainbow as indivisible mirrors.28 This 
theory was expoited genefaly in the Middle Ages, and lost its 
identity with Aristotle. Both Lagalla and Liceti were exceptions 
among the Peripatetics in holding out for a finite speed of light, 
against for example Kepler and Descartes, and which can be 
described as a reformed Aristotelianism affiliated to a restored 
atomism, in opposition to the rising mechanism of France and the 
metaphysical doctrine of the immateriality of light and its 
instantaniety.29 

While Liceti' s presentation is in effect an aftomeration reforming .,... 

the Peripatic doctrine, Grimaldi's Physico-Mathesis de lumine was to 
present the finitude of the speed of light (as well as difraction) in 
the guise of a scholastic disquisition, and we will see that Guarini 
follows Liceti, without citation, in propounding the same opinion. In 
other aspects the role of Liceti' s work can be detected in the 
Theatine's treatment of the subject, especially when the Theatine 
referred to the perpetual flame found in tombs according to Liceti. 
Liceti is a(a) reformer of Aristotelianism in the seventeenth century, 
and especially with respect to the non-instantaneous speed of light. 

C. BULLIALDUS AND INFINITE PYRAMIDS OF LIGHT. 

For his first publication the mathematician and astronomer Ismael 
'· 

Boulliau, the future 'Clarissimus' Bullialdus, wrote De natura lucis (163~ 
(DNL), a slight octaveo volume dominated by simple geometrical 
optics and related problems (See Appendix B). The mathematics is 
sandwiched between a preface and a historical survey. The text is 
pervaded by a gentle critical spirit established in its first lines, 
where he states that while light is the most wonderful of all sensible 
things, no philospher can agree what it is, even Alhazen, Vitello, 
Patrizi and Kepler. (DNL, upag.). He rejects the attrition theory of air 
and the spheres, of Aristotle from the De Caelo (lib. 2. cap 7), and is 
stimulated in turn by the impetus notion of John Philoponus, which 
tended to the corporeality of light. His own definition, better 

28 Boyer, The Rainbow, From Myth to Mathematics, (London 1987), p. 38-39. 
29 Zoubov, pp. 356-357. 
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described as a qualification of the traditional doctrine, is found in 
this context: 

We do not say that light is simply a body, for it is 
also a participant of incorporiety, but as it should 
satisfy this objection, I say that light is moved , save 
only by a single motion which (is) from one boundary, 
certainly from a lucid point, because it radiates 
spherically, & the distinction of situation in the 
diffusion of light is only relation pertaining to those 
who see, as in the universe there 1s no diversities of 
regions, unless with respect to us who make 
distinctions in position, & regions of the world, & 
because the motion of fire is said to be understood, 
because it is moved in a single motion with respect to 
its origin.30 

This seems to break down the two great divisions of the natural 
world, the celestial and the sublunar, certainly with respect to light. 
Thereafter the first Proposition of the main treatise is that 'the origin 
of light is by act in the lucid body. And lux flows forth without any 
interruption.'31 Thus the distinction between lux and lumen 
disappears, overcoming the Aristotelean definition of transparency 
which tends to ignore the presence of the source. Bullialdus' 
'definition' relates light to fire, probably following Plato, because of 
its corpore~ nature, and also geometry in its continuity as expressed 
in proposition II - 'Lux flows forth tlfuugh lines & and is diffused , A 

spherically', thus binding explicitly geometry to the nature of light.32 

The transcendental character of this geometry of light is confirmed 
by the next Proposition, 'Every lucid point expands in an infinite 
line or ray',33 which leads m{~the statement of the inverse square law 
of illumination. This is expressed by the expansion of a sphere by 
equal infinite lines, with a diagram, which is later developed into 
the doctrine of Bullialdus that Guarini found absurd, the infinite 
pyramids of light (Fig. 5). In Proposition VIII he describes the 

30 DNL, unpag.: 'Non dicimus lumen simpliciter esse corpus, nam incorporei est etiam 
particeps, sed vt huic obiectioni satisfiat, dico lumen non nisi vnico motu moueri quia 
ab vno termino, nempe a puncto lucido, quod sphaerice radiat, & ilia situum 
distinctio in luminis diffusione nulla est nisi relatione habita ad videntes, vt in 
vniverso non sunt plagarum diuersitates, nisi respectu nostri qui distinximus · 
positiones, & regiones mundi, & qua rationevnicus dicitur esse ignis motus a centro 
ad peripheriam: idem de luce debet intelligi, quae respectu suae originis vnico 
mouetur motu.' 

31 DNL, p. 1. 'Prop. I. Origo lucis est actu in lucido corpore. Et lux sine aliqua interruptione a 
corpore lucente iffluit.' 

32 Ibid., p. 6. 'Prop. 11. Lux effluit per lineas & sphaerice dilatur.' 
33 Ibid., p. 7. 'Prop. 11 Omne punctum lucidum infinitus lineis seu radius diffanditur.' 
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infinite pyramids of rays citing Patrizi. Later he claims that these 

pyramids are terminated by the 'egregious providence of God' .34 

Here he is grappling with the inverse square law and a series to 

infinity, but as light is sensible, God must intervene to terminate it. 

Mathematics thus forces God to break through the hierarchies of 

traditional causality, but Bullialdus was not to go as far as de la 

Chambre. This trick of getting God to re-interfere in his own work, 

as it were, is a common device in Guarini, originating from the 

rigour of his logic in Physica. Bulialdus needs God to bring light to 

an end because he has lost the distinction between the physical 

worlds, as well as positing an infinite light here below. 

The distinctive character of Bullialdus is his treatment of light on 

historical grounds in the aforementioned 'Placita' or Survey. Pride of 

place is given to Plato, and hence to fire and the Athenian's 

recognition of the corporeal dimension of light's nature. This is 

followed by brief notes on Anaximander, Anaxagoras, Leucippus, 

Heraclitus and Philolaus the Pythagorean; then Empedocles, Zeno 

and the Stoics, and Epicurus from Lucretius. Only then is the 

'sententia' of Aristotle dealt with, and the survey jumps to Marsilio 

Ficino, Patrizi, followed by Alhazen and Vitello. The spiritual theory 

of Thomaso Giannini of Ferrara, a contemporary, is vigorously 

refuted, but he allows that light can be compared to the 'animus, 

seu ~ntellectu humano', and that light is the 'anima mundi' from the 

'Fiat lux', informing inchoate matter.35 

This little treatise of Bullialdus demonstrates a surprisingly 

critical attitude to the traditional doctrine of Aristotle and parts of 

the ancient notion of light, while accepting unquestioningly other 

parts, particularly the mediaeval, as noted. His attempt to forge a 

synthesis is overshadowed by Patrizi, but unlike the Italian 

professor, his treatment of Aristotle is carefully argued. His 

independence from the detailed Scholastic arguments of formal 

causality separate him most from Liceti and de la Chambre, while 

his mathematical understanding of light is authentic, but due to 

Kepler, probematically up-to-date. His infinite pyramid of light is 

the problem that Guarini wi( fasten upon, in other words the 

problem of continuity and the infinite. 

34 DNL, p. 150. 
35 DNL, pp. 145, 146. 
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D. De la CHAMBRE: LIGHT AS THE ABUNDANCE OF 
ESSENCE. 

Writing his science in the vernacular, Marin Cureau de la 
Chambre's second book on the nature of light, La Lumiere of 1657, 
was dedicated to his patron Cardinal Mazarin, who beyond the light 
of the world, is the light of 'l'Esprit et de l'Honneur' (Figs. 6, 7). 
While the Royal courtier and physician accepted the Aristotelian 
theory of light in the transparency, his task was to bring the 
Academy and the Lyceum together, by establishing a hierarchy of 
essences between God and non-matter. 

As the most active things have the most Essence, a ray of light is 
identified as an action derived from divine Essence. Every actual 
Essence has its entity in Quantity and Extension, the formal and 

/ 

intelligilb~ extension of Scholastic teaching, and thus he seems to 
rely on St. Thomas Aquinas's approval of 'spatium imaginaria'. 
Light in luminous bodies is 'une qualite qui a le plus d' essence entre 
les qualitez sensibles, et qui a pour sujet propre le corps qui 
naturellement est le plus transparent.' (LL, pp. 140-141) 

Overburdened by the most subtle distinctions, de la Chambre 
affirms that light is moved in an instant like the Angels, as all 
Philosophy is in accord that such movements are not successive nor 
is there a change of place (LL, p. 282). He reluctantly admits that 

~ . 

refraction is due to the nature of the transparency, but light is like 
the Magnet in having a 'secrete connjaissance' given by God when 
he gave them both being, so that light knows the density of the 
transparency by virtue of its 'antipathie naturelle avec la matiere' 
(LL, p. 354) (Fig. 8). 

The French physician employs geometry for reflection and 
combined this with the notion that light acts through the shortest 
way. De la Chambre sent a copy to Pierre de la Fermat who 
acknowledged in a letter that it was 'very solid and very subtle', 
accepting the principle that nature always acts by the shortest 
courses.36 But the courtier would not extend this principle beyond 
reflection, which Fermat did with success. 

36 A. I. Sabra, Theories of Light from Descartes to Newton, (Camb., 1981), pp. 137-139. 
Fermat applied this principle as the the 'easiest course, the principle that might be 
found to agree with the behaviour of light when passing from one medium to 
another.' (Ibid., p. 139.) · 
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In dealing with the efficient cause of light, he rejects all theories 
such as that of emanation, identified with the School (LL, pp 152-3, 
167), and also Monsieur de Cartes theory of propagation - 'belle 
apparence trop ~sloignee du sens commune' . In turn he proposed a 
bizarre theory, the permanence of immaterial light in the image of 
an Engraver cutting an 'estampe' of the figure of the sun filling all 
space with its body of rays at the same time, as both are born and 
die at the same time (LL, p 181-182) (Fig. 9). Thus there is a circle of 
stable, permanent light surrounding the luminous body, which it 
carries always with it, conforming to light's immobility, and lack of 
agitation and change. The Stars are kings and Princes of nature, 
carrying a circle of 'clarte-' crowning their sovereignty (LL, p. 183-
184): The Sun is the monarch of all luminous bodies and carries the 
same rays back each day- thus speaks the courtier of the Sun King. 
Coming directly from God, light is indivisible, and has 'propre' 
extension, not 'categorique comme parle l'Escole'. It is of the same 
nature as the soul, indivisible as spiritual substances (LL, pp. 193-
194). 

The last chapter of LL concerns the end and usage of light. While 
light is the first of all causes, there are five final causes of light, 
namely for the perfection of the universe, for the generation of all 
things that compose it, for the commodity of animals, for the 
partic!_!lar instruction of men, and lastly for the Glory of God. The 
treatise concludes with a paen of praise of light, so clearly marked 
with the Divine character, a celestial quality 'joining heaven to earth, 
forms to matter, soul to the body and objects to the soul' (LL, p. 
412). De la Chambre is close to stating that light is the World Soul 
because of its direct causality in the abundance of essence. 

Colour 
In the second edition of his Iris (Paris 1650), de la Chambre 

argued that the diversity of light in colour has numerical degrees 
similar to sound, perhaps following Aguilonius's proportional 
scheme of colour, as well as the Pythagorean (Fig. 10). Jean Baptiste 
Duhamel (1624-1706), priest and perpetual secretary of the Academie . 
des sciences, took up de la Chambre's ideas on light, including his 
colour theory, in a Latin dialogue, where Descartes is the other 
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interlocutor whose notions are ridiculed.37 

De la Chambre, despite his prolix distinctions, gave a vivid 
reinterpretation of the important aspects of traditional light
philosphy, and found in Guarini agreement with the notion of 
light's indivisibility in a structure of essences. The Frenchman's 
modernity is not just in his use of the vernacular, but in his attempt 
to unite the Academy and the Lyceum. 

E. MARIO BETIINI AND PROTEAN LIGHT-GEOMETRY. 

Constrained by ill-health from teaching, the Bolognese Father Mario 
Bettini S. J. was encouraged to write, first publishing in letters and 
morals, and then, after a sojourn in Parma, in mathematics. In 1642 
he produced Apiaria universae philosophicae matherrw.ticae (Apiar.), an 
encyclopaedia on mechanics, optics and astronomy in that order, 
which in itself demonsrates his philosophy of mathematics. This is a 
synthesis of Platonic (especially Proclean) and Aristotleian theories, 
loosely described as 'Universal', as ascent from corporeal things to 
the spiritual. All the wonders of nature are interpreted as 'paradoxa' 
in this ascent, and lead to 'moralia' or theological interpretations 
which conclude most of his demonstrations. 

Hi~ strong background in literature provided him with a rich 
imagery to clothe his presentation. The beehives of the title belong 
to the ten bees of his dedicatee, Canon de Vasa Petramellaria of 
Bologna, therefore ten 'Apiaria' plus two extra on arithmetic and a 
Euclidean index, with an Epilogue on Cosmography. One image of 
mathematics is a mystical marriage of Astrea and Philomathe,38 and 
his frontispieces describe complex details combining technics and 
light with higher things (Figs. 11, 12).39 

37 See Boyer, The Rainbow, p. 229. 
38 Based on the marriage of Mercury and Philology, the daughter of Phronesis, attended 

by the seven bridesmaids of the Liberal Arts, thus organising Martianus Capella's 
'bizarre encyclopaedic romance', the Satyricon. Robert Flint, Philosophy, (Edinburgh
London 1904), p. 89. 

39 See my The Mathematical Places of Mario Bettini', SCROOPE the Cambridge 
Architecture Journal, Issue No. 2, (1990), pp. 18-23. 
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The Geometrical Bee 
In the Collections of Pappus there is a Preface on the sagacity of 

bees to Book V on isoperimetry, and so Bettini used this insect and 
its hexagonal cell as a symbol of the Euclidean point (Fig. 13). 

at'e 
Scripture, the Fathers and ancient literature -is- ransacked for apt 
extensions of this conceit, and he introduces the 'virga' of Moses, 
the tip of which is a magical point.40 

He marvels at the fulcrum underpinning great weights; quoting 
Job 26, '- suspendit Deus terram super nihilum, which is to say, over a 
point ... - 'super punctum, & centrum mathematicum, cuius pars 
nulla est ... punctum mathematicum orbius vniversi est basis & 

firmament' - 'the mathematical point is the basis and firmament of 
the world'.41 

The Geometrizing Spider 
The line follows the same treatment as the point, but with the 

spider and its web as the image (Fig. 14). The line is related directly 
to the luminous line, for in the later Aerarium (1648), he admits that 
'Lux a vera geometria' - 'Light (is) from true geometry'.42 Optics is 
developed as conics, by rotating a triangle, and also as the process 
of quadrature, through lunules, giving transformations under the 
aegis of Proteus (Fig. 15). In optics this takes the form of 
'deformationes' (anamorphosis) and 'collectiones', varieties of optical 

-..._ 

trickery. 

Sound is related to light through optics, and he selects the ellipse 
as the symbol of 'sonimetrica', applying it to vaults for a,t'coustic 
improvement (Figs. 16, 17). 

His astronomy aims to preserve the perfection of the heavenly 
. bodies, and results in changing the Spider's Web to 'Aranea 
Cosmographicum', the stereographic projection of the northern 
hemisphere, with the Jesuit device at the pole (Fig. 18). He includes 
a Monochordic harmony of the planets (Fig. 19), and a 'moralia' on 
the moral harmony of the cube (Fig. 20). 

40 Boyer says that 'virgae' were literally streaks or columns of light, or imperfect 
rainbows, sundogs, light-pillars, Rainbow, p. 25. 

41 Job 26, 7. 'Qui extendit Aguilonem super vacuum et appendit terram'. E. Grant says 
that Oresme cites this line of Job in his discussion of imaginary space, in 'Medieval 
and Seventeenth Century Void Space', Isis, LX ( 1 9 6 o) , (pp. 3 9-6 o) , p. 5 1 • 

42 Aerar., Tome II, p. 44. 
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Emanuele · Tesauro, the Turinese writer and courtier, noticed 
Bettini in his Cannochiale Aristotelica,43 and this recognition confirms 
Bettini as a foremost source for the imagery of Baroque optics, not 
only by Guarini, but by his fellow-religious Kircher, the subject of 
the next chapter. 

43 Ezio Raimondi, 'Dalla metafora alia teoria della cultura', Immagini del Barocco, Bernini 
e la cultura del Seicento, M. Fagioli, ed., 1982, p. 22. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

KIRCHER: LIGHT AS UNIVERSAL SYMBOL 

'A symbol is a notation signifying some arcane mystery ... it leads our 
soul by a certain similarity to the intelligence of something very different 
from the things of sense-perception.'1 

Father Athanasius Kircher S. J. was thrice celebrated during his 
own lifetime and long after on account of his encyclopaedic 
publications, his experimental and antiquarian activities enshrined in 
his museum in the Collegium Romanum, and for his claim to have 
successfully interpreted Egyptian hieroglyphs. That last reputation 
stood until Champollion, who built on Kircher's use of Coptic. His . ,_ 

Nl.:1gnu L.,.c, r e t UY>1<-~ Ytle 
weighty tomes have received recent attention; for example his rs IS 

-A 
the subject of Jose Bach's study, which concentrates on his 'scientific 
meth~d' but not on his geometry. What is clear is that Kircher 
depended on both Patrizi and Bettini in his syncretic search for 
knowledge, embracing as well the Hermetica, the Cabbala, Zoroaster 
and the Chaldaic and even Chinese sources. 'His method essentially 
consists in an analytic study of nature in order to throw light on the 
secret correspondences which bind single aspects of the sublunary 
world to celestial phenomena, . . . the dogmas and charisms of 
theology to moral virtues, magical and Satanic vices to capital vices 
which determine the perpetual disruption of the world which Divine 
Goodness has wished to unite and become harmonious in all its 
parts. The rules of such a method can be reduced essentially to 
analogy and symbolism.'2 His overall intentions are best grasped in 
Ars Magna Sciendi seu Combinatoria, 1669, or 'The Great Art of 
Knowing'. 

1 Kircher, Oedipus Aegyptiacus, 11, pp. 404-417, quoted by Godwin, Kircher, p. 21. 
2 Dino Pastino, La nascita dell'idolatria, l'Oriente religioso di Athanasius Kircher, p. 27. (My 

translation.) 
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A. 'THE GREAT ART of KNOWING.' 

0 This is no less than a resuscitation of the combina)rics of 
Raymond Lull, refined and augmented to take into account modern 
advances. Every branch of knowledge can be treated under four 
alphabets of principles of nine steps or grades each. The first 
alphabet denotes basically Aristotlean categories. The second, 

-11 'Absolute Principles', runs as follows - 'Bonitas, Ma~tudo, Duratio, 
Potentia, Sapentia, Voluntas, Virtus, Veritas and Gloria', signalled by 
the use of the first two letters of each word. The Third is 'Respective 
principl~s' such as concordance, contrariety and equality, and the 
last alphabet is the grades of being from God to Angels, 'Coelum, 
Elementa, Homo, Animalia, Plantae, Mineralia & omnia mixta,' and 
last of all, 'Materia; instrumenta' .. The first alphabet is signified by 
the numbers 1 - 9, the second by letters as noted, but the last two 
have appropiate graphic symbols. 

The sciences are divisible into divine - theology, and human -
metaphysics, physics, mathematics, moral philosophy and the 
dis~rsive sciences. Metaphysics is quite thomistic, being composed 
of 'Divina' - God in the abstract, 'Transcendens' - being qua being, 
and 'Angelica', the angelic nature in the abstract. Physics includes 
magia naturalis which m ~ turns out to be Astrology, Alchemy 
and 'Empyrica' or 'experimental natural magic'. Mathematics is very " 
much elaborated in these great tables of divisions filling successive 
pages of the work. It is of course the usual Quadrivium but with 
additions - Algebra, Optica, Statica and Ichnographica as in 
architecture. Ichnographica as orthographic projection agrees with 
what Guarini includes in his pure mathematics. Cosmography in 
Kircher's table includes astronomy and astrology. Optics is 
subdivided into Propie optica, Catoptrica, Dioptrica and 
Diocatrioptrica. 'Proprie optica' is again divided into Perspectiva 
and Prospectiva, the last being again split into Orthographica, 
Stereographica and Schenographica. 

At the beginning of the AMSciendi and again repeated in Book V, 
he lays down the basis of his combinatorial or Great Art, which has 
two 'cardines' or pivots. The first is 'Combinatoria principiorum 
inter se', which is achieved by synthesis - the reduction of many 
principles to a unity, and analysis, i.e. division. The other pivot is 
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'ars analogia' 

by which we dscover by means of the diverse shadows 
of similitude that the least is in the highest, the 
intermediate is in both the lowest and the highest; that 
the highes~s in both the mediate and the lowest; and, 
in a word, that is in everything, each in its own way. 
Further there is nothing in the general nature of thinss 
which is not everything and in each under a certam 
proportion and (which) corresponds by analogy.3 

From this arises the encyclopaedic universality or 'polypaedia' so 
that ' . . . any whichever of the arts or sciences and all of the causes 
of the most hidden things could be investigated and conveyed from 
the sources taken up by nature and also from the variety of ascents 
and descents and circuits of spirits.'4 In Book V, Cap. I, the Synthetic 
and Analytic Art is explained, using the image of the circle, and is 
identified with mathematics represented by 'Apollonius of Perga, 
Euclid and others of the first rank of geometers, Aristotle in the First 
and Posterior Books, though he ommitted the mode and reason in 
evolving its praxis'. Again he mentions more geometers, 
'Diophantus, Pappus, Euclid, Viete, and in Metaphysics Franciscus 
Patricius, because he transfers it first before anyone else to 
Metaphysical things.'5 Book V goes on to establish 'Paradygmata' for 
the Method, the first of which is the resolution from God of all the 
grades of nature: while Patrizi is not alluded to, the procedure has 
the dis tinct flavour of his dialectic: 

1. If there is a first being, therefore there is nothing 
before it. 

For if there could be something before the first, 
then there could not be a first. 

2. After the first therefore everything; because if 
everything does not follow the first, then there would 
be no frrst; but the first has been conceded; Therefore 
after the first everything ... 

* * * 
3 Quoted in Jose Alfredo Bach, Athanasius Kircher and his Method, pp. 175 & 195: 

AMSciendi, p. 2. 
4 Ibid. ' ... artes quaelibet, sive scientiae, omnesque rerum abditissimarum rationes, a 

sumptis exordis, per varios ascensus, descensusque, & circuitus animorum tradi & 
investigari possint.' 

5 AMSciendi, p. 221. 'Est hoc insigne mathematicorum inuentum, uti est apud 
Apollonium Pergaeum, Euclidem aliosque primi ordines Geometras; quae Aristoteles 
in Priorem & Posteriorum libro facile quidem ostendit, sed modum & rationem, ea in 
praxin evolvendi omisit.' 
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7. If God is first & one; therefore there is primaeval and absolute unity. 

8. If primaeval & absolute unity; therefore it is necessary that everything flows from that unity; If unities, therefore (there are) essences of things.6 

The flowing from unity in No. 8 above . hints at the Euclidean 
generation of line from point. Kircher goes on to name what flows 
from the First Good - 'primum Bonum' - the essences, intellect, 
Anima, nature, qualities, forms, bodies either inanimate or vital, or 
sensitive or rational. Since God is the first principle of everything, 
then he is the 'Essence of Essences, Life of Lives, Mind of Minds, 
Soul of Souls, Nature of Natures, Intellect of Intellects, ... Therefore 
Everything is in everything & through everything; which 
accordingly is praised forever' .7 This Neoplatonic formula seems to 
be at the expense of the chasm that traditionally was interposed 
between the Godhead and his creation, or the distinction of God 
from the world, the maintenance of which was the traditional task 
of natural theology preserved in t~e unequivocal analogy of God 
and his creatures.8 

The Third Paradigma, 'on Resolution or Analysis through the 
analogy of concinnated things', is summarised by a table which 
links God and His Goodz\eiy.nd Truth to Life- Order - Connexion.9 

The lower orders take their pattern from the higher, as a chain and 
a}ll. way of action and passion to whatever place '. . . through 
common symbol in changing analogy and heavenly proportion.'10 

The Fourth Paradigma is on the Resolution and Composition of 
Ends in the Universe - how each order has as its end a lower one, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

AMSciendi, p. 222. '1. Si ens primum est, ergo ante id nihil; Si enim quidpiam esset ante primum, jam primum non esset. 
2. Post primum rego omnia; quia si post primum omnia non esset; sed primum esse concessum est; Ergo post primum omnia. . ,. ,. ,. 
7. Si Deus ens primum & unum est; ergo unitas primaeva & absoluta est. 8. Si unitas primaeva & absoluta; ergo ab eo unitates omnes profluere necesse est; Si unitates, ergo & essentias rerum.' 
Ibid., p 223. 'Ergo Essentia Essentiarum, Vita Vitarum, Mens Mentium, Anima animarum, Natura Naturarum, lntellectus Intellectum, Ergo omnia in omnibus & per omnia; qui proinde sit laudatus in saeculo.' 
David B. Burrell, Knowing the Unknown God, pp. 3, 5. 
AML&U, p. 225, 226. 

1° Ibid., p.. 226. 'Media tandem extremis, ut sint in actione & passione qualibet vinculorum loco, viamque deducant ex ortu interitum versus, ex uno contratiorum in alterum per commune Symbolum in analogia mutua & proportiuone Caelatum.' 
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e.g. the angelic world for God, the heavens for the Angels, Elements 
for the Heavens and so on. In the last chapter, V, the full 
mathematical basis of this method is unveiled. Despite the repetition 
of the Euclidean definition of the point ('cujus nullas pars est') and 
the extolling of the 'mos geometricus', the exclusive identification of 
mathematics with quantitative corporeality is conclusive. Thus in the 
first words of a list of 'Suppositiones': 

1. In all corporeal quantitatives they are to be 
considered point, line, surface and body, which is the 
natural order of the genesis of things constituted 
quantitatively, & holds itself as one to two, three, four, 
in Arithmetic, & as an instant to the conditions of time. 
2. All space is extension, & all extension is space. 
3. All space is either least, or middle, or maximum. 
4. All space is either long, or long & broad, or long, 
broad & deep.11 

So here is clear evidence of Kircher's loss of the ancient and 
scholastic grasp of mathematics as 'a way of escape from the 
physical world' and from sense-dataY Gone is the pure 
mathematical point, or even any point at all, for while the point and 
the notion of generation hangs on at the beginning, space excludes 
the point, space becomes 'long, or long & broad ... ', a reified 
geometry of exclusively quantative and measurable dimensions. 

'-. 

Then the point reappears, now in connection with 'situs', never 
mentioned in Euclid, and can touch other points, with Patrizi being 
cited in both instances. Thus the mediating role of the ancient 
doctrine has disappeared with the exile of the point from spaceY 

Kircher now takes a step which inverts the whole tradition of 
metaphysics and natural theology: he applies the knowledge of the 
point - his reified point - to divine properties and the eighteen 

11 

AMSciendi, p. 236. '1. In omni corporeo quantitativo considerantur puncta, lineae, 
superficies & corpus, qui est naturalis ordo denesis rerum quantitate affectarum, & se 
habent vt unum ad duo, tria, quatuor, in Arithmeticis; & vt instans ad temporum 
conditiones. 
2. Omne spatiom est extensio, & omnis extensio est spatium. 
3. Omne spatium est vel minimum, vel medium, vel maximum. 
4. Omne spatium est vel longum, vel longum & latum, vel longum, latum, & 
profundum.' 

12 Philip Sherrard, The Rape of Man and Nature, An Enquiry into the Origin and 
Consequences of Modern Science, (Ipswich, 1987), p. 96. 

13 AMSciendi, for the point's position, p. 238, and for its touching, p. 239. 
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principles of the Great art.14 He asks why God is defined as a circle 
whose centre is everywhere and circumference nowhere- but in the 
confused answer to this God is identified with the point but not 
with the other properties of the circle. The circumference now 
represents created corporeality and the line as radius angelic nature, 
because this section is followed by the analogy of the line to Angels. 
The image here - a line flowing from a point - is defined as a 
'spacium minimum'. He maintains that this cannot be considered as 
the 'first & essential & infinite point' as space is terminated - 'cum 
spatium sit terminatum'. In this statement Kircher forbears to go as 
far as Patrizi who postulated an infinite space, as there is no actual 
infinity in the world for the Jesuit.15 He now seems to recall the 
older doctrine by affirming that the incorporeal line flows from an 
incorporeal point, as the incorporeal Angel from Incorporeal God. 

Kircher completes the Euclidean model with surface which is 
identified with man, ' ... for the net of rational man consists of the 
line, which is, intellect & reason; of that indivisible minimal line, 
there follows this application of surface; for there is a running to 
and fro according to reason, just as the angels understand with 
discourse'.16 The 'net of rational man' is like the spider's web of 
Bettini, as symbol of the immanence of intelligence throughout the 
universe, as we will see. 

Th~ process of application of these analogies to the divine 
prefigures the intention of the Second Tome of AMSciendi, where 
'our Art' is applied to the discipline of Theology 'by a new method' 
in Bk. VI, with positive theology and morals in Bk. IX, and Canon 
Law in Bk. X. Amongst these Bk. VII deals with metaphysics, Logic 
or Dialectics, Physics and Medicine. In Bk. XI various doctrines by 
various methods are considered, which are Physics again, then a 
great 'Tabula Pantosophia', and finally mathematics. For the last he 
expands the alphabet of absolute principles with its mathematical 
consequences. The first is Goodness- 'Bonitas' - in Mathematics, as 
figure, quantity as light, quality as colour ' ... for we we see lux 
under the form of lines and a diffused orb' and with colour 

14 AMSciendi, p. 240. 'Applicatio scientiae puncti ad divinas propietates & ad octodecim Artis Magne principia. 
15 lbid, p. 360. 'An infinitum actuale creatum dari possit? Resp. Negative.' 
16 p. 242. '. . . telam hominem rationalem constat enim ex linea, id est, intellectu & ratione; quorum illud lineae indivisibilis minima, hoc superficiei applicatio suquitur; Est enim rationis proprium discurre, sicuti angeli sive discursu intelligere.' 
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identified with surface and figures. The second absolute, Magnitude, 
is linked to quantity, and thus to the colour of surfaces. Duration is 
connected to the line, Potency with Euclid I, 7, 8, 9, and Sapience 
with the principles of mathematics in general. No. 6 Virtus is 
aligned with the telescope and micr~cope and the eighth, Vertitas, 
with the conic sections. Thus optics is related to mathematics as a 
cosmological model, equal to the traditional liberal arts. 

The Frontispiece to Tome II, not reported in the literature (Fig. 
21) shows the interior of a domed circular building dissolving- into 
upper light streaming from a triangle enclosing an eye, with the 
legend 'In Vno Omnia'. Hovering between the Divine centre and the 
entablature is the figure of a crowned Sapientia, holding both a 
book and a sun on a book. Over the entablature are poised a range 
of putti each holding shields with the initials of the nine Absolute 
Principles. The entablature itself is adorned with two registers of 
symbols, on the fascia the Respective Principles, and on the 
architrave the grades of being, distributed alternatively on the bays 
and the columnar breaks. On the plinth below are grouped 
Theology, Jurisprudence, Metaphysics, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Physica, 
Medicine, Mathesis and Canon Law, each with appropriate signs. 

Mathesis or 'Universal Mathesis', is now equal to the other 
Universal Arts. Moreover, we have seen that Kircher has used the 
appropiate authorities ancient and modern for 'mathesis universalis', 
Diophantus and Viete, but he never used algebra, and its new 
symbolism, but he may have planned to: his art is essentially 
Lullian, and his grasp of the advanced mathematics of the day was 
slight. 

B. MATHEMATICS. 

Kircher developed both a mystic and a practical mathematics. The 
mystic is represented by Arithmologia (1665), mostly on seals and 
amulets, but including a Hermetic-Christian survey of the Monad, 
Dyad and Triad. The Persons of the Trinity is reflected in the 
Intellect, the Memory and the Will, denoting a sequence of entities 
down to man, the clouds and trees. In the Sun there is found Lux
Radius-Calor', where its ray or radius is the geometrical element of 
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generation. 
As to praxis, he 'invented' a plane table with compass and other 

attachements called a 'Pantometricum', propagated in the writings of 
his pupils Gaspar Schott and Kestler. This instrument is featured in 
Tariffa Kircheriana, a little collection of geometrical and 
trigonometrical data, among which is found the transformation or 
metamorphosis of a flame, exactly like Bettini's metamorphosis of a 
star (Fig. 22).17 The same volume has a device on the title page, a 
fiery circle enclosing an equilateral triangle, with an eye and the 
Arabic numbers 1, 2 and 3 in each apex (Fig. 23). The eye of God 
and the circle-and-triangle motive were common baroque symbols 
.ettt of relatively late origin, but easy to understand in terms of the 
mysticism of Arithmologia, and the ethereal fire of the Empyreum of 
traditional cosmology. 

The existence of Kircherian manuscripts in the Biblioteca 
nationale, Rome, proves that a programme in geometry and allied 
arts such as horology, optics, hydraulics, statics, motion and gravity, 
was never realised, but an incomplete manuscript must represent a 
major exercise in this field. Entitled 'Nova et universalis Methodis 
Kircheriana toti us geometriae', it begins as an otherwise 
conventional Euclidean textbook preparing the reader for his 
practical geometry and Combinatrics.18 However the centrepiece of 
the manuscript is again the Pantometricum, with elaborate 
instructions for its diverse applications. Also bound in with this 
folio are 'Problemata opticae et gnomonicae', (Fonti minori V. 388) 
to be published in AML&U, an anonymous piece on solid geometry 
(probably by Kircher, as the use of amanuenses is evident), and the 
Gnomonical Harp from Bettini (Kircher was his censor and Bettini 
finds recognition in AML&U). The Pantometricum can be compared 
with the Universal Sundial of Bettini (Fig. 24), and Kircher must 
have found much else to feed his mathematical imagination in the 
productions of the Bolognese Jesuit. 

Both mathematicians used sliding trammels in the finding of 
mean proportions; in Kircher's Musurgia universalis, once again an 
encyclopedia of music, this method is elaborated in the geometrical . 

17 Tariffa Kircheriana, Second Edition, (Rome 1679), p. 230. 'Syntagma IV. 
Metamorphoticum, sive transformatiuum cuiuslibet figurae in quamvis aliam . . . erit & id 
figura flamnea.' Bettini is not mentioned. 

18 Mss. Gesuit. 561. 
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division of the monochord, and this very method is found in 
Guarini's Euclides.19 This work also exhibits a study of the echo on 
the principles of light-reflection, as Kircher regards sound to be the 
ape of light, probably following Aristotle in · De anima, and certainly 
Bettini' s sonometrics. 20 

We know that Kircher was a life-long astronomer, and from his 
schooldays an horologer. In the evidence that I have gathered above 
taken with the 'vestigia impressa' that permeate creation, it is clear 
that he like Bettini, attempts to unite theory and practice, which was 
a Jesuit activity since the time of Clavius. Now equipped with the 
reified geometry that I have identified in AMSciendi, Kircher was 
prepared to go beyond the Scholastic speculative Physica, free to 
build his own syncretic, even fantastic world 'ad libitum'. Taking 
light as his subject, Kircher went further than Bettini who surely 
showed him the way, in writing the AML&U, the most important 
encylopaedia of light in the century. To this effort must be added 
the Oedipus Aegyptus encompassing his deliberations in history and 
its meaning, which with AMSciendi completes the main part of 
Kircher's Counter-Reformation programme. 

C.'THE GREAT Art of LIGHT and SHADOW.' 

On' the title page of AML&U, Kircher displays a device (Fig. 25) 
which is the motive for a more complex diagram of cosmic figure 
and number, divided by grades and triangles of light and darkness 
in Musurgia (Fig: 26). The source of this is Patrizi's light/ darkness, 
and the triple world of Cusanus (Fig. 27), coupled with diagrams of 
emanation f~~ in sixteenth-century reprintings of the Corpus 
Dionysianum. The Neoplatonic tenor of this imagery is crystallised 
in the preface to AML&U's Bk. I, wherein is listed the operations of 
light throughout the world - Plotinus' 'secret vehicle of the spiritual 
world, ape of Divinity, laughter of heaven ... For is not Lux from 
God none other but the immensity of IUs goodness, and the 

19 Musurgia, (Rome, 1650), Lib. IV, p. 205. 
20 11, 8, 419b. 
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exuberance of His truth?'21 Thus for Angels, and vital life, the 
difusion of grace. The celestial rays descend to us through the 
crystalline space of the heavens, or through vitreous eyes, giving 
everything its perfection, sense, life, motion, and so to animals and 
minerals. 

While it pours out itself through everything, permeates 
everything, by l?ermeating, forms & effects everything; 
vivifies everythmg; sustams, gathers together, unites, 
disperses everything. All things, which either exist or 
are illuminated, or healed, or live, or are begotten, or 
are nourished, or are augmented, or are perFected, or 
are moved, turns to itself: Conversely it cleanses, 
perfects everything, renews everything, conserves 
everything, and verily going out from nothing effects: 
It is all things & number, and measure, a celestial 
magnet drawing everything to itself.22 

This great encomium of light is followed by 'Definitiones' and 
'Pronunciata atque Axiomata'. The art of light and shadow is 
defined as 'the faculty which we prove and exhibit the wonderful 
benefit of light and shadow in creation' .23 Then he defines the 
luminous body - 'that from which light flows' and the diaphaniety -
'that which is equally receptive to light and shadow.'24 Lumen is the 
visible quality derived from lux, the offspring of the sun, fire and 
the night-time lights, echoing Patrizi. Splendour is defined as having 
a thinner essence that lumen, as lumen has to lux. There are a series 
of lumen, first from the luminous body, second from first reflection, 
and so on from successive reflections. In Def. XI the luminous ray is 

/ 

'the straight line flowing forth from lux, and consequently lumen is 
diffused not so much from a centre, but indeed from every part of a 
luminous body's outermost surfaces in a straight line, & in a sphere 
in a moment of time.'25 The pyramidal ray is thus ignored, and the 

21 AML&U, p. 1. 'Plotinus abditum mundani spiritus vehiculum, Diuinitatis simiam, 
risum coeli, ... Quid enim aliud Lux a Deo, nisi immensae bonitatis suae, 
veritatisq(ue) exuberantia?' 

22 Ibid., p. 2. 'Dum haec sese per omnia fundit, omnia permeal, omnia permeando torrno.t, & 
efficit, omnia viuificat; sustinet, congregat, unit disgregat omnia. Omnia, quae ve sunt, vel 
illuminantur, vel calescunt, vel viuunt, vel gignuntur, vel mouentur; ad se conuertit; 
Conuersa purget; omnia perficit, omnia removat, omnia conservat, & ne in nihilum abeant, 
efficit: Omnium rerum & numerus est, & mensura, Magnes coelestis omnia ad se trahens.' 

23 AML&U, p. 3. 1. Ars Lucis & Umbrae, facultas est, qua luminis & vmbrae beneficio 
mira in natura rerum praestamus, atque exhibemus.' 

24 Ibid., p .. 
25 Ibid., p. 3. 'Def. XI. Radius luminosus recta est luminis profluentia; vnde & 

consequenter Lumen non a centro tantum, sed & ab omni parte extimae suferficiei 
corporis luminosi emicat rectis lineis, & in sphaerae modum momento temporis 
diffunditur.' 
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instantaniety of light is upheld. Four definitions are devoted to the 
successive series of shadow in the same way as lumen. Opacity is 
explained by roughness of surface and great density: colour is 
opaque lux, presumably attempting to locate colour in the reflecting 
body, and is again Patrizian: later he will affirm colour as quality. 

In the 'Axiomata' Kircher lays down general principles of nature. 
Nature does not act without design but orders individual things to 
those imparting equity. 'What nature has taken away in one place 
she restores in another. The wonders of nature are attached to every 
being .... Nature attains her effects along straight lines and these 
are the shortest.'26 This is de la Chambre's easy way. The first of the 
axiomata on light states: 'Lux is a primogenital quality of nature 
drawing all things in act.'27 

Plotinus' view of light as not a body but an act of the transparent 
(thus betraying Aristotle's teaching) seems fitted to the theory of 
emanation. Plotinus emphasised the immateriality of emanations 
from the Good to distinguish it from the Stoic material notion of 
irradiation. Bach raises the question of the validity of emanation in 
relation to the nature of the Christian God and concludes that 
Kircher 'came nearer to the assertion of the world as a consequence 

c of God's nature, that is, natural necessity.'28 The transendental 
"' geometry of light is confirmed in Axiom XIII: 

Light is affected by the surface of whatsoever body it 
happens upon; because for those objects which are of 
the same genus are themselves fitted to be mutually 
affected: therefore light on account of the surfaces of 
bodies, by which it is terminated are of the same 
genus. To be terminated is to be affected: a line is 
terminated by its point, whence it is affected by it. 
Motion is a straight line whose terminus, to the extent 
that it is a .Point, is in the surface presenting itself: and 
the terrniru of the infinite rays of light are infinite 
points, that is surfaces, which is a surface which is 

26 Ibid. 'VI. Natura quod alibi tollit, alibi restituit. 
VII. Natura miracula cuilibet enti sunt indita. 
VIII. Natura effectum suum attingit lineis rectur, ijsq; brevissimis.' 

Tl AML&U, p. 3. 1X. Lux naturae primogenia qualitas omnia in actum deducens.' 
28 Bach, p. 232. 
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constituted as if out of those (points).'29 

This seems to be a pure light-geometry of infinite points and lines 
which pervades bodies, and which is therefore consistent with a 
Plotinian immaterial light of emanation as described by John H. 
Field.30 The difficulty is how to reconcile such an interpretation with 
the next axiom, XVIII: 'All reflection of lumen is according to 
sensible (visible) lines having breadth,' the mediaeval doctrine of 
Witelo, which means that such lines are not pure.31 One possible 
answer may be that the pure ray may be the first lumen, the latter 
rays assuming physical properties of mundane geometry. Another 
answer is that the pure geometry relates to the primogenital lux of 
creation and substantial form, as he will identify this with the Sun, 
'first of all lucid bodies.' Kircher affirms a hierarchy but is not 
conclusive about its interconnections. 

This second answer is the subject of Bk. I, Cap. I, 'Photosophia 
siue de lucidis Corporibvs et Luminis ab iis profluentis natvra, et 
effectibus'. Its first lines are almost directly from the 'Panaugia' of 
Patrizi: 'The cognition of all things has its origin first from the mind, 
its first beginning from the senses. Between sense and its innate 
nature, and the nobility, excellence and dignity of powers and 
actions, vision holds the first place, Lux & Lumen are the first of 
vision, & first cognition.'32 Light links the senses to the higher 
powers and Kircher then separates all genera of bodies into three, 
Lucid, Diaphaneous, Opaque. The Diaphane acts as a medium 
between the two extremes which mutually exclude each other, but 
are received in it. 'Yet we proceed with this general truth (kathalon) 

now by a single thing, of its order, & a series, because lux arranges 

29 AMSciendi, p. 4. 'XIII. Lux afficiter a superficiebus occurrentium quorumcunque 
corporum; quae enim sub eodem sunt genere, apta sunt ad se mutuo afficineda: lux 
cum corporibus ob superficies, quibus terminatur, sub eodem sunt genere, ergo. 
Terminari enim affici est: linea a suo puncto terminatur, quare ab eo afficitur. Motus 
est recta, cuius terminus, quatenus punctum, est "in superficie occurrente: & 
infinitorum lucis radiorum termini sunt infinita puncta, id est superficies, quae ex illis 
quasi constat.' 

30 '"Chorismos" and Emanation in the Philosophy of Plotinus', in The Significance of Neo
Platonism, edited by R. Bane Harris, (Studies in Neoplatonism, Ancient and Modern, 
Vol. 1), (Norfolk, Virginia), pp. 107-108. · 

31 Ibid. 'XVIII. Omnis reflexio luminis est secundum Jineas sensibiles, latutudinem 
habentes.' 

32 Ibid., p. 5. 'OMNIS rerum cognotio a mente primam originem, a sensibus exordium 
habet primum: inter sensus, & naturae sibiinnata nobilitate, & vitium praestantia, 
actionumq(ue) dignitate, Visus principem locum obtinet, visui prima, & primo 
cognita, Lux sunt, & Lumen.' 
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and disposes itself in all the World.'33 Kircher describes how the 
most wise Architect God constituted this mundane machine of the 
world with a primary instrument fitting for the generation of things, 
an admirable vessel, a simulacrum of His Divinity, and the Sun as a 
heart or soul or mind and principle of nature, a Numen to rule the 
world, a hidden sacrament of a wise God brought forth from the 
abyss. But the Sun is also a concrete fiery body, the material sphere 
of mundane primigenial lux, a 'panspermia'. 'Therefore the Sun is a 
non-mathematical body, but a physical, constituted in its hardness 
and its inequality.'34 This last must refer to the discovery of sunspots 
with the telescope. So in this passage Kircher has moved from the 
role of light as model of cognition to the Sun as World-Soul, and 
lastly to its corporeal presence, in effect the Patrizian schema of 
incorporeal-corporeal. He then considers the traditional optical 
operations as found in the sun, direct, reflective and refractive, and 
in the stars and the atmosphere, and the discussion begins to ramble 
into various other phenomena - moonlight, starlight, lunar 
observations and the planets Jupiter and Saturn. Bk. I ends with the 
plagiarisation of Liceti's nature and efficiency of lumen in the 
sublunary world. His borrowing is thorough: the use of the 
Scholastic term 'analogata' causes Bach to doubt 'to what degree 
Kircher ... used the term ... rigorously and self-consiously', as it is 
foreign...._ to his literary style.35 

D. LIGHT AS COSMIC GEOMETRY. 

In the same way Kircher appropriates Aguilon's explanation of 
the spectrum and the prism, and this geometrical optics begins to 
take over the main corpus of the work, nine books beginning with 
Bk. II, on Actinobolism or Radiation, 'through which the ideal 
principles or operations of all nature are instin.tted.'36 He describes 
God 'Deus Conditor' representing quantity as a condition of his 

33 lbid 'At hae ... nunc singula eo ordine, & serie, qua lux ipsa in mundo omnia ordinat, & disponit, prosequamur.' 
34 Ibid., p. 6. 'Est igitur, Sol corpus sphaericum non mathematicrave, sed physice, sua asperitate, & inaequalitate constans.' 
35 Bach, p. 102. 
36 AML&U, p. 104, ' .. . ad quam ceu principalem ideam, totius naturae operationes institiuntur'. 
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essence in a quantitative genus of continuity - curves, straight lines, 
'& most excellent of all, spherical surfaces ... In that it seems the 
Most Wise Conditor played with his Sacred Image of the Triad.137 

Thus begins yet another description of the sphere, an infinite point 
at its centre begetting equally a surface as its image 'in the most 
beautiful unanimity, connexion, relation, proportion, 
commensuration.'38 

'Visual radiation' deals with the structure of the eye, and the 
theory of linear perspective is outlined, but with little on methods of 
construction - he is concerned rather with the similarity of figures 
and the visual cone. However he introduces a drawing machine 
called 'Instrumentum Mesopticum', really the old notion of a veil as 
plane of intersection between viewer and object. Finally he arrives at 
scenographic projection, which is a geometrical restatement of the 
'Mesopticum', and allied to it, 'mechanical transformation through 
lumen', - anamorphosis. This subject is a poor parody of Bettini, 
and with Bettini is retardaire in the absence of up-to-date 
demonstration.39 This Book ends with 'Ars Pictoria', wherein a series 
of rules for painting are laid down, and are obviously a reheating of 
the common theory of optical corrections from Vitruvius and the 
teaching of Albert Durer.40 

Bks. Ill - VII are concerned with gnomonics, astrolabes and other 
celest!_al instruments, with many figures and tables. Bk VI is on 
reflective horology, on which Kircher wrote his first book and found 
himself in direct rivalry with the Minim Maignan's casting of the 
light of the sun (or the moon) on the soffit of a vault by a mirror, 
and the working-out of the necessary curves to tell the time. At the 
beginning of AML&U Kircher explains: 'For soon with a gnomon in 
the place of a pen; having taken whatever plane (surface) one 
wishes for paper; with shadow taking the place of ink; the hand or 
fabricator, the Sun, I say, has thus soon well inscribed upon the 
available surfaces with his motion, all the arcane lanes and paths of 
the heavens.'41 In the book of nature the creative role of light and 

37 Ibid., p. 108. 
38 Ibid., p. 108. 'Hinc est vndique punctum inter & superficiem absolutissima aequalitas, 

artissima vnio, pulcherrimus conspiratio, connexus, relatio, proportio, commensus.' 
39 Ibid., p. 184. 
40 Ibid., pp. 191, 194. 
41 AML&U, unpagin. Quoted from Bach, pp. 234 and 267. 
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the motions of the heavens are linked to the corporeality of ink, 
shadow and matter. Light is the pen in the hand of the Creator. 

Kircher invests his various optical activities with divine attributes 
after Bettini's Proteus, thus 'Proteus Sciathericus; Gnomonica 
Physico-astrologia', which links the divine play of light and shadow 
not only with 'horologia catholica' - telling the time at any latitude, 
but also dialling upon any figure or solid, again in emulation of 
Bettini. Book VIII on 'Ars Anaclastica' - reflective astronomy - is 
placed under the aegis of Prometheus who stole fire as Titan lit his 
torch from the Sun, and '. . . the secrets of the heavens are 
encompassed within terrestial habitations by Promethean ingenuity, 
that is by celestial fire drawn from mirrors.'42 In Book IX, on the 
mensuration of celestial bodies using shadows, he praises light and 
shadow as the most absolute Geometer of all things, so that these 
take on the heroic and inventive qualities as attributed to Proteus 
and Prometheus. 

Light and Natural Magic. 
The tenth Book, 'Magia Lucis & Umbrae' advances towards the 

occult nature of light. For Kircher this means a natural magic not of 
a superstitious or Satanic kind, '. . . that natural magic which we 
establish twofold: one is contemplative, the other effective.'43 Bach 
interprets contemplative magic to be 'an art (as it is teachable) and a 

' science whose object is the wisdom or (a practical) knowledge lying 
hidden in natural objects.', the last being the the subject of Book X.44 

Each discipline has its own 'magia effectrix' such as chemistry, 
medicine, music, mathematics, geometry, arithmetic, statics, optics, 
astronomy, and also light and shadow.45 So light and shadow is 
more universal than the narrow confines of optics, and Kircher sets 
it up as a discipline to be added to the quoted list. This cosmic 
discipline is a synthesis of the cosmogony of light and shadow and 
the geometry of its celestial and terrestial effects in its mediaeval 
dimensions to be divided into three parts. The first of these magical 
effects is 'Magia Horographica' or prodigious Horology, the action 

42 Ibid., p. 565. 'Qua arcana coelorum intra terrenas habitationes Prometheioingenio, id 
est coelesti igne speculis subducto, concluduntur.' 

.o Ibid. p. 769. 'sed naturam illam, quam duplicem statuimus: vnam contemplatriciem, 
effectricem alteram.' 

44 Bach, p. 237. 
45 AML&U, p. 770. 
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of rays in the effect of time-keeping which is a wonder of the forces 
of Light and Shadow, '. . . which, as it 6.~ intermixed with 
everything, constitute everthing in the sensible world, and seem to 
excell, because in Timaeus the Anima Mundi is the cause and origin 
of all sensible effects, and exotic operations.' 46 

The second magic is 'magia parastatica' - representative magic, -
' ... in which the various lights and colours are produced through 
the wonders of rays both reflected and refracted and the prodigious 
operations of light through fires.' 47 This includes the use of lenses 
and the telescope, and no doubt the magic lantern which Kircher 
proposed in several dramatic plates. The third magic is 'magia 
catoptrica' which refers to projections and transformations of images 
with mirrors, again the subject of elaborate visualisation in the 
illustrations. 

The Metaphysics of Light and Shadow. 
The last 18 pages of AML&U carry the discourse to its highest 

point, an 'Epilogus sive metaphysica lucis et umbrae', crowning the 
procedure of moving from sublunary light in Bk. I, through the 
motions and paths of celestial light in the ten steps of the Books, 
and now ' ... we impose the infinite and unending light, or which is 
the same, the marvellous effects and operations in the spiritual 
world --- of eternal and supramundane light.' The Metaphysics is 
divided into two parts, the first a dialectical and rhetorical 
presentation of eight 'Epichirema', the second the 'Sphaera Mystica', 
a theological interpretation of the Cosmos. 48 Kircher seems to enjoy 
St. Thomas' permission that 'in divine science we must turn to 
images . . . But we know divine things from sensible effects, 
according to the statement of the Epistle to the Romans, "the 
invisible things of God ... are clearly seen, being understood by the 

46 AML&U, p. 771. 'Est enim mira vis Lucis & Vmbrae, quae dum omnibus rebus sese immiscent, omniaque in mundo sensibili constituunt, idem in ijs praestare vidcntur, quod in Timaeo, Anima Mundi, omnium videlicet sensibilium effcctuum, exoticarumque operationum causa & origo.' 
47 Ibid. 'Secunda Pars Parastatica continct, qua radiorum tarn reflexorum, quam refractorum thaimata, prodigiosaeque operationes in lucem per ignes, luces varias, coloresque producuntur.' 
48 The use of 'Epichirema' comes from Aristolian dialectics; in the Topica, 162a15-16 is found: 'A philosopheme is a demonstrative inference: an epichirema is a dialectical inference,' and is close in meaning to 'enthymene', Bach, p. 293. 
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things that are made".'49 

Kircher holds that every Christian theologian considered the first 
infinite 'Mens' to be light, a 'Sacrament of the Sacrosanct Triad', 
with the Father as the Infinite Lux, the Son as Light or 'Lumen de 
lumine' (the Nicene Creed), or a ray of the divine substance and the 
splendour of the paternal glory, with the heat as the Holy Spirit, 
proceeding as Archetype of the world and heat of the universe. This 
descent of Mens through lumen from the first lux is identified with 
Zoroaster as well,S0 

The Grossetestian cosmology is witnessed in his account of light 
as measure, number and proportion in the formation of the world -
'the production of the mundane system is made to the norm of light 
diffused spherically.'51 'The Sun is a symbol of the Sacred Triad', its 
fecundity as the Father, the light of intelligence as the Son, and heat 
and love as the Holy Spirit.52 God is manifested in the form of 
things in the spreading of light through colour, 'thus the infinite lux 
& the form of universal things exist in the form of creatures.'53 The 
Divine eye, that commonplace of Baroque iconology, is 'the cause 
and origin of all colour,' which is then parceled out among the 
lower orders, the angels -white, man - red, and animals -black, all 
this summed up in a table relating as we11 the four elements, and 

A the four lights, 'Lux perpetua, meridana, Crepusculum, Tenebrae 
nocturnae' .54 

For Kircher a Symbol is a mark significant of some mystery, and 
thus the Sun and the Moon are symbols of a created wisdom, of 
Angelic and human intellect respectively, the latter because it is 
shadowy, as in the mediaeval discussions on the Spot or the Man in 
the Moon.55 

49 St. Thomas Aquinas, The Division and Methods of the Sciences, Translated by A. Mauer, 3rd. Edition, (Toronto, 1963), p. 66. The quotation of Romans 1. 20. is a favourite of St. Augustine in e. g. The City of God, and was a basis vital for natural theology. 50 AML&U, p. 918. 
51 Ibid., p. 919. Postil: 'Mundani systematis productio facta est ad normam lucis sphaerice diffusa.' 
52 Ibid . p. 923. Postii:'Sol 5. Triadis symbolum.' 
53 Ibid ., p. 920. 'ita lux infinita, & forma rerum vniversalis se habet ad formam creaturarum.' 
54 AML&U, p. 924. 'Divinis igitur oculus causa, & fons omnis eo/oris; Angelicus vero primae lucis speciei albedini, humanis rubedini, animalis denique nigredini apte comparabuntur.' 
55 Ibid., p. 922. For the Spot or Man in the Moon, see Pierre Duhem, Medieval Cosmology, edited and translated by Roger. Ariew, (Chicago, 1985), pp. 479-497. 
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Here the Jesuit contrasts the 'first, substantial and uncreated wisdom' that is God with the Angelic and the human because they 'are like natural mirrors of light, or, as I may better put it, they are like arcane storehouses of divine brillance: yet because they are not eternal at all, but proceed from non-being, and have fallen away from God, it is to folly, inequity, difference, turmoil and the passions they became subject.'56 In Epichirema IV on the infinite procession of infinite light, the final significance of primal lux is stated: 'Lux itself is also in God, & is God.' Once again the optical nature of light-propagation is the means for the distribution of continuous light and shadow placed before our eyes in the universe.57 St. John affirms that God lives in inaccessible lux, and Kircher now expands the triadic model to a fourfold one of Angelic lumen, direct light in the space of the empyreum, human shadow in the sublunary, and animal darkness in the viscerae of the earth. This is also related to elemental Fire, Air, Water and Earth, and 'Mens, Intellectus, Ratio et Sensus'.58 A most evocative image is the linking of 'Lux perpetua' of death to 'Meridiana, Crepusculum, Tenebrae nocturnae', thus embracing the dimension of diurnal time and eternity. 
The 'Sphaera Mystica, sive Tropologia Lucis et Vmbrae', is a cosmological interpretation comparing a sphere of light-geometry with the infinite sphere of God, 'whose radius is eternal glory,' or the splendour of the divine word, the reflected radius the Spirit of love eternally proceeding from the Father & the Son.' 59 Its axis is the Horizon, eternal 'subsistentia', an infinite extension of magnitude. The Meridian is the infinite diffusion of Goodness, the Equator is justice, the Zodiac is the emanation of twelve divine virtues. In this mystical sphere the seven planets and the twelve signs cast their influence, and this sensible machine of the world has three spaces or distinct zones; the sublunary of shadows and vices, the sydereal, refuge of beauty, the third the Empyrean Firmament, an inumerable multitude of shining lights. In the first the Church Militant fights the 

56 AML&U, p. 923 .. 'Angelica autem, & humana creaturae vagae, sunt quidem sapicntiae cpapces, diuinaeque imaginis, ac lucis naturalia quaedam specula, vel vt melius dicam arcana quaedam diuini fulgoris promptuarim: quia tamen haud acterna sunt, sed ex non esse prodeunt, lapsa tandem a Deo, insipientiac, inaequalitati, dissimilitudini, permistioni, passionibus obnoxia euaserunt.' 57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid., p . 924. 
59 Ibid., p. 930. 
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i shadows, comforted by the s,rdereal bodies and their sacramental 
" denotations, the Moon -· baptism, Mercury - chrism, Sun - the 

Eucharist (nuture of souls), Mars -penance (warfare with the Devil), 
Jupiter - Holy Orders, Saturn - extreme unction, and Venus -
matrimony. The Zodiac is the Kingdom of the Blessed, of grace and 
of light. Kircher distributes the various ranks of the Blessed. e.g. 
Martyrs, Patriarchs, etc. to various constellations. He then calls up 
the imagery of a mystic Zodiac: the Zodiac has twelve doors named 
after the twelve tribes of Israel, whose lantern is the Lamb, 'Sol 
Justitiae Christus', and the Moon is the Deipara crowned with 
twelve stars. This mystic Zodiac is ruled by the Lord for ever. 60 The 
last pages of the work present two rules almost as an afterthought, 
the first on the contemplation of sensible things ascending thus to 
God, and developing the Dionysian theology of the beauty of the 
world.61 Lastly the geometrical nature of light propagation is 
compared to the vision of the soul, where direct light represents 
beatific vision and 'lumen gloriae', reflective the light of faith, and 
refractive, where these lights are absent from the soul. Kircher ends 
with an invocation that the rays of divine goodness be directed on 
us dispersing the shadows of souls: 'Vt tua sit mea lux, lux mea tua 
lux.' This confirms the divine illumination, of which the Sun and 61. Moon are symbols. 

CONCLUSION. 

In his greatest work of interpretation and which contains his 
'greatest mistake', the Oedipus Aegyptiacus, the four fold system of 
the world , i.e. Archetypal, Angelic, Sideral, and Elementary, is 
presented - it seems that these grades can be moved around 
somewhat with respect to the universe, yet the underlying order is 
the optical. 63 In the development of the hieroglyph, Kircher posits a 
primary pyramid of light-geometry, with archetypal light at the 
apex, and the angles of the obelisk generating the four elements as 
they proceed downwards towards the abyss (Fig. 28). Valerio 

60 Ibid., p. 932. 
61 Ibid. p. 933. 
62 Ibid ., p. 935. 
63 His 'greatest mistake' is his interpretation of the Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
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Rivosecchi has extended Kircher's exposition to a detailed reading of 
the Pamphilian Fountain of the Four Rivers and his relationship 
with Bernini.64 

The popularity of Kircher's writings in the Empire partly explain 
why the Pamphilian monument was copied extensively in the 
Germanic lands, the most famous example being the Pestsaiile in 
Vienna. While his influence was perpetuated in Central Europe, it is 
clear that in Western Europe Kircher was the last to propound so 
enthusiastically and at length, traditional light-geometry in its full 
cosmic and psychological framework, and to relate it to architecture 
as in the Fountain. Kircher has been accused of being a 'seller of 
smoke', but he should be regarded as a purveyor of light, however 
much his imagination overflowed the bounds of pedantry: Bernini 
and the Jesuit seemed to have amicably cooperated in mutual 
respect in Piazza Navona. Prances Yates' recognition of his 

G\t Hermeticism and magic lead her to call him 'retardaire'. His 
1\ engagement with Patrizian philosophy and mathematics, especially 

the reified mathematics of the AMSciendi, plus his efforts to develop 
a universal geometrical method, however, places the German Jesuit 
in the very centre of the seventeenth-century intellectual struggle, 
and the ongoing crisis between the 'arts and sciences'. While owing 
a debt in his optics and accoustics to Bettini, he went far beyond the 
Bolognese Jesuit in his syncretic quest for truth. Last studied in 
earnest by Goethe, Kircher himself has now become a symbol for 
the vanished world of the Baroque imagination. 

64 Esotismo in romano barocco: studi sull'Padre Kircher, (Rotrte 1982) . 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MARIN MERSENNE 

AND THE NEW PHILOSOPHY 

The life and works of Marin Mersenne encompass almost every 
nuance of the natural philosophy of his times, from theology to 
experiment, and he was most prominent as a populariser of science, 
organiser of an academy and the 'secretaire-general de !'Europe 
savante' He was an opponent of Italian 'naturalism' and the 
astrologers and caballists of his day, yet renowned for his temperate 
dealings with others - 'A man of simple, innocent, pure heart, 
without guile' as Gassendi wrote after witnessing his friend's death 
in his arms.1 The French religious belonged to perhaps the most 
severe of all ascetic orders of the day, the Minims of St. Francis of 
Paula in Calabria (not Fransiscan, as often reported), described as 

' following a life of perpetual Lent, and paradoxically enough, 
Mersenne is today the most famous member of this Order.2 Lenoble 
has identified the differences of Mersenne' s thought with the 
'Illustris Vir', his friend Descartes: in some respects Mersenne 
anticipated conclusions of his fellow-seeker of the New Philosophy. 
Both were to share the principle of inertia as formulated in the 
mechanics of Galileo, and both fought to establish a new path 
between the Scholastics from which they sprang, and the naturalists, 
cabbalists and astrologers representing a form of animism, and 
thirdly, the sceptics or Phyrrhonists like Charron, or atheists like 
Vannini.3 This new path left behind the traditional Physica in 

A. C. Crombie, DSB, 'Mersenne', p. 320. 
2 Diet. Thiologie Cath., 'Minimes', 'Mersenne'. 
3 Lenoble, Mersenne ou la naissance de mechanisme, (Paris, 1943) p. 96 and 26. Michael 

Buckley reports that Charron was a ' ... a devout priest (who) introduced to the 
French the skepticism of the Academy .. . Faith alone gave certitude.' At the Origins 
of Modern AtheiSm, (New Haven-London), p. 58. 
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Mersenne's enthusiasm for new developments which 'was rooted in 
his opposition to the deterministic naturalism of those Paduan and 
Parisian teachers who used Aristotelian physics to deny a free and 
universal providence'.4 But this shift from essential knowledge to a 
mechanistic explanation of phenomena was not accompanied by any 
immediate crisis of conscience either with the Jesuits at La Fleche or 
in his later career, though Lenoble suggests that he may have been 
exposed to 'une autre "science" dont il allait devenir, des sa sortie 
des ecoles, l'adversaire acharne ... la science de la magie' (p. 17-18). 

A. GOD, GEOMETRY AND OPTICS. 

His first major work is the 1900 columns of Quaestiones (r62.7) 
Celeriberrimae in Genesim (QinG), entered the lists against the enemies A. 
of orthodoxy. The study of Genesis was a pretext to present a 
'summa' of all the sciences at the Minim's command: exegesis, 
music, mathematics, physics, astronomy, even agriculture and 
linguistics, as well as optics and catoptrics. Lenoble identified its 
'ardeur farouche . . avec ses impatiences, ses certitudes 
momentanees, ses premieres aspirations, et si cet ouvrage semble, 
par certaines cotes, un peche de jeunesse, il est de tous par ses 
defauts, autant que par ses qualites, le plus curieux, le plus agac;ant, 
peut-etre le plus sympathique' .5 The existence of God is the first task 
to demonstrate, and here Mersenne like Gassendi after him, does 
not depend on causal demonstration or dependence on Scholastic 
logic,6 but rather on the accurate contemplation of nature helped as 
much as possible by a plethora of sources mostly Classical and 
Patristic with a leavening of mediaeval theological and 
philosophical, and to a minor extent, spiritual writers. On his 
method James Collins comments, 'He emphasises the internal 
strength of the light of reason without explaining how the mind 
transcends the sensory level, even it must take its start from 
sensation. As a consequence his proofs of God's existence are 

_philosophically indiscriminate and unrooted in a definite theory of 

4 James Collins, God and Modem Philosophy, p. 31. 
s Lenoble, Mersenne, pp. 25, 26. 
6 See Collins, God, p. 53. 
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being and knowledge.' 7 Thus his 35 proofs begin with common 
consent, and then describe the grades of being after Anselm, then 
the order and movement of the universe, the infinite capacity of our 
appetites, appeals to all the sciences even 'absurd variety', and 
ending with optics, gnomonics, Architecture '& Nautica'. 'Nautica' is 
developed in a separate chapter, thus there are 36 proofs in all. 

Architecture and Projection 
The proof from architecture is a lavish set of conceits on the 

perfection of the architecture of the world designed by the Perfect 
Architect, a vast temple which is a most perfect Encyclopaedia. He 
compares the columns of this edifice to the elements, and the parts 
of the Orders to their mixtures.8 From Gaurico, Durer and St. 
Ambrose, the proportions of the human body are linked to those of 
the world, and the world is an image for the human fabric. 9 Thus as 
there are a Sun and Moon in the heavens, there are eyes in man, 
and this analogy is dwelt on for all parts of the body. 

At the end of the proof from Architecture, he mentions 
projection, the labour required to draw linear perspective by cutting 
the visual pyramid with a plane; this implies that there is a more 
perfect one which 'miser homuncio' cannot attain. Then a camera 
obscura is described, ending with a freely rendered quote from 
Apoc. 21, on the 'claritas' of God in the precious stones used in the 
foundations of the New Jerusalem.10 The implication seems to be 
that such a representation is beyond human power, and the Atheist 
to whom all this is addressed, must learn therefrom. 

The Proof from Geometry 
Two proofs merit closer attention in this enquiry, those on 

geometry and optics. As will become evident in his optics, the 
treatment of geometry in QinG, is based on a qualitative 
interpretation of figures with incident demonstrations, but no regard 
for the axiomatic principles of the Euclidean tradition. The 
properties of the circle are identified as the analogy of God - 'as 
God is seen established in the centre, with a foot in an immutable 

7 Ibid. 
8 QinG, Cols. 201-202. 
9 Ibid., Cols. 207-208. 
1o Ibid., Col. 216. 
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position' (Fludd's mystical compass?),11 the other describing the 
circumference by which reason everything depends on God through 
a chain of love, and a fixed God moves all thingsY This is 
contrasted immediately with the well-worn image of God as a circle 
or sphere whose centre is everywhere and circumference is nowhere, 
because 

God is the indivisible centre, whose "iradiatio" is 
extended to the reriphery of all things. He is . . . 
comprehending al angles and creatures most perfectly, 
for as a circle IS an infinite polygon, thus God contains 
infinite creatures, because if all are not produced at the 
same time, of which the circle woula embrace; for 
some philosophers fear lest if there are infinite 
creatures, they would become God himself; so 
Geometers think that a polygonal figure be turned into 
a circle, if it should have infinite angles; which quite 
rationally Nicolaus Cardinal de Cusa believed to nave 
demonstrated that a future circular line, and a circle in 
a straight line is to be converted, if the circle or a 
straight line is stretched out to infinity. I can go 
through all parts of Geometry, & from lines, figures, & 
bodies show God profusely.13 

Geometry is 'more admirable' than arithmetic because the lath does 
1\ 

not arrive at infmity; while Arithmetic can number single parts of 
the world, the magnitude of the world can be investigated by 
Geometry, as Tycho Brahe with the armillary sphere and other 
instruments has measured its fabric through his Herculean labours. 
A number of discrete proportions of the size of the earth to the 
moon are discussed as well as the diameter of the earth, and the 
diameter of the 'elementary region' (52 to that of the earth).14 

11 From his Utriusque cosmi . . . historia, 11, p. 28, illustrated in Frances Yates, Bruno, pp. 
339, 407. 

12 QinG, cols. 55-57. The postil, col. 55, reads: 'Circuli proprietates, & eius cu(m) Deo 
analogia.' Col. 57. 'sed quia Deus instar circini videtur esse, cuius pes in centro 
positus immutabilis rum sit, alius as circumferentia extensus mouetur, ita tamen, vt 
quicquid agit, aut describit pedi fixo acceptum ferat, cui amicitiae vinculo per caput 
connectitur.' 

13 Ibid., Col. 57, 'Est ergo Deus indiuisible centrum, cuius irradiatio in omnium rerum 
peripheriam extenditur; est circulus omnes angulos creaturarum perfectissime 
comprehendens, vt enim circulus polygoniam infinitam, ita Deus infinitascreaturas 
contmet, quae si nunquam omnes simul product(a)e erunt, ita nee omnes anguli 
producentur vnquam, quos circulus amplectitur; vt enim aliqui philisophi timent ne si . 
creaturae infinitae essent, Deus ipse fierent; ita Geometrae putant figuram polygoniam 
in circulum versam iri, si angulos infinitos habuerit; qua fere ratione Nicolaus de 
Cusa Cardinalis se demonstrasse existimat lineam circulum futuram, atque circulum 
in lineam rectam esse conuertendum, si circulus, vel linea recta in infinitum 
protendatur. Possem ire per omnes partes Geometrae, & ex lineis, figuris, & 
corporibus late Deum ostendere.' 

14 QinG, col 58. 
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Euclid's Prop. 36, Book I, is explained as a contribution to 
Theology (Col. 59. The postil reads: Hinc satis ostenditur 
Geometria(m) plurimus ad Theologica conferre). The equal areas of 
a parallelogram on the same base between parallel lines shows that 
an angel can be extended from heaven to earth, supposing that 
'there is some angel ... has its sphere of activity and constituted 
definite place ... in the first parallelogram AB.' (Fig. 29)15 The 
mediating power of geometrical infinity implied by parallel lines is 
also the the equal mediating role of the order of angels between the 
infinite and the finite. 

The divine dimension of Pythagoras' discovery of his theorem is 
hinted at by the sacrifice of an ox, and the application of the 3. 4. 5. 
triangle can be applied through all numbers to infinity, which 
perchance can recall the Atheists from nonsense and impiety and 
lead to God.16 The nesting of squares of sides 4, 2 and 1 by means of 
constructing them within inscribed circles demonstrates the potency 
of commensurability of the diagonals and diamaters through the 
resolution in the succeeding square (Fig. 30). 

Mersenne develops some 'admirable Problems' to show that 'the 
Circle teaches the quantity of all angles'.17 Thus beyond the 
cognition of the s,tars and the laying-out of town-walls, any quantity 
can be augmented to infinity, as an expanding circle becomes a 
straigi:_t line (Cusanus again) or decreased to infinity as the 
circumference of a circle approaches a tangent. He discusses q. 24 of 
Aristotle's mechanics in relation to Guidobaldi and Blancanus, the 
relative motion of points on Aristotle's wheel. The conchoid of 
Nicomedes is another example of lines never touching. He proposes 
a number of geometrical methods of quadrating a circle but without 
any cuts, and the chapter ends with 'How Geometry pertains to the 
heavens'.18 

The discourse breaks forth in praise of Geometry whereby having 
been invented after the annual flood of the Nile, it was transferred 
to the heavens by the pilgrims of this world in seeking their 
fatherland, and in contemplating its wonderful vaults, neither 

15 Ibid. Bettini indicated that this notion belongs to Duns Scotus. 
16 QinG, Col. 60. ' ... quae forsitan Atheos a nugis, & impietate reuocare, & ad Deum 

adducere poterunt.' 
17 QinG. Col. 61. 'Circulus enim omnium angulorum quantitatem docet'. 
18 QinG. Col. 75, 'Quare Geometria vsque ad coelos pertingit.' 
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Corinthian, Doric or Italic, they contemplated as the 'summum 
bonum', the ineffable, the eternal, the perfect. He calls on all 
Atheists to raise the eye of the mind to that supernal fatherland and 
quotes the royal psalmist: 'Blessed is he who lives in your house; 
Lord, for ever and ever they will praise thee ... ', and the advent of 
the son of God provides a new joy. This explicitly Christian 
intrusion, i.e. the reference to the person of Christ, is increasingly 
rare in such apologetic literature: the disappearance of the historical 
Jesus and the personal and free God of the Bible, is seen as a failure 
of Catholic apologetics by Lenoble and Michael Buckley.19 Mersenne 
goes on: 

How happy are the Geometers, who can measure the 
most vast Empyrean heavens: who know perfectly 
whatsoever they cannot understand here: who can 
number clearly the lines, surfaces, solidities & points of 
single Bodies, & consider the mutual proportion 
between them, so that in the same way the best of 
Geometers contemplate by blessed vision the author of 
the remainder of the gilded sciences, for that admirable 
contemplation does not impede the divine vision of all 
the sciences: so great is the capacity of blessed soulsJ2° 

The 'happy Geometers' are the Blessed in heaven. This proof of 
God's existence by Geometry is followed by music, the discipline in 
which Mersenne was to specialise in, and to strip of its sympathic 
qualities. 

The Proof from Optics 
The thirty-third 'Ratio' of God's existence is on Optics 'which 

pertains to Astronomy, Geometry & Arithmetic.' Lenoble's claim, 
that QinG is a pretext for Mersenne's display of knowledge of all 
the sciences, is borne out in the 24 columns on optics, although most 
are devoted to astronomy sprinkled with general geometrical 
observations coupled with incidental references to God's bounty and 
the excellence of optics itself. The first six columns deserve attention 
- a generalised praise of optics with an important geometrical 

19 Lenoble, p. 233, and Buckley, Atheism, pp. 66-67, 361-363. 
20 QinG, Col. 76. 'Quam foelices Geometrae, qui poterunt empyrei coeli vastissima 

spatia dimetri: qui perfecte cognoscent, quicquid hie nescire potuerunt: qui 
singulorum corporum Iineas, superficies, soliditates, & pu(n)cta dare numerate, & 
mutuam inter ea proportionem intueri poterunt, ita tamen, vt semper optimum 
Geometriae, caeterarumque scientiarum aurorem beata visione contemplentur, nee 
enim admirabilis ille scientiarum omnium intuitus visionem diuinam impedit: tanta 
est animi beati capacitas!' 
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reference. The eye is the most precious part of the body because the 
use of light distinguishes between life and death, and gives greater 
certitude of action. 

Mersenne then gives a compacted list of what Philosophers 
(1. 

believed about the eye in 1\ staccato piling-up of images and 
metaphors - 'that microcosmic luminary, & starry brightness, for 
Plato the most divine part, for Orpheus the mirror of nature, for 
Hesychio the gate of the sun, for Alexander the windows of the 
mind, for Galen the solar particle of the mind, for Theophrastus the 
form of man, for An:goras the end of the Philosophers' life'.21 This 

1\ 
passage concludes with a description of the 'wonderful proportions' 
found by Christoph Scheiner in the anatomy of the eye. The 
discourse eventually takes a Christian turn as the postil notes: 
'Optics shows that the heavens are our fatherland' and therefore the 
meaning of the triple nature of light-propagation, direct, reflected 
and refracted. Direct refers to the presence of the blessed and their 
contemplation of God face to face, reflection is our cognition of God 
through faith as we see from afar, quoting Job 36. 25, 'a sight that 
everyone can see, that man may gaze on from afar.' Refraction in 
turn represents the many errors of the Gentiles, presumably heretics. 

He moves on to a fuller consideration of the second and third 
means of propagation, Catoptrics - a subject better treated elsewere 
in Qin9- and Dioptrics, where he singles out the work of Galileo in 
discovering new objects in the sun, moon and stars, and proceeds to 
enumerate the four 'excellent lines derived from the optical 
pyramid, the parabola, the ellipse, the hyperbola and the anaclastic.' 
(QinG, Col. 163) A complex analogy is made from the eye to the 
world, with the visual axis being compared to the axis through the 
centre of the world, and the seven muscles of the eye being 
identified with the seven planets. (Ibid, Col. 163-164) The optical 
axis echoes the identification of the horopter by Aguilonius.22 A 
passage on the optical part of Astrology paves the way for the main 
astronomical corpus which is at the centre of this treatment of 

21 QinG, Col. 160. 'ilia microcosmi lumina, & fulgentia sydera, diuinissimam Platoni 
partem, Orpheo naturae speculum, portas solis nesychio, Alexendro fenestras animi, 
solarem animi particulari Galeno, Hominis formam Theophrasto, vitae Anaxagorae 
tarn Philosophis.' 

22 The horopter is the imaginary line connecting the optical axes of the eyes meeting at 
an object, and the centre of the two eyes. The term is still in use. See Ziggelaar, De 
Agui16n, pp. 75-80. 
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optics, signaled by a zodiacal diagram twice repeated. Classical 
sources are compared with the modern results of Tycho and Kepler. 

Eventually he turns to Gnomonics and its geometrical relation to 
the sun, 'since indeed it describes to us the genus of all figures 
freely in a plane . . . as a finger of force furnished letters with a 
pen.'23 Referring to such authorities as Maurolycus, Clavius, 
Commendini, Aguilon, Durer, 'the most acute Appollonius with his 
Eutocius', he describes how the Sun as Geometer shows mankind 
how these most excellent lines proceed from the the right section of 
the cone to the conic sections, how one figure can become another 
and how these figures hold a middle place between finitude and 
infinity. From this 'most beautiful horology' a mystical horology is 
drawn, in which the horizon imbues man with his first cognition of 
God, the obelisk - referring to the gnomon, is the 'axis mundi', the 
height of the pole being faith. The meridan is God Himself and the 
circle of the hours His teaching, 'from which our life must be 
dispensed'. The signs of the zodiac are the repositories of virtues 
and the true ornaments of the mind. But for all mortals the last day 
will come which Christ will illuminate, and we must prepare for 
this horology of death. Mersenne thus provides a deeper justification 
for the attention applied to horology in the seventeenth century, a 
typical juxtaposition of piety, poetry and the imagery of science that 
characterises the best pages of QinG. 

" 

B. LIGHT IN GENESIS. 

Of 48 columns, Mersenne treats this question of the 'Physics and 
Morals of light' in five Articles covering 50 properties of light, 
which represent a comprehensive statement of the traditional 
position under the rubric that light is a quality, 'Lux est qualitas 
visibilis' (Col. 740). The subject is enunciated by a series of 
questions. How was light made? Was light created from nothing, or 
from matter lead out from chaos, or was it a mixture of earth and 
fire, made from some part of heaven, like the Milky Way? Or does 

23 QinG. Col. 178. 'Parum disci, ipse sol excellentissimus homini Goemetra constituitor, 
quandoquidem pro libito denus omne figuram nobis in plan describit, nee aliud a 
nonis honorarium, nullum Minerual postulat, quam vt ei stylum aliquem digito, si 
vis, breuiorem suggeras.' 
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the law of God and the law of the Gospel usurp the mystical and 
the allegorical, since 'by the light of faith, by Christ, by the apostles 
we can say, "You are the light of the world"'. Can that intelligible 
light be the incarnate Word, since 'word was made flesh, & dwelt 
among us,' or is he 'to illuminate those sinners who are in darkness & sit 
in the valley of death (?) What is that light, unless truth, which is 
raised from the earth? of which the royal Prophet (says) Thou will bless 
Thine earth? (original italics)'24 

However Mersenne never gets round to answering the first set of 
questions on the primordial status of light - does the law of the 
Gospel dispense with answers to them? Instead he considers the 
phrase 'Et vivit Deus lucem, quod esset bona', which results in two 
short commentaries, the first on 'Vidit', and how God could see, not 
having eyes, a 'difficult part'. That God could see before light was 
made must be understood as of the spirit, as the Hebrew word 'rah' ~/c) 
signifies ' ... intueri, intelligere, & providere ... God therefore sees 
light, i.e. he understands.'25 God sees that it was good, so 'Why 
should He see that it was good, rather than (it was) one, true, or 
beautiful?'26 This is explained by St. Thomas' trinitarian significance 
of creation - the person of the Father speaking, the person of the 
Son in the word which is spoken, and the person of the Holy Spirit 
in 'complacentia, ... which God saw to be good, because He made 
it. Or ~t is better to speak of goodness, because on account of his 
goodness did God create everything, as it is not only communicated 
ad intra, but also ad extra? 0 goodness! in whose contemplation it is 
worthy that the just man runs through his complete life.'27 These 
preliminaries over, there follows the first Article on light, simply 
entitled 'On the nature of Light.' 

24 QinG, Col. 736. The full passage reads: 'Quid · si mysticos, & allegoricos sensus 
vsurpare velim? nu(m)quid lex Dei, & lex Euangelica erit lux? quid de fide, lumine 
gloriae, Christo, Apostolis dicam, de quibus iure dicere possumus, vas estis lux mundi, 
sed haec persequemur in diuisione lucis, tenebrarum. An ilia lux intelligi posset de 
Verbi incernatione, quando caro factum est, & habatauit in nobis, vt sit idem, facta est 
lux, ac lux orta est iusto: illuminare his qui in tenebris peccati, & in vmbra mortis sedent; 
quid est illa lux, nisi veritas, quae de terra orta est ? de qua Propheta regius, benedixisti 
terram tuam.' 

25 QinG. Col. 738, 'An simul videndo, prouidit luci, cum ... rah significet intueri, 
intelligere, & prouidere, imo & prophetari, . . . Vidit ergo Deus lucem, id est 
intellixit.' 

26 Ibid., Col. 737. 'CVr potius vidit, qub esset bona, quam una, vera, aut pulchra?' 
27 QinG, Col. 737-738. 'In creatione, inquit, persona petris in Deo dicente, persona Filii in 

verbo, quo dicitur: persona Spiritussanti in complacentia, qui vidit Deus esse bonum, 
quod fecerat. An Potius de bonitate locutus est, quia propter suam bonitiat omnia 
Deus creavir, vt non solum ad intra communicaretur, sed etiam ad extra? 6 bonitas! 
in cuius contemplatione vir iustus totam suam vitam transiggere valeat.' 
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Mersenne begins with the first of many analogies of light to its 
creator: 

... For what I ask is more excellent in the invisible 
sphere of God, what is there in the visible world than 
tne example of light, as nevertheless nothing in the 
supercelestial world is more obscure, thus nothing 
escapes the mind, than the ineffable splendour of God; 
it is seen everywhere through creatures in whom it is 
present, and at length it is nowhere understood, where 
1t is: 0 light, and immense splendor the divinity. 

. . . In this difficult subject many things can be 
contemplated, lux as source, and the ray and lumen as 
effect: of these 3 lux, ray and splendor, the Father, the 
Son & the Holy Spirit, and they declare divine 
processions in some way.28 

Both its production and its immensity qualify light to be compared 
with God, and its presence in all creatures indicate its role as a 
principle of life and of the soul. Several further analogies of 'Lux 
triplex' follow, including the optical one of direct, refl~ctive and 
refractive, repeating the already-noted triple cognition of God by the 
Blessed, the faithful and the infidel, which calls forth a 
'contemplatio' on the vision of God in contrast to our mundane and 
sordid conditions. Then the question is put as a postil, 'What is 
light?' 

Light, therefore, which some say to be incorporeal & 
immaterial, what is it? Is it some fifth essence, which 
has nothing in common with us, as it is not tainted 
with filth, nor profits from any colour? Or does it thus 
penetrate the body of the sun, as we think that it is its 
substantial form, informing, shaping, & more than 
innermost, than it is in our fire, & luminous (bodies) of 
of heat and light? For what can hinder the sun being 
penetrated totally by light, with crass matter, without 
aiaphaneity, & composed of aether? Or is the way of 
speaking, where Fr. Patricius speaks in the first Book of 
tne Panaugia, to be tolerated, where he pronounces 
that light is a medium between corporeal, & 
incorporeal, nor does he not say that (it is) the image 
of both? Behold we do not say about light, that just 
like a mirror, the divine light becomes known to us, 

28 QinG. Col. 737-738. 'quid, inquam, in inuisibili sphaera Deo praestantius, quid in 
visibili mu(n)do luce gratius esse potest, cum tamen nihil in mundo supercaefesti sit 
obscurius, nihil ita mentem effugiat, quam Dei splendor ineffablis; vbique videtur per 
creaturas in quibus adest, & tamen nullibi, sicut est, comprehenditur: 6 lux, 
splendorque diuinitas immensus. 

. . . Scio quidem in luce plurima spectari posse, lucem, vt fontem, radium & 
lumen, vt effectus: his tribus luce, radio splendore, Patrem, Filium & 
Spiritumsanctum, ac diuinas processiones aliquo modo indigetant & declarent.' 
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from which our corporeal light depends a certain 
perennial derivation; as the image of divinity being 
carried in some way by the light of the sun; & l'ust like 
we see space spread itself to mfinity .... At al events 
the light of the sun does not mean to extend itself to 
infinity absolutely, for that woulf argue for an infinite 
force m it, as only God can be infinite in every kind of 
thing, and everywhere immense. 

L1ght indeed is neither body, nor substance, nor 
spirit, & incorporeal; for how is it a body, who can 
understand (it)?29 

Mersenne has introduced the question that became more 
problematical as the century progressed. On the one hand the full 
mediating role of light in Patrizi is somehow identified with infinite 
space and matter at the same time, a position unacceptable to the 
traditional closed world: on the other hand the prestigious position 
of light activates the diaphaniety by its presence, and not by any 
material change or corruption as the Aristotelian theory allows. 
Mersenne dismisses the corporeali ty argument by the 
impenetrability of bodies, and as to its spirituality, only material 
substances can be seen, '& because it is able to subsist by itself, & 
because it is served by accidents, and it produces that by simple 
emanation.'30 He accepts, citing Damascene, that light is accident, 
which raises a further question, 'How do we estimate accident, or (is 
it) incorporeal?', Mersenne does not fall back on the Aristotelian 
formula but struggles on without recourse to any of the terminology 

" 
of the Peripatetic doctrine. 

I acknowledge that no-one can separate light and its 
body, to which it is conatural, but what wonder? What 
follows from that? Or is light form, or an especial part 

29 QinG, Col. 739-740. 'Lux ergo, quam aliqui incorpoream, & immarerialem esse 
dixerunt, quid est? an aliqua quinta essentia, quae nobiscum commune nihil habeat, 
cum neque sordibus inficiatur, necvllis coloribus proficiat? An ita solis corpus 
penetrat, vt eius sit forma substantialis, informans, & plusquam intima, qualem in 
nostris ignibus, & luminosiscalorem, & lucem esse putamus? quid enim obstat, 
quominus sol a luce totus penetretur, siue crassa materie, siue diaphana, & aetherea 
constet? An is loquendi modus, quo libro primo Panaugiae Franciscus Patricius 
loquitur, tolerandus est, dum lucem inter corporea, & incorporea mediam esse 
pronunciat, nee non vtrorUmque dicit imaginem? Eccur (sic) non dicemusin luce, 
velut in aliquo speculo, lucem diuinam nobis innotescere, a qua nostra lux corporea 
perenni quadam deriuiatione dependet; cum diuinitatis instat quaquaversum portendi 
solarem lucem, & velut ad infinita spatia sese diffundere videamus? .. . Equidem lux 
solis ad infinitum absolute sumptum sese exte(n)dere non valet, id enim infinitam in 
eo vim arguret, cum solus Deus infinitus esse possit in omnigenere, & vndequaque 
immensus. 

Lux vero neq(ue) corpus est, neque substantia, neque spiritualis, & incorporea; 
quomodo enim corpus sit, quis intelligat?' 

30 QinG, Col. 740. '&quod per se subsistere valeant, & quod accidentibus substernantur, 
eaque sustineant, atque per simplicem emanationem ilia producant.' 
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of all lucid bodies? It is absent; for another quantity is 
the essence of men, not so much as next to tne internal 
parts but to the external aspect, because it is erroneous, 
as in the sacrifice of the Holy Mass the body of Christ 
is exhibited without that quantity, as extended to the 
order of place, not with.out a prodigious miracle: 
Whence Franciscus (Patricius)' first book on light must 
be read cautiously, whose reasons have a focus, seem 
to me to have no progression of truth.31 

Shunning the Aristotlean formula he goes on to dismiss the 
mediaeval theory of light as substantial form of all things, which we 
have seen is another Patrizian doctrine, and Mersenne falls back to 
the position that light is a miracle as in the Real Presence of the 
Eucharist. He goes on to argue against Patrizi, now developing the 
concept of quality, listing 'most excellent qualities, first musical 
which sets forth three unnamed kinds of systemata'. Then he states 
the parts of the trivium, grammar, rhetoric and logic, which he 
identifies immediatedly with 'word, speech, dialogue which are 
other than (quantity?), unless quality since indeed taste tastes, touch 
carresses, odour is perceived, ears hear, eyes see, ... lastly since 
indeed the intellect thinks, the will discerns, through I beseech you, 
are all these things made?' One can doubt at a distance through 
qualities, namely hot, cold, and so on to 'colour, phantasm the word 
of the mind is quality. Light is therefore the proper quality of lucid 
bodies, without which nothing can be by naturallaw'.32 Mersenne is 
to seei< how this quality is placed in the order of qualities, and its 
progressive divisions, ascending by anagogic steps upwards, listing 
the different ones, occult, pathetic, discordant, spiritual, corporeal, 
aventitious, some primary, secondary tertiary, refracted, integral, 
actual, virtual and so many others. 

31 QinG, Col. 740. 'Lux igitur cum sit accidens, quod inquit Damascenu ... quale nam estimabimus accidens, an incorporeum? ...... 
Fateor quidem non posse viribus naturae lucem a suo corpore, cui connaturalis est, separari posse, sed quid mirum? quid ex eo sequitur? an lucem esse formam, seu partem essentiale totius lucidi corporis praecipua( )? Absit; alias enim quantitas, de hominis esset essentia, non tantu( ) iuxta partes internas sed & externas spectata, quod erroneu( ) est, cum in sancta Missae sacrificio nobis Christi corpus sine quantitate ilia, vt ad ordinem loci protensa, non sine miraculis ingentibus eXhibeatur: Vnde Franciscus caute libro prima de luce legendus est, cuius rationes si fucum habent, nullam profecto veritatis vmbram mihi videntur. 

32 QinG, Col. 741. 'verba, oratio, sermo, quid sunt aliud, nisi qualitas, si gustus audit, si vident oculi, si phantasmata producit imaginatio, si perpendit aestimatiua, denique si cogitat intellectus, si voluntas decernit, per quid obsecro haec omnia fiunt? ...... 
Lux cum sit qualitas lucidis corporibus ita propria, vt fine ea nunquam de lege naturae esse possint.' 
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The first Article ends thus: 'Lux is a visible quality, which is the 
ultimate informative act of the perspicuum, for from that 
imperfection and impotence it is reduced to act, & adds a colophon 
of perfection, for that is not produced by a crystal in any way, 
unless lux moves it to our eyes.'33 Despite all these complexities of 
qualities, its authenticity is preserved in all the senses, since 
Mersenne never lost faith in the certitude of sensation, which is the 
major difference between him and Descartes. However the true 
reason for the effects of nature - causes, are another question. 
Mersenne always held the true reasons for the rules of physics were 
known only to God.34 That is most probably why he does not 
depend on Aristotelian doctrine whose role in defending faith was 
for him to be taken by Descartes, the 'new Aristotle'. 

Th~ Fifty Properties of Light 
As he had not yet met Descartes and Gassendi before the 

publication of the QinG, Mersenne had not yet found his 'voie 
originale entre la Scholastique et les novateurs naruralistes', and 
therefore was not in a position to openly critise the Philosopher -
indeed he rarely does so outright. Instead he is content to pile up a 
great metaphysical speculation on light, of 50 properties each 
followed by at least one, and sometimes up to five 'tropologiae'. 
Such a large body of speculation defies any ready summation in the 

' scope of this enquiry, so a select number will be examined. 
The origin of light is the first concern, dealing with the properties 

of light as it is poured out ad extra. The eleventh property is 'Lux 
communicates itself through straight rays, & not tortuous, or sinuous.'35 

Euclid testifies that the straight line is the shortest, 'because it is that 
intellectual line, which extends its rays straight, surely because it is 
raised from justice, & because the straight creates joy of the heart? 
surely because it communicates its total virtue by the eternal Word? 

33 QinG, Col. 742. 'Lux est qualitas visibilis, quae est actus vltimus perspicui informatiuus; illud enim ex imperfectione, atque impotentia reducit ad actum, 6 perfectionis colophonem addit, nee enim ilia chrystalli perspiciutas vllo modo prodesset, nisi lux earn nostros ad oculos promoueret.' 
34 Lenoble, p. 313. ' ... la demonstration proprement dite doit partir, comme l'avant dit Aristote, de ,erincipes certains. Or, les principes de la physique sont cachees.' Collins, God, p. 52, On one point ... Mersenne was firmly against both the sceptics and Descartes: a defense must be made of the essential reliability of sensation. Even though it does not enable us to reach the essence of bodies, sensation does attain the objective appearances and activities of quantitative things in space and time, and it is not confined to our purely subjective states.' 
35 QinG, pCol. 478. 'lux per rectum radium, & non tortuosum, vel sinuosum sese communicat.' 
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The different light in the microcosm seems recondite because it is 
made straight in God.' This passage is the closest Mersenne comes 
to positively acknowledging an invisible mathematical light existing 
supernally, and which is confirmed by a quotation from Denys the 
Areopagite 'who said that the soul is moved in a straight line' with 
a further quote from St. Thomas on the uniform circular motion of 
the soul which under illumination becomes straight.36 This is an 
important convergence of the nature of the soul, illumination and 
geometry, which is rarely so explicit. 

The camera obscura is described in Prop. 13 using his own 
experience and the optical writings of Kepler, della Porta, Ramus, 
Pecharn & Maurolyco. This evokes the tropology of the divine light 
manifesting itself to us, through the force of imagination or the door 
of meditation, and the ecstasy of contemplation of divine things, as 
St. Gregory related.137 

Property No. 15 is that lux illluminates 'uniformiter difformiter', 
and tackles the problem of proportional propagation of light from 
its source. No rule is found for this, and the first tropology 
contemplates the divisions of grace, but unity is conserved in the 
divine splendor of the Church by God 'who operates all in all' and 
is promised in the vision of the Heavenly Jerusalem which manifests 
the spirit.38 What is the manifestation of the spirit? surely light? as 
all manifestationn proceeds from light ... for all that is manifested, is -.._ 

light (Eph. 5.)'39 The second tropology considers the Blessed as 
perpetual stars but of different clarity (I Cor. 15) and this is 
succeeded by a discussion of arithmetical and gemetrical progression 
omrnitting other divisions, he says, such as the harmonic. Candles at 
different distances and the 'accessus & recessus' of the Sun are 
discussed. He ends the passage by pinning his faith on the possible 

36 QinG, Col. 748. 'Quae est illa lux intellectualis, qui recta suos radios porrigit? 
nunquid ilia, quae orta est iusto, & quae fuit rectis corde laetitia? ... tetigit D. 
Dionysius, qui recta linea dicit animum moueri, . . . sic explicat D. Thomas in fine 
lectionis 7 in c. hoc 4. Anima vel a sui uniformitate progreditur in superiora magis 
vniformiil, & his est motus circularis ipsius lotus uniformis, vel ex influentiil uniformis 
illuminationis accipit cognitionem variilm, & multiformem, & sic est motus obliquus eius, vel e conuerso ex multi{ormibus, & varijs in simplicem cognitionem proficit, & sic est motus eius 
redus, ita diuis Antonius Abbas ex omni creatutarum varietate recta surgebat ad 
Deum.' 

:r7 QinG, Col. 751. 'vt superior existat mundo, & semetipsa, vt diuus Ggregorius 
explicatus.' 

38 QinG, Col. 453. ' ... qui operatur omnia in omnibus.' 
39 Ibid. Eph. 5. 13, 14. 'but anything exposed to the light will be illuminated and 

anything illuminated turns into light.' . 
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supremacy of geometrical proportion. The four kinds of proportional 
propagation of light through 'that augmentation of space' are equal, 
or unequal, and proportional proportionally, or proportional equally. 
This is quite a puzzle, but he may be indicating here the proportions 
of incomensurables, a major topic for Guarini (QinG, Col 754). 

'16. Proprietas, lux non est facta in numero, pondere, & mensura' - St. 
Ambrose writes in his Hexaemeron (Hex. c. 9) in contradiction to 
the much-quoted verse, Wisdom 11, 21. 

'How does permanent measure, permanent weight, account for everthing; no number or whatever thing is its mode, which (its) material principle or efficiency is measured; is number itself tli.e form of a thing, or species, as a thing is constituted throught the form of things in species & are species just numbers? If indeed you add a unity to whatever number, you change the species of number ... weight also is the inclination of an end, or the end of appetite, which anything tends towards, corresponds because it is next to its form itself; the perfection of things consists in mode, species, 
& order? as the Holy Doctor 1. p. q. 5. a. 5 declares. Or through measure the clemency of the Holy Spirit conserves all, through numbers the wisdom of the Son in ordering, througn weight the power of the Father is understood in its working? as Bonaventure preferred.40 

The French Minim goes on to list interpretations belonging to St. 
Bernard, Cardinal Hugo, Rabanus and other texts from the 

(1 

Apocalypse and ~iah, and finally identifies number with essence 
and unity, measure in truth, and weight in goodness. (Col. 756) 
Eventually light re-emerges in the context of his moralising on the 
orders of quantity in answering the proposition of St. Ambrose, 
'How is light free from number, weight and measure? ... if indeed 
it seems to have no limits, for in fact all colours are gathered in one 

40 QinG, Col. 756. '16 ... teste( ) D. Ambrosio 1 hexam. c. 9. quod quidem directe contra Scripturam Sap. 11 vers. 21. dicentem, omnia in mensura, & numero, & pondere disposuisti pugnare videtur, quapropter id sine debita explicatione praetteriri non debet; quid est er~o mensura, quid pondus, quidue numerus ille, quem omnes creaturae continent. quomodo proprias mensuras, proprios numeros, proprium pondus habent omnia; nunquid mensura cuiuslibet rei modus est, quo vel principia materialia, aut efficientia commensurantur; numerus vero ipsa rei forma, seu species, cum pre formam res in specie constituatur, & species sint sicut numeri+ si vero numeris quibuscumque vnitatem addis, numeri speciem mutas, ... /ondus autem est ilia inclination ad finem, seu finis appetitus, quo res quaelibet in i tendit, quod sibi iuxta suam formam congruit, vt ea ratione cuiuslibet: rei perfectio consistat in modo, specie, & ordine? vt praeclare S. Doctor 1. p. q. 5 a. 5. declaret. An mensura, numerus, & pondus ea sunt, de quibus habetur Esdrae 4. c. 4 Quoniam in statera ponderauit saeculum, & mensura mensurauit tempora, & numero numerauit tempora: An per mensuram Spriritussancti dementia conseruans sapeientia, per numeris Filij ordinantis sapientia, per pondus potentia Patris operantis intelligenda est? vt vult Bona ven tura. 
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genus as Ficino says.'41 This is Aristotelean: 'Colour is a genus of 
which the different colours are species.'42 This universal 'omnicolor' is 
beyond bodies, to which the 'qualities' of measure, number and 
weight are confined, whereas lumen 'permeates, & in a way of 
speaking, contains all bodies.'43 Light is not like other corporeal 
qualities, as the Sun rules over the stars, or fire over the other 
elements, 'but because it transcends all bodies, & also it can spread 
far and wide in space, which they call imaginary.' 44 Mersenne 
accepts the Scholastic extra-cosmic space without question. The 
tropology of this property is that the nature of light is revealed in 
Christ ' ... in whom lux, without measure, without number, & 
weight flashes.' 45 Mersenne's identifies light not only with infinite 
space but also with the general statement of light being in all 
bodies, which seems to be the mediaeval theory of light as 
substantial form, or the 'omnilucentia' or 'Panaugia' of Patrizi, 
which he has already denied in the first tussle with the Platonist. 
This is a sustained presentation of the unique status of light as a 
symbol of the insensible and noncorporeal world and of the divine 
order, in direct contrast to the quantitative order of the mundane 
world. 

The Lumen of Divine Glory 
The 21st. property is the non-refraction of a perpendicular ray on 

' a denser medium, from Alhazen (lib. 7. propos. 3). The resulting 
tropology is that such a ray represents the lumen of divine glory, 
because it illuminates all the Blessed perpendicularly and illustrated 
by a cut, followed up by a geometrical discussion of refraction (Fig. 
31). Since the veiwing-point C is determined by extending the 
refracted ray, the Blessed can overcome the disadvantage of human 
perception '. . . because in turn the infirmity of the body, or 

41 QinG, Col. 757. 'quandoquidem Ambrosius illud asserui; lucem ab omni pondere, numero & mensura eximi; siquidem nullos limites habere vireatur, etenim congrega in vnum omne colorum genus, inquit Ficino.' 
42 John I. Beare, Greek Theories of Elementary Cognition, pp. 60, 61. 
43 QinG, Col. 757. 'cum ergo lux sit omnicolor, qui sub qualitatum, mensuram, numerum, aut ordinem cadere potest' quonammodo numerum, pondus, & mensuram, numerum, quae proprie duntaxar in corporibus reperuntur, esse possent in lumine, quod omnia corpora permeat, & vt ita loquar, continet?' 
44 QinG, Col. 758. 'sed quia corpora omnia transcendit, & etiam in spatia, quae vocant imaginaria, dummodo illius capacia fuerint, longe lateque diffundi potest.' 
45 Ibid. 'Sed habemus lumen ad reualationem gentium Christum Dominum, in quo lux sine mensura, sine numero, & pondere refulget.' 
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deformity or gravity or inept density of penetration or inimical 
opacity by light does not reign'.46 

The geometrical properties of light are again taken up under the 
notion of the pyramid of lucid rays ' ... or rays running together in 
indivisibles, thus nevertheless in one point or is terminated in one 
pyramidal cone ... , as without doubt any sphere of light, which is 
finite, seems to contain or at least accomplish an infinity of 
pyramids in which you see 3 things in one property optically, 
because it can be deduced, we result not in infinite number, at least 
in a great number. What is the radiant pyramid in God if not infnite 
goodness?' Mersenne sees here the termination of divine action in 
creatures, as well as divine justice and divine perfection. A second 
tropology is erected upon a four-sided radiant pyramid, 
representing the intellect, the will, the imagination and the inferior 
appetite - corporeal faculties which concur in good works to the 
greater glory of God.47 This anticipates the interpretation of light in 
the lucent pyramid of Athanasias Kircher. 

Many such lessons are derived from the obvious geometrical 
properties, summed up in Property 43, 'Lux turns all things to itself' 
which summarises two quotes from St. Denys ('de divin. nomin.'), ' . 
. . therefore everything is converted to God, who is an immense lux 
which carries up (all) to Himsel£.'48 Property 45, that light illustrates 
a near and smaller object more than a more distant and greater one 
is based on Ramus, and also Pecham, Vitello, and William Morbeta, 
and he declares that 'our mind is a sphere smaller than the divine 
sphere of lux in infinity', demonstrating the archetypal world in the 
human.49 

'49. A property of light is heat', which is related to life as all light 
is connected to heat and as the heart is the lamp of animals. Kepler 
thinks that animal heat depends on light, ' ... who calls immaterial 
heat lux.'5° Four tropologies follow from this, fairly obvious in their 
theological derivation - the fire of the Holy Spirit - 'I came to cast 

46 Ibid., Col. 761. 
47 Ibid., Col. 769. 
48 QinG, Col. 774. 
49 QinG. Col. 774. 'Nunquid anima nostra sphaera est, lucis diuinae sphaera in infinitu(m) manor? sed nunquid totus homo mundus paruulus a44 mundo archetyro 

plusquam hanc demonstrare.' 
50 QinG, Col. 777. 'ita ergo calor animalis a luce pendere videtur, vt existimat keplerus, 

qui lucis calorem immaterialum vocat.' . 
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fire on the earth' (Luke 12, 49), the fire of love and charity, the 
inspiration of the divine mind, ending with the reflection of solar 
light in all kinds of mirrors annotated by Ramus and Witello, and 
proved by the naval exploits of Archimedes and Proclus. The use of 
concave mirrors with fire is praised by Roger Bacon, Vitello, Euclid, 
Ptolemy and Alhazen, '. . . because it can bring together all 
creatures by mirrors, from which we reflect upon God.' 51 

The last property is most general: 'Lux dispells fear, raises hope, 
spreads hilarity, and shows the way to pilgrims' .52 Thus begins a 
long praise of light, seeking to show that light is a metaphor for 
everything, and specially the divine.The Minim blends together 
Biblical texts with mystical ejaculations of for example St. Francis a 
Paulo, St. Francis of Assisi, and St. Bruno, and strange company 
indeed - Catullus: 'Nobis cum semel occidit brevis lux, I Nox est 
perpetua una dormienda.' Luther is attacked because he ' ... 
inculcated that the nature of man does not know more of God, than the 
brute, because he has no principle of God', a position that is identified 
with Epicurus.53 Tacked on at the end are 27 further properties 
expressed in successive phrases, and thus ends this exhaustive 
intepretation of light in QinG But he has not exhausted his 
knowlebge of catroptics or reflection, because under the guise of 
denying that mathematics can reveal any apparition of God, angels 
or de~ons, a comprehensive treatise of spherical and parabolic 
mirrors is found, without very much trouble taken to justify its 
inclusion. 

Mersenne has not only demonstrated a theology of light which 
belongs to the Hexaemeron tradition, but, forced by the doctrine of 
Patrizi, light seems to loose all corporeal effect, most pointedly 
absent by the disappearance of Aristotle's theory. While light as 
quality is reassuring, he seems to adopt an indivisible light
geometry in an infinite world, without much awareness of its 
implications. His tropological investigations of light's properties 
unite the Patristic and mystical tradition to that of light-geometry, 

51 QinG, Col. 778. '9uae omnia creaturarum speculis co(n)ferre possis, ex quibus ad Deum reflectamur. 
52 Ibid. '50 Lux timore(m) depellit, spe(m) affert, hilaritate perfundit, & peregrinis viam ostendit.' · 
53 QinG, Col 782. 'Quare & Luther, inquit, inculcat hominem natura non plus de Deo scire, quravem brutum, quod nulla habet principia de Deo. 0 horrendum Epicureismum ... ' 
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and is therefore a valuable demonstration of the Baroque 
imagination at work, and serves as an ironic contrast to the turn his 
philosophy was later to take. 

C. THE LIGHT OF HOBBES AND DESCARTES. 

The 1626 publication of his Synopsis mathematica is the first of 
another activity of the Minim, that of compiling both ancient works 
and those of his own and his contemporaries or moderns. This first 
collection includes Maurolyco, Snel and Kepler, outweighed by 
Theodosius, Menelaus, Appollonius of Perga, and Archimedes, all of 
which indicate Mersenne's deeper involvement with mathematics, 
pure and mixed. It also signals his growing engagement with his 
fellow-savants, first Gassendi and then that company sometimes 
called the 'school of Paris' and well-known in the annals of the 
'century of genius' - the Pascals, Roberval to whom he was 
publisher, Mydorge, and many others but especially Thomas 
Hobbes, the friend yet heretic who he wished to convert. Frithiof 
Brandt, followed by Alan E. Shapiro have identified the emigre 
Englishman as being central in the development of the new theory 
of light and which we will find employed in turn by Mersenne.54 

Remem~r that Mersenne was taken up with sound and music, and 
the destruction of the sympathic qualities of sound parallel the 
treatment of light at the same time, sound being more important in 
the Minim's experimental activities. Thus his engagement of light 
tends to exploit the notions of his friends. 

The new philosophy first bears fruit in the collection known as 
Questions Inouyes, which contains Mersenne's unveiling of Galileo's 
statics to a French audience. Light receives incidental treatment in 
these pages. He praises Maurolyco for his mirrors and Aguil?n for 
the arrangement of 'allees et galleries' in the 'Questions 
Theologiques, mathematiques and physiques', (p. 94) and discussed 
whether light is visible and distinct from colour. His position on this 
question is that rays take up the tincture of different surfaces. As 

54 Brandt's study is Hobbes' Meclumical Conception of nature, (Copenhagen-London 1928'), complemented by Shapiro's 'Kinematic Optics: A Study of the Wave Theory of Light in the Seventeenth century', Archive for the History of the Exact Sciences, 11 (1973), pp. 134-266. 
. 
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the colours produced by light in prisms can be measured, one can 
know how light is lost by the different immersions of the ray in the 
diaphanieties, 'encore qu'il soit difficile d'en faire !'application a la 
parte qui s' en fait par le moyen des pores de chaque corps 
opaque.'55 Light has now been given a corporeal quantity, in that 
first it can be measured, and second, it is found in pores of a body, 
the ancient materialist theory of Empedocles. The difficulty of light 
is recognised in a series of questions, the last of which is, how can 
its infinite power of radiation be enclosed in a small room - which 
posits light's infinite propagation in an infinite cosmos.56 In the same 
book Question XXXVIII asks 'Les principes, et les fondemens de 
l'Optique sont-ils plus certains que ceux de la Musique?', and we 
find that they are both subordinated to the pure mathematics of 
Geometry and Arithmetic, 'neanmoins ils n' ont pas ce degre de 
certitude a nostre egard comme avoiient tous ceux qui scavent l'art 
de la raison.'57 Light now ceases to transcend measure, number and 
weight, and can be dealt with as mixed mathematics. While this too 
is traditional, it serves as a contrast with what Brandt claims to be 
Hobbes' starting-point in a new natural philosophy; 'the mechanical 
concept of nature adopted by Hobbes grew out of his occuptation 
with the problem of optics (the act of sight), and conversely, how 
the optics of his more mathematical philosophy ... became a single 
instrument of the deeper-lying, general philosophy of mechanism.'58 

' . 

The Optics of Hobbes 
Perhaps the most important work in the mathematical sciences 

published by Mersenne is the Universae Geometrae Synopsis 
(hereinafter the Synopsis) of 1644, published at the same time as his 
Cogitata, on mathematical physics and of greater originality than the 
Synopsis. (Guarini refers to this lat~r work.) This was a singular year 

A 

for the new philosophy, as it saw the appearance of Descartes' 
Principia and Roberval finished his cosmological treatise, to be 
published by Mersenne in 1647. The Synopsis of 1644 repeats some 
of the collection of the earlier Synopsis Mathematica, and contains 
seven books on optics, the sixth by a little-known Englishman, and 

ss Questions Inouyes, p. 297. 
56 lbid, p. 298. 
57 Ibid., p. 415. 
58 Brandt, Hobbes, p. 204. 
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the seventh by Hobbes. 
The importance of Hobbes' Tractatus Opticus seems to have been 

ignored in the main in the seventeenth century, allowing Barrow to 
plagiarise it, and Deschalles to independently propagate the notions, 
but acknowledging its source. Hobbes himself is possibly 
responsible for this overlooking by scholars of his earlier optics, as it 
was not included in his collected works for the reason presumably 
that in old age he returned to a purely mathematical theory of 
light. 59 

It is thanks to Brandt that modern scholars of optics were alerted 
to the full character of Hobbes' optics and Mersenne' s role in 
presenting and indeed representing it in the Cogitata, where it takes 
precedence over that of Descartes. Brandt further claims that in 
Mersenne's posthumous 'L'Optique et la Catoptrique' (published as 
the second part to Nic;eron's Perspectives curieuses) there was to be a 
third part to be provided by Hobbes representing Catoptrics.60 

Brandt explains that Nic;eron's section is a practical work on optics, 
the second section being 'speculative', and the tripartition of 
Nic;eron's contribution as optics - Books I & II, catoptrics - Book Ill, 
and dioptrics - Book IV. Nic;eron says that his work is not 
speculative - there are no 'raisons' for optical phenomena, as in so 
many treatises of the kind, only 'regles et preceptes pour dessiner'.61 

For the conventionally educated, 'raisons' were to be found in 
Physica, not mathematics. 

Briefy Hobbes' theory of light and his entire natural philosophy, 
was founded on the 'bedrock of the mechanical philosophy, "body", 
and "local motion".' He ruled out action at a distance, but 
introduced according to Shapiro the existence of an all-pervading 
medium of aether in the customary list of deductive propositions. 
The nature of the motion of light is the systolic and diastolic activity 
of the luminous body, illustrated in a figure that is repeated by 
Mersenne.62 The analogy to the activity of the heart is a conscious 
one for Hobbes, at least in an unpublished manuscript in the British 

59 A. C. Crombie, DSB, Vol. VI, p. 446. 
60 Brandt, Hobbes, p. 210, 211. 
61 Nic;eron, Perpedives, p. 9. 
62 Shapiro, p. 145, 146. 
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59 A. C. Crombie, DSB, Vol. VI, p. 446. 
fl.l Brandt, Hobbes, p. 210, 211. 
61 Ni<;eron, Perpedives, p. 9. 
62 Shapiro, p. 145, 146. 
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The diagram of the concentric rings, implies an aether of uniform 
density, whose dilation and contraction is transmitted to the eye and 
through the optic nerve to the brain, this process ocurring 
instantaneously.64 'Lumen, therefore, is the appearance (apparitio) in 
front of the eyes of the motion which is propagated to the brain by 
the expansion or swelling of the luminous object, and then back 
from the eyes into the medium. The light from the luminous object 
is therefore a representation or image (phantasma sive imago) 
conceived in the brain.'65 Shapiro notes that the images produced by 
motion in the brain and not in the object is a fundamental point of 
the new philosophy. Hobbes' theory is like Descartes in being 
mechanical - no 'species' and no 'sphere of activity'.66 The difference 
between them is that for Hobbes all physical phenomena is based on 
motion: 'OMNIS Actio est motus localis in agente,' 67 For Descartes' 
theory of light, Shapiro describes it as 'motion without actual 
motion', due to the retention of the instantaneity of light. Both of 
them were forced to consider the velocity finite due to its 
mechanical formulations, which Shapiro comments 'led them to 
write nonsense'.68 While specifically avoiding the terms speed and 
velocity, they considered one infinite velocity to be faster or slower, 
or stronger or weaker, than another. Brandt comments on the 
differe~ce between them to be that Hobbes is the philosopher of 
motion as Des cartes is the philosopher of extension. 69 

Thus in 1638 Descartes wrote to Hobbes: 'If he wishes to take a 
look at what I have written about salt, the rainbow, snow and so 
forth, he will know that all my physics is nothing but geometry.'70 

Descartes himself objected to Hobbes in these words: 'When for 
example I press a stick on the ground, the action of my hand is 

63 Shapiro, quotes 'Traetatus opticus' (Harley 6796, ed. Allessio, Ch. 1, sect. 8), p. 150, 'Suppondum ergo ulterius est lucidum omne non modo se dilatare sed etiam contrahere, nimirum alterius vivibus; quem ad modum Cor humanum alterna ilia contractione et dilatione quae vocatur systole et diastole, pellit continuo et protulit sanguinem arterias.' 
64 Shapiro, op. cit., p147, 148. 
65 Hobbes, Tractatus opticus, p. , translated by Shapiro, op. cit. p .. 
66 Shapiro, op. cit, p. 148. 
67 Tract opt. in Synopsis, p. 567. 
68 Shapiro, op. cit, p. 174. 
69 Brandt, Hobbes, p. 379. 
70 Tannery-Adams, eds., Oevres, vol 11, p. 268, quotes in Shlomo Pines, Studies in ... Science., 1986. 
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communicated to the entire stick and travels to the ground, 
although we assume that that stick clearly does not move in any 
way, not even insensibly'. 

Mersenne was never in his own writings to take over Hobbes' 
theory of refraction (though this would have been the third part of 
'L'Optique', as we have seen), so the gist of it will be stated. Hobbes 
defined a ray as solid space ('spatium solidum'), i.e. having three 
dimensions.71 This is as Shapiro reminds us, an augmentation of 
Alhazen's and Vitello's definition of a ray as 'a sensible line not 
without some width'. 72 In representing a ray passing through a body 
he posits a paralf~gram tracing successive positions of a pulse front 
which Shapiro identifies as 'infinitesmal portions of an expanding 
wave front ... By giving a mechanical explanation of the refraction 
of a motion or pulse, rather than drawing an analogy to the 
refraction of a body as DESCARTES does, HOBBES is the first to get 
the so-called "standard" velocity condition for a continuum theory of 
light, namely that the velocity of propagation is greater in a rarer 
than in a denser medium ... In DESCARTES' continuum theory ... 
the opposite is true ... the velocity of light is greater in water than 
in air.173 

In 1641 in a letter dated 4th. March, Descartes wrote to Mersenne 
'to request that you communicate to him [Hobbes] only the least 
that you can of what you know of my views, and which has not 
been published, because I am greatly mistaken if he is not the sort 
of man who seeks to acquire a reputation at my expense, and by 
unscruplous means.' Notwithstanding this warning by his 
'illustrious' friend, Mersenne published Hobbes in the Synopsis. 
While his own optics in that work has been found unremarkable, I 
regard Definition VI of the 'Opticae Pars Prima', to be in its stark 
directness very Hobbesian: 'A ray is a luminous line, or the motion 
of light.'74 But he reverts to tradition in Def. VIT, 'A radiant line is 
that through which the visual species is spread', and Definitions IX 
and X on radiant pyramids, are adhesions to traditional geometrical 
formulas of propagation. While he may have destroyed the 
qualitative theory of sound in the first edition of Harmonie 

71 Shapiro, op. cit p. 150. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Shapiro, op. cit; pp. 151, 154-155. 
74 Synopsis, p. 477, 'Radius est linea luminosa vel motus lucis.' 
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Universelle in · 1633, Lenoble notes that in the Synopsis, 'en 1644 il 
garde encore quelques restes des veilles explication qualitatives, ... 
il rapporte avec admiration les belles explication de Descartes sur les 
couleurs qui ne sont que des aspects de la lumiere solaire 
differemant refractee. Mais il n'exclut pas absolument la 
classification platonicienne des couleurs "elementaires" . . . 11 est vrai 
que la physique mecaniste partera aussi de couleurs elementaires.'75 

Mersenne retains quality for colour in the Synopsis, borne out by the 
fourth Postulate of 'Opticae' Book I, Whatever point of light, or 
colour, & other activities of quality, are radiated in an orb, & spread 
in an infinite number of lines (original italics).' Note the 'activities of 
quality', reminiscent of the varieties of qualities in QinG, and 
'infinite number', which would raise light above quantitative 
number. So it is obvious that Mersenne is not yet ready to fully 
proclaim the new theory, a failure that he will remedy in the 
Cogitata Physico mathematica published also in 1644. 

This work is devoted to mechanics, the fifth part being 
'Ballistica'.76 That is where a digression on light is found, which 
begins with a disc$2Sursive presentation of Hobbes' theory of the 
motion of light as concentric rings round Apollo, the sun.77 He refers 
to the 'subtle man' and his 'de motu loco & tempore' which Brandt 
takes to be the 'De corpore' of Hobbes. Rays of light are described 
as arr~ws of Apollo, with probably less metaphorical intent than 
usual. Five pages later he presents Descartes theory of refraction 
from the 'Dioptrica' under the title 'De luminis velocitate, ac 
tarditate', the famous baton.78 In this discussion of the speed of light 
Mersenne brings both Hobbes and Descartes together, manifestly e regarding them as compJP.nentary.79 This is because Hobbes can 1\ 
maintain the local motion of light in a medium 'in instante'. Brandt 
comments: 'By the new hypothesis a problem was solved that had 
occupied the schoolmen and the philosophers of the renaissance in a 
high degree without a solution being arrived at'.80 But Mersenne was 

75 Lenoble, p. 486. 
76 Montucla described it as 'un ocean d'observations de toute espece, panni lesquelles il y en a un grand nombre d'assez pueriles.' Quoted in Smith, History of mathematics, II, p. 207. 
77 Cogitata, p. 74. 
78 Ibid, p. 80. 
79 Brandt, p. 169. 
80 Ibid, p. 108. 
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to qualify his acceptance of Hobbes's explanation of reflection as 
elasticity of the surface.81 

Light in 'L'Optique'. 82 

The posthumous 'L'Optique et la Catoptrique' of Mersenne has 
been be described as the coupling of his speculations with the 
geometry of Roberval.83 As with the optics in QinG scholars seem to 
have given the full study of this work little attention. Mersenne 
confidently begins by identifying light with movement, having 
dismissed the great multitude of theories such as the soul of the 
world shared amoung particular souls, or 'qu'elle a plus d'estre, au 
d'essence qu'acune autre chose corporelle cree,' (Q.e la Chambre 
obviously) or a proportional means between corporeal and spiritual 
things.84 

Mersenne goes on to give several models of light movement, the 
first being the extraordinary concept of a tube almost girdling a 
light source such as the Sun, a tube filled with water in which the 
upper part of water presses on the lower, thus moving (ebranlera') 
all the water around the tube 'comme dans le tour du firmament' 
(Fig. 32). The second model is to imagine the Sun surrounded by 
little balls, each less than a hundred-thousandth part of a grain of 
sand that could be seen by the best microscope, and when all the 
little I:_alls are pushed in a straight line, light is produced (Fig. 33). 
He then considers another model, this time the emmission of little 
balls, perpetually pushed by the Sun towards us, 'd'vne si grande 
vitesse, que nous la prenons pour vn mome(n)t.' This theory is 
different from the first two which can be described as corpuscular 
but not atomic in the sense of emmission, i.e., that of Hobbes, while 
the third is emmissive, atomic and atomic and successive, of great 
but imperceptible speed. He confirms this by likening the light of 
the Sun to a canal full of water - 'l' eau fort d'vn canal plien d' eau 
par vn trou fait au bas, laquelle est pousee en ligne droite par la 
force de celle qui la presse depuis le haut dudit tuyau, ou comme 

81 Cogitata, p. 82. 
82 The full title is: 'L'Optique et la Catoptrique dv Pere Mersenne Minime novvellement 

mise en Lumiere apres la mort de I' Autheur. A Paris. MDC.LI.' 
83 Lenoble, p. 479. ' ... suivra purement et simplement la methode de Roberval, qui 

constate les lois et ne se vante pas les expliquer'. Lenoble fails to deal with 
Mersenne' s 'speculations'. 

84 'L'Optique', p. 1. 
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celle qui iallit en haut dans les iets ordinaires.'as While the tube -
'tuyau', may be the same tube mentioned in the first model, there 
seems to be an overlap of models, that of local motion and that of 
the emmission theory. 

Mersenne is not content to give three models for the motion of 
light, for the next paragraph is quite startling in its import, for 
contrary to the dismissals at the head of the book, it opens up the 
whole tradition of optics: 

Chacun suiura ce qui luy/laira dauantage, car i1 suffit 
que l'on demeure d'accor des propiertez de la lumiere 
pour enten~re 1' optique, c' est pourquoy ie les expliq~.H; 
1cy; eux qm voudront sc;auumt toutce qu'on a med1te 
iusques a present de la nature de cette lumiere, 
peuuent lire la Philosophie de Franc;ois Patrice, les 
Paralipomenes de Kepler, le liure de la lumiere de M 
de la Chambre, ... Le Dioptrique & les principes de la 
Philosophie de M. des Cartes, qui a donne de nouvelles 
pensees de la lumiere, & qui tient que s'il y auoit du 
vuide au lieu ou est le Soliel, nous verrions neanmoins 
la mesme lumiere, que nous voyons maintenant, 
comme il remarque a Ia 176 page de ses principes, a 
cause du tourbillon de la matiere subtile. . 

L'on peut aussi lire . .. M. Boiiillaud, & ce qu'en 
ensigne M. Gassendi sur le 10 liure de Diogene Laerce, 
sans parler de ce que i'en ay dit dans la Ballistique, & 
a la fm de l'Optique, parce que ie 1' expliqueray dans la 
Dioptrique, & de ce que 1' on en trouue dans la grande 
question de la lumiere sur le 3 verset du I. chap1tre de 

. Genese, ou i'ay explique 50 propiertez de la lumiere. 
I'aioute seulement qu' Anstote au 2. liure de l'ame, 

chapitre 7 semble auoir la mesmes pensee de la matiere 
subtile, ou etheree, qui fait le diaphane, dont ledit 
mouvement, ou comme il parle, l'energie est la lumiere: 
de sorte que quand le mouvement de cette matiere 
cesse, nous sommes en tenebres, qu'il dit estre le 
mouvement en puissance de cette mesme matiere 
celeste. 

Et peut estre que si 1' on medite la Philosophe 
d' Aristote, on y pourra trouuer · les mesmes pensees 
dont on vse maintenant dans plusieurs nouuelles 
Philosophes, qui commencent a naistre; ce qui n' est pas 
incroyable, puis que chaque Philosophie essaye a 
trouuer le verite, & les veritables raisons des aparences: 
& parce que tous les esprits sont de mesmes pensees, 
bien qu'ils les expliquent en des fac;ons differentes.86 

This passage is so wide-embracing and concilatory in its scope and 
content that it is tempting to consider it as a posthumous insertion, 

&5 Ibid., p. 2. 
86 'L'Optique', p. 2-3. 
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as it refers to conclusions within the text, hardly necessary for the 
conscientious reader, but consistent with someone wishing to 
preserve balance. 'Matiere celeste' and its cosmological connotations 
are absent elsewhere from the 'L'Optique': above all the conflict 
with the curt dismissals at the beginning, and the clumsy attempt to 
mediate the position of Aristotle, lend weight to such a possibility. If 
this is the case, it would certainly be consistent with the official 
resistence to the new theory of light in France that de la Chambre 
and Duhamellater maintained at the highest level. 

Mersenne then discuses basic geometrical properties of 
propagation, the radial nature of the sun's rays, the non-radial light 
from other sources (Prop.II, p. 3. La lumiere ne vient pas seulement 'du 
centre, mais aussi de chaque point de la surface lucide des Iuminaires.), 
leading up to the presentation of continuity in reflection. This is 
explained without difficulty by those who 'croyent que tout est 
compose d'atoms ... & mesme les petits vuides parsemez entre les 
atomes n'empeschent pas que nous ne disions que les corps sont 
continus, pourueu qu'il y ait tousjours quelques atomes du mesme 
corps qui se touchent mutuellement, & que le sens n'y puisse 
apperceuoir aucune discontinuation'. 87 

Prop. VII is on the inverse square law of illumination, 'l'vne des 
plus remarquables de l'Optique,' and found in many natural effects, 
as in mechanics and in the strings of the lute and other musical 
instruments, and is explained in a diagram where A is the source: 
however he admits the difficulty of applying this to the light of the 
Sun and the stars (Fig. 33).88 

The Legacy of Descartes 
The repetitive nature of Mersenne's last work is borne out by 

Prop. IX, 'Expliquer pourquoy les rayons se reflechissent & iusques au ils 
se reflechissent.' This is a great difficulty (having already declared it 
easy) but his preoccuptation is revealed in this question: 'car si la 
lumiere est une qualite Aristotelique, qui la fait reflechir?' To this he 
plunges into another description of light as a very fast movement of 
little balls, very hard, so that we can experiment with such tennis
balls of ivory, bone and marble against walls and other hard objects 

87 'L'Optique', p. 11. 
88 Ibid., p. 11. Kepler is not mentioned. 
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- the Cartesian theory. 
The second book on 'Catoptrique' - reflection, surveys again 

these overlapping corpuscular theories, beginning with some general 
comments. 'LA plus grande partie des actions, & des mouuements 
qui se font dans la nature gardent vn mesme ordre, & tesmoignent 
l'vniformite des actions diuines qui en sont les sources: ce que peu 
de personnes considerent, comme s'il n'apartenoit pas a tous les 
hommes de s'instruire les lois que Dieu fait garder a la nature, & 
par lesquelles, il gouuerne le monde qu'il a faite pour sa gloire.'89 

The ensuing discourse is a mixture of geometry both of 
mathematical and physical lines, and Cartesian theory, but ending 
with: 'Quoy qu'on puisse dire que le mouuement qui fait la lumiere 
se faisant par vne espece de vibration, ou secousse; il suffit que cette 
vibration se fasse auec plus de vigueur, par la reflexion 
perpendiculaire iointe. a la chute perpendiculaire, que lors que celle 
cy est toute seule.'90 

Thus he mixes the 'vibration', probably of Hobbes with the 
'chute' of Descartes in this attempt to resolve direct reflection with 
the contrary and continuous flow of bodies: howsoever he turns to 
another opinion.91 'Ceux qui abmettent le vuide, disent que le rayon 
ayant quelque grosseur cylindrique, ou conique, les petites boules 
qui font ce rayon, ont de petits vuides ou des pores, & qu'apres que 
ces corpuscules qui font le rayon d'incidence, sont descendus sur la --.. 
glace du miroir, ils remontent par lesdits vuides au mesme temps 
que se fait la descente continuelle.'92 But his previously-held belief in 
instantaneous propagation to infinity is irreconcilable with 
atomism.93 The admission of void, the historic concommitant of 
ancient atomism, certainly shows the dificiency of the theory, and he 
wishes to establish 'quelques fondemens assez fermes & soustenir le 
bastiment de la Catoptrique' on reasoning which is clearly and 
distinctly true - 'clairement & distinctement vray'.94 However he 
now seems to waver in confidence in his own powers, and turns to 

89 'L'Optique', p. 
90 'L'Optique', p. 
91 This seems to be the first use of vibration in the literature of light. Dijksterhuis says 

that Huygens does not mention it, and Newton does in relation to the rings in 
Opticks 11. Dijksterhuis, Mechanisation, p. 485. 

92 'L'Optique', p. 78. 
93 Lenoble, p. 482. In an unfinished sketch he attempted to study the transmission of 

light in the void: Lenoble, p. xxxi. 
94 'L'Optique', p. 88. 
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I 
I 
1 

'vn homme · egalement verse en la Philosophie, & en la 
mathematique.' This person is suspicious of the quest for knowledge 
being corrupted by a vain desire for glory, and a surge of scepticism 
rises: 'Or, quelle asseurance auons nous d' auoir vn sens propre pour 
descouurir la nature de la lumiere', then listing almost every 
phenomenon of light, and paraphrasing the doubts cast by the great 
Mathematician on the dogmatists of the time, 'qu'il nommoit les 
s<;auans visionnaires, tant en Philosophe, que Mathematique, & 
autres Sciences'.95 Mersenne, without mentioning the name, goes on 
to describe his pure Arithemetic and Geometry as a logical 
guarantee for Science. Thus prepared he plunges back into 
reflection, this time purged of little balls and water-tubes, depending 
only on pure geometry and 'connoissance de !'experience' in six 
definitions. The last reads: '6 Le lieu apparant d'vn point de quelque 
objet veu par reflexion dans vn miroir, est dans la ligne de reflexion 
de ce point, prolongee au deuant de 1' oeil vers le miroir, & outre le 
mesme miroir, s'il en est besoin. Cecy est de l' esperience, & c' est vn 
effet de la fantasie, qui iuge tousiours son objet estre vers la part 
d'ou luy vient l'espece qui frappe l'oeil'.96 Thus does the visual 
species of tradition fly back into this pure mathematical construction 
based on clear and distinct ideas on the wings of 'fantasie'. The 
species appears again on the following page with regard to 
binocular vision. Then the geometry of Roberval takes over . . . 

Ho~ever the purity of this geometry linked to experience is a 
qualified one where the nature of mathematics is in question: 'En vn 
mot, dans les choses Physiques, tous ces arguments qui sont tirez de 
la diuision Geometrique, soit de ligne en points; soit de la superficie 
en !ignes ou points, soit tousiours douteux & souvent faux & 
captieux.'97 So much for the mathematics and physics of the great 
Philosopher, and indeed might the reader choose whichever theory 
he prefers, in this shifting kaleidescope of optical theory. 

95 'L'Optique, p. 90. 
96 Ibid., p. 95. 
97 'L'Optique'. p. 132. 
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CONCLUSION. 

The question must be asked: to what extent did Mersenne fully 
acquire the new philosophy of his friends with respect to light, 
given the great gamut of his opinions from theology through 
mathematics to mechanicism? First let us consider the material to 
which he reacted at the outset of his publishing career. 

D . P. Walker has pointed out that Mersenne has quoted so much 
of Campanella's De Sensu Rerum et Magia that it could be easily read 
in the pages of QinG, and while condemning it as absurd failed to 
refute it.98 To the question, do stars have a soul, and of what sort?, 
he gave a 'full and erudite account of the arguments in favour and 
quotes Tannerus on the subject.' 99 In the Fludd controversy he 
expounded quite sympathetically on the Harmonia Mundi of Kepler 
(QinG, col. 1556-9). He hoped to convert atheists with a platonic 
cosmology, in which he lists the regular solids of the Timaeus, 
'finding musical ratios in Plato's Republic and planetary harmonies 
from Glareanus' Dodecachordon (QinG, col. 1097 -1102). In the Impiete, 
Mersenne's main attack was on Bruno, but Prances Yates has made 
clear that QinG had already refuted, as well as expounding on, the 
magical, amimistic world of Bruno.100 The Corpus Hermeticum is 
occasionally quoted in QinG, (col. 1749-1750), but Mersenne had 
heard 9f Causabon's treatment of Hermes, certainly when he 
attacked Fludd in 1630. All of which leads me to consider 
Mersenne's avowal of a 'philosophia perennis' was more deep-felt 
than he wished to appear, and more long-lived than his adoption of 
mechanism would warrant. 

This deep-seated ambivalence to the natural world in the quoted 
passage above where he compiles all the recent writers on light, 
comparing the moderns to Aristotle, might be the truer picture of 
Mersenne's mind, which was ever eclectic, and concilatory by 
nature. He seems to have been unable to construct a synthesis, 
hence the confident sweep of mathematics in the optics of QinG in 
stark contrast to 'ever doubtful and often false and captious' 
Geometrical divisions, i.e. the Euclidean point, line, surface, of 

98 Ancient Theology, p. 191. 
99 Ibid., in QinG, col. 951-954. 
100 Bruno, pp. 444 seq. 
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'L'Optique'. While he was able to list 50 properties of light in the 
first work, his consideration of the rival claims of the corpuscular 
theories force him into an uncertain mathematical-physical world, 
already stripped of the many qualities of QinG. This latter position 
is a far cry indeed from the promise in the Impiete that 'almost any 
study of the sky or the earth will yield "the quantities, the 
measuremants, and composition which indicate the presence of 
mathematical genius by construction"'.101 

What has gone wrong? Michael Buckley finds that Mersenne to 
be a 'conundrum [in] that his work poses for philosophers who find 
him either eclectic or accepting of a merely rhetorical persuasive line 
of theistic arguments' hard to resolve with his mechanical method in 
expounding Galileo, with a 'very strong sense of transendence . . . 
more like a Platonist.'102 Certainly the absence of Scholastic 
discourse, and the rejection of essences, and thereby the elaborate 
traditional metaphysics, may be explained by the disappearance of 
Mersenne the theologian, through the absence as Prof. Buckley puts 
it, of a Christology or a ' ... pneurnatology of religious experience .. 
. in his apologetic.'103 

While Prof. Buckley's point has a general validity, a more precise 
indication of an answer is perhaps given by him when he comments 
on Mersenne's treatment of 'le grand moteur de l'univers' of 
Aristotl~ which Dante had already connected with the creator of the 
universe and the faith of Jesus Christ. 'One would expect Mersenne 
the theologian, to bend his efforts to show the equation between the 
mover of the universe and the Christian creator-god. He does not. 
His efforts are to establish both at once, to collapse the distance 
between them, and to argue to the creative mover of all . . . 
Mersenne merges the notion of the cause of movement and the 

* cause of creation al all things.' This is symbolised by not only by the 
breakdown of Euclidean geometry that is witnessed in 'L'Optique', 
but by the acquisition of Rarnist geometry in the Synopsis. When 
Ramus banished the Euclidean point, the ontological symbol of first 

101 M. J. Buckley, Atheism, p. 63, quoting Impiite., pp. 96-111 . 
102 M. J. Buckley, Atheism, p. 64. 
103 Ibid. In contrast to Bonaventure 'making Christ Catholicism's immediate response to the denial of god, Christ as the supreme manifestation within the world of the divine actuality in its offer to human beings of the possiblities of faith and grace. . . . Bonaventure's path was not taken.' In fairness to Mersenne I have made clear the references to Christ wherever in this enquiry, and these are found in QinG, but Buckeley's judgement can stand. 
* Ibid., p. 61. 
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generation or principle, or the origin of creation, has disappeared, 
and thus the basis for movement that might constitute the line. In 
Hobbes' geometry a line is defined as that traced by a physica: l 
body so the ontological significance is already lost.104 In contrast to 
Mersenne Hobbes was to survive to adopt a pure mathematical 
theory of light in old age. In Mersenne's case death prevented him 
from any such accomodation, and the disturbing pages of 
'L'Optique' remained to puzzle his successors, and none more than 
Guarino Guarini. 

104 See T. Sorell, Hobbes, (London-New York, 1986), pp. 63-67. 
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Part Two 

- Guarini-



CHAPTER FOUR 

GUARINI AS SCHOLAR 

'Quaerite primum Regnum Dei.'1 

Before considering Guarini's scholarship, we must first look at the 
Order of Theatines and their intellectual activities, as well as 
Guarini's contemporaries in the Order who feature in his writings. 

A. INTELLECTUAL FORMATION in the THEATINE ORDER. 

In the process of reform begun between the Lateran Council of 
1512 and the beginning of the Council of Trent, there was founded 
on 14t~. September 1524 in the Vatican Basilica, a new order later to 
be officially called 'Chierici regolari' or 'Clerici regulari'. With the 
profession of the four founders St. Gaetano Thiene, Giampietro 
Carafa, Bonifacio de'Colli and Paulo Consiglieri, they set themselves 
to reform . the church through the clergy, returning to the 'genuine 
sources of the Gospel and the Apostolic life'. Thus they renounced 
their benefices, Carafa giving up the bishoprics of Chieti ('Episcopus 
theatinus', and hence the popular name of the order), and Brindisi, 
to live a life 'de altari et evangelico', supported by the spontaneous 
offerings of the faithful.2 They were to live in houses not monastries, 
'under the immediate submission and special protection of the 

Math. 4, 33., being the motto of the Theatine 'stemma', a wooden cross on a 
'trimonte'. 

2 Padre Francisco Andreu, C. R., 'I Teatini dal 1524 al 1974, Sintesi storico dei Cierici 
regolari,' Ann. XXX, n. 100, Regnum Dei, Colledanea Theatina a Clericis Regularibus 
Eaita, (1976), (pp. 1-87), p. 8-9, 13. Padre Andreu, archivist of the Theatine 'Curia 
Generalizia' at S. Andrea della Valle, has a lively interest in Guarini, and his 
important study will be cited here as Andreu, 'featini'. 



Roman Pontiff': in a papal brief of Exponi nobis (24th June 1524), no 
longer extant, Clement VII approved their canonical way of life, and 
extended to them the privileges of the Canons Regular of the 
Lateran.3 Their adhesion to the Pope was followed by their zeal for 
'il decoro del culto divino e 1' am ore al servizio li turgico', and as the 
founders sprang from the sodality of Divino Amore, they promoted 
good works and the care of incurables.4 As elite priests, preaching 
ranked high in their activities and these traits were to be shared by 
the Oratorians and the Jesuits. The reformist and elitist temper of 
the founders is vividly shown by Gaetano's invitation to the famous 
printer Paganino Paganini to come from Venice to teach his religious 
to print, in 1530. This contrasts with St. Ignatius of Loyola's rejection 
of studies in the first Jesuit Constitution.5 

The Order spread to Naples and in 1536 Carafa was made a 
cardinal by Pope Paul Ill, and succeeded him as Paul IV. In 1547 
Gaetano Thiene died in Naples and after his canonisation in 1671, 
was proclaimed that city's celestial protector. Paul IV assigned the 
Church of S. Silvestro al Quirinale to be the Order's central seat, 
where Guarini spent his novitiate. 

Spiritual Tradition 
Padre Andreu sees the spiritual tradition of the 'Regular Clergy' 

arising f~om the communal life of the Church of Jerusalem described 
in Acts, and distinct from the anchoritic, cenobitic and monastic 
developments of later centuries. The Alexandrine clergy of the 
Church of Clement and Origen may not have lived together but did 
share their possessions, shown in quotes by Ignatius Martyr, 
Sulpicius Severus and SS. Cyprian and Augustine. A letter of St. 
Augustine tetter to holy women is usually identified as the model 
later adopted as a rule in the West by the canons regular of the 
High Middle Ages.6 By that time Urban II (1088-99) distinguished 
between the narrow way of the cenobites and the less strict of the 
regular canons, who if they renounced possessions the pope 
described as 'clerici regulares'. As clergy they were dedicated to the 

3 Ibid., p. 10. 
4 Ibid., p. 12. 
5 R. Feldhay, 'Knowledge and Salvation ... ', Science in Context, No. 2, Sept. 1987 (195-213), p. 199, n. 5. 
6 R. W. Southern, Western Society and the Church in the Middle Ages, (London 1970), pp. 241-243. 
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cure of souls; · as regulars, they followed the primitive 'apostolic 
rule', drawing on Augustine's letter. Innocent II later clarified the 
difference between monasticism and the canons; the regular clergy 
practise evangelical poverty 'in saeculo' while monks are 
characterised by 'fuga mundi'.7 The most severe of the Canons 
Regular were the Congregation of Premonstre, and many Roman 
basilicas were administered by Canons Regular from time to time. 
The Franciscans and the northern Brothers of the Common Life 
maintained ideals of poverty and secular devotion, which surfaced 
in the sixteenth century reform. Andreu names 'ascesi e azione' as 
the marks of the new orders of apostolic renewal: if the glorious 
figures of the Mendicant Orders formulated the doctrinal decrees of 
Trent, it was the new Orders of regular clerics who were most able 
to guarantee the spiritual restoration that followed. 8 Thus the 
Regular Clerics have precedence after the Canons Regular, Monks 
and Mendicants; at their head stand the Theatines, then the 
Barnabites (Chierici Regolari di S. Pao lo, founded Milan, 1530), and 
the Jesuits (founded 1534). Andreu lists six other Orders of Regular 
Clergy founded before 1673 and still in existence. 

The Spread of the Theatines. 
At the end of the 1500's the Order had spread to over 80 houses 

in Italy, alone, and by 1650 there were 1,090 Theatines in that 
country.9 In the first half of the seventeenth century houses were 
established in Paris (1644), Lisbon (1648), Munich (1662), Prague 
(1663), Warsaw (1665), Salzburg (1693), Vienna (1703).10 The 
Theatines were heavily involved in the foundation of Propaganda 
Fide, providing its first Rector but for various internal reasons 
relinquished control later.U On the other hand, from 1626 to 1679, 
they led eleven missions to Georgia which ended both the schism 
and slavery there.U This was terminated by warfare in the region 
after 1691.13 Another mission to Goa landed in 1640 and in 1687 
another landed in Borneo. The popes entrusted many delicate 

7 Andreu, 'Teatini', p. 70. 
8 Ibid., p. 77. 
9 Andreu, 'Teatini', p. 29. 
10 Ibid., pp. 29, 30. 
11 Ibid., p. 31. 
12 Ibid. p. 33. 
13 Ibid. p. 32. 



diplomatic tasks to various Theatines in Europe, and in the 
eighteenth century in Russia.14 In all there have been eight Theatine 
cardinals and 250 bishops, which earned . the Order the title 
'Seminario de vescovi', counting even an Englishman in the reign of 
Henry VIII.15 

Intellectual Formation. 
From their foundation the stress on intellectual formation was 

expressed by the permission of Clement VII to curtail their 
observation of the Divine Office to shorter and less frequent forms, a 
distinctive trait to be followed by the Jesuits.16 While the earlier 
recruits were either priests or clergy well advanced in studies, the 
need to create centres of study had resulted in eleven schools by 
1625, and from 1610 some secular scholars were admitted. This is in 
contrast to the Jesuits who had launched their successful pedagogic 
mission throughout Europe thus accounting for their increase and 
prominence in Catholic lands. 

Theatine students started with a semester of sacred eloquence, 
special courses in Greek, Hebrew and Arabic. From 1621 no cleric 
could proceed without excelling in one of these languages. Then 
followed three years of philosophy leading in time-honoured fashion 
to theology, lasting for four years and not more than five. The 
mediaev~l nature of the study was marked in the weekly disputes in 
the presence of the provost and interested fathers. The better 
students were honoured with the grade of 'Lector' equal to the 
'Laurea' and given at the completion of theology. 

While classical philosophy was pursued in its various 
manifestations, if only to be repudiated, Aristotelianism was the 
main force. Only in 1653 was the Summa of Aquinas to be followed 
in theologyY The main impact of Theatine scholarship has been 
identified in the field of liturgy, especially in the names of Andrea 
Castaldo-Pescara (d. 1629), Paolo M. Quarti (d. 1635), Gaetano M. 
Merati (d. 1744), and the 'principe dei liturgisti romani' St. 

14 Ibid., p. 36. 
15 Thomas Goldwell, Bp. of St. Asaph, in Meek, Guarini, p. 173, n. 5. 
16 Andreu, 'Teatini', p. 37. 
17 Thomist theology was approved as the 'sane way' by the Dominicans in 1566, and adopted by them as a basic text in 1607, with penalties for deviation. Feldhay, 'Knowledge', p. 197. 
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Giusseppe Matia Tomasi (1649-1713), who was recently canonised.18 

Their liturgical experiments, sometimes taking the form of theatrical 
spectacles focussed on the Exposure of the Blessed Sacrament, 
caused the Archbishop of Paris to ban them from St. Anne-la
Royale. The offending scenario depicted the census before the birth 
of Christ, where Augustus and his court on one side faced the 
mathematicians who were to undertake it 'so all the world shall be 
described' (Luke 2, 1).19 

Padre Andreu affirms that because they were not bound to any 
school or system Theatine authors gave evident proofs of ecleticism 
in theology: thus he identifies Antonio Diana (1565-1663), 'doctor 
celeberrimus', with laxity in his Resolutiones morales. Mario Vidal was 
put on the Index and others were promoters of probabilism and 
'probabiliorismo' .20 

Two Theatine theologians were involved in the Galilean affair of 
1633: Raffaelo Rastelli and Zaccaria Pasqualigo, presaging the 
negative attitude to the 'nuova scienza' by Guarini, and other 
Theatines as Camillo Durante and Antonio Pignatelli-21 The lat~r 

1\ 

wrote an unedited manuscript now in the Biblioteca nazionale of 
Naples, called Tractatus de sphera universi . . . iuxta doctrinam 
Phtolomei and this tradition culminated in a chapter-general in Rome 
in 1773, where the systems of Gassendi, Descartes, Newton and 
Locke ~ere rejected.22 Pasqualigo's Decisiones Morales iuxta principia 
theologica (Verona, 1641) was placed on the Index in 1684 'donee 
corrigatur'. Vezzosi describes Pasqualigo as 'un eclettico,~ e propesta 
voler sequire la ragione, senza legarsi ad alcun sistema filosofico.' 23 

Di Vona laments the unjust obscurity in which the two tomes of his 
'grande metafisica', Disputationes metaphysicae (Rome, 1634-36) -
'almost as heavy as Suarez', have fallen. 'In realta l'eclettismo de 
Pasqualigo che poi non e altro che la sua indipendenza di giudizio, 
ha la sua ragione in cio, che egli fu tra i maggiori metafisci della 

18 Andreu, 'Theatini', p. 4D. Vizzosi published the saint' s liturgical works and mss. in 
the late eighteenth century. 

19 Meek, Guarini, p. 6 and p. 245, n. 15, 16. Dr. Schaffer asks, is this an official reaction 
by the vigilant chapter of Notre Dame (since 1277) to the rise of mathematics and 
astronomy in the courts of Europe? If so, with hindsight it is an ironic gesture against 
the Theatines, since one of whose members - Guarini, will describe 'aH the world' in 
his mathematics, and as a member of the Turin court. 

20 Andreu, 'Teatini', p. 40. 
21 Ibid., p. 41. 
22 Andreu, 'Teatini', pp. 41, 42. 
23 Vezzosi, 11, p. 157. 
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Controfiformo · . . . Pasqualigo si tiene con rigore nell' or dine dei 
concetti trascendentali, come qua aveva fatto Diego Mas.' 24 

Two other contemporaries are also named by Di Vona. Del 
Monaco (1593-Paris, 1651) was the founder of St. Anne-la-Royale in 
Paris, 1644. He was gifted in Greek, Hebrew and poetry, and taught 
philosophy in Vicenza and theology in Padua. In 1652 he published 
an unoriginal commentary on Aristotelian physics.25 The Veronese 
Giovanni Morandi, professed in 1642, published a Cursus theologicus 
in Venice, 1650, on St Thomas' God, the Trinity and Angels. His 
Cursus philosophicus in tres tomos distinctus first appeared in Venice in 
1647, and again in 1667 in a second edition. Vezzosi reports that two 
large works on astronomy were published by Morandi in Bologna in 
1681 and 1695, an activity close to that of Guarini, who cited his 
work in the Placita . 

Often ignored is the fact that Guarini was preceded as an 
architect in his order by Francesco Grimaldi (1543-1630), author of 
sacred buildings in Naples but best known for his work on S. 
Andrea della Valle, Rome, largest non-patriarchical church in that 
city, now the centre of the Order.26 Andreu records some laybrothers 
as painters among whom is Mario Zoccoluo who wrote a treatise on 
perspective. 27 

Theatine Mathematicians. 
Two Theatine mathematicians appear in the Euclides who have 

been ignored save by G. L. Masetti-Zannini in Regnum Dei. The first 
is Giovanni Bonifacio Bagatta who disagreed with some propositions 
in the Placita, stinging Guarini to reply in the preface of Euclides. 
This Bagatta was an old pupil of Guarini's:28 against him Guarini 
maintains the originality and worth of his efforts in mathematics, 
reminding the reader of the difficulty of procuring the work of the 
most erudite mathematicians such as Herigone and van Schooten in 
Italy, where noone yet 'has dedicated himself to such lucubrations.'29 

24 Di Vona, Scholastici della controriforma, (Florence, 1968), p. 156. Guarini may have been taught by Pasqualigo, or at least was acquainted with him in Rome. 
25 Vezzosi, 11, p. 71. 
26 Andreu, 'Teatini', p. 43. he also designed the treasury chapel in the Naples 'duomo',and several churches in that· city, (ibid.). 
Z1 Ibid. 
28 Vezzosi, I, pp. 95-99, and p.434. He wrote a Cursus philosophicus (Verona 1666), where his criticisms of Guarini were probably made. 
29 EA, unpag. 'Lectori Benevolo'. 
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More valuable by far is the role of Girolamo Vitali (1624-1698) 
from Capua; a noviate and student friend of Guarini; both 
maintained each other's esteem in later life, as each refers 
approvingly to the other in their writings. Vitale's contribution was 
two editions of a Lexicon Mathematicum, both of which fell out of 
favour in the eighteenth century.30 The title of the first in 1668 
makes every claim for a broadest interpretation of mathematics as it 
deals not only with the 'quadrivium', but also with architecture, the 
military arts especially ballistics, medicine, hydraulics, the figurative 
arts, mythology, geography and philosophy 'de omni re scibili'. (Fig. 
35)31 The 1668 Paris printing has added to its 540 octavo pages a 
'Digressio physico-theologica ad verbum sympathia', which is a 
detailed treatment of the weapon-salve, and curing by its magnetic 
properties. This more than anything else demonstrates the a. I:. 
redardaire nature of Vitali, since the weapon-salve was forbidden to 

" be taught by Jesuits in 1651.32 The wide diversity of the articles, in 
alphabetical order, are discursive, avoiding geometrical 
demonstrations, and call up Classical writers to colour the style. His 
attachment to astrology is clear and he even quotes 'acutissimus' 
Cam pan ell a on the signs of the Zodiac. 

He published a lost book of tables in Nuremburg and then the 
second edition of the dictionary in Rome 1690, now expanded and 
partly ~ewritten as two quarto volumes: Riccardi considered it ' ... 
assai migliore della prima ... mal digesta delle matematiche, ove 
poche cognizione utili per la storia delle scienza si trovano ira una 
folla di notizie reeonee e di pregiudizji astrologici.' 33 In the preface 
Vitali thanks Guarini for his help, ' ... ex nostris Guarinus Guarinus 
meus olim connovitus & cum primis amicus.' (p. 12) While the 
weapon-salve essay has now disappeared, Vitalle makes several 
references to the Euclides and especially to Guarini's treatment of 

30 Severien, Dictionaire Universe[ de Mathematique et de Physique, I (Paris, 1753), p. 483. 
31 The full title is: Lexicon mathematicum, astronomicum geometricum, hoc est rerum omnium 

ad utramque immo & ad omnem fere Mathesim quomodocumque spectantium, Collectio, & 
explicatio. Adjecta brevi nouorum theorematum expensione verborumque exoticorum 
dilucidatione ut non injuriA disciplinarum omnium Mathematicarum summa, & 
Promptuarium did posset. Paris ex officina Ludovic. Billain MC.LXVIII.' 

32 See the 'Ordinatio' of 1651, 'propositiones non docendae', quoted in G. Baroncini, 
'L'insegnamento ... ' dei gesuiti (1610-1670)', La Ratio Studiorum, ed. G. P. Brizzi, 
(Rome 1981), (pp. 163-215), p. 190. 

33 Bib. mat. ital., 11, Col. 606. The title reads: lexicon mathematica, hoc est, Rerum Omnium 
as vniversam plane Mathesim quoquo modo, direde, vel indirecte spectantium, collectio, et 
explicatio . .. . Romae MDCXC. 
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Euclidean proportion, which will be important for this enquiry. He 
includes a discussion of the Monochord, providing a Table with 
planetary correspondences. Vitali reveals a more than passing 
interest in architecture, especially decor and the harmonic laws 
which govern the arts. He refers to the 'idea picturae' of Paalo 
Lomazzo where he draws the analogy of 'lumina rethorica'.34 He 
approves of Cavalieri's work on indivisibles, and the mathematical 
work of Dechalles. In common with Guarini he proclaims the 
immobility of the earth rejecting Copernicus, as against the Sacred 
Page.35 

Vitali's position is well summed up in his exposition of light in 
the 1690 dictionary.36 Far from the cautious deliberations of Guarini, 
he begins with a paen of praise drawn from both the ancients and 
the Fathers, calling light the 'decor ornamentus atque exhilaratio' of 
nature.37 Bonaventure is quoted as saying that light inheres in bodies 
as it is the substantial form of the Sun. He agrees with Guarini 
when he makes light the vehicle of influence of the stars and 
compares the definitions of light belonging to Aristotle and Denys 
the Areopagite, quoting from 'cap. 4, Lux est actus corporis lucidi ad 
extrema procedens, & ipsum lumen talibus corporibus, quae prima talia 
sunt, est essentia secundum speciem corporis prima lucidi'.38 He differs 
from Guarini in affirming the instantaneity of light. This little 
passage is part of Vitali's traditional position and throws into 

" 
sharpness the difficulties that Guarini engaged in - the 'Guarini 
problem'. 

B. GUARINI'S MAJOR PUBLICATIONS. 

In the published output of Guarini during his life, two works 
stand out not only for their length and purported erudition but also 
for their important subject-matter, namely the Placita philosophica 
(Paris 1666) and the Euclides adauctus et methodicvs mathematicaq(ue) 
universalis, (Turin 1671). While each can be identified with separate 

34 Lexicon math.(1690), p. 437. 
35 Ibid., p. 839. 
36 Ibid., p 438-440. 
37 Ibid., p. 438, 439. 
38 Ibid., p. 40. 
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parts of knowledge they are not exclusively so; the Placita is a work 
on natural philosophy or physics containing a philosophical 
foundation in logic plus an introduction to astronomy and a 
treatment of angels and metaphysics. The Euclides is a work on 
geometry and also arithmetic, overlapping the theoretical treatment 
of quantity as found in the Placita. Typical of Guarini are the 
incidental references back in his publications to his first one the 
Placita, so it is clear that all these works must be read with reference 
to it. In his two astronomical works of much lesser importance to 
the understanding of his thought, Guarini harks back continuously 
to proofs in the Euclides and sometimes the Placita, thereby 
underlining the theoretical supremacy of the two earlier 
publications. Certainly the presentation of his astronomy is much 
richer and accessible in the Placita. The only commentators who 
noticed Guarini praised these astronomical productions in the 
eighteenth century.39 

The books in question here are well printed and illustrated with 
cuts and engravings as necessary, even if the latter are at times 
crammed into the one plate at the head of a chapter, or pasted in as 
most of the larger-format engravings are in the Euclides, whose main 
text is sufficiently served by cuts. 

A Course of Natural Philosophy. 
The Placita was critically noticed at its appearance by the Journal 

des S(avans in Paris. The only reference to the Placita in modern 
surveys can be found in Thorndike' s A History of Magic and 
Experimental Sciences. 

The Placita philosophica . . . comprised logic and 
metaphysicics, but was especially concerned with 
phys1cs. The author opposed many commonly received 
opmions. He held that substantial form was a pure 
power and did not exist by itself. He substituted spirals 
for epicycles and eccentrics, and denied that the middle 
region of the air was corruptible, · and that corruption 
necessarily preceded generation. He ·contended that 
iron attracted the magnet; not the magnet, iron. He 
even rejected vital and animal spirits, and held 'many 
other extradordinary opinions regarding light, the 

39 M. Chasles, Aperqu historique des Methodes en Geomitrie, (Paris 1875), p. 346,: Challes 
reports two forgotten astronomers Weidler and Lalande, one of whom called Guarini 
'A perspicuate commentatur'. 
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rainbow and the tides'.40 

In the title of the Placita, Guarini describes himself as a Professor of 
Sacred Theology (his occupation in Paris), and 'Philosophical 
Contentments' are 'shown by physical reasons, experiences and 
mathematical figures; because just as the facts of Theology yield 
more gently, thus they do not more stubbornly abhor the principles 
of the other sciences: and at the same time run with happy feet 
through the Theses of Universal philosophy'Y 1\1athematics was not 
part of the 'cursus philosophicus':42 in this innovatory move Guarini 
reaches out to mathematics in this advertisement of his work, to 
make his work truely 'universal' .43 And indeed such a description is 
apt enough of the Placita as the following list of contents indicates 
(my enumeration): 

Bk. I. Preparation for logic (terms and categories). 

Bk. II. Proemium to Physics (prime matter, substances, cause, 
time, continuity, infinity and place). 

Bk. III. On the heavens and the earth (astronomy, celestial 
influences, the earth). 

Bk. IV. On light. 

Bk. V. On generation and corruption (the elements, meteors, 
~ixtures, alterations, natural and violent motions, fluids and 
metals). 

Bk. VI. On living things (bodies, souls, generation, the senses, 
bodily motions and the intellect). 

Bk. VII. On separate substances (angels, their intellect, 

40 Vol. VII. p. 132. The quotation is from the review of the Placita in Journal des Sr;avans, (Paris 1666), pp. 734-36. 
41 PLACIT A PHILOSOPHICA R. P. D. GV ARINI CV ARINI MVTININENSIS CLERIC! REGVLARIS, Vulgo Theatini, SACRAE THEOLOGIAE PROFESSORIS, PHYSICIS RATION/BUS, EXPERIENTIIS,MATHEMATICISQVE figuris ostensa: quae sicut factae Theologine lenius obsequuentur, ita a principiis aliarum scientiarum obstinatius non abhorrent: simulque Vniversae Philosphiae Theses felici pede percurrent. 
42 Sister Reif, dealing with the non-practical stance of Physica, says, 'that there is no intrinsic use of mathematics ... no genuine union of mathematics with "physics." And without this intrinsic application of mathematics to physical phenomena, there is no possibility of adopting a power-relation to nature.' 'Textbook', p. 23. For Guarini 'science' is always speculative: Reif quotes Bartholomew Keckerman, a Danzig 'cursus'-writer, that it is 'almost redundant to use the adjective "speculative" to modify "science" for the one term implies the other.' (Ibid., p. 22.) 
43 Jaques Ellul has commented on the urge of intellectuals in this period to be a universalist, ' ... to put into the work everything he knew pertinent or not ... (in) the prevailing search for a synthesized, universal systeiT) of knowledge. Every author sought to put his whole self into his work, even in the case of a technical book.' The Technological Society. (London, 1965) p. 40. 
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location and motion). 

Bk. VIII. Metaphysics. 

This is the usual compendium of logic, 'physica', and metaphysics 
that constituted an Aristotelian-Scholastic Cursus Philosophicus of the 
seventeenth century and in content, is just like the popular 
treatment of natural philosophy by Roderigo Arriaga S. J. (see 
Appendix B), except for the Jesuit's ommision of light as a separate 
Section or series of Disputations,« and, of course the inclusion of 
mathematical demonstration. What the above list fails to tell us is 
that a strong theological thread runs throughout the Placita, obvious 
of course in the angelology, but is continuously present not only in 
copious references and many, if fewer, direct citations from a great 
variety of Scholastic writers up to his own time, but also the 
Fathers: indeed in a select number of places Sacred Scripture is 
directly relied on for proofs. Beyond theology however, and its 
handmaidens High and Late Scholasticism, Guarini does not ignore 
the 'Recentiores' and the 'Neoterici', terms referring to contemporary 

seem and lately deceased writers, some of which" to us outside the 
Scholastic tradition. Thus Kepler and Galileo are sometimes engaged 
with, and both Galileo and Descartes are unfavourably discussed in 
terms of statics in Book IT. 

With regard to style, the closest comparison is with the writings 
of the famous Spanish theologian, philosopher and jurist, Francesco 
Suarez, S. J., 'Doctor Eximius'. Each writer presents a sequence of 
conclusions ('Prima conclusio . . . secunda . . . tertia') whe~in each 

A 

conclusion - a terse statement of the proposition in question usually 
without any careful definition, is followed by a proof ('Probatur') 
and then objections ('Dices . . . Obiicies'), answered in turn by 
responses ('Respondetur'). Usually these conclusions and attendant 
proofs, objections and responses are terminated by one or more 
'Collige', the whole forming an 'Expensio' or section of a chapter. 
The 'Expensiones' are collected together to make a 'Disputatio', with 
a number of disputations forming a 'Book' (my term, as Guarini did 
not bestow any consistent titles and enumeration). And the work is 
intended for the intellectual formation of his own Theatines -

44 Cursus philosophicus (Antwerp, 1632), followed by many reprints until 1669. 
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'Proinde vobis Theatinis Academis illum sternere fert animus, & in 
vestros vsus armare'. 45 The work is dedicated to 'Franciscus de 
Mello et de Sande', Count of Ponte who was Portuguese 
Ambassador to Great Britain, and here the subject of the usual 
prolix and florid dedication. 

While the work fits into Ellul's description of sixteenth and 
seventeenth literature as has been noted above, it certainly does not 
share the other qualification that Ellul finds, their ' ... characteristic 
of lack of convenience' .46 True, the 'books' of the Placita lack 
consistent titles and sometimes pagination and typography goes 
awry, but the work is equipped with a list of contents giving the 
title of each 'expensio' or chapter, there is a very long subject-index 
at the back, and each page carries a set of keys, A - E, between the 
two columns of textY All this bears witness to the careful 
preparation and printing of the Placita, probably involving several 
years of the author's life: this is also consistent with the large 
number of references to the 'Authors' - over ninety in the 'De luce' 
alone. Despite the copious references Guarini rarely quotes directly 
and then only from Sacred Scripture (rarely) and Aristotle 
(frequently), or the most august of authorities such as St. Thomas or 
Galen. While he may have 'opposed many commonly received 
opinions', his use of references exclude him from such 
contemp_praries as Valeriano Magni and Horatius Fabri S. J., not to 
mention Descartes, who claimed to have thought everything out for 
themselves. And yet this is not to say that Guarini slavishly 
followed the authorities, for he allows that the Stagirite is not 
always right, although his errors are most ingenious.48 And he will 
take up the cudgels with the greatest in the Christian pantheon such 
as St. Augustine, as we will see. 

Ellul's final point about the literature of this era is that 'they were 
not written to be consulted. They were written to be read patiently 
in their entiriety and to be meditated upon ... this goes back to the 
idea of universality'. This is certainly true and apt for the writings 
of Guarini, for to determine what the Theatine might mean by 

45 Pph, Unpaginated 'Lectori Benevolo'. 
46 Ellul, Tech. Soc., p.40. 
47 References to Placita will be given here by page number, then letter, then 'a ' for left column, 'b' for right. 
48 'Errauit Stagirita non semel, & admiratus errauiti tantique Viri ingeniosus, sibi in laudes effronduit.' Unpaginated 'Lectori Benevolo', Pph. 
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philosophy, physics or mathematics, such definitions do not 
immediately spring to the eye at the outset, but have to be patiently 
sought out in the text. This is true for the important divisions of the 
speculative sciences in the Placita, as it is for the different divisions 
of mathematics, found in the middle of Tractatus Ill of the Euclides. 

Experiment 
Guarini's traditional and scholastic sources are wide and he never 

mentions radical or suspicious figures except to t-eJ attack them, so it 
is all the more surprising that he makes an exception for the great 
anti-Aristotelian Francis Bacon. In dealing with experience as a 
source of knowledge in his Physica, he concludes his presentation 
by embracing the 'testing' of nature as advanced in Book. V, Ch. II 
of De augmentia scientiarum of 'Verulamium', listing the 'variationes' 
of experimental method found there: 'iteratio, transitio, compositio, 
applicatio, copulatio', and culling specific examples from the text in 
a condensed form. 49 This demonstrates not only the wide reading of 
the Theatine, but his search for truth beyond philosophical and 
confessional differences, and his practice of experiment, which is 
evident in 'De luce', where he attempts to compare sources of light, 
no doubt after Aguilonius.50 Many Guarinian commentators make 
special reference to Guarini's dependency on 'experience', 
exchangegtble with 'experimentum', seeing it as part of the new 
physics. However in the 'cursus philosophici', both reason and 
experience were two criteria of truth, and where experience 
'connotes our ordinary, primitive, and often uncritical confrontation 
with the natural world.'51 Generally the manuals of Physica reported 
what the books told them, rather than personal experience, nor was 
there 'the slightest indication of a deliberately contrived or 
manipulated approach to nature in order to achieve a better 
understanding of natural activities.'52 Guarini explained the 
Torricellian experiment, a subject which had be~n introduced into 
this literature by Maignan in 1653, and did work with different 
light-sources. However the real test for Guarini' s empiricism is in 

49 Ibid., p. 177Db-Eb. See Lord Bacon's Works, ed. J. Spedding et al, (London 1857-74), Vol. I, pp. 617-633. 
50 Rubens illustrated the technique of Aguilonius, and the Jesuit was the first to establish the method of equal light-sources, Ziggellaar, De Aguil6n, pp. 87-89. 
51 Reif, 'Textbook', p. 31. 
52 Ibid. 
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his astronomy~ which remains despite modifications, essentially and 
Ptolemian, and more importantly Aristotelian. 

C. DIVISIONS of the SCIENCES. 

Guarini divides Speculative Philosophy first into Moral and 
Natural, and then Natural Philosophy into Physics, Metaphysics and 
Mathematics (Pph. p. 179). The exact relationship of these sciences 
are a break from the Aristotelian and traditional arrangement of 
metaphysics, mathematics and physics, with mathematics playing 
the mediating role in a hierarchical structure between metaphysics 
above and physics below. Guarini is obliged therefore to sustain his 
position with care (Pph, pp. 180-182). 

Metaphysics, Mathematics and Physics 
He first refers to Aristotle's Physics, his Metaphysics and his De 

anima, stating that Metaphysics is abstracted from all matter, physics 
from the matter of perfection, namely that which · ref~rs to 'essentia 
of the constituted thing', and mathematics from material Quantity.53 

The First Conclusion runs: 'The speculative is divided through 
accident into Physics, Metaphysics & Mathematics . . . This is 
under~ritten by (Pico) Mirandul, Aegidius (Giles of Rome), Aversa . 
. . and is in accordance with the ancients, who as Aversa states, did 
not distinguish between Physics and Metaphysics . . . and some 
others distinguish Mathematics, on account of its different mode of 
proceeding.'54 Guarini then focuses on mathematics and argues that 
just as other sciences have been suborned to it, it does not divide 
mathematics into parts, going on to list Galileo's 'proportion of 
gravity', Mersenne's 'Balistica' or proportion of the motion of 
projectiles, Algebra . . . showing here a tolerance of the new sciences 

53 Pph, p. 180Ca. ' ... cum Arist . . . ita velit Metaphysicam ab omni materia esse abstractam; Physicam a materia perfectionis, nempe eius, qu(a)e spectat ad essentialem rei constitutionem; Mathematicam a materiali Quantitatis.' 
54 Ibid., Ea-Ab. 'P. C. Per accidens diuiditur speculatiua in Physicam, Metaphysicam, & Mathematicam, ita vt h(a)ec diuisio nee alias scientas superinduci prohibeat, nee in membra essentialia, tanquam generis in species secernatur. 5ubscribunt huic Mirandul. 1. 13. singul. certam. sect. 6. & 7. Aegidius 1. metaph. q. 22 Aversa in sua Philos. t. 1 quaes. 2 sect. 6 iulius Syren. in disp. de sub. 1. Philos. sec. 2. cap. 36. concordantque Veteres, qui Physicama Metaphysica, vt refert Auersa, non distinguebant: quare Authores supracitati vnicam esse scientiam Physicam & Metaphysicam assserunt; & aliqui tantum distinguunt mathematicam, propter diuersum modum procedendi.' 



in contrast to his rigour in the Euclides.55 

Returning to the main question, if Philosophy is divided into the 
three sciences, 

... it would be genus in species, Philosophy would be 
the genus in respect of these, whence we concede a 
superior genus from the parts of science: whence 
philosophy as such, would have as formal object in 
superior being to all its parts & consequently of 
metaphysics; but Metaphysics contemplates for its 
object being ('ens') taken most universally: therefore 
ratio cannot be its object, considering formal reason (to 
be) less universal than philosophy; whence Philosophy 
might be a greater universal than its member ... 

Probatur secundo. If Philosophy is a genus with 
respect to its parts, philosophy must be concieved 
wHhout them.'56 

Thus begins the argument to excise the distinction of genus from 
philosophy and the other sciences; for example the Fifth proof states 
that if all genera were divided into species this would be 
contradictory, and genus cannot be in species divided into two or 
three parts (Ibid., Ca). 

Natural Philosophy, Theology and Eternal Truth in Physics 
He even argues against the Philosopher ('4 Metaph. tex. 4. Sunt 

autem subinde habentia genera unum & ens; quare & etiam scientiae ista', 
(Ibid.). Against this he states that ' ... cognoscibility does not only 
agree speculatively with the object in genus, but also with the object 
of Theology: whence for this reason a generic reason for Philosophy 
cannot be constituted: for on account of Theology being numbered 
among the parts (of Philosophy?), which it is not.'57 From this it 
seems that theology is an equal science with speculative philosophy 

55 Ibid., Cb. The reference to Algebra is teasing, as he never used the new algebraic 
notation or the term 'algebra', but does use the traditional Euclidean procedures. 

56 Pph, p. 180Db-Eb. '. . . esset generis in species, philosophia esset genus respectu 
earurn, vnde si ex parte sciendi(a)e concedimus genus superius, debemus etiam 
cocedere ex parte obiecti: quare philosophia vt sic, deberet habere pro obiecto formali 
rationem in ente superiorem omnibus suis partibus, 6 per consequens metaphysicae; 
sed Metaphysica pro obiecto intuetur ens vniuersa!issimae sumptum: ergo non potest 
esse ratio obiectiua eius, ratione formali a Philosophia considerato minus vniuersalis; 
quare nee philosophia poterit esse magis vniuersalis, quam sua membra ... 
Probatur secundo. Si esset Philosophia genus respectu suarum partium, deberet posse 
concipi Philosophia sine illis.' 

57 Ibid., Ea. 'Respondetur . . . non ea solum obiecta in genere cognoscibilitatas 
speculative conueniere, sed etiam Theologi(a)e obiectum: quare h(a)ec ratio generica 
Philosophiam constituere non potest: nam propter earn inter suas partes Theologiam 
connumeraret, quod non est.' 
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(that it too is not a part of Philosophy by genus or species), which 
explains why he draws his proofs from the Sacred Page with such 
ease, showing the transcending of natural theology to revelation 
proper, in his scheme of things. Thus Theology can 'run with happy 
feet through the theses of Universal Philosophy', as the title page 
already announced. 

In arguing further that there is no species in the genus of 
Philosophy, he claims that as knowability ('Cognoscibilitas') 
participates in whatever science, it cannot be cut off from its 
knowable object, and therefore there is no difference between 
Metaphysics, Mathematics. or Physics.58 So Philosophy is divided by 
human institution irCto questions of natural body which may be 
constrained by the limits of the formal object (Ibid. Db-Eb). 
However, he affirms that Arriaga believes that Physics and 
Metaphysics are one science, and that Compton (see Appendix B), 
says that the object of Physics is the aggregation of natural body 
under all its properties, whether of action, cause, or contraries, or 
any other manner of consideration.59 

Finally, Natural Philosophy or Physics has for its object 
substantial body, whether mobile or natural, its object is the being of 
all that is sensible, to the extent that it is natural, and has a cause.60 

Even if Physics deals with corruptible things, this is not connected 
with th ___ e categories, and therefore as the sciences deal with essences, 
which are eternal truths, so too does Physics.61 

The Triple World of Mathematics 
Of fundamental importance is his division of mathematics into 

three kinds, a matter of the greatest significance for the ordering of 

58 Ibid., p. 181Ab-Bb. Tandem, cognoscibilitas participatur ab omnibus obiectis 
cuiuscumque scientiae, ita vt non possit pr(a)escindi ab illis;. . . vnde, cum nulla 
differentia nee Physici, ne Metaphysici, nee mathematici, nee alterius scientiae obiecti 
sine cognoscibilitate concipi possit, si tamen vt obiectum agnoscitur, restat vt non 
pr(a)escindat cognoscibilitatas ab illis, & sic quod non possit esse genus.' 

59 Ibid. p. 181Eb-192Aa. 
60 Ibid., Da seq. 'Philosphia naturalis, seu Physica, habet pro obiecto corpus substantiale, 

quatenus mobile, vel naturale. Est communis recentiorum Morandi ... Franc de 
Monac .... A yossae.' 
Ea-Ab. '. . . obiectum Philosophiae naturalis esse ens omne sensibile, quatenus 
naturale est, aut causas habet.' 

61 Ibid. Db. 'Obicies. Physica agit de corruptibilil:>us: ergo non potest esse scientia; quia 
scientiae considerat essentias, quae sunt aetemae veritatis. 

Respondetur, res physicas esse quidem corruptibiles quoad existentiam, non 
tamen quoad connexionem praedicatorum: haec enim est aeternae veritatis, provt 
declarauimus in logica, agentes de specie.' 
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his world symbolically, but which is found hiding in Tractatus Ill of 
the Euclides, Conclusion II, Proposition N, 'Mathematics can be divided 
into three parts in Mathematicals, Universal, Cosmic, & Microcosmic.' 

It is proved. Because its object can be determined in 
these three species. For one 1s most universal, & is cut 
off from wnatever special object. And this can be 
considered as Universal Mathematics; another is special 
& and this is divides into two most ample parts, 
namely the world, & man,: That which considers the 
world and its proportions is called Cosmic; that of men 
can be called Microcosmic. 

The first is of two kinds, as are the rest; which deals 
with Discrete quantity, the other of Continuous. And the 
second is double, one (which) involves the heaven, the 
other involves the Earth, and all terrestial things, which 
come uder measurement. And the third is also double. 
For one pertains to the nature of man; as vision is 
treated by Optics. The other is the field of art, as 
Mechanics, and so on.62 

These divisions embody the ancient cosmological scheme developed 
in early Christian cosmology and concordant with sixtenth-century 
developments and Suarism, a triple world of intelligibles or 
universals, a created world existing in the 'aevum', and the world of 
mundane sensibles which is the field of techne. Of these three the 
first is of the greatest concern, being 'most universal' and therefore 
amenable to eternal truth as we saw above. In the Placita he insists 
that natural mutations cannot be reduced to speculative Physics, 
'whence in no way can it be ordered to praxis'.63 

In the field of art or skill - the ancient techne, this cannot belong 
to metaphysics because they do not make perfect univocal objects. 
There is a double genus of artificial objects, one demonstrable, the 
other only by accident. For the first, since demonstration takes place 
according to necesssary rules as in mathematical problems, one can 

62 EA, p. 23. 'Mathematica in tres partes diuidi potest in Mathematicam, Vniuersalem, 
Cosmicam, & Microsmicam. · 

Probatur. Quia euis obiectum in tres has species facessit. Nam aut est 
vnuersalisssimum, & a quocumque obiecto speciali praescindit. Et hoc a Mathematica 
vnersali consideratur; Aut est speciale, & hoc diuiditur in duas amplissimas partes, 
nempe mundum, & Hominem: Quae considerat mundumeiusque proportiones dicitur 
Cosmica; quae hominem Microcosmica appellari potest. 

Prima est duplex, nam alia est; quae agit de quantitate Discreta, alia de Continua. 
Secunda quoque duplex est, alia agit de Coelo, altera agit de Terra, terrenisque 
omnibus, quae mensuris subsunt. Tertia quoque duplex est. Alia enim pertinet ad 
naturam hominis; vt visus circa que versatur Optica. Alia spectat ad artem, vt 
mechanica, & huiusmodi.' 

63 Pph, p. 182Db. ' ... nam mutationes naturales non reducuntur in opus a Physico, 
neque in hunc finem scientiae huic incumbit; quare nullo modo ordinatur ad praxim.' 
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find organ music, navigation, contemplating the stars with 
instruments, the chemical distillation of herbs, the fusion of metals, 
scenery machines, waterworks and cranes - which are not o~ 
demonstrable by substance, but by operation (Pph, p. 828Ea-Ab). 
This means the traditional mixed mathematicals, and no doubt 
architecture must rank among them, as it includes organs, 
scenography and demonstrable geometry. However in the accidental 
genus which is not the concern of methaphysics or any other 
cognitive science, there is found shoemaking, cement-working and 
'Pictoris' - painting, not having real essence (Ibid, Ab). This may 
explain .tl{~t painting is absent from the Theatine's architecture, and A . 

his attitude to such an established activity in his day. While 
'contemplating the stars with instruments' even does not qualify as 
proper metaphysical activity, it is the intelligibles and particularly 
the highest mathematicals, which alone are the proper operation of 
contemplation, following the Neoplatonic tradition of Proclus 
Diadochus, the last head of the Athenian Academy.64 

D. COSMOGRAPHY 

In sketching the cosmography of Guarini, I will do no more here 
than to l_ist the most provocative of his notions which establish the 
main outlines, in this period of fundamental change in physics and 
astronomy. 

The Elements and Place. 
Guarini rejected two of the traditional elements of the natural 

world, fire and air, because their purity did not allow any mixture: 
indeed air is no different from aether.65 He does allow two prime 
qualities, humidity and dryness (Pph, p. 483). Thus earth and water 
seem to be constrained to the earth, rendered less intelligible and 
noble because of their corporeity and therefore lack of intelligibility. 

On the nature of place Guarini accepts the Aristotelian position 
using the term 'ubicatio', and fights against Valerian Magni on the 

64 EA, p. 22. 'Vnde Proclus lib. 2. corn. 5 inquit. Proprie in Mathematicis disciplinis problema vacatur, quod ad contemplationem operantem proponitur.' 
65 Pph, p. 475Db, 'S. C. Aer non est elementum,' and p. 477Ea, for aether and air, citing Lord Bacon's 19th. Aphorism and Kircher's AML&U, Bk. VIII, cap. 11. 
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____________________ .......... 
vacuum, which he denies. 66 However he is at pains to repeat the 
Capuchin's experiment in some detail. In line with the still-debated 
conclusion of late Scholasticism, he admitted imaginary space, 
'spatium imaginarium', where no distance as such is assignable, but 
where God's possible existence is posited outside the world's 
bow1dary through His omnipotence.67 This 'spatium imaginarium' or 
'spatium negativum', which we will discover can be also occupied 
by angels in his treatment of Separate Minds, begins to break down 
the closed world of Guarini, and his remaining handholds on the 
traditional position are his denial of the vacuum, and his aerial 
substance of the heavens extending to the fixed stars.68 

The Rotundity of the Heavens 
While the nature of the Theatine's astronomy has been remarked 

upon in many places, all have ignored what was the traditional 
reason for the system, the sphericity of the heavens, because of their 
perfect and most capacious shape among all creation, using 
arguments from isoperimetry linked to motion, the perfection of 
figure and so on.69 Guarini holds to a geocentric system with an 
immobile earth, but it is the sphericity of the syste~\s of overriding 

A interest and it is this that must be defended, the appearance that 
'must be saved', as all astronomy since Plato attempted to achieve. 
For Guarini this deserves a Disputation, 'De Figura Caeli', 
establishing the rotundity of the heavenly forms, and where the first 
reference is to Blancanus's Sphaera mundi, 'the most perfect reason' 
(Pph. 304Aa). He refers to Plato in Aristotle, but the authentic touch 
is found in John Sacrobosco, where the ancient idea of cosmic 

66 Pph, p~. 283-286, Proemium to Physics, Disp. XI, Ex. VI. Therefore Guarini has read Magni s Demonstratio ocularis loci sine locato, corporis successive moti in vacuo, luminis nulli corpori inhaerentis (Warsaw 1647). Magru, (b. Milan, 1586, d. Salzburg, 1661), was a tempestuous Capuchin who fought both Protestants and Jesuits all his life. In claiming to discover the vacuum independently in Warsaw, he angered many French scientists, and used his experiment further to destroy the Aristotelian theory of light. He proclaimed a universal Divine illumination in De luce mentium et de eius imagine ex sanctis Patribus Augustino et Bonaventura (Rome 16429). His major work Principia et specimen philosophiae (Cologne 1652), is ve,ry rar~ and I have not seen it. See Diet. de Theol. Cath., Vol. 9, Coli. 1553 - 1565, and Magm, DSB, Vol. IX, p. 16. 67 Edward Grant has thoroughly dealt with this Scholastic issue, underplayed by Koyre, in his Much Ado about Nothing (Cambridge 1981), tracing its confirmation by the Angelic Doctor to the dispute between Suarez and Gabriel Vasquez S. J. (1549-1604), the 'Spanish Augustine', the later denying imaginary space. 68 Gabrile Baronciru uses the term 'spatium negativum' and claims that it is the modern concept of space, at least as understood by Sfortia Pallvicino's De Uniuersa Philosophicae, Parma, 1622, 'L' insegnamento . .. dei gesuiti (1610-1670), (pp. 163-215), p. 209. 
69 See Fr. Barozzi, Cosmographia, pp. 14-17, for a general geometrical exposition. 
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sphericity is combined with Divine creation and similitude.70 'John .. 
. proves that the world must be similar to God because it recognises 
no beginning or end . .. . 171 Two objections from Scripture are 
added: in the Apocalypse is found 'Civitas in quadro posita est' (21, 
16), and in Ps. 113, 'extendens coelem sicut pellem.' Guarini replies that 
the square expresses the eternity of the heavenly fatherland, 
presumably after the Second Coming, and as for the skin, this can 
be extended into roundness (Pph, p. 305Ba). This is not idle smoke
making, but refers to patristic Scriptural exegesis on cosmography, 
and shows Guarini's sensitivity to the tradition.72 Ex. II, Disp. Ill, 
'On the figure of the Sun', continues this exposition of rotundity, the 
First of all reasons, 'because only this figure seems to ease the 
ejaculation of lumen from every part; because a luminous body as 
flame, is always curved in a gyre, to the extent that it can be 
made.173 Since the earth is round, so also must the heavens and the 
other stars and the Sun, the nature of stars being more perfectly 
polished and having a more perfect figure. The image of the sun 
cast through irregular pinholes is always round, and even a close 
inspection of the sunspots proves that they are rotating around the 
Sun, becoming elongated as they approach the Sun's edge. (Ibid., p . 
305Da-Ea). Again from the nature of light, he declares that since 
rays leave a luminous surface perpendicularly, the experience of 
parallel ___ sunbeams is false; 'if therefore parallel sunrays are not 
emmitted, but in the manner of a triangle, whose centre is a 
luminous part; therefore the Sun is round.174 (Note the triangular 
solar ray, the mediaeval relic that Patirzi also used.) A burning lens 
seems to prove the same result, while the oblate rising sun is 
accounted for by atmospheric refraction. 

Guarini mainains the incorruptibility of the heavens and so, while 
the Sun's substance is fire (Ibid., p. 298), he notes the objections of 

70 Otto Brendel has made clear this tradition and Sacrobosco's role, Symbolism of the Sphere, passim and p. 29. 
71 Pph, p 304Ea. 'Probat 4 Ioannes Sacroboscus, asserens, mundum debere esse similem: cumque Deus, neque principium recognoscat, neque finem, ita caelum debet figuri sortiri, quae neque finem, neque principium accipiat: vt poli sphaera est.' 72 See Nebelsick, Circles of God, passim. The stretched skin is taken up by St. Augustine. 73 Pph, p. 305Ca. 'Vnica Conclusio. Sol est figurae rotundae. Est omnium communis consensus, turn Philosophorum, turn Astrologorum: ad quam subseruiunt assignandae rationes, inter quas Prima est, quod haec figura sola videatur habilis ad lumen ex omni parte eiaculandum; quia semper corpora luminosa, vt flamma, in gyrunl, quatenus fieri potest, curuantur.' 

74 Ibid., p. 305Bb. '. . . si ergo radii solis paralleli non emittuntur, sed ad modum trianguli, cuius centrum sit pars luminosa; ergo Sol rotundus est.' 
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Galileo and Scheiner but considers it 'probabile' that the stars 
('astrae') have natural fire, in agreement with Blancanus and Clavius 
(Ibid). However errant stars, the planets, are solid bodies, partly 
dense and partly translucent, (Ibid., p. 299Da), and are most 
probably moved by angels (Ibid., p. 301). While the sky has a vital 
form since it moves, and is therefore animated and has life, this 
animation is not 'informante', which is recognised as a common 
patristic belief.75 He allows that it is probable that the angels move 
the heavens. 

He breaks decisively with traditional cosmology and aligns 
himself with the moderns on the substance of the heavens, in that 
'The Substance of the heavens, which extends from the gyre of the 
moon to the orb of the (fixed) stars is aerial substance.' Thus all the 
crystalline orbs have gone in the fluid system. 'It is against 
Purbachius, Baroccius, and others, (who) constitute the heavens (to 
be) solid: and against Vossius, asserting the heavens to be a 
vacuum.' 76 As to air in the heavens, the main proof is from Scripture 
'in many places', for example in Genesis Ch. 1, and the Gospels, 
where 'birds of the air' - 'Aues coeli' imply that the air continues 
throughout the universe, and has all the accidents of air, such as 
fluidity, transparency, incombustibility and so on, 'ergo est aer' 
(Ibid., p . 297Cb). 

Saving the Appearances - Spiral Motion 
Another departure from tradition is detected in his understanding 

of heavenly motion, which is first proclaimed as regular, and in the 
second conclusion, he says that it is 'probabile' that they are not 
totally regular 'in aliqua minuta', (Ibid., p. 330Ca). Against 
Copernicus, all planets and stars move, but he illustrates the three 
systems, the third being Tycho's, and comments on each. He enters 
into a great attack on the impossibility of eccentricities and 
epicycles, with copious citations from the sources, including 
Ptolemy, Tycho and Kepler. The only saving of the irregularity of 
the heavens is found in spiral motion, which he claims is ascribed to 

75 · Ibid., p. 301 Ea. 'Ex. N De caeli vita. P. C. Caeli animati non sunt animata informante. 
Est sanctorum Patrum communis, quorum authoritates apud Conimbric. inspici 
possunt.' 

76 Ibid., p. 297Cb. 'Concl tertu. Substantia caeli, quae a gyro lunae vsque ad stellarum 
orbem distenditur, est substantia aerea. Est contra Purbachium, Baroccium, & alios, 
caelos solidos constituentes: & contra Vossium, vacuum esse c(a)elum, asserentem.' 



by Averrroes, Alpetragius, Achillinus, Fran. Patricius, some 
Peripatics in Marcianus Capella, Cabaeus, Blancanus, and 
Fracastorius (Fig. 36).77 The saving of the appearances is best 
demonstrated by the seasonal and spiral movement of the Sun to 
and from the tropics, apparently approved by 'Gassendi, Ricci, 
Riccioli, Renetio, Kircher etc.' (Fig. 37) This spiral theory must have 
been a striking example of saving the appearances in the dying age 
of 'fictive' astronomy. By use of his authorities Guarini did not feel 
alone in propounding his spiral motion, thus solving irregular 
motion and achieving rotundity at the same time. He moves 
towards the new astronomy by allowing, with Scheiner and Galileo, 
the probability of a fluid Sun, with a mobile substance.78 

Light and Celestial Influences 
The heavens influence the inferior world through heat as well as 

light. (Ibid., p. 369-370), but not through motion, which governs time 
(Ibid., p. 370). Light is the main vehicle of influence (Ex. VI, 372), 
but such influence does not affect the immortal minds of men (Ibid., 
p. 375), being restricted to tides, germination and the production of 
wind. He quotes Origen to the effect that 'the heaven is therefore 
just as a book containing all the future written in it: which 
nevertheless God can augment, diminish as He wishes through His 
omnipotence.179 So no doubt would past events be manifested in the 
sky: Cornelius Gemma in the previous century believed that a nova 
of the time marked the 1500 years since Christ's ministry, and 
formed a crucifix in the sky, with the new star marking the wound 
in His side (Fig. 38).80 This imaginative reading of the heavens lies 
behind these remarks of Guarini on the book of the heavens. 

Some inconsistencies occur, the most noteworthy being the source 
of stellar light. 'But all Stars receive light from the Sun, and it is 
reflected to us', which seems to extinguish the fire that the stars 

77 Ibid., p. 338. 'Ex. V. An omnis irregularitas caelestis, per motus spirales saluari possit . 
. . . Subscribunt Auerrhres, Alpetragius Achillinus, Fran. Patricius, Peripatetici aliqui 
apud Marcianum capellam 1. 8. Cabaeus primo meth. tern. 38. q. 2. Blancanus, 
Fracastorius.' 

78 Ibid. 346Ca 'ex quo videtur probabiliter concludi, illam substantiam Solis mobilem 
esse.' 

79 Ibid., p. 375. 'Caelum est ergo tanquam liber omnia futura in se scripta continens: 
quae tamen Deus potest augere, minuere, prout Jiberuit suae omnipotentia.' 

80 In De natura divinis clulracterismis, Rassim, p. 141, for 'Hyeroglyph of new star', and 
use of Math. 24, for signs of Christ s Coming, p. 144. See Appendix B, Gemma. 
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already possess. Consistent with this solar radiation of cosmic light 
is the fact that 'The Sun concur.ts with all animated things, 
whithersoever they are informed by the mind, just as universal 
efficient cause.' 81 But we will see that such a role for light is never 
realised in 'De luce', and the question may be resolved by restricting 
this solar power to cosmic and sidereal light, and not light of 
sublunar and mundane origin, to conform with Aristotle's 
cosmology. 

While thirteen pages are devoted to accounting for the influence 
of the Sun and planets, there are limits to such influence. The 
Theatine disagrees with St. Thomas Aquinas that if the celestial 
movements cease, so also will the movements of all natural things, 
since while fighting, Joshua stopped the Sun and all the cohort of 
the Stars, but sublunar actions remained stable. (Ibid., p. 370). There 
is no certain 'experimentia' for influence in human operations: the 
books of the Arabs have no 'experientia, sed meram nugarum 
confusiones inuenies.' (Ibid., p. 370). So influence is indirect on the 
human reason, 'moving the complexion' (Ibid., p. 378), as the 
spiritual and intrinsic acts of the mind are immanent, and 
independent of extrinsic production (Ibid.) But much space is given 
to discussing influence on the rest of creation, the Sun with fortune, 
heat and dryness, Mars with love, and so on. However there is no 
connectiqn, against Hermes Trismegistus 'in Centiloquio', between 
the times of conception and nativity (Ibid., p. 378Ab), and is the 
only reference to the Hermetica that I have found in these texts. 
While immoderate influences can occur, it is comforting to know 
that no planets are always bad. (Ibid., p. 380) 

E. MATHEMATICAL WRITINGS. 

The Euclides provides a great contrast in style to the Placita, 
where the mathematical presentation restricts speculation to a 
minimum and even the Scholia are few. It is composed of 35 
'Tractati', divided into Expensiones which are composed of 
Theorems, Definitions, and Propositions, with Conclusions 
sometimes being stated as in the Placita. The following Table summs 

81 Pph, p. 370. 
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up the contents: 

I - IlL Philosophy of continuous and discrete quantity, 
indivisibles. 

IV - XVI. Euclid Books I-VI, with proportion dominating. 

XVII. Ratios and Proportionality - ('all mine').82 

XVIII - XXV. Curves, spherics, conic sections. 

XXVI. Projection: Orthography, stereography, linear 
perspective. 

XXVII. Planar and spherical trigonometry. 

XXVIII. Proportional progression of surfaces. 

XXIV. Geodesics, the division of rectilinear surfaces. 

XXX-XXXI. Transformations of curved lines and surfaces. 

XXXII. 'Descriptive geometry'. 

XXXV. Solid geometry. 

Apart from Euclid, the main authorities are Aristotle and Proclus, 
who are quoted in the first three chapters of philosophical moment. 
Once the mathematics proper is entered into, other authorities are 
only sometimes referred to, such as Clavius, Commandini, Bettini, 
Cavallieri, Oronce Fine, and the mysterious Ambrosius. Usually they 
are mustered at the head of a Tractatus, where Vitali, Campanus 
and Cusanus are also found, and there is no pattern or frequency in 
the references, and no quotation, except from Aristotle and Proclus 
in Tr. I - Ill. 

82 This will be discussed in Chapter Eight. 
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Since the mathematics of the Euclides is Universal mathematics, 
not Cosmic or Microcosmic, the contents are totally theoretical and 
speculative, strictly avoiding any applications, for the reasons he has 
already stated in the Placita. There is an intriguing instance where 
he breaks this rule, when he says that conic sections can explain the 
movements of the planets, by means of the ellipse, (the first law of 
Kepler's planetary motion). 83 This is an intriguing statement in light 
of his astronomy, and may be explained by the confusion that could 
be found in even someone so rigorous and consistent as Guarini, 
and the lucubrations imposed in compiling these great compendia, 
leading to sketchy borrowing, as we will see more obviously for 
example in his visual optics in Placita. He emancipates geodesics 
from its origins in land-division and optics. But such lapses in style 
and content in the central areas of knowledge remain rare, and 
become petty when compared to the grandeur of his authentic 
vision and the complexity of his architecture. 

Equally similar in style and presentation to the Euclides are the 
astronomical productions of the Theatine: Compendia della Sfera 
Celeste, Turin 1678, Leges temporum et planetarum, Turin 1678, and 
Coelestis Mathematica Pars I et II, Milan 1683. While these titles 
seem to promise much, there is little doubt that Guarini had 
developed the main lines of his philosophy in the Placita and the 
Euclides , Tr. I - Ill, and that these mathematical texts are 
demonstrations and applications, the reader being constantly 
referred back to the speculative content of those two works. Little of 
profit can be garnered from them due to their exclusively 
geometrical and observational content: the Compendia is a preview in 
Italian of the succeeding tomes, the Leges is aimed at ecclesiastical 
calendering and the Coelestis mathematica fullfills the whole 
programme. This is because Part I is again on the motions of the 
heavenly bodies, the mathematics of their spiral movement 'inter 
alia', while Part II is on Gnomonics, of the most elaborate 
complexity. 

His gnomonics must be seen in the whole horological tradition 
which arose with Maurolyco (see Appendix B), and was carried on 
with such distinction by Clavius, and Maignan, and to a lesser 

83 EA, p. 422, noted by Francesco Giacomo Tricomi, 'Guarini matematico', ConvTor-1, p. 553-554. 
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degree by Bettini and Kircher. Guarini eschews such dramatic 
procedures as solar and lunar reflective horology, over which 
Kircher and Maignan argued, nor did he concern himself with the 
inventive fancies of Bettini (Fig. 39). His is a pure gnomonics 
completely and exclusively conditioned by cosmic geometry, that is, 
the movements of the sun alone. It must be read as a contemplation 
on the workings of Cosmic geometry, and the contemplation of the 
workings of light as the pen which makes the world, as Mersenne 
and Kircher put it. With the publication of this great work, he had 
rounded off his Cosmic Mathematics, the second division of 
mathematics as we have seen above. Guarini adheres here to the 
ancient and Christian cosmology of the triple world, the intellectual 
or intelligible, the world of the upper heavens beween the moon 
and the outmost orb, and the sublunar world. The encyclopaedic 
nature of his intented publications was achieved to the extent that in 
Microcosmic Mathematics, he published Trattato di Fortificatione 
(Turin 1676) and Modo di mesurar le fabriche (1674), prompted by 
courtly and building concerns, and of course leaving the manuscript 
of Arch.civ. He felt that a volume was necessary to do justice to 
perspective, but his busy life in Turin, where he was courtier and 
from 1679, provost of his house, drained away the time left to him 
to complete his publishing plans, dying in Milan while supervising 
the pu'Qlication of Coelestis mathematica. 

CONCLUSION. 

Disregarding Guarini' s beliefs on the physical world which were 
challenged in his day, there is every reason to state that the 
Theatine's intimate command of both Scholastic philosophy and 
traditional and contemporary mathematics was becoming rare even 
in the 'century of genius'. In his range of intellectual ability he is 
comparable to his contemporary Emanuel Maignan (1600-1676), still 
an underrated figure, who was openly combative towards 



Cartesianism in his writings.84 Guarini avoids in the main outright 
controversy, contenting himself by piecemeal criticism within the 
conventional bounds of scholarly disputation, thus avoiding more 
obvious system-building which may have attracted hasty supression. 

His break with the traditional hierarchy of the sciences that we 
have seen in this chapter, was in accordance with Italian and Jesuit 
thinking of the previous 100 years, and his theological convictions 
guided his cosmology which was therefore traditional, if innovative 
in its 'fictive' mathematics. We will see that his encyclopaedism was 
quiety exploited in his mathematics, and to understand it properly 
requires contemplation in relation to his metaphysics and 
cosmology, helped by the studies in Part I. For these reasons 
Guarini presents many difficulties in interpretation, so having 
established this outline of his Order and his writings, -aM we now 
approach the subject of light, that 'First reason' for the rotundity of 
the Heavens. 

84 Maignan admitted the vacuum and understood the concept of atmospheric pressure, but resisted Gassendi. Pierre Bayle said that he agreed with Descartes and Gassendi in 'rejecting accidents, qualities, and substantial forms.' Alan Shapiro, 'Kinematic Optics', Archive for the History of Ex. SciencesJ Vol, 11, (1973), (pp. 134-266), p. 172. SeeP. J. S. Whitmore, The Order of Minims, pp. 163-177, for an overview. Guarini may have known the Minim, as they were both in Rome in the '30-'40's. Maignan's strong interest in practical exposition and experiment especially in optics (Whitmore, pp. 166-167), can be compared with Guarini s interest in architecture. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

LIGHT IN 'DE LUCE' 

Since the study of Guarini's mathematics will provide very 
general evidence for a philosophy of light-geometry, it is to 
Guarini's writings in the Placita that we must now look. The natural 
'terminus a quo' is of course the eight disputations on light, the 'De 
luce', which present many problems of interpretation, and therefore 
require detailed consideration here. 

A. THE NATURE OF SUBLUNARY LIGHT 

If we accept, for the purposes of demonstration, that Rodrigo 
Arriaga's popular Cursus Philosophicus is a model for the Placita, then 
it is clea! that Guarini has departed from the Jesuit's treatment of 
Scholastic philosophy and Physica by supplying his 'cursus' with a 
part on light, whereas in the corresponding place the Jesuit has a 
short passage on angels as inhabitants of the superlunary spheres. 
This alone would establish the importance of light in Guarini' s 
philosophy and Guarini calls his separate treatment of light in the 
introduction to the Part, a link between 'De caelo' and 'De 
generatione et corruptione', whose first Disputation is 'De 
elementis': 'because light is seated both in the heavens and on the 
earth, and lords it over both regions; and as it were a chain and a 
way, binds earthly to celestial things, and may be said to be proper 
as much in the stars as to the Elements.'1 As much as this statement 
seems to assent to light as a binding force in the world, and the 
common nature of light in the stars and in the elements, Guarini 

Pph., p. 397. '. . . quod lux turn terris, turn caelis insideat, & utrique regioni dominetur; & quasi vinculum & via, caelestibus terrena nectat, & tarn sideribus dicatur propria, quam Elementis'. 
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makes an implicit distinction between the powers of sidereal light in 
'De caelo' and the difficiencies of light in the 'De luce', as we will 
see. For that . reason I call the latter kind 'sublunary light' in 
contradistinction to the 'sidereal light' in the 'De caelo': the 'De luce' 
is concerned with sublunary light which Guarini claims is similar to 
superlunary light. The division between the two worlds was 'so 
distinct as to be, in a manner of speaking, opposed to each other.'2 

Also the above reference to 'quasi vinculum et via' is a singular 
stylistic trope in the exhortatory language of the introduction, which 
gives it a special significance. The most distinguished provenance 
for this image is that of a cosmological pillar of light as a chain, 
girdle or bond, is Plato's Republic, - 'for this light was the bond of 
heaven.'3 It is to save this phenomen, the single nature of light in 
both worlds, that is the overriding concern of 'De Luce'. 

Guarini's lengthy 'De luce' is innovatory in 'cursus philosophici'. 
The 70 pages of the'De luce' are sufficient testimony to the attention 
Guarini accords to the subject, with over 90 authorities mentioned, 
of which over 35 can be identified as 'neoterici' - contemporaries or 
writers of the previous 100 years: see Appendix A. Yet nowhere 
does Guarini show more independence than in his treatment of 
light, as will be shown by his negative interactions with the great 
authorities - Plato, Augustine and Aquinas, and by his qualifications 
of the metaphysics of light tradition represented by such figures as 
de la Chambre and Bullialdus, not to mention Patrizi. I have 
identified this as the 'Guarini problem', as found in the ever 
disputatious, and sometimes torturous prose of the 'De luce'. 

There is no overall title to this part of the Placita, as the title 'De 
luce' is proper to the first Disputation: this is so for the Table of 
Contents, so 'De luce' must serve for the whole Section, as well. 
Below is found the titles with my summaries of contents, of the 
eight Disputations: 

Disp. I. On light 
[the substantial, accidental, spiritual and corporeal qualities of light] 

2 'On the one hand there is the physics of celestial and imperishable things, on the other the physics of sublunary things subject to generation and corruption.' Pierre Duhem, To Save the Phenomena,' (Chicago-London 1969), p. 114. 
3 Bk. X, 616c, translated by W. H. D. Rouse, (New York 1956). 
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Disp. II. 
alien. 

On the subject of light, either proper or 

[the behaviour of luminous bodies as a 
source, and on transparency, or . the diaphaneous and 
the opaque] 

Disp. Ill. On the properties of light. 
[colour and light as a cause of pain] 

Disp. IV. On the first effect of light; namely, on the 
production of luminous bodies. 

[the number of ways of light generation, 
and its relation to the generation of heatj 

Disp. V. On the second effect of light, verily on the 
production of heat. 

[motion seen as the explanation for heat 
and how light produces heat] 

Disp. VI. On the third effect of light,; that is, on the 
dilation of the species, or colour. 

[colour and the rainbow] 

Disp. VII. On the modification of light. 
[the speed of light, reflection, refraction, 

intensity and divisibility of light] 

Disp. VIII. On the deficiency of light. 
[expansion to infinity, and resultant 

diminution: the measurement of the proportionality of 
several sources] 

It willbe noticed that Guarini has imposed several gradations in his 
division of the subject which lends support to my gradation of 
sidereal and sublunary light, where in the former the effects are of a 
higher order than the ones discussed in the 'De luce'. Two sets of 
diagrams accompany the text at the outset. Of these Disputations, 
the first is by far the most philosophical, and covers the typical 
points of Guarini's doctrine on light. 

The first question Guarini answers is whether light is either 
substance or accident. In order to give the tenor of the argument I 
quote at length: 

EMPEDOCLES in Aristotle 2. de anima, textu 7. 
Epicurus, and Lucretius de rerum -1> 

f< natura lib. 4, affirm that light is a body: some 
Neoterici follow these, among them Sebastianus 
Bassonus lib. 2. de Caelo, inst. 2. in Fundamentis 
Physicis, cap. 2. Many Authors seem also to agree, who 
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call light fire by name. Others have said that it is at least a substantial form: among them Philoponus lib. de aeternitate Mundi, capite 5. Iamblicus, & others. P. C. Light is not a body. (It is) against Empedocles, to whom Arist. refers 2. de anim. cap. 7. tex. 69. The opinion pleases everyone, and has as many supporters, as there are Philosophers. 
First Proof. If it 1s well considered, it is certain that one body cannot naturally penetrate another: but light penetrates through diaphanous bodies, dense to a d.egree: therefore 1t cannot be a body. Minor proof. For, if it does not penetrate, as certainly it passes from one surface to another, & beyond, or it pervades the pores, & thus either these pores are continuous in straight lines, or not. If they are, as lines of pores, these cannot be admitted in the air, which is uncertain and fluid. Second. Nor do they seem to be admitted in diaphanous solid bodies. For these pores are thus constituted by the nature of the diaphanous bodies: therefore they are not varied by the variation of the superficial shape, and they remain of the same rectitude, of the same distance to each other, and again in the same way: but through the variation of the surface, the passage of light is changed, e.g. through glass: therefore it does not pass through pores in straight lines. Minor proof: for a concave surface dilates transient light, the convex constrains it, & directs it to one point: therefore light cannot go through open pores, proceeding in straight lines. In this way do we approach the second horn of the dilemma. Or these pores are uncertain & discontinuous: & thus, light cannot pass: & It is proved. For light is continuous & straight: but pores are discontinuous: & uncertain therefore it cannot pass. Because verily it is obvious that light is continuous: for if it is in a boundary, & not in a medium, (its) cause cannot operate at a distance. In like manner, those pores are uncertain: but light tends to straight . lines, as experience supports: 
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therefore.4 

So ends the first complete proof to the P. C, which is negative, as 
are all conclusions in this and the following 'Expensiones'. The 
flurry of authorities at the beginning introduce the notion of the 
incorporeality of light, apparently a point of general agreement, 
though Guarini never calls upon any Philosopher to directly support 
his case beyond the reference to De anima. Rather he launches into 
an argument based on the impenetrability of bodies, assumes the 
Euclidean doctrine of light-geometry, and the problem of refraction 
through what might be lenses, passing from one horn to another of 
many dilemmas, as he indeed hints. He does not distinguish 
between 'lux' and 'lumen', nor are any other basic definitions 
provided. The geometrical tradition of light-theory is present, but 
always subservient, to the many other physical phenomena of light, 
which quickly leads Guarini to give light a special place among 
natural things. 'Lastly, how can it be a body, since it does not have 
the properties of a body? For a body has impenetratability, & suffers 
rarefaction: is borne by gravity to the centre; & with respect to the 
senses has equality and inequality, softness & hardness: which 
cannot be assigned to light.'5 

4 

5 

Pph, p. 398-9. 'EMPEDOCLES apud Aristotelem 2. de anima, textu 7. Epicurus, Lucretiusque de rerum natura lib. 4 affirmarunt lucem corpus esse: quos aliqui Neoterici secuti sunt, inter quos Sebastian us Bassonus · ... Videntur etiam consentire multi authores, qui lumen ignis nomine appellant. Alii dixerunt esse saltem formam substantialem: inter quos Philoponus ... Iamblicus, & alii. 
P. C. Lux, corpus non est. Contra Empedoclem, quem refert Arist ... Sententia omnibus placet, totque fautores habet, quot sunt Philosophi. Prob. primo. Si bene perpendatur, euidenti ratione, certum est, quod vnum corpus non penetrat aliud naturaliter: sed lux penetrat per corpora diaphana , admodum densa: ergo non potest esse corpus. Prob. minor. Nam si non paenetrat, cum certum sit transire de vna superficie ad aliam, & vltra, vel pervadit poros, & sic, vel illi pori sunt continui in lineam rectam, vel non. Si sunt, veluti lineae pororum, hae non possu(n)t admitti in aere, qui incertus est & fluidus. Secunda. Neque in corpore solido diaphano videntur admittendae. Nam illi porae essent a natura corporis diaphani ita constituti: ergo per variationem figurae superficialis non variarentur, permanerentque eadem rectitudine, eadem distantia ad inuicem, & prorsus eodem modo: sed per variationem superficiei, variatur transitus lucis per poros in lineas rectas directos. Probatur minor: nam superficies concaua radios lucis transeuntis dilatat ad inuicem, conuexa restringit, & ad vnum punctum dirigit: ergo lux non potest per apertos poros, in lineam se protendentes. Modo accedemus ad secundum cornu dilemmatis. Vel illi pori sunt incerti & discontinuati: & sic, lux non potest transire: & Prob. Nam lux est continua & recta: sed pori sunt discontinuati: & incerti ergo transire non potest. Quod vero lux sit continua, patet: nam si esset in termino, & non in medio, causa posset operari in distans. Similiter, illi pori sunt incerti: sed lux tendit per lineam rectam, vt constat experientia: ergo.' 

Pph, p. 399Da. Tandem, quomodo potest esse corpus, quod proprietates corporis non habet? Nam corpus impenitrabilitatem non habet, & rarefactionem patirur: grauitate fertur ad centrum; & respectu sensum aequalitem habet, & in(a)equalitatem, laeuorum & asperitatem: quae luci assignari non possunt.' 
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Denial of Substantial Form 
In fielding a number of objections he states that St. Augustine 

held that light was fire, but not only Augustine but all the Fathers 
seem to fall under censure. 'To the Fathers, and St. Augustine, the 
Response is that they spoke through synedoche, without doubt 
accepting subject for accident.' 6 This prefigures the eventual 
conclusion on the nature of light, that it is accident. But before that 
stage is reached, St. Thomas is encountered in the Second 
Conclusion which reads: 'Light is not substantial form. It is against 
some in St. Thomas. I. parte, quaest. 67. art. 3. contra etiam 
Priscianum Lydum in Theatrb. de anima, cap. 19.'7 Thus he denies 
the great mediaeval doctrine of light as substantial form, and in the 
person of the Angelic Doctor. And the First Expensio ends with a 
reply to the assertion that many forms in a subject are not 
repugnant: 

The Response is that many forms are repugnant in the 
same subject, if incoming forms would not change the 
subject substantially and essentially: indeed light does 
not change substantially but accidentally. Whence it 
cannot be called substantial form. Because when light 
is found in the subject, it is made a new composite. I 
add, that it is repugnant also for substantial form (to 
be) in the same subject, subordinated to no other 
principle: verily light will not be subordinated to 
anythmg; because it conducts itself with every 
indifference. 8 

This is the most difficult of notions to grasp, the exclusive presence 
of light in the source, or subject. Indeed it seems that Guarini too 
found it difficult to maintain, because he later admits other qualities 
into fire, as we will see. Expensio II is an attack on the spirituality 
of light. Light is neither a corporeal or a spiritual substance, nor a 
spiritual quality, which is denied in the P. C.: 

P. C. light is not a spiritual quality. It is against 

6 Pph, 399Ab. 'Ad patres, & Diuum Augustinum Resp. per synedochen esse locutos, 
nempe accipiendo subiectum pro accidente.' 

7 Pph, 399Db. 'Lux non est forma substantialis. Est contra aliquos apud Diuum Th.' 
8 Pph, p. 340Ca. Resp repugnare plures formas in eadem subiecto, si form(a)e 

aduienties non mutent substantialiter & essentialiter subiectum: lux vero non mutaret 
substantialiter, sed accidentialiter. Quare non est forma substantialis appellanda. 
Quando namque ea in subiecto reperitur, factum est nouum compositum: vnde 
substantialiter materia intelligitur mutata. Addo, repugnare etiam formas 
substantiales in eadem subiecto, non subordinatas alicui principali: lux vera nulli 
subordinaretur; quod cum omnibus iudifferenter (sic) se gereret.' 
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Franciscus Piccolomineus cap. I contra Vossius, Bullialdus, & others. 
Proof. A spiritual quality is not perceived by sense, neither does 1t extend in tne subject, nor does it cause corporeal effects: but light possesses to the contrary; for it is perceived by the senses, is extended in the senses, causes corporeal effects: for by the mediation of heat, it produces fire destructive of body, &c. 
Second proof to the first. For a spiritual quality must have a spiritual cause; for it must be in the same genus of being. Therefore the Sun, and the rest of the sources of light, are bodies. Therefore light cannot be a spiritual body.9 

Thus the Plotinian tradition of the nature of light is touched upon, 
the difference between the corporeality of the source and lumen, 
when the objection is raised that light does not depend on the 
subject - 'Dices. Lux non dependet a subiectis.' Lumen is an 
incorporeal offspring of Lux - the light in the lucent body, thus 
denying the atomistic theory that light is a stream of corpuscles. 
Plotinus further denied the actualisation of any medium, rejecting 
also the Aristotelian view that light has corporeal existence in the 
diaphanous medium.10 Guarini replies: 'The above on light concedes 
that it is not proper to the subject: for it cannot be conserved by any 
subject. Nor eventually through this, is it negated because it does 
not reside, & is not extended in the subject. Therefore it does not 
suffice, that it would inhere, & would depend on the subject 
properly, and corporeally.111 The second conclusion denies that light 
is the presence of lucid bodies: it does not inhere in a subject, nor is 
it 'in perspicuo' -which seems to refer to the extromission theory of 
Plato.12 The Third conclusion is the negation of the notion that light 
is an intentional quality, which is held by Duns Scotus and the 
Divine Thomas. 

9 Pph, p. 400Ea. 'P. C. Lux non est qualitas spiritualis. Est contra Franciscum Piccolomineurn cap. I. contra Vossiurn, Bullialdus, & alios. Probatur. Qualitas spiritualis non percipitur sensu, neque extendit in subiecto, neque effectus corporeos causat: sed lux e contra se habet; nam sensibus percipitur, in subiecto extenditur, causat corporeos effectus: nam mediante calore, producit ignem corpus destruentem, &c. 
Prob. secundo a priori. Nam qualitas spiritualis debet habere causam spiritualem; debet enim esse in eodem genere enis. Sed Sol, caeteraque effundentia lucem, corporea sunt. Ergo lux non potest esse qualitas spiritualis.' 

10 D. Lindberg, 'Kepler', pp. 9-12. 
11 Pph, p. 400Bb. Resp Concesso antecendente de luce, quae non est propria subiecti: non enim conseruatur ab illo subiecto. nee tamen per hoc, negandum est, quod non insit, & non extendatur in subiecto. Deinde non ne sufficeret, quod inh()ereret, & dependeret a proprio & corporeo.' 
12 Pph, p. 400Bb. 'S. C. Lux non est praesentia corporis lucidi in perspicuo. Est contra quosdam.' 
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To prove that intentional quality is either something spintual, or something medium, or something corporeal. Something spiritual it cannot be: because as we have seen, that light is other than a spiritual quality. It cannot be some medium, because there is no given medium between the spiritual and the corporeal, for the spiritual excludes the quantitative parts: the corporeal includes them and just are they are substances, therefore there are acc1dents, since they be so described, through (their) quantitative order: therefore neither can tfiere be given a medium between qualities, namely what should be neither spiritual nor corporeal, but that it be something middle. Because that which shall be intentional, shall be spiritual: and as light has already been proved corporeal, it follows that 1t is not an intentional quality. 
You will object that many Fathers and Doctors have called light an intentional quality. thus Scotus, Aegidius (Giles of Rome), Cajetan and St. Thomas, 2. 2. quaest. 1. ar. 3. saying It is as much probable that light is an intentional and spiritual quality, as it is probabfy the opposite. 
The Response is that the Fathers and the Doctors call light a spiritual quality, because while it transmits the species of things to the eyes, it particularly abstains from forming intentional species; for of these as it seems to us, only long-lived species have (intentionality). And whereas for the Divme Thomas it seems not impossible that light is a spiritual quality; to this nevertheless he considered the contrary to be more probable on first intuition; of which should he have :pursued the question, weighing the reasons, there is no doubt, that fiis assent would incline to our opinion (original italics)Y 

So at the end of the second Expensio Guarini has disagreed with the Fathers, Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, and has yet to furnish 

13 

Pph, p. 401Ba-Ca. 'Prob. Qualitas ista intentionalis, vel est aliquid spirituale, vel est aliquid corporeum. Aliquid spirituale esse non potest: quia iam visum est, quod lumen non est aliqua quilitas spiritualis. Aliquid medium neque esse potest: quia non datur aliquod medium inter spirituale & corporeum. Etenim spirituale excludit partes quantitatiuus: corporeum illas includit & quia sicut sunt substanti(a)e, ita sunt accidentia, cum talia dicantur, per ordinem ad illas: ergo neque inter qualitates potest dari medium, nempe quae neque sit spirituales, neque corporea, sed sit quid medium. Quare illud quod erit intentionale, erit spirituale: cumque lux iam sit probata corpora, sequitur, non esse qualitatem intentionalem. 
Dices. Multi Patres, Doctoresque vocauerunt Iucem, qualitatem intentionalem. Ita Scotus, JEgidius, Gaetanus, & sanctus Thorn. 2. 2. quaest. 1. ar. 3. dicens Multum est probalile, Tucem esse qualitatem intentionalem & spiritualem, esse tamen probabilius oppositum. 
Resp. Patres & Doctores vocare luce(m) qualitatem spiritualem, quia dum transmittit species rerum ad oculos maxime deseruitad formandas species intentionales: de iis enim quae videmus, viuaciores species habere solemus. Non vero, quia ita sit. Et licet Diuo Thomae non impossible visum fuerit, lucem esse qualitatem spiritualem; adhuc tamen contrariam primo intuitu probabiorem iudicauit: de qua si tunc instuisset quaestionem, ponderando rationes, non est dubium, eius assensum in nostram sententiam inclinaturum.' 
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a positive definition of light. The third Expensio, Disp. I, asks, 
Whether light constitutes a distinct species from all other 11 
qul'i~ities?' he introduces this chapter by . remarking that the 
Authors have commonly differientiated light from all other qualities, 
to which he replies: 'P. C. Light agrees in genus with all other 
qualities; it is evident, that other qualities are naturally in the 
subject; & is present, & is absent, apart from the corruption of the 
subject. And (it is) common.114 This statement means that light 
cannot exist without a subject or medium: he refers to the example 
of the Torricellian vacuum in an upturned phial of mercury, but 
since Guarini denies the vacuum, this objection does not account for 
much. This may a reference to Valeriano Magni's attack on Aristotle's 
theory of place and light, as Guarini has certainly read Magni, and 
attacked him elsewhere in the Placita, so it is all the more surprising 
that his vigorous arguments do not appear in the 'De luce'. The 
analogy of sound appears using Chercherius (=Kircher), but the 
argument seems to be reversed, for Kircher is consistent in claiming 
that sound is the ape of light, so that acoustical transmission needs a 
medium. A second objection states that 

each is ¥ accidents which -are in the subject, depends in its conservation on that (subject): but light is not conserved by the illuminated body: therefore it is not in it. 
The Response is that it is not the same, to be sustained & conserved; to be in something and conserved by it: for our mind is in the body, but does not depend on the body; since it subsists by itself. Whence as there are two distinct gifts, being in the subject, and conserved by it; it can be one m some accident without another being found there. 
The Proof of the second part, because it is allowable that it withdraws, & accedes, without corruption of the subject. And indeed if we deal with the illuminated subject, it is clear 'per se'. But if we deal with the subject proper, in this the business is not so clear. 
The Proof is therefore, just as heat is a property of a body, so is light, but heat, without its corruption can be absent from a body: therefore also light. 
The Second (Proof) is that the Species of thin~s are constituted, not in actual production, or emanation of accidents; but in potency to those: namely not in second act, but in first act. But lux is second act, and 

14 Pph, p. 401Da-Ea. 'An lux constituat speciem distinctam ab omnibus aliis qualitatibus. Prima Conclusio. Lux conuenit in genere cum aliis qualitatibus: scilicet, vt aliae qualitates, naturaliter est in subiecto; & adest, & abest, praeter subiecti corruptionem. Est communis.' 
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actual emanation: therefore it is present, agart from the corruption of the subject, & can be absent. 
This Expensio, and the passage quoted shows the confusion in 
Guarini's presentation of the very difficult subject that is light. He 
moves from the illuminated body to the source, failing to 
differentiate as was traditionally done, between lux and lumen, 
which would avoid the aforementioned confusion in some degree. 
He jumps from one analogous condition to another, from 
propagation in the vacuum, then to the mind as subject, then heat, 
thus rendering the argument quite dense and difficult to follow. The 
Second Conclusion of Expensio Ill, Disp. I, gives some foothold: 
'Light differs in species from all other accidents: it is evident, as all 
other accidents inhere in another subject, it itself does not inhere, 
but depends wherever it may be on the luminous principle'.16 I have 
rendered 'principio' as principle, but the notion of source is 
intended here as well. This statement can be aligned with the 
Aristotelian theory of light, certainly familiar to the Theatine, but his e 'luminous principle' inhe~s in a lucent body, and is extended to the 
illuminated body, confirmed in the subsequent paragraph. 

It would seem that this luminous principle whose accident is 
light is quite different to the Aristotelian doctrine of substance and 
accident, since form does not exist apart from matter. But light is 
different ___ from all other things, and as he repeats, 'that which 
distinguishes light from all other accidents:' 

For lux is essentially dependent on the luminous body, even in another subject: but no accident depends on its cause, if it is in another subject: therefore light differs 

15 Pph, p. 401Cb-Db. 'Obii secundo. Omne accidens, quod est in subiecto, pendet in conseruatione ab illo: sed lux non conseruatur a corpore illuminato: ergo non est in eo. 
Resp. non esse idem, sustineri, & conseruari; esse in aliquo, & conseruari ab illo. Nam anima nostra est quidem in corpore, sed non dependet a corpore, cum per se subsistat. Quare cl!m sint duo distincta munera, esse in subiecto, & conseruari ab eo; potest vnum in aliquo accidente, sine alio reperiri. · Prob. secunda pars, quod se. abscedat, & accedat, sine subiecti corruptione. Et quidem si agamus de subiecto illuminato, per se clarum est. Sed si agamus de subiecto proprio, in hoc negotium tarn clarum non est. Prod. ergo, Ita calor est proprium corporis, sicut lux: sed calor, sine sui corruptione potest abesse a subiecto: ergo etiam lux. Secundo. Species rerum constitunt, no (sic) in actuali productione, seu emanatione accidentium; sed in potentia ad ilia: scilicet non in actu secundo, sed in actu primo. Sed lux est actus secundus, actualisque emanatio: ergo adesse, pr(a)eter subiecti corruptionem, & abesse potest. · 

16 Pph, p. 402Aa. 'Secunda Cone!. Lux differt specie ab omnibus alius accidentibus: scilicet, cl!m omnia alia accidentia inhaereant in subiecto alieno, ipsa non inhaerat, sed pendet, vbicumque sit, a principio luminoso.' 
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essentially from all other accidents. The Major proof: that is said (to be) essential which cannot be borne away, or be impeded by a natural agent: but the dependency of light on the luminous principle, cannot be borne away by any natural agent: therefore there will be something, wh1ch will pertain to the essence of light: & thus will distinguish light from every other accident. Because verily it is clear that which cannot be carried away (is) from essence: for many things, which are borne away by natural agents,because always the principle inclines to that, are called naturalia: therefore how much greater those things, which no natural agent can carry away, :pertain to essence. Verily that no natural agent can 1mpede the dependency of light on the luminous principle, is clear: for if the Iumin.~ous is borne away, so a1so is light removed: if light is impeded, it does not remain, but it withdraws itself to illuminate the impediment.17 

Guarini here states that there is something else separating light from 
all other accidents, but he never states what it might be, unless of 
course it is the luminous principle, and that too is never defined. 
Guarini certainly identifies light with a special order in the natural 
world - 'as it is unaffected by any natural agent'. Again there is no 
demonstration of a natural agent: but the incusiveness of agents is 
attested to in the succeeding objection: 'There are other accidents, 
and magnetic power ('virtus') & influence, which does not depend 
on matter: therefore there is no specific property of light'. But the 
magnetic power attracts iron, and is thus connected to the corporeal 
world. The conclusion of the passage points to the character of light 
as being essence, and thus above natural agency. 

The last objection to Expensio II, Disp. I, arises from those who 
hold that light is fire, '& inherent heat in any subject, as Plato in 
Timaeus, light does not always depend on its own subject, but also 
on another subject'. The Response allows that there is 'a worthy 
doubt whether flame is a body, or only accident, and there may be 

17 Pph, p. 402Aa. 'Prob. secunda pars conclusionis, nimirum hanc esse differentiam, quae distinguit lucem essentialiter ab omnibus alius accidentibus. Lux enim essentialiter dependet a corpore luminoso, etiam in alieno subiecto: sed nullum accidens dependet a sua causa, si sit in alieno subiecto: ergo essentialiter lux differt ab omnibus aliis accidentibus. Prob. maior: illud dicitur essentiale, quod non potest auferri, vel impediri ab agente naturali: sed dependentia lucis a principio luminoso, per nullum agens naturale auferri potest: ergo erit aliquid, quod pertinebit ad essentiam lucis: & sic distinguet lucem essentialiter ab omni alio accidente, Quod vero illud, quod non potest auferri ab essentiampatet: nam multa, que ab agente naturali auffemntur (s1c), quia tamen semper principium ad ilia inclinat, dicuntur naturalia: ergo multo magis ea, quae nullum agens naturale aufferre potest, pertinebunt ad essentiam. Quod vero nullum agens naturale possit impedire dependentiam lucis a principio luminoso, patet: nam si aufferatur luminosum, auffertur etiam lux: si impediatur lux, non remanet, sed ad illuminandum impedimentum se retrahit.' 
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no efficacious argument against those who say that fire is a 
composite body of matter & the form of light' .18 Fire has other non
contrary conditions, such as dryness and heat, which are not found 
in another subject - presumably as light itself is present in the 
lucent body. 

The Unity of Light 
Expensio IV, Disp. I, moves on to a more recognizable treatment 

of light, at least to the extent of agreement with some of the 
authorities. 'P. C. Lux or lumen, does not take numerical existence 
(esse) from an extraneous subject, in which it falls,' a fairly self
evident statement, even in Scholastic Physica, but note the 
appearance of lumen in the discourse for the first time.19 'Esse 
numericus' hints at a more mathematical concern. The second 
Objection states that 

something can be the same, it is allowed by place, and by means of separation by body, by the operation of divine omnipotency: therefore an intermediant place, and body, are not signs of numerical distinction. The Response is that there are some formal causes, & of necessity concluding ones, because entity is ended by its intrinSIC boundaries, not by boundaries of rlace: but nonetheless naturaliter there is a sisn o real distinction. Whence as we have a sign of Identity by natural number, we must conclude, therefore that that thing possesses it: thus from that, which we see smoke we conclude efficaciter, to be fire: it is allowed nevertheless by a miracle, that there can be so much smoke, without fire. 20 

In this curious way does Guarini introduce two mathematical 
aspects of light, one the unity of its three-dimensional form under 

18 Pph, p. 401Aa-Eb. e. g., Db, 'Obiicies 2. iuxta illorum sententiam, qui dicunt ignem esse lucem, & calorem in haerentem in alioquo subiecto, vt Plato in Timaeo, lux semper non dependet a subiecto proprio, sed etiam a subiecto alieno. Resp. Valde dubium esse, an flamma sit corpus, vel solilln accidens. Secund Urn eos, qui dicunt ignem esse corpus compositum ex materia & forma lucis, nullam argumentum efficaciam habebit.' 
19 Pph, p. 403Aa. 'Ex. IV. P. C.Lux, vel lumen, non suscipit esse numericum a subiecto extraneo, in quod incidit.' 
20 Pph, p. 403Ea-Ab. 'Obii. secundo. Aliquid potest esse idem, licet loco, medioque corpore separatum, omnipotentia diuina operante: ergo locus intermedians, & corpus, non sunt signa numericae distinctionis.' 

Resp. Non esse quidem causas formales, & de necessitate concludentes: quia entitas suis intrinsecis terminis finitur, non terminis loci: sed tamen naturaliter esse signum naturale numericae identitatis, debemus concludere, quod ita res se habeat: sicuti ex eo, quia videmus fumum, concludimus efficaciter, esse ignem; Jicet tamen ex miraculo, fumus tantum possit esse, non ignis.' 
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the sphere of light in the Second Conclusion, the other proportional 
illumination in the Third Conclusion. And there is a possible 
reference to the miraclous nature of mathematics in the working of 
number as sign distinct from the entity to which it might refer. 
'Second Concl. The total sphere of lumen, constitutes one 
individuum with its luminous body ... For it is moved to its 
motion; it is continued with it: it cannot be separated from itself by 
natural action. Therefore it is one number with itself.' 21 It appears 
that number here clearly indicates the identity and unity of lumen .; 1-,e. and its source, first dealt with under sphere of light. By refusing to A consider any other role of number beyond unity Guarini is in accord 
with his theory of number in the Euclides, that pure number is one, 
and in sharing it, light too must belong to the universal and divine 
order that this represents. However the numerical essence of light 
raises the question of multiple sources, and so: 'Third Conclusion. 
Two lights se intendentia, are diverse in number, if they arise from 
diverse origins by number.' 22 He claims that several authorities, 
indeed some of the most reputable, teach that there is no distinct 
species numerically, referring to Aguilonius, de la Chambre, 
Bullialdus, Al-Hazen, Vitello, against 'our' Pasqualigo (see Appendix 
B). The proof lies in the passing of two lights through the same pin
hole: 'they remain distinct, as they were before.' 23 The individuality 
of light i_§ maintained, and among the usual welter of objections and 
responses, we are told that light does not unite with the 
diaphaneity, 'for Angels are penetrated, & nevertheless they do not 
make one, & bodies are penetrated by a miracle, nevertheless they 
do not m~ke one' .24 This is the first reference to Angels here: we will 
discover that Guarini can be ambivalent to this type of 
argumentation in Physica. 

21 Pph, p. 403Db. 'S. C. Tota sphaera luminis, cum corpore luminoso vnum indiuiduum constituit. Prob ex dictis. Nam mouetur ad eius motum; continuatur cum eo: non potest ab eo separari naturali actione. Ergo est cum ipso vnum numero.' 22 Pph, p. 404Aa. Tertia Conclusio. Duo lumina se intendentia, sunt diuersa numero, si a deuersis numero principiis oriantur. Est Francisci Aguilonii, qui licet non dicat esse distincta specie dare innuere videtur, de distinctione numerica se loqui. Amplectur quoque earn D. de la Chambre ... Buliald .... Alhazen ... Vitell . . .. Est tamen contra nostr. Pasqualig.' · 
23 Pph, p. 404Aa. 'Prob. Duo lumina transeuntia per idem foramen, non commiscentur: ergo manent distincta, vt erant prius.' 
24 Pph, p . 404Ea. 'Etenim Angeli penetrantur, & tamen non fiunt vnum: & corpora per miraculum penetrantur, nee tamen fiunt vnum.' 
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The fifth Expensio, Disp. I, affirms that light is the same species 
in all lucent bodies, referring again to Aguilon, who is indeed with 
Aristotle the most prominent authority in 'De luce'.25 This is a most 
important conclusion, that the common nature of all light is true for 
sidereal light and the light of insects - 'insectorum splendentium', 
and destructive sublunary light. Regarding the last, 'that destruction 
is not caused by light, but certainly from the intense heat: whence it 
possesses (it) with respect to light through accident.'26 

The Successive Nature of Light and its Velocity 
The sixth Expensio, Disp. I., declares that light does not move 

instantaneously. This feature of light - its instantaneous speed, was 
a common and ancient idea, held by Aristotle and even by Descartes 
- Guarini only nominates Patrizi, Bullialdus, Vitello and de la 
Chambre. Liceti had introduced the notion of light's non
instantaneous speed for the first time into Aristotelian light theory: 
since Guarini has only two references to Liceti, he may be unaware 
of the precedent. Guarini avers that it is easy to prove, for light 
moves by the Philosopher's local motion, and 'lux is a material 
quality & corporeal: therefore corporeal motion, which is successive, 
agrees with it'.27 He does not explain how this statement relates to 
the doctrine in Expensio I where light is not a body: is this a lapse? 
It is de }a Chambre who holds that the Angels move instantaneously 
and not successively. To this the Theatine replies: 'For lux is 
exceedingly separate from the Angelic substance; & it is to declare 
the unknown to the unknown, & doubt by greater controversy.' 28 

However for Guarini angels do not move instantaneously, unlike de 
la Chambre's angels, but this ability to move from one level of 
hierarchy to another, while rare in Guarini, is forced upon him by 

25 Pph, p. 404Cb. 'P. C. Lux est eadem specie in omnibus corporibus licidis. Est 
Aguilonii lib. 5. prop. 16. . . . Omnis enim lux aequaliter mouetur: aequaliter 
propagatur, aequaliter est independens a$4 subiecto extraneo: ergo.' 

26 Pph, p. 405Ea. 'Resp. illam destructionem non causari a luce, sed a calore valde 
intensio: vnde respectu lucis se habet per accidens.' 

27 Pph, p. 405. 'Conclusio prima. Lux de luminoso as illuminatum, rigoroso in instanti 
non transit. Est contra Franc. Patricium suae Panan. lib. 4. Bulli. prop. 23. I. de nat. 
lucis, Vitellionem lib 2. propos. 2. & De la Chambre gall. cap. 5. qut docet motionem 
luminis, speciem motus particufarem constituere. 

Prob. prima. Nam facile concedetur ab Aduersariis, quod per motum localem lux de 
principio lucida transeat ad subiedum extraneum: sed natus localis, excommuni conceptu 
Philosophorum, est successiuus: lux igitur per motum successiuum, non per instantaneum, 
transit.' 

28 Ibid., Ea. 'Nam ab Angelica substantia nimium distat lux; & est ostendere ignotum 
per ignotius, & dubium per magis controuersum.' 
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his contemporaries. Indeed he seems to be against this form of argumentation as leading to 'greater controversy'. 
Expensio VII, Disp. I, arises from the preceding chapter: 'Whether light is a successive or permanent being', i.e., does it die and cease when it arrives at the spheres' extremity? (Let us ignore that extremity implies termination in any case.) 'P. C. Lux is a successive being, not permanent.' 29 In this discourse there is one important reference: an objection from Kepler's Paralipomenon: 

The force moving light, has infinite power with res:pect to weight, because in light there is none: therefore hght is moved with infinite speed, because it is moved by infinite power: therefore in an instant. Therefore, it does not follow, because something is moved in an instant because of that it has an infinite potency of movement. For God is an infinite agent, and nevertheless He moves natural things successively. Indeed a luminous body is not infmite, since the infinite is not caused by act, from the teaching of the sounder Philosophers. Because verily light does not have weight, it aoes not make anythmg. For the voice does not burden itself by weight, heat does not acquire any weight, and nevertheless they move themselves successively.30 

This is the only occasion in 'De luce' where God is directly linked with sublunary causation and in this instance, motion. Guarini is arguing against Kepler's notion of light as modelled on the Divine form, and hence its instant motion, to which Guarini seems to turn the argument on its head, not for the first time in 'De luce'. 
The final Expensio, Disp. I, faces the tradition of light 

metaphysics squarely: 'Whether Lux is partly spiritual, & partly corporeal, · or is in some medium between substance, & accident', a 
proposition of Bullialdus, 'as a line in mean proportion between two extremes, participates in extreme ratio.' Another guise of this argument is that put forward by Fridericus Bonaventura (see 
Appendix B), who, in discussing how heat is produced from the 

29 Pph, p. 407 Aa-Ba. 
30 Pph, p. 408Aa. 'Obii. ex Cheplero prop. 5 in Vitellionem c. 1. Paralipom. Vis movens lucem, infinitam virtutemhabet respectu ponderia, quod in luce nullum est: ergo lux celeritate infinita, quia mouetur a virtute infinita: ergo in instanti. Resp. primo, negando maiorem: id enim falso assumitur, & dctumnulla ratione confirmatur. Deinde, non sequitur, quod aliquid mouetur in instanti, ex eo quia mouens potentiam habeat infinitam. Warn Deus est agens infinitum, & tamen naturam rerum successiue mouet: corpus vero luminosum, infinitum non est, cum actu infinitum non detur, ex saniorum Philosophorum decreto. Quod vero lux non habeat pondus, ad rem non facit: nam vox nullo pondere grauescit, calor nullum pondus obtinet, & tamen successiue se mouent.' 
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Sun, contends that lumen is a mean of some kind between body and 
non-body. 'He calls (it) verily, as he himself explains, non-body, 
accident: wherefore he concludes, that light is a mean between 
substance and accident.' Another writer, Ioannes Faber, calls light a 
spiritual substance, to which his reply is: 

Lux is not a spiritual substance, nor any spiritual & corporeal participant. And it is against the aforementioned Authors. 
First part of proof. Lux is not perceived by sense, also (it Is) not a spiritual substance. Now in its own subject, now extenaed in another; not also a s.riritual substance. It undergoes increase and dimunitwn, & alteration: which is absurd to believe of a spiritual body. It is impeded by material objects: which is not verified by spiritual substances. It IS also divisible & colourable, and a successive being, which does not agree with the categories of those substances.31 

The second part of the Proof is the most direct definition of light in 
the whole of the Placita, if it is generally negative in its import and 
thus does not present any hard definition. It begins with a series of 
negations: 'Now on account of the reasons adduced, it is therefore 
not a spiritual substance. Then on account of the reasons adduced in 
the antecedent questions, it is therefore not a corporeal substance. 
Finally on account of the reasons adduced, no nexus of any 
substance, either spiritual, or corporeal, can be given.' ')z 

What is Light? 
After such an even-handed denunciation of all possible states that 

light might enjoy, the reader is bound to ask Guarini, what then is 
light? In the last possibility outlined above, he even denies the 
incorporeal corporeal possibility as advanced by Patrizi, which is 
represented by the notion of nexus and can be equated with the 

31 Pph, p. 408Db. 'P. C. Lux non est substantia spiritualis, neque aliquid participans spirituale & corporeum. Et contra praedictos Auctores. 
Prob. prima pars. Turn quia lux sensu percipitur, non autem substaqntia spiritualis. In subiecto ~urn proprio, turn alieno extenditur: non autem substantia spiritualis. Suscipit magis & minus, & alterationem: quod credere absurdun est. Ab obstaculo materiali impeditur: quod de substantia spirituali non verificatur. Est etuiam diuibilis, & colorabilis, ensque successiuum; quod illius substantiae praedicatus non conuenit. ' . 

32 Pph, p. 408Ea. 'Turn propter rationes adductas, quod non sit substantia spiritualis. Turn propter rationes adductas in antecedenti quaestione quod non sit substantia corporea. Turn propter rationes adducentas, quod nexus alicuius substantiae turn spiritualis, turn corporeae, dari non possit.' 
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theory of light as substantial form. He goes on to argue that since 
the common concept of spirit does not need integral parts, it is 
contradictory to reject parts and to demand . parts, which a nexus 
would entail. Thus he would gainsay the sense of the Philosophers 
who recognise the corporeal and the incorporeal to be two species 
with no given mean or 'medium'. The final objection supporting 
physical incorporeality is that 'it passes through the diaphaneity & 
is moved in an instant, therefore it is incorporeal.' The Response has 
two 'reasons' which Guarini tells us, has caused Bullialdus to found 
his problematic opinions on weak foundations. 33 The first is simple
'accidents can penetrate bodies' . The second is based on the speed of 
light: 'The ultimate sphere of light is moved most speedily, as the 
Sun despatches (light) in 200 thousand paces while three syllables 
are pronounced. Hence light is moved in a moment: & in the 
highest degree if we speak of indivisibles and mathematically' - a 
rare reference to Universal mathematics - is this somehow the real 
essence of light? He continues, '_\nd given this also, it does not 
follow nevertheless, that it is something spiritual: as instantaneous 
motion is not appropriated by spiritual things' - a reference to the 
non-instantaneous motion of angels? Instantaneous production arises 
in corporeal generation, he adds, and is a belief of all scholastics. 
'For as substances [presumably spiritual] cannot receive greater or 
lesser (parts), it is not possible to be producing through parts: & in 
the highest degree, because many assert, among them Galileo dial. 
Italico. in a Vacuum the motion of gravity is instantaneous.' 34~ 
<;;1.1arini holds the- paaeiexieal- v-iew-that 'nstaR·taR-e~~gh-t 
~-tGr-poreaJ-aa.ffi.r:e, ·RG =eF---tfla. Feasen,-i£ 1-i,g.ll was 
ffi&t.aH-t:a-Aeeas,-i·t- wetil the e eorp6feftl.34 So Guarini holds the 
paradoxical view that instantaneous motion might be shared by 

33 The full passage is in the next footnote. 
34 Pph, p. 409Ba-Bb. 'Dices. Transit per diaphanum, & in instanti mouetur: ergo est incorporea. . 

Resp. facile iis duabus rationibus, super quas Bullialdus problematicam suam 
opinionem audet fundare, & debili fundamento, tota in contrarium vrgente 
Philosophia, stabilire. Ad primam, accidens penetrare corpora. Ad 2. celerrime etiam vltimas sphaeras moueri: ita quod, si prope essemus, celerius ipsa luce transire 
viderentur: cum Sol, dum trisyllabum pronumciatur 200. millia passuum conficiat; 
quanto magis vltima sphaera? Quare lux momento non mouetur: & maxime, si 
loquamur de indiuisib9li & mathematico. Et dato etiam hoc, non sequitur tamen, esse 
spirituale aliquid: cum motus instantaneus nor adeo rebus spiritualibus a pproprietur 
(sic), vt alicui corporeo non possit esse communis: vt patet de generatione substantiae, 
quae cum sit corporea, instantaneam productionem nancitur, vt omnes Scholae 
fatentur. Cum enim substantia non suscipiar magis vel minus, per partes produci non 
potest: & maxime, quia multi autumant, inter Galilaeus dial. Italico 1. in Vacuo motum grauium fore instantaneum.' 
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corporeal nature, and for that reason, if light was instantaneous, it 
would then be corporeal. 

The Second Conclusion and the last in Disp. I, states that light is 
not a medium between substance and accident. 

The Proof is that, as touched upon above, because there are two reasons dividing first being, between which there is given no medium, because all that is, either seeks to be ex se, or in something else: if ex se, it is substance: if in something else, accident. It is therefore proved by these reasons, which we demonstrate, that light is not a body.35 

Bullialdus is again featured as having incongruously placed 'light to 
be a nexus between spirit and body, & between form & matter. But 
it does not seem, that light can connect anything, because it does 
not connect itself with any subject'. Then comes the most direct 
statement in the Disputation: '2. Because accident is a union: light 
verily, ex ipso, is substance'.36 But can there be a substance without 
a body? Lindberg affirms that while in Aristotlean metaphysics 
substances are the normal three-dimensional beings that we 
encounter in the world, Aristotle allows for incorporeal substances 
in the superlunary world, such as the prime mover and the 
intelligences which move the stars. 'Since these are independently 
existing, not spatial entities, they are by definition incorporeal 
substances . . . they are . . . immaterial as well as incorporeal'. 
Lindberg repeats that light for Aristotle is not a substance but an 
actualization of the transparent medium, which of course conflicts 
with Guarini's position that light is a substance. Because of this 
divergence from the Philosopher, this may be the reason why the 
Theatine disdains discussing Aristotle's doctrine of light and his 
ready seventeenth-century expositors, thus avoiding any conflict 
with the accepted and orthodox view. The final sentence of the 
disputation repeats that between form and matter there can be no 
mean, and especially no substance, as there must be an immediate 

35 Pph, p. 409Bb. 'Prob. Ratione supratacta, quod sint duae rationes primo diuidentes ens, inter quas non detur medium, omne enim quod est, aut peti esse ex se, aut in alio: si ex se, substantia est: si in alio, accidens. Probatur etiam iis rationibus, quibus ostendimus, Jucem non esse corpus.' ' . 
36 Ibid. ' ... qui ponit Jucem esse nexum inter animam & corpus, & inter formam & materiam: quod colligit, eo quod ipse posuerit esse medium inter corporea & spiritualia. Sed non videt, non posse lucem connectero alia, quae cum nillo subiecto se nectit. 2. Quod vnio sit accidens: lux vero, ex ipso, sit substantia.' 
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unionY 

B. THE GENERATION OF LIGHT. 

Disputation 11, the longest in 'De luce', is 'on the proper and alien 
subject of light.' The epigraph tells us that having seen what 
pertains to the essence of light, the essential properties of light is 
now in question. In the first Expensio and in a unique if difficult 
instance in all the 70 pages of the 'De luce,' Guarini allows that light 
may have a reference to a explicitly theological model. The title of 
the Expensio is Whether light is the generative of another light in 
another subject (?)'. And it continues, 

Here is questioned, whether light, which is in the first part of fhe subject, generates light, which is in the second part; & thus, all the way to the end of the sphere of light. . 
P. C. Lux, which proceeds from the luminous body, does not generate another, in such a way that the nearer generates the following, and more remote lisht. First proof. Every effect has to be really distmct from its cause: but light existing in first space, is not really distinct from that, which is in the immediate space: therefore the first lux cannot produce the second lux. Major proof. For through this principle, we admit a real distinction in the divine Persons, because between them a relation of producing and produced intercedes. Also the minor proof. Because light is one continuum: in a continuum mdeed there are no distinct parts, unless through the intellect, as seems to be asserted according to the more common opinion.'38 

There are several important strains lurking in these propositions, 
and with diverse interpretations. First the argument seems to be 
directly against the Patrizian doctrine of light being generated from 

37 Ibid. '3. Quod inter formam & materiam nullum ens mediet; & maxime, nulla substantia, cum ea debeat esse vnio immediata: & caetera, quae multa possent dici.' 38 Pph, p. 410. 'EXPENSIO I. An lux sit generativa alterius luds in alienis subiectis. QVaeritur hie, an lux, quae est in prima parte subiecti, generet lucem, quae est in secunda parte; & sic, vsque in finem sphaerae lucidae. Prima Conclus. Lux quae a corpore luminoso procedit, non generat aliam, ita vt vicinior generat sequentem, & remotiorem lucem. Prob. primo. Omnis effectus habet esse realiter distinctum a sua causa: sed lux existens in primo spatio, non est realiter distincta ab ea, quae est in spatio immediato: ergo prima lux non potest producere lucem sequentem. Maior prob. nam per hoc principium, admittimus distinctionem realem in diuinis Personis, quia inter eas intercedit relatio producentis & producti. Minor etiam prob. Quia lux est unum continum: in continuo vero non sunt partes distinctae, nisi per intellectum, vt secundum communiorem opinionem videtur asserendum.' 
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the Prima Lux, in extramundane space, if we take 'space' to refer to 
cosmological entities. However we could equally take space to mean 
place or locus, and thus refer to the space occupied by the source of 
a lucent body, or subject, to be differientated from the space of 
lumen. With respect to the Trinitarian reference, Guarini does not 
clarify if light is the exemplar, or the Trinity; but his point seems to 
be that no distinction should be made between the essence of source 
and its lumen, which might explain why this latter term is not used 
overmuch in 'De luce'. With regard to the continuum, this points to 
the mathematical continuum, which m Guarini's Universal 
mathematics would be above crass quantity. Suarez had already 
estabished that quantity is really distinct from material substance 

r: and not modal, and this opinion is the foundation of Guaiini's 
1\ Universal Mathematics.39 That this might be intended, is possibly 

supported by the reference to points just below in the Third proof, 
Exp. I, Disp. II, and in the Sixth Proof, of straight lines. In the first 
of these, he argues against the production of a second space because 
it must be produced in an instant, but 'many instants are necessary, 
for the production of light, evidently so many, as there are as many 
points assignable to quantity.' This position seems to contradict the 
absence of distinct parts as demanded in the minor First Proof at the 
beginning of the Expensio quoted above, and could be reconciled 
with the, essence of light being identified with pure geometry, if it is 
assignable to Universal parts. 

The Sixth Proof, Exp. I, Disp. II, begins: 'Lux is directed through 
straight lines: but if lux of the first space could produce light of the 
second space, there would be no reason, why it should be directed 
through straight lines: therefore light of the first space, does not 
produce light of the second space.' This is the first formal 
acknowledgement of the geometrical properties of light. Like 
Bettini's attitude to perspective, the Theatine feels no need to lay 
down such a common doctrine, and it only emerges in relation to 
other argumentation. 

39 Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy, Vol. Ill, 'From Ocham to Swhez', p. 370, quoting his Metaph Disp. 40, 5, 36. 'For although it may not be possible to demonstrate its truth sufficiently by natural reason, it is nevertheless shown to be true by the principles of theology, epecially· on account of the mystery of the Eucharist. Indeed, the natural reason, enlightened by this mystery, understands that this truth is more in agreement and conformity with the natures themselves of things (than the opposite opinion). Therefore the first reason for this opiniori is that in the mystery of the Eucharist God separated quantity from the substances of bread and wine ... ' 
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The Second Conclusion, Expensio I, Disp. II, introduces extension; 'Lux is extended beyond, thus as it is not a new production, but a certain extenuation, through accomplished dilation & expansion.' This is conceived geometrically in the Second Proof: 'Because it proceeds through straight lines: therefore it must be something extended. For those (things) proceed in a straight line, because they are extended.' But the sphere of light is the other geometrical model as the next sentence reminds us. 1t is synthesised therefore that the sphere of lumen encompasses the luminous body by total act: & if it is impeded by something, lux, because it must be extended, is subjected into itself: & if the hindrance is taken away it escapes anew.' 40 The succeeding discourse of the Expensio attempts to reconcile the incorporeal continuum established earlier, symbolised by the point and the line in the affirmation of the continuum of light, on the one hand, with the non-instantaneous movement of light on the other, without any obvious resolution apart from repeated denunciations of the notion of light as a spiritual quality. This is a telling passage, because he encapsulates St. Thomas' position where the Angelic Doctor 'esteems it probable that light is a spiritual quality, he allows the probable consideration, to be corporeal, & other Philosophers call light an intentional quality. But it is true, as we say above, that it is not a spiritual quality: for it is 
allowabl~ that a beam is indivisible as to its length, there is no divisibility as to its breadth. But better below, as to the removal of light: for now this response suffices.'41 

If not a spiritual quality, then an indivisible beam as to length and breadth ... in the absence of any more confirmatory evidence 
in terms of definitions, Guarini seems to be speaking of light in the language of his Universal mathematics: indivisible points, lines and 
as we have seen in the Euclides, surfaces where the model of light 

40 Pph, p. 411Ba-Ca. 'S. C. Lux extenditur vlterius, ita vt non sit noua productio, sed quaedam extenuatio, per dilatationem & expansionem facta.' Prob. secundo. Quia procedit per lineam rectam: ergo debet esse aliquid extensum. Ilia enim recte procedunt, quae extenduntur. Collige igitur, sphaeram luminis totam actu, corpus luminosum ambire: & si impediatur ab alia, lux, quae debeat extendi, in eo subuectatur, & si tollatur impedime(n)tum iteru(m) elabitur.' 
41 Pph, p. 411Cb. 'Dices. Videtur hoc pacto, quod lux esset spiritualis. Resp. Forte hoc Diu. Thomam 2. quaest. 1. art. 8 valde probabile ducere, lucem esse qualitatem spiritualem, Iicet duca probabilius, esse corpoream; & alios Philosophos vocare lucem, qualitatem intentionalem. Sed verum est, vt diximus supra, quod non est qualitas spiritualis: licet enim radius sit indiuisibilis quoad longitudinem, diuisibilis non est quoad longitudinem, diuisibilis non est quoad latitudinem. Sed melius infra, cum de interitu lucis: pro nunc haec responsio sufficiat.' 
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and shadow is used to describe 'superficies'. Guarini shelters his 
position under the cloak of St. Thomas to give it orthodox 
legitimacy, and as a reader of Proclus, as we have witnessed, it is an 
easy position for him to adopt and maintain, even as he is adverse 
to the extravagant demonstrations of his mentor Bettini. Despite the 
repeated negations of the 'spiritual quality of light', there does exist 
for the Theatine the Trinitarian model even if it is clumsy and ill
defined in its presentation. And he has left what I take to be his 
own statement of light-geometry to the last possible moment in the 
'De luce', because the following Expensiones of Disp. 11 depend on 
an increasing use of geometry in conjunction with the diagrams, on 
the nature of the propagation of light. However the difficulty of 
interpretation of Guarini's intentions must be admitted: I have taken 
pains to present here the fullest account of the essence of light in 
'De luce' so that the difficulties of the text are not glossed over. 
Certainly Guarini does not present the argument in an easily 
accessible form, as he scorns to place his results the declaratory 
'Conclusiones', which tend in the main to be quite negative. The 
independence of Guarini from available and accepted positions is 
indeed remarkable in these pages, and again might explain the 
difficulties which the reader encounters in struggling with the 
tortuous rigour of Guarini's explication. It is as if he is ranging 'de 
nuovo' through the principles of a theory of light, knocking down 

' every established opinion as he meets it, with the exception of 
Aristotle's, as noted. 

The fourth Expensio, Disp. 11, is the most typical of these 
Expensiones where geometrical optics becomes prominent. 'P. C. 
Beams of light are emmitted from a luminous body in a gyre, not 
perpendicularly. It is against those mathematicians, who think that 
light from a luminous body proceed at right angles. It seems to be 
in assent with Philoponus in Arist. ad c. 7. 1. 2. where he says that 
light in all parts is moved in straight lines.'42 This is a reminder that 
Guarini does not merely propound the common Euclidean doctrine 
of the rectilinarity of light, which tends to a two-dimensional and 
angular representation, but rather Al-Hazen's three-dimensional 

42 Pph, p. 413Ea. 'PRima Conclusio. Radii lucis emittuntur a corpore luminoso in gyrum, 
non per pendiculariter. Est contra aliquos mathematicos, qui putant quod lux a 
luminoso, ad angulos rectos procedat. Videtur essentiri Philoponus in commen. Arist 
ad c. 7. 1. 2. dum ait lucem in omnes partes recte moueri.' 
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model as a sphere, which for Guarini is the 'First reason' for 
celestial rotundity . Thus this reference to Euclid, one of two in all, 
in 'De luce' is in the context of the non-perpendicular line, i.e. not 
centrally normal, of light effusion from the centre of a rotund 
luminous body, or indeed any shape of body, since the example he 
discusses geometrically is a 'tabula', or a flat plate. Expensio IX, the 
last of Disp. 11, is on celestial light which was discussed in the last 
chapter. 

On the diaphaneity, light requires it as a medium to its 
conservation (417Ea) and it is further defined as having equal 
surfaces. This is against Hobbes in Mersenne's Synopsis, who says 

rs that the diaphaneity is a rare body and the opaque .ij- dense. The 
1\ 

model for this is water, which though it can be agitated, still 
transmits light (Pph, p. 417Bb,Eb). Opacity is due to the confused 
and unequal composition of surfaces and in this respect, 'all colour, 
is essentially opaque, from Aguilonius. Colour is instituted by the 
termination of vision, only solid objects terminate vision, therefore 
all colour is opaque. As to tanslucent bodies, they are as 
diaphaneities white in potency, and colour is deposited in it by 
light. 

The Third Disputation tells us that all light is coloured, again 
Aguilonius, and is imbued by different colours by its luminous 
principle (Pph, p. 422Aa-Ba). This is a short Disputation of only 

' three Expensiones, the last of which explains that light probably 
causes pain not by its intensity, but by the intensity of heat which it 
generates intrinsically in the humour of the eye (Pph, p. 424Aa). 

Light and the Beatific Vision 
The Fourth Disputation discusses which bodies produce heat -

firstly luminous bodies themselves, as fire generates fire, but also 
friction, putrefaction and the rotting of wood. Lightning is produced 
by the opposition of hot and cold air. Insects and marine animals 
produce light (Kircher), and in all generation of light, heat 
intervenes. Heat can also produce light, and a long argument ensues 
as to what this connection might mean, using abundant examples 
and sources. A cold gem will shine at night, and he identifies the 
instrumental cause of heat to be motion, but neither Galileo, the 
main promulgator of this idea, nor any other authority is referred 
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model as a sphere, which for Guarini is the 'First reason' for 
celestial rotundity . Thus this reference to Euclid, one of two in all, 
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luminous body, or indeed any shape of body, since the example he 
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chapter. 
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surfaces. This is against Hobbes in Mersenne's Synopsis, who says 

rs 
that the diaphaneity is a rare body and the opaque ·41- dense. The 

A 
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to. 'Light is more noble than heat: therefore it cannot be contained in the power of heat: maxime, because heat has for its cause motion, which much less can contain light.' 43 The discussion ends with this 'Collige': 

... according to this doctrine, the Gift of Claritas in the bodies of the Blessed, is not from extrinsic, as cold and heat, which are in body praeternaturally: but it is by elevation, just a~ beatitude is insot,Ll~ intellect.That is to say, that there 1s presupposed ·fffiY potency, not of obedience, but remote, by which .-~ the body can gain clarity:r~tRe as in the intellect it is presuJ?posed that a certain potency, made complete by elevation, of seeing God. Because there is the potency of obedience and no repugnancy; for anger and rocks can see God: but there is a positive potency, which cannot be reduced by act, unless through elevation. For since the human body can produce light from the disposition of heat, as being crass; it can produce light from the disposition of his (God's) omnipotence, without heat, but with elevation, the body is rendered the power to produce (light).44 

It is not clear where the Beatified body might be elevated to when it will produce light- at any rate this potency must be given by God's omnipotence in the abode of the Blessed. There is no distinction from this light of the Blessed with the sublunary light of the 'De luce', and it is certainly the intention of this passage to prove that this lighi , whose nature is also common with sidereal light, that is produced by the bodies of the elect, presumably in Heaven, and through the Gift of Claritas, or Brightness. Note also the Divine intervention to support the supernatural phenomenon through the perfection of the body by the loss of crassness, thus avoiding the production of heat. 

43 Pph, p. 429Cb. 'Lux est noblior caloris: ergo non potest contineri in virtute caloris: maxim egrave, quia calor habet pro causa motum, qui multo minus potest continere lucem.' 
44 Pph, p. 430Aa-Ba. 'Colligitur, secundum hanc doctrinam, Donum Claritatis in corporibus Beatis, non esse ab extrinseco, taliquam frigus & calor, quae praeter naturam sunt in corpore: sed esse per elevationem, sicut beatitudo in intellectu. Quod scil. praesupponatur aliqua potentia, non obedientialis, sed remota, per quam corpus claritatem consequi possit: sicut in intellectu praesupponitur potentia quaedam, per elevationem perficenda, videndi Deum. Quae non est potentia obedientialis & non repugantia; ira enim & saxa possent videre Deum: sed potentia positiva, & quae non possit reduci ad actum, nisi per elevationem. CUm namque corpus humanum, vt pote crassum, possit producere lucem ex dispositionem ex sua omnipotentia, sine calor, sed cum eleuatione, corpus-reddetur (sic) potens producendi.' 
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C. COLOUR, APPARENT COLOURS and IMAGE. 

The Fifth Disputation, 'on the second effect of light', i.e. the 
production of heat, continues to expound on the production of heat 
both by light and motion, to be followed by Disp. VI, 'on the third 
effect of light' - the dklation of species, or colour. Its epigraph 1\ 
warns that so many difficulties overshadow species and colours that 
even celebrated Philosophers and Mathematicians are deficient in 
their indubitable certainities, which Guarini will make clear, seeking 
truth, not fables. Expensio I asks whether there are apparent colours, 
as many Philosophers have spoken of 'colores incertes', which are 
changing in a single moment in the neck of a dove, so 'they do not 
have true colours: whence they remove white from true colours, as 
only apparent'. Guarini is against this: 

Prima Conclusio, All possible uncertain & unstable 
colours are considered true colours, that is ph:xsical. 

Proof from Scripture. I place my bow in tFie clouds. For if it is something fantastic, it would not be in the 
clouds, but in the eye. Again he places the Rainbow, as 
a sign of peace & a covenant: wnich indicates, that it is 
something physical. 

It is proved by reason. For all that, which is a parte 
rei, is true and real: but these colours are a parte rei, 
not in the eye, not in fantasy: and they are pnysically 
true. Major proof: as a flctive being is possessed 
through the work of the intellect, or of the 
imagination.' 45 

This is a perfect example of Guarini's occasional appeal to scripture 
before reason, where he arrives at a most potent symbol of light 
under the form of the rainbow, which was a matter of constant 
speculation and geometrical investigation since Grosseteste. Jean 
Leurechon S. J. (ea. 1591-1670), eugolised the rainbow as 'the richest 
piece of the treasure of nature' and cited a passage in Ecclesiastes 

45 Pph, p. 435. The full passage reads: 'EXPENSIO I. An dentur aliqui colores pure apparentes. · 
NOT A, multos Philosophorum dixisse, colores incertes, vt qui singulis momentis in collo columbae mutantur, verorum colorum rationem non habere: vnde eos, tanquam solum apparentes, a verorum colorum albo expunxisse. Verum in haec disputatione in contrarium sumus: quare sit 

Prima Conclusio. quicunque colores incerti & instabiles, veri colores, nempe physici, censendi sunt. 
Prob ex Scriptura. Arcum meum ponam in nubibus. Si autem esset aliquid phantasticum, non in nubibus, sed in oculo . esset. Item, posuit Iridem, tanquam signum pads & foederis: quod indicat, esse aliquid physicum. 
Probatur ratione. Nam omne illud, quod est a parte rei, verum est atque reale: sed hi colores sunt a parte rei, non in oculo, non in phantasia: ergo veri physicique sunt. Maior patet: cum ens fictum habeatur per opus intellectus, vel imaginationis.' 
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referring to the rainbow as 'the chief work of God'.46 The third proof 
speaks of the stability of the rainbow's colours, and also that of a 
beam of light in a darkened room, passing through a phial 
(presumably filled with some liquid - he mentions water later), and 
thus painting a bow or circle of the colours of the rainbow. But 
Guarini does not allow apparent colours, for the Second Conclusion 
states that colours which are called apparent, are something apart 
from ('praeter') light: the 'apparent colours' of the rainbow must 
come from John Philoponus' opposition to the reality of the colours 
of the rainbow in opposition to Aristotle's explanation in which rays 
of sight are reflected to the sun by small drops as in mirrorsY The 
Third is, 'Colours in light are not accident, but a pejculiar mode of 
the being ('modus ... essendi') of light.'48 This is generated only 
through a modifying cause, not a producing cause, which leads him 
to deny that the rainbow is due to clouds, rain or air. 

Expensio Ill/, Disp. VI, contains four-and-a-half pages on this 
modification of light, and is in fact taken up with the rainbow in all 
its manifestations, as haloes of the moon and stars, in fountains, 
phials filled with water, prismatic crystals, mother-of-pearl, birds' 
feathers, oil-on-water, various sea-waters and soapy water. Guarini 
here flies in the face of all the copious authorities and the accepted 
views on the rainbow in a series of conclusions denying the 
rainbow'~ colours from vapour, or clouds (against Maurolyco) or the 
strength of the solar rays (against Vitello) and so on. His theory 
seems to be that the indivisible rays meet in the pupil of the eye 
thus forming the colour. Thus Guarini rejects the corpus of 
geometric-optical tradition built up in the late Middle Ages since 
Grosseteste on the rainbow: indeed he argues quite independently 
from any geometrical basis that the rainbow was accustomed to be 
analysed. Further he has rejected the meteorological explanation of 
Aristotle, although many before him had found it wanting. But he 
also rejects Maurolyco's explanation of internal reflections within the 
raindrop, the notion of the first scientist of the modern period in 

46 C. B. Boyer, The Rainbow, p. 207. 
47 Boyer, Rainbow, p. 46-47. This is an example of Aristotle's recognition of a geometrical theory of rays and reflection, but Boyer adds, ibi~, p. 325, n. 19, 'but in general he rejected the doctrine of visual rays for his theory of light as an activity of the pellucid medium.' 
48 Ibid. Tertia Conclusio. Colores in luce non sunt accidens, sed modus taliter essendi lucis.' 
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optics, and the greatest 'mathematical' writer on light of the 
sixteenth century (see Appendix B).49 The reason for this rejection is 
the wide address to so many variegated ~henomena, not just the 
rainbow, which forced him to propose what seems to be interference 
in the pupil to explain so great a number of diverse polychromatic 
effects. 

Expensio Ill, Disp. VII, asks, 'Whether light is coloured'(?). This 
question arises from Arriaga and Tellez and their doubts about light 
-:- 'That species is not visible and that light is not coloured.' Guarini 
affirms that lux passing through a coloured diaphaneity or reflected 
from a dense coloured object, seems coloured, and gives examples of 
this change; light falling through coloured water or glass on a white 
wall (441Ea), and the mixing of coloured glasses(441Bb). Here he 
makes a single reference to Leonardo da Vinci in introducing the 
subject of the mixing of pigments. Lucretius is the evidence for the 
'most noble experiment' of light passing into a camera obscura with 
a pinhole, 'representing distinct and most vivacious colours of the 
things lying outside'. This coloration is linked to the Planets' 
qualities and influence. He anticipates the following Expensio by 
announcing that colour is a certain mode, not accident. This 
Expensio IV, Disp. VI, entitled 'What are true colours'(?), deals with 
colour in the subject, or in light, or received from light. 'The 
Conclus~n. Colours not in light, nor in the subject, are the same as 
light. The Conclusion is against Plato in Timaeus, & Avempace in 
Averrhoes ... & Bullial(dus). It is proved easily of colours in 
secondary light assumed from the object.' The Second Conclusion, 
that 'Colo~r in light is a mode of the light itself', is followed by a 
less forthright Third, 'It is probable that colour in the subject is a 
natural modification of light than that it is an accident or an 
accidental form modified by act of light.' Seven proofs are given -
accident is not generated in an instant, but a mode is: colour is thus 
generated, so it cannot be an accident. Accidents pass from contrary 
to non-contrary of grades through privation, which colours do not, 
'but through the medium of species.' He eventually presents 
'various authors' on the generation of colour in the 'Collige': 

'First the opinion of Plato in Timaeus, saying (it) to be light. For colour is a certain modification of light, 

49 Boyer, The Rainbow, p. 156. 
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Aristotle . . . Cardanus . . . Conimbricenses . . . who 
beleive that the origin of colours comes from the 
blending of primary qualities. Which is also verified in 
our opinion because while prime qualities are variously 
disposed by the least parts, they cause (colour) because 
incident light is modified variously. It is indeed certain, 
because a certain mixture of qualities cannot effect 
colours: for a mixture of qualities does not bear first 
qualities from its essence, which they did not have 
oefore. Nor mixed qualities can solely by bein~ mixed, 
make colour . . . For all colours with all qualities and 
with all their mixtures are found indifferently. Thus 
from great heat white (and) black begets red, from 
humid black & white from cold white, as snow & a 
thousand colours in rocks and gems. From the 
blending of the vital parts of animals, a thousand 
colours are begotten. Whence from the blending 
nothing certain must be conclud~d: wherefore Galen .. 
. denies that from colours, medkcines can be mixed or 
blended. It is therefore better that they are placed in 
modification, because as the species can be varied, so 
can also the colours be varied. Best of all, from 
Aristotle lib. de sensu & sensibili, cap. 3. the variety of 
colour is found from symetry and proportion, just as 
the varieties of sound.50 A 

Colour is the proportional blending of the primary qualities, so the 
passage concludes that just as there are discordant sounds, so with 
the mixing of colours. 

This passage is a rare instance of a chronological placing of the 
'authors', starting with Plato, with whom he for once agrees, though 
in the most general terms. Guarini sustains a rigorous attack on the 
unreliability of mixing pigments to produce the desired effect, but 
nevertheless he seems to give the status of primary quality to 
mixable things - 'while primary qualities are variously disposed in 

50 Pph, p. 444Aa-Ca. 'Collige, in hanc opinionem, authorum varias, quae de generatione colorum feruntur, opiniones consentire. primo sententia Platonis in Timaeo, dicentes esse lucem. nam color est quaedam modificatio lucis. Cui etiam arridet Aristotelis sententia Iibello de coloribus, & Cardan Iiq. 4. de subtilit. pag. 136 qui vult multos colores ex admixio e lucis generali. Item Conimbricensinm assertio I. b. de anima, cap. 7 q. 3. ar 1. qui volunt originem colores ducere a temperatione certa primarum qualitatum. Quod etiam in nostra sententia verificatur:quia dum primae qualitates minimas partes varie disponunt, causant quod lux incidens varie modificetur. Verum certum est, quod simplex permixio qualitatum qualitates primas a sua essentia non tollit: quare quare non potest dare eis virtutem, quam prius non habebant. Nee permixtae qualitates possunt ex sola permixione fieri color. Id vero patet. Nam colores omnes cum omnibus qualitatibus, & cum omni earum mixtione indifferenter reperiuntur. Sic ex calore summo album, nignum, rubrum nascitur: ex humido nigrum & album ex frigido album, vt nix & mille colores in saxis & gemmis. Ex temperamento vitali mille colores in iisdem etiam animalibus. Quare ex temperamento nihil certi colligi potest: vnde Galenus . . . negat ex coloribus , medicamenorum posse colligi mixtionem, aut · temperamentum. Melius ergo est eos statuere in modificatione, quae cum possit specie variari, potest etiam variare colores. Maxime, quia ex Arist. lib. de sensu & sensibilii, cap 3. coloris varietas habetur a symetria & proportione, sicut varietas soni.' 
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the least parts' , he then seems to deny that they ever existed - 'a 
mixture of qualities does not bear first qualities from its essence, 
which they did not have before'. It is tempting to posit that by 
explaining all colour by the modification of light, he might attribute 
colour in the object to secondary qualities, but he does not use this 

m term. Also to be noted above is the appearance of symftry and 
proportion for the first time in 'De luce' and their immediate 
justification through the analogy of colour to sound, backed 
apparently by Aristotle. 

Guarini then presents 'the species of colour' after Aguilon, but we 
are not told where these species are to be found, so it is not clear if 
they are pigments. There are five simple colours, white, yellow, red, 
blue, black; and three composite colours from equal mixing - yellow 
and red giving gold, red and skyblue giving violet, yellow and 
skyblue giving green (Fig. 40) . With further mixing, varieties of a 
thousand other colours are begotten (Pph, p. 444Da-Ea). Guarini goes 
on to give some effects of colours on men and animals - what he 
calls the 'properties of colours' (Ibid., Ea). 'White disagrees with 
vision, i.e. dissipates the vision', according to Gal en - much snow 
hurts the sight. Sunlight through a lens does not burn something 
white unless a strong lens in used, while it is easy to set fire to 
black things. Red excites the spirit - in the elephant, lion, the French 
cock, an? so on. 

The concluding Expensiones of Disputation VI continue to affirm 
with reasons and examples the nature of colour. Various colours are 
not made from the mixture of light and darkness (Pph, p. 444Eb), 
and de la Chambre's notion that coloured light is an internal and 
opaque light io8 in things is attacked (Ibid., p. 445Aa). Diversity of 
colour does not arise from the mixture of opaque lights, which is 
against Fransis. Patrizi, de la Chambre, Bullialdus and Vitello. The 
discourse wanders into the mixing of chemicals and the whiteness of 
Polar creatures, as against equatorial blackness, giving examples to 
confound Vossius in Petitus. The fifth Conclusion runs; 'Indeed it is 
probable that the variety of colours is partly from the disposition, 
situation, & shape, on account of which light is variously 
moderated, & assumes to depend on different colours. Nevertheless 
it has no probability, from only the shape of natural atoms, that the 
diversity of colours comes about & much less, from such or such. It 
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is against Enric. Vltraic. in fun. Physic.'51 The second Part of the 
Proof is the 'authority of Plato' and a sentence of Timaeus is cited, 
without further comment, the latter being a signal honour to Plato 
in the pages of the Placita. The 'last Conclusion states: 1t is probable 
that substances have this force of modifying light, according to 
whatever property of its species.'52 The species here seem to belong 
to the substance, not to light. space 2 D. IMAGE AND THE 
MODIFICATIONS OF LIGHT. 

The last Expensio of Disp. VI is concerned with the connection 
between image and light, summed up in the following admission: 
'Certainly they [the Authors] cannot explicate the connection 
between light and images, or alternatively explain on what 
sympathy they might depend.'53 The Second Conclusion states that 
the 'visible images [species] of light are from the modified and 
coloured subject, reflected in the eye.' Many of the same arguments 
arise again - colour is not an accident, vision is not extromissive, 
and 'Images are not something intrinsical to objects, & produced by 
their essence.'54 This seems to be a rejection of the great mediaeval 
theory of species in light, most powerfully advocated by Roger 
Bacon. 55 The roie of species 'inter alia', was to explain colour and 
vision, and Guarini fails to mention it in his treatment of the eye, as 
we will ,see. Guarini' s explanation falls back on the geometrical 
pyramid of rays from the object, and the incidence of this point on 
the retina. The smaller the point the more of the object is seen. Thus 
it is the power of the point that conveys the image; he will qualify 
his role fo! the retina in his study of the visual sense. 

51 Pph, p. 445Cb. 'Quinta Conclusio. Probabile quidem est, colorum varietatem a partium dispositione, situatione, figurae, propter quam varie moderetur lux, & diuersos colores assuat pendere.Nullam yamen habet probabilitatem, ex sola figure Atomorum naturalium, diuersitatem colorum prouenire & tanto minus, a vel tali. Est contra Enric Vultraic .... ' 
52 Pph, p. 446Ba. 'Vltima Conclusio. Probabile item est, substantias habere hanc vim modifivandi liucem, secundum proprietem cuiuscunque speciei.' 53 Pph, p. 446Ea,Ab. 'Certe hunc nexum lucis & specierum explicare, aut qua sympatia inuicem dependeant, explanare non possunt.' 
54 pph, p. 446Eb. 'S. C. Species visibiles, sunt lux a subiecto modificata, & colorata, in oculum reflectens. 

p. 447Bb. 'Ergo species non sunt aliquid intrinsecum obiectis, & ab eotum essentia proueniens.' 
55 See David C. Lindberg, Roger Bacon's Philosophy of Nature, (Oxford 1983), 1ntroduction', passim, and pp. 35-36. 
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E . GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES of LIGHT. 

Reflection 
In Disputation VII under 'On the modifications of light', Guarini 

deals with a number of 'occult modes' of light which 'are estimated 
by Philosophers not (to be) modifications of light, but distinct 
accident.' But Guarini maintains his position which seems to include 
' ... extension, intensity, reflection, refraction and the fast and slow 
motion of light,' as the modification of light, in particular its 
velocity.56 Nowhere in the pages of the 'De luce' is the concern of 
the Scholastic physicist so clear, because the first Expensio to follow, 
on the relative speeds and rest of light, is a preparation ~r both the 
phenomena of reflection and refraction. Its Second Conclusion is 
thus: 'It is probable that light in an opacity either rests for a little 
while or at least moves more slowly, while it is reflected from it.' 57 

In Ex. II, Disp. VII, reflection is explained by the motion being 
converted in a contrary direction by an opaque object.58 In the 
second conclusion we are reminded of the sphere of light: 'In 
opacity every sensible part whatsoever is reflected, so that a ray 
occupying it, is dispersed in many rays, which constitute the 
luminous sphere.'59 But this is not followed up by any geometrical 
demonstration, and not until the subsequent Conclusion, on 
polished __ bodies, does the law of reflection (equal angles of incidence 
and reflection) make its appearance (p. 450Aa). This law is further 
recognised in the Sixth Conclusion: 'Light reflects in equal inciaent 
angles, not so much because Nature loves the shorter lines, but 
because being thus reflected, it conserves the same pyramid of rays, 
nor are the rays spread about' (Fig. 41). The proof to follow here is 
geometrical, referring presumably to what should be an object over 
a mirror AD seen from E, and ABE is equal to DCE. However DCE 

56 Pph, p. 448. 'DI5P. VII, DE MODIFICATIONIBU5 LUCI5. I Licet forte forte in luce 
aliqui modi oculti esse possint, qui nobis parum innotescimt, aut dibij sint; vt est 
delatio specierum, quae vsque adhuc a Philosophis, non lucis modificatio, sed 
accidens distinctum existimare sunt; nihilominus, qui minifestissimi sunt, & qui a 
nullo in dubium verti possunt, enumerantur extensio, intensio, reflexio, refractio, & 
motus velocitas, seu tarditas.' 
Aa. '5VPRA probauamus, lucis non instantanee, sed succeessiue moueri. Modo 
videndum est, an iste motus possit a tarditate, vel velocitate modificari.' 

'fH Pph, P· 448Bb. '5. C. Probabile est lucem in opaco vel paulisper quiesere, vel saltem 
tardius moueri, dum ab eo reflectit.' 

58 Pph, p. 449Ea. 'non possit vlterius progredi, necessaria in contrarium se vertit.' 
59 Pph, p. 449Cb. '5. C. In opaco omnis sensibilis pars vndequaqua ref!ectit, ita vt radius 

earn occupans, in multos radios dispertiatur, qui sphaeram luminosam constituant.' 
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is not drawn to ·obey the law of reflection though ABE is 
represented as equal to DCE. The demonstration ends with 
references to ellipsoidal and concave mirrors 'where two lines of 
equal length can be made'- but with no reference to the diagrams. 

In the second proof the law of reflection is extolled: 'Nothing is 
more true or more certain, nor more conforming to a mode 
instituted a priori, than that light can be prescribed to hold equal 
angles in all reflection. For it is ft most determined & most certain 
because it is contained under one rule: from the intensity of the 
progression of light it is least aberrant, as it is able from & to that 
plane to reflect the very same pyramid, as if a card was cut and 
folded in a pyramid; & in the concave it extends equal lines in 
length & width all progressing by equal measure.' 60 This is a 
singular encomium in the pages of the Placita, although it seems to 
confirm the error that he has made above in the demonstration -
that of conflating the equality of reflecting angles with the constancy 
of length as found in ellipsoidal mirrors, under certain conditions. 
Note the operation of folding card: the more elaborate cuts on 
spherical geometry in the Euclides obviously describe demonstration 
models. 

Refraction 
Exp. Ill, Qisp. VII, on refraction, is declared to be a difficult 

disputation, as many have given different explanations as in Kircher 
and Scheiner - such as proportion of weights, resistence of the 
medium, weakening of the angles of incidence, retardation of the 
speed of l.ight, but all suffer improbabilities. At any rate 'Refraction 
is truely given, nor is it an illusion of the eyes.' 61 But this is the only 
aspect of the phenomenon that Guarini is sure about, as can be seen 
in the ambivalence of the Second Conclusion: 'It is certain, because 
refraction comes forth sometimes from the shape of the surfaces; but 
not always.'62 Having explained reflection through motion, he now 

60 Nullus vero vel certior, priori instituto conformior modus, luci praescribi potuit, quam quod in omni reflexione angulos aequos teneret. Ita enim determinatissima & certissima est, cum sub vna regula contineatur: ab intensione progressionis luci minus aberrat, vt pote sub qua & a pfano reflectens eandem prorsus pyramidem, ac si cartha (sic) in pyramidem excisa plicata fuisset: & in concauo lineas aequales & latera totius progressus, aequali mensura extendit.' 
61 Pph, p. 451 Ca. 'P. C. Refractio vere datur; nee est oculorum illusio.' 
62 pph, p. 451Db. '5. C. Certum est, quod refractio aliquando a figura superficiei proueniet; ac non semper.' 
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rejects it for refraction, taking clear issue with the 'Paris school': 
'Third Conclusion. The motion of light, which becomes slower in 
water, is not the cause why rays are bent. It is against Hobs (sic) in 
Mersenne Lib. 7 in his Synopsis.' 63 But despite the further display of 
wide reading of Kepler, Scheiner, Kircher and references to Vitelo' s 
tables of refractive angles (surely by then outdated?), and his 
awareness of aerial refraction, he does not formulate any law, nor 
mention either Snel or Descartes. The final conClusions are merely 
general statements about the inclination to the perpendicular of 
incident and emerging rays to and from a different medium. 

Against the 'Mathematicians' 
An important admission is found at the head of Ex. IV, Disp. VII, 

'On the penetration & coordination of light,' 'The coordination of 
light in different diaphaneities, & polished surfaces, exacts much 
disputation. But because this belongs to Mathematicians, who have 
with Euclid usurped this speculation in Specularia, we readily 
relinquish it to them.' 64 The tradition of geometrical optics extending 
back to Euclid comes under censure here, presumably because of its 
physico-mathematical character and its inability to contribute to the 
speculative character of true Physica in seeking the cause of thing, 
and thus in Scholasticism, where physics was always prior to 
mathematics, since the latter could not examine causes. The ---usurpation that he refers to must be the physico-mathematicians: he 
has no interest in following their path, and therefore the 
capitalisation of 'mathematicians' is surely ironic. 

Light's Dimunition in Propagation 
'On the intensity of light,' the subject of Exp. V, Disp. VII, is 

introduced by an attack on a representative number of medieval and 
modern writers, to be followed with a reconcilation with some 
others. Intensity of light is not defined, and the First Conclusion 
runs, 

It is certain that light is not intended in the subject 

63 Pph, Ibid. 'Tertia Conclusio. Motus lucis, qui in aqua fiat tardior, non est causa, cur radii inflectantur. Est contra Hobs apud Mersenum lib 7. suae Synopsis.' 
64 Pph, p. 454Db-Eb. 'COordinatio lucis in diuersis diaphanis superficiebusque perpolitis, multam exigeret disputationem. Sed quia haec ad mathematicos pertinet, qui sibi, cum Euclide, in Specularibus hanc spaculationem usurparunt; libenter eis relinquimus.' 
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I 
I 
I 

through greater radication [viz. shining, and therefore intens1ty?J . It is against Henricus, Aegid., Soncinas, Cajetan, Capreolus, 'Bannez, Medina, Solus, Valentia, & other Thomists, who speaking generally, ascribe that mode of intensity to light, and to other qualities. It is proved once and by evident reason, light does not penetrate opacity: & howsomuch it penetrates a serni-diaphaneity, so much the greater is it diminished & utterly lojl$ses (its) intensity. How therefore can the intensity of light increase, if by radiating through major penetration it decreases? 
Second Conclusion. Intensity is not through the addition of different grades of light in the same part of the subject. It is agamst Suarez disp. 46. Metaph . . . Murcia Hurtado, Cajetan, Compton & others. It pleases nevertheless Albertus Magnus, ... Scotus ... Ocham, Richardus, & among moderns Aguilon, Ruvius, & our Pasqualigo and Morando.65 

Here Guarini introduces the subject of what he calls the deficiency of light which continues through the last Expensio of Disputation VII, and is the actual title of Disputation VIII, the last in 'De luce'. Ex. VI, Disp. VII, 'On the extension of light', concerns the finitude of light: 'P. C. Light is not indivisible. It is contra De la Chambre .. . & Bullialdus ... , where he recognises it (to be) spiritual'. The proofs to follow present a number of examples from the behaviour of rays. 

A luminous body is divided: therefore also the light coming from it: for it cannot be of the higher order, that substance generating the produced effect, since no cause produces an efect more noble than itself. 3. The same assignable ray is divided from itself: verily a perpendicular ray, entering a denser diaphaneity, partly penetrates that, partly is reflected: therefore that ray is divisible: for how could it change into diversity, if it was not split up by the translucent? Forth: lux is divisible as in its mtensit:y, as was said above: therefore also as to · extenswn. For all Philosophers believe the extension is made by the position of quality in the same part of the subject, which can be dispersed in different parts. 

Sixth. Rays are divided as to length, (when) the shadow madiates: they are divided as to modification, 

65 Pph, p. 456Ca-Da. 'P. C. Certum est, lucem per maiorem radicationem in subiecto non intendi. Est contra Henricum, Eagid, soncinatem, Gaetamum, Capreolum, Bannez, Medinam, Saturn, Valentiam, & alios Thomist. qui generaliter Ioquentes, eundem modum intensionis luci adscribunt, ac caeteris qualitatibus. Probatur vnica, eaque euidenti ratione. lux opaca non penetrat: & quanta magis penetrat semidiaphana, tanto magisdiminuitur, & intensionem deperdit. Quomodo igitur radicatio lucem auget, si se radicando per maiorem penetrationem descrescit? Secunda Conclusio. Intensio non fit per addirionem graduum lucis hereiogeneeorum (sic) in eadem parte subiecti. Est contra Suarez . . . ' contd. as above. 
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while one part is inflected and infringed, not another: 
therefore hght is divisible: for any spiritual thing 
cannot take another mode into itself, unless its 
existence is totally modified. Whence as it appears that 
light is divisible, it is said to be extended: as extension 
is nothing other than in integral parts & quantative 
parts.66 

Guarini continues his ceaseless battle against de la Chambre and 
Bullialdus, the two contemporary Frenchmen who celebrated the 
spiritual nature of light. However he has admitted that its 'esse' 
might be modified, in his treatment of colour (page 16 above) - by 
the power of an Almighty God? There is an apposition between 
quality - 'all Philosophers believe that extension is made through 
position of quality,' - and that light as extension would have 
integral (and quantitative) parts. Here we meet the tension between 
quality and quantity that we have seen between unity and 
continuity in Disputation I. The Second Conclusion of this Expensio 
admits that there might be insensible light: 'Every luminous (body) 
projects rays outside its total sensible sphere', and the proof is from 
the telescope: ' ... therefore beyond every sphere naturally sensible 
to the human eye, lux propagates its rays'.67 There is no further 
explanation, but it does indicate that light is above the order of 
human sensibility. 

'Some have said that light is eternal in progression, & is ended 
nowhere: as Vossius, des Cartes, de la Chambre, & others' (original 
italics). Thus Guarini begins the last Disputation, 'Whether light is 

66 ph, p. 457Cb, Eb, p. 458Aa, Ba. 'P. C. lux non est indiuisibilis. Est contra D. De la 
Chambre ... & Bulliallem ... , dum earn spiritualem recognoscit. ...... 

Probatur secundo. Corpus luminosum diuiditur: ergo etiam lux ab eo prouiniens: 
neque enim potest esse altioris ordinis, quam substantia benerans effectus productus, 
cum nulla causa producat effectum se nobiliorem. 

3. Radius idem assignabilis diuiditur a semetipso: equidem radius perpendicularis, 
densius diaphanum ingrediens, partim illud penetrat, partim reflectitur: ergo radius ille diuibilis est: quomodo enim in diuersa abiret, si disscissus a translucido non 
fuisset? 

Quarto: lux est diuisibilis quoad intensionem, vt supra dictum est: ergo etiam 
quoad extensionem. Putant enim Philosophi extensionem fieri per positionem 
qualitatis in eadem parte subiecti, quae in diuersis partibus dispergi poterat. ...... 

Sexto. Radii diuiduntur quoad longitudinem, vmbra mediante: diuiduntur quoad 
modificationem, dum pars inflectitur infringiturque, non alia: ergo lux diuibilis est: 
res enim spirituales modum aliquem in se suscipere non possunt, nisi quoad suum 
esse totale modificentur. Quare cum earn pateat lucem esses diuisibilem, extensa 
dicenda est: cum extensio nihil aliud sit, quam in partes integrales & quantitiuas 
diuisibilitas.' 

67 Pph, p. 458Ca. 'Secunda Conclusio. Omne luminosum extra suam omnem sensibilem 
sphaeram radios proiicit. 

... ergo extra omnem sphaeram naturaliter humanis oculis sensibilem, lux radios 
suos propagat.' 
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deficient(?)', and therein making the only reference to Descartes in 
'De luce'.68 He mounts very strong arguments on the divisibility of 
nature not being extended to infinity, consistent with his attitude in 
other places to this issue: 'For nevertheless this divisibility to infinity 
is allowable in that it can be conceived by the mind, cannot be done 
naturaliter: & it is uncertain of the divine omnipotency. Whence 
according to the common approval of the Philosophers, things reach 
to the boundary of their natural divisibility; beyond which natural 
divisibility it is not extended.' 69 Guarini even sets limits to the divine 
omnipotency which as we have seen, which will not happen with 
the divisibility of physical quanta in the Euclides: is light then more 
absolute than any other form of extension? He goes on: 'First 
Conclusion. Lux is deficient, & is ended. It is against Bullialdus, in 1. 
de nat. lucis, prop 25.' In the succeeding discourse Bullialdus is the 
only protagonist and is even quoted: 

It is proved ad hominem against Bullialdus who says propos. cit. 25. 'Lux progresses in a straight line to mfinity, & infra. Therefore [ux can be diffused without the walls of the world to infinity. Indeed Propos. 8 says: Lux flowing from a bright body is terminated by an infinite pyramzd. Whence it appears that he contradicts himself, while he says that it terminates in a pyramid, & (it) progressing to infinity. (original italics)70 

The sun:_ounding arguments are difficult to sum up as one sparks off 
another; the destructibility of light leads in to its corruptibility. 
'When fire is extinguished, lux ceases: therefore it is corruptible. 
Because if it is not corrupted it is dissipated; & thus two things 
incongruous and contrary to the Nature of light would follow. First, 
that light is not carried forth by straight lines: because it is 

68 He is very familiar with Descartes' work on beam theory and strength of materials, which with Galileo, is dealt with elsewhere in the Placita, in 'Continuity'. The text above is: Pph, p459Aa. 'Disp. VIII, Ex. I, An lux deficiat. DIXERUN!' aliqui lucem esse aeternam in progressione, & nunquam finiri: vt Vossius des Cartes, de la Chambre, & alii. Sed quod hoc non ita sit, communior Philosophorum sensus existimat: vnde Aguilonius 5 Opticorum, prop. 15. illud velut axioma ponit: Luminis profusio in minimum naturale terminatur.' 69 Pph, p. 459Ba. 'Non tamen haec diuisibilitas in infinitum, !icet mente concipi possit, natura!iter fieri potest: & dubitatur de omnipotentia diuina. Quare secundum applausum communem Philosophorum, res suos terminos naturales diuisibilitatis consequuntur; pr(a)eter quos naturalis diuisibilitatis non extenditur.' 70 Pph, p. 460Cb. 'Prob. ad hominem contra Bullialdum qui dicit propos. cit. 25. Lux in infinitum recta progreditur, & infra. Posset ergo lux extra moeniae Mundi diffundi in infinitum. Propositione vero 8. dicit. Lux defluens a lucido, infinitis pyramidibus terminatur. Quare videtur sibi contradicere, dum dicit terminare in pyramides, & progredi in infinitum.' 
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dissipated, it does not obey a certain rule of proceeding, but it is 
spread about here and there. Second, that light does, & yet does not 
depend on the luminous body: if indeed a fire already extinct is 
presupposed.171 He does not explain further how the law of the 
rectilinear propagation of light might be abrogated, or indeed how 
light might not depend on luminosity, as so thoroughly expounded 
earlier: the whole passage is representative of some positions arrived 
at in the 'De luce', positions laboriously arrived at as the result of 
continuous arguments and counter-arguments but then left hanging 
in the air, to the vexation of the reader. However he does agree 
with Bullialdus that light does not have a contrary, nor an intrinsic 
principle of corruption. 'But from this it does not follow, that it is 
not corrupted: for it would also follow that it would be diminished . 
. . It has therefore corruptibility through accident from its extrinsic, 
to the extent that it obtains diffusion from the extrinsic, on account 
of which it is therefore corrupted.172 This passage just quoted is also 
in reply to the concurrent statement that 'No external agent acts on 
light, & and is acted on by nothing, unless the quanta of continuing 
motion: but without its le~ing, or detriment, in that state in which 1\ 
it always remains, as it was created.' He also appears to agree with 
Bullialdus that light is simple and homogenous, so there is a 
gradual and grudging convergence of agreement between the French 
writer and the Theatine. 

----

The Perfection of Light and Infinity 
The vexatious nature of these arguments is at last ended by the 

treatment of the final objection and its Response. This is with regard 
to light progressing to infinity and so: 

The Response is that those rays can advance to infinity if two conditions are present. One, if the subject is that which A:eives: the other verily, if that receiving is a perfect diaphaneity. Because also this 

71 Pph, pp. 460Eb-461Aa. 'Quando extinguitur ignis, lux deficit: ergo est corruptibilis. Quod si non corrumpitur, dissipatur; & sic, duo incongrua Naturae lucis sequentur, & contraria. Primum, lucem per lineas rectas non prouehi: quod enim dissipatur, certam regulam procedendi: non seruat, sed hinc atque inde dilatur. Secundum, lucem esse, & tamen a corpore luminoso non pendere: siquidem ignis iam extinctus praesupponitur.' 
72 Pph, p. 461Ea. 'Resp. concedendo ant. quoad illud, nempe lucem non habere contrarium, neque habere intrinseca principia corruptionis.Sed ex hoc non sequitur, quod non corrumpatur: namque sequeretur etiam, quOd non imminueretur .... Habet igitur corruptibilitatem per accidens ab extrinseco suo, quatenus ab extrinseco obtinet diffusionem, propter quam deinde corrumpitur.' 
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dissipated, it does not obey a certain rule of proceeding, but it is 
spread about here and there. Second, that light does, & yet does not 
depend on the luminous body: if indeed a fire already extinct is 
presupposed.m He does not explain further how the law of the 
rectilinear propagation of light might be abrogated, or indeed how 
light might not depend on luminosity, as so thoroughly expounded 
earlier: the whole passage is representative of some positions arrived 
at in the 'De luce', positions laboriously arrived at as the result of 
continuous arguments and counter-arguments but then left hanging 
in the air, to the vexation of the reader. However he does agree 
with Bullialdus that light does not have a contrary, nor an intrinsic 
principle of corruption. 'But from this it does not follow, that it is 
not corrupted: for it would also follow that it would be diminished . 
. . It has therefore corruptibility through accident from its extrinsic, 
to the extent that it obtains diffusion from the extrinsic, on account 
of which it is therefore corrupted.172 This passage just quoted is also 
in reply to the concurrent statement that 'No external agent acts on 
light, & and is acted on by nothing, unless the quanta of continuing 
motion: but without its le~ing, or detriment, in that state in which 1\ 
it always remains, as it was created.' He also appears to agree with 
Bullialdus that light is simple and homogenous, so there is a 
gradual and grudging convergence of agreement between the French 
writer and the Theatine. 

The Perfection of Light and Infinity 
The vexatious nature of these arguments is at last ended by the 

treatment of the final objection and its Response. This is with regard 
to light progressing to infinity and so: 

The Response is that those rays can advance to 
infinity if two conditions are present. One, if the 
subject is that whichA:eives: the other verily, if that 
receiving is a perfect diaphaneity. Because also this 

71 Pph, pp. 460Eb-461Aa. 'Quando extinguitur ignis, lux deficit: ergo est corruptibilis. Quod si non corrumpitur, dissipatur; & sic, duo incongrua Naturae lucis sequentur, & contraria. Primum, Jucem per lineas rectas non prouehi: quod enim dissipatur, certam regulam procedendi: non seruat, sed hinc atque inde dilatur. Secundum, Jucem esse, & tamen a corpore Juminoso non pendere: siquidem ignis iam extinctus praesupponitur.' 
72 Pph, p. 461Ea. 'Resp. concedendo ant. quoad illud, nempe Jucem non habere contrarium, neque habere intrinseca principia corruptionis.Sed ex hoc non sequitur, quod non corrumpatur: namque sequeretur etiam, quOd non imminueretur .... Habet igitur corruptibilitatem per accidens ab extrinseco suo, quatenus ab extrinseco obtinet diffusionem, propter quam deinde corrumpitur.' 
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subject must be a perfect diaphaneity. For we have proved above, that hght is in the subject. Because also this subject must be a perfect diaphaneity. It is obvious: because the least d1aphaneity . reflects some rays: whence it is always aiminished in proceeding: & wherefore it is eventually terminated. Verily there is not given either an infinite subject, or an infinite diaphaneity: as we have demonstrated above, neither in intensity nor an infinity in extension can be admitted. On the contrary it is allowable that it should advance to infinity: because it can advance, & alway advanced finitely, & without end, given, I say, perfect diaphaneity, & an infinite subject.73 

So the prolix dispute with Bullialdus is not in vain, as light does 
have the ability to proceed to infinity intrinsically, given a perfect 
medium and a perfect subject. Certainly these two conditions could 
be provided by Divine omnipotency, at least beyond the 
imperfection of the sublunary world, and thus it would seem that 
the light of the Gift of Brightness/'Claritas' possessed by the Blessed 
would shine in communion with the perfection of God, thus 
providing the conditions of a perfect subject and a perfect medium. 
Remember that light for Guarini possesses the principle of intrinsic 
incorruptibility, and together with its simplicity, homogeneity and 
continuity should all be accomplished in the perfection of 
diaphaneity and subject that he allows, but admittedly does not 
further locate or qualify, in the pages of the 'De luce'. But if light in 
a perfect medium could 'advance to infinity ... & without end', 
such a perfect medium would generate an infinite and perfect 
sphere of luminosity. That this is possible is allowed by Guarini's 
espousal of imaginary space 'extra mundum', which indeed Guarini 
discusses in the Placita. 

Photometric Experiments and Proportion 
While it is tempting for once to savour this anticipation of the 

perfectibility of light, in 'De luce' we are immediately plunged back 
again into its deficiencies, for 'no infinity in actu can be found in 

73 Pph, p. 461Ab-Bb. 'Resp. ilium radium posse progredi in infinitum si tamen duae conditiones adsint. Altera, quod subieetum esset illud reciepiens: altera vero, quod illud recipiens esset perfeete diaphanum. Supra enim probauimus, lucem esse in subieeto. Quod autem hoc subiectum deberet esse perfecte diaphanum. patet: quia minus diaphanum aliquid radii refleetit: quare semper diminueretur in procedendo: quare & tandem finiret. Non datur vero nee infinitum subiectum, nee infinitum diaphanum: cum supra demonstrauerimus, ·nee infinitum in intensione, nee infinitum in extensione admitti posse. At licet progrederetur in infinitum, non tamen esset infinitus: quia posset progredi, & progredi semper finite, absque termino: dato, inquam, diaphano perfecto, & subiecto infinito. 
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creation.' 74 In the concluding pages of this Disputation is found the 
faltering steps to measure the production of light with respect to 
distance from its source or using several equal sources, 
investigations which were to bear fruit in Bouguet's photometer. 
Guarini uses Aguilon (Fig. 42) as his guide, and Kepler's inverse 
square law does not appear. 'P. C. Light decreases by reason of the 
space through which it is diffused' (p. 461Db), and he goes on to 
develop subtle distinctions between the opinions of Aguilon, 
Bullialdus and his own notion - 'according to the solidity of the 
sphere', which he mentions only to reject in turn. Exp. V confirms 
that all Philosophers have thought that light is diminished uniformly 
and that is taught by experience (p. 464Eb), but they have not yet 
devised by what proportion. Guarini with Aguilon states that the 
decrease does not occur 'by equal space according to distance', i.e. 
by uniform decrease equal to distance. The Third Conclusion affirms 
that 

the Densities of surfaces of light in some opacity, are not alternatively double ratios of distance from the lucid body. It is against Bullialdus ... 
For given that lux is diminished only by reason of space, in which it is diffused; as space is solid, lux also must be diminished according to the proportion of solid space. But the proportion of solids is triple, not double distances from tne centre: as is obvious from Euclid. & Wherefore light is dificient in triple ratio. Because verily lux is scattered not according to two dimensions, but according to three,that is obviously length, breadth, depth: because in burning to illumination, it is scattered, not through some surface, but through body, namely through the air.175 

The geometrical attributes of solid matter are attributed both to light 
and air, and thus the triple nature of dimensionality is attributed 
also to the proportionality of dimution, not Bullialdus's two. He 
presents his searches for a better expression of triplicated 

74 Pph, p. 461Cb. 'nullumque Infinitum actu in rerum natura reperi possit.' 75 Pph, p. 466Ca, Da. 'fertia Conclusio. Densitates superficierum lumines in alioquo opaco, non sunt inuicem, vt rationes duplae distantiarum a corpore lucido. Est contra Bullialdum ... 
Nam dato quod lux diminuatur solum ob rationem spatii, in quod diffunditur; cum spatium sit solidum, etiam lux debet secundum proportionem solidi spatii diminui. Sed proportio solidorum est tripla, non dupla distantiarum a centro: vt patet ex Euclide. Quare & lux in tripla ratione deficiet. Quod vero lux spargatur, non secundum tres, nempe latitudinem, longitudinem, profunditatem, patet: quia in accedendo ad illuminandum, spargitur non per superficiem aliquam, sed per corpus, nempe per aerem.' 
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mathematical proportion (467 Aa), and the Fifth Conclusion affirms 'Mathematical lights decrease by some proportion, but also Arithmetical'. 76 He therefore demands a proportion of discrete elements for light, but his experiments, which he certainly undertook, did not seem to him convincing - 'no diaphaneity is therefore clear, because it does not have but some opacity: therefore according to the parts of the interposing diaphaneity, light must decrease'.77 But if there were equal (i.e. uniform) parts to the diaphaneity, then the light would decrease by arithmetical proportion. With an almost audible sigh of exasperation he admits that the 'most exact experiment is everywhere impossible; because always the little flames are somewhat unequal ... ' He adds that other proportions, e.g. a fourth, should be tried. This excursus in failure is followed by two relatively undistinguished Expensiones on the 'solidarity' of several lights together, and the effect of comparative luminosity on the eyes of men, animals and birds, bringing to an end, this self-contained treatise on light that is 'De luce' in the Placita. 

CONCLUSION. 

• I Despite its shortcomings in mundane diaphan)'eties, light's existence A in infinity is the overall goal of Guarini's theorising. Within his laborious exposition is an elegant synthesis of the Aristotelian and the geometrical theories, where light's presence in the continuous diaphanieties of the world is linked to its speed, and its perfectibility in absolute infinities of distance and presumably instantaniety, and the end of light in the Beatific vision and illumination, as we will see. 
In the mid-seventeenth century's search for stability which followed the ruptures constituting the crisis in philosophy, theology, politics and morals, Guarini has consistently opted for a return to authority (Aristotle, Plato, Proclus) to find good premises for the 

76 Pph, p. 467Da. 'Quinta Conc!usio. Lumina Mathematica quidem proportione deficiunt, sed etiam Arithmetica.' 
77 Pph, p. 467Ea. 'Nullum est diaphanum adeo c!arum, quod aliquid opacitatis non habeat: ergo omne corpus diaphanurn aliquod Iucis impediet: ergo secundum partes interpositas diaphani, lux debebit decrescere.' . 
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syllogism, so as to rearm, correct and restore certitude in the 
sciences.78 This task has to be thoroughly undertaken in 'De luce', as 
light is the symbol binding all levels of reality, from perfection to 
corruption. To locate this synthesis in his philosophy of the infinite, 
his Universal Mathematics - the companion science of Physica and 
Metaphysics - will now come under scrutiny. 

78 Theodore K. Rabb sees the crisis being resoved in mid-century in favour of BaconianNewtonian and Cartesian science, allowing 'them to relax and enjoy life, and this was exactly the soothing reassurance Locke provided.' The Struggle for Stability in Early Modern Europe, (New York 1975), p. 114-115. Reformed Aristotelianism had to struggle against this complacency, which might explain Guarini's repeated publications in astronomy. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

GUARINI'S UNIVERSAL MATHEMATICS 

'Therefore there is not only Logic ... but also Arithmetic and Geometry: 
for one teaches the intellect to dispose numbers in a certain kind of 
argumentation: the other to dispose measurements . . . so as from one to 
obtain the rest by intellectual discourse.'1 

What is Universal Mathematics? It is surprising how little attention 
this subject, one of the first magnitude in seventeenth-century 
metaphysics and mathematics, has received in the literature.2 In the 
previous century mathematics, spearheaded by observational 
astronomy (not Aristotle's De caelo) made its successful claims 
outside the universities in the courts of Europe, and at the same 
time, was also raised up by the Jesuits through the advocacy of 
Clavi us, to become an important part of the 'Ratio Studiorum'. 

We have already seen the developments leading to the 
'Disputationes metaphysicae', whereby Aristoteli$"nism was revised 

1\ eliminating that which did not comply with common axioms of 
philosophy and theology, leading on to the 'cursus philosophici', 
and the finite material reality is also included in the Divine as an 
object of God's creative power. At that time traditional 
Aristotelianism and orthodox Scholasticism still claimed to be a 
demonstrative method in approaching the Divine ideas, mathematics 
in contrast was seen as lacking demonstration of causes by e. g., 

2 

Pph, p. 179Eb. 'Deinde, non est solum Logica, . ,. . sed & Arithmetica, & Geometria: ilia enim docet inte!lectu(m) disponere numeros quodam genere argumentandi, vt aliud inveniatur: haec disponere mensuras, ... vt ex vna per discursum intellectiuum caeterae obtineantur.' 
For example, Amos Funkenstein in Scientific Imagination, pp. 28-37, traced 'mathesis universalis' from the ancients, but avoided the Scholastic origins in the sixteenth century, as in Crapulli's contribution, Mathesis universalis, (Rome 1969). 
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Pereira, Fonseca and Vasquez. However it was Clavius at the 
Collegium Romanum, and later his pupil Blancanus in Bologna, who 
made the claim for mathematics as a science having intelligible 
matter. This is the object of Blancanus's Aristotelis de loca 
mathematica, which includes his 'Mathematicarum natura dissertatio' 
(Bologna 1615). There the Jesuit claims that the process of 
abstraction from quanta gives 'quantitas terminata' - terminated 
quantity, which are 'entia per se' and must therefore be considered 
as true beings, and these entities must be ideas in the mind of God.3 

In this tradition, Guarini will pay particular attention to the process 
of abstraction, and seems to make a distinction that is glossed over 
in Blancanus's 'Quantitas terminata'. 

The fortunes of Universal Mathematics have already been 
recognized in these pages, in the ascent from quanta to theology in 
the hands of Bettini, and in the Kircherian recognition of 'mathesis 
universalis' as part of his combinatory disciplines following 
Diophantus and Vieta, the two fathers of algebra ancient and 
modern. In turn Mersenne claims that number is like the species of 
things, which are produced from God, and are as unity in the 
indivisible infinity of an immense and omnipotent Father.4 We have 
seen too, that Mersenne laboured long to expound the Divine origin 
of geometry, and even the true nature of optics, most dramatically 
in the e~planation of refraction as a modality of the Divine vision. 
Guarini makes no such direct claims for 'Universal Mathematical 
Method', proclaimed in the title of the Euclides, so the following 
examination of this 'summa' of mathematics is to establish what is 
his method, and in what way it is 'Universal'. 

3 

4 

In his useful summing-up of Blancanus's mathematics in Galileo and his Sources, (Princeton 1984), pp. 141-148, Prof. W. A. Wallace does not relate his work to Universal Mathematics. 
QinG, Col. 437. 'Species rerum sint vt numeri, at in numeris non potest ad suppremum deueniri.' 
Col. 439-440. 'Rerum igitur essentias numeris similes esse fateor, quae nimirum a Deo producuntur, dependent, atque conservatur, sicut ab vnitate numeri; indiuisibilis est vnitas, & Deus indiuisibilis; omnipotens ilia quodammodo & infinita dici potest, hie vere Deus sine fine, immensus, & omnipotens: ilia numerus generat, a nullo tamen generatur, Deus est omnium parens, nullius vera filius.' , 
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A. PHILOSOPHY of QUANTITY 

In the first Tractatus of the Euclides, Guarini takes as his 
preliminary subject, the essence of continuous quantity. For Guarini 
this is a matter on which there have been many disputations; 
however he states that it is agreed by men in common that quantity 
is 'either the continual succession of certain things, or of a 
multitude, or extended mass of one thing.'5 But there is some doubt 
among the Philosophers as to what extent 'virtus', forces, 'intentio' 
of accidents and operative force come under measurable quantity. 
Guarini then defines the essence of quantity 'in genere', to be the 
'capacity of a certain entity to have parts, designated either by act, 
or by potential, or at least definition by the intellect.'6 He begins its 
proof by saying that 'this definition is fitted for all quanta including 
spiritual. 'For', he continues, 

if a quantity of mass, & 'intensio', & succession, & number, & time, & place, & extension, & all other quantities cannot be comprehended without parts, they be without that act, that potency, they would be comprehended without designation. Thus parts are present in number by act, they are able to be made in a quantity of mass, at least comprehended in the Heavens, if it is incorruptible'.7 

His se<:_ond proof follows Vasquez: the capacity of having parts is 
the 'fons et origo' of all other properties whatsover, because it gives 
'some distinction of material'; if the parts are real, it gives a real 
distinction, if factible or conceivable it gives a distinction either 
virtual or through the intellect. Secondly this capacity measures and 
can be measured, thirdly it can be numbered, and fourthy it is 
proportion, between the greater and the lesser parts, giving greater 
and lesser proportion. The fifth is the force of occupying place 

5 

6 

7 

EA, p. 1, 'COmmunis hominum conceptus in id conspirat; vt quantitatis nomine motet, turn continuam quandam rerum successionem, aut multitudinem, turn unius rei extensionem molem. Et quamuis Virtutum, potentiarurn, accidentiumque intensionem, & vim operatiuam quantitatis mensuris subigant: an tamen vere sub quantitatis definitione veniant, incertum, & apud Philosophos controuersum.' 
EA, p. 1. 'CONCLUS. I. PROPOS I. Essentia qwmtitatis in genere eo consistit, vt sit capacitas quaedam entitas as partes habendas, vel actu, vel potentia, vel saltem per intelledus designationem.' 
Ibid. 'Probatur. Quae haec definitio omnibus etiam spiritualibus aptatur. Nam, & quantitas molis, & intensionis, & successionis, & numeri, & temporis, & loci, & extensionis, & omne aliud genus quantitatis sine partibus concipi nequit, siue illae actu sint, siue potentia, siue designatione concipiantur. Sic in numero adsunt partes actu, in quantitate molis fieri queunt, in Coelo, si esset incorruptibile, saltem concipi.' 
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'because parts have extension, according to its extension it can 
correspond to place.' In all there are six species of quantity - mass, 
number, time, motion, 'virtus', and weight. (Conclusion II, 
Proposition II). Their proof runs as follows: 

For quantum is either substantial or accidental. If it is 
substantial, it should be considered by place, or as 
having many parts in the same place. If it 1s considered 
as extended substance in place, then there is a quantity 
of mass, of which it follows (that it has) three 
dimensions, height, longitude, latitude. If indeed its 
parts lie hidden within another, & they occupy the 
same place, then there is the quantity of weight. And if 
quantum is accidental, then, the accident is considered 
in the extended subject, and therefore as it adapts itself 
to the same subject it constitutes with it the quantity of 
weight: it can properly be called extension. If indeed it 
is gathered togetfier in the same part of the subject; 
then it is the quantity of 'virtus' or intension. Because 
if substance or accident is understood to be moved, 
then the quantity of motion arises, & if it persevefs in 
motion, tne quantity of duration, or time emer~eS: At 
length if substance, or ~ accident (and) motion, & 
duration is understood (to be) divided, & separated in 
many parts, it is discrete quantity, & is called the 
quantity of number.8 

Here Guarini has moved away from the pure mathematics as laid 
down by the widely-read Jesuit Cardinal Franciscus Toletus, who 
defined 'mathematica pura' to be the study of entities that do not 

1-V!em depend on motion and are abstracted from -it namely as numbers 
A 

and figures; so in middle mathematics ('mathematica media') there 
is still a process of abstraction, the abstraction of motion as found in 
the study of 'perspectiva' and music.9 So Guarini's essence of 
continuous quantity includes the Heavens, and thereby the 
incorruptible and the abode of the angels. That this is the fullness of 
his intention is quite patent from his discussion of quantity in the 

8 

9 

EA, p. 2. 'Nam quantum, aut est substantiale, aut accidentale. Si substantiale est, aut 
consideratur, vt extensum loco, vel vt habens plures partes in eodem loco. Si 
consideratur, vt loco substantia extensa, iam quantitas molis est, quae trinam 
dimensionem consequitur altitudinis, longitudinis, latitudinis. Si vero eius partes vna 
intra aliam latent, & eundem locum occupent; tunc est quantitas ponderis. At si 
quantum est accidentale; tunc, aut consideratur accidens in subiecto extensum, & tunc 
cum se accomodet subiecto eandem constituit cum eo molis quantitatem: Iicet proprie 
extensionis vocetur. Si vero in eadem parte subiecti se coliigat; tunc est quantitas virtutis, seu intensionis. Quod si substantia, seu accidens, intelligantur moveri, tunc 
quantitas motus enascitur, & si perseueret in motu, quantitas durationis, seu temporis 
emergit. Tandem si substantia, aut accidens motus, & duratio intelligantur diuisa, & in plures partes seiuncta, discreta quantitas est, & vacatur, quantitas numeri.' 
Franciscus Toletus, Commentarius ... in XIII libros Aristotelis de physica, (1600), as 
quoted by W. A. Wallace, Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy, p. 580. 
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Placita, where he refers to the angels' successive quantity of time 
through motion, and the angels' ability to replicate themselves with 
respect to place (although for angels this is not to be understood as 
corporeal extension).10 He fully embraces motion and thereby the 
'scientia media' in which motion is best exemplified: he includes· 
place as a capacity of quantity and links it not only with extension 
but to weight. And then number or discrete quantity arises out of 
the division of either motion or duration, thus deposing number as 
the prime cosmic concept in the Pythagorean philosophy, an attitude 
which is borne out by the total disregard for any theological or 
moral significance given to number in the manner of Bettini, one of 
the few authorities, ancient or modern, referred to later in this 
Tractatus and elsewhere in the Euclides. 

The Continuum and Infinity 
In the seventeenth century, geometry as the mathematics of 

continuous quantity, was the field of the greatest attention, as a 
traditional model of unity for the physical world, and also invested 
with theological meaning, symbolising the presence of God in 
creation. Guarini's inclusion of the incorruptible Heavens with the 
partitive nature of motion and duration supports the role of 
continuous quantity, as distinct from discrete, as a symbol of the 
plenitude and chain of being forged by the convergence of the 

~ 

transmitted doctrines of Plato and Aristotle, where Plato's principle 
of the plenitude of the universe, and Aristotle's definition of the 
continuum as overlapping limits, were developed by the 
Neoplatonists, Augustine, Aquinas and eventually Cusanus to 
'shape the theology and cosmology of the mediaeval world', and 
was a metaphysical commonplace for many until the eighteenth 
century.11 Guarini's all-embracing definition of the essence of 
continuous quantity is not only an affirmation of the power of 
mathematics, but is also a clear statement ~ his belief in the 
doctrine of the chain of being and the plenitude of the universe, 
from the Heavens to the earth. The question remains as to how 
Guarini relates to 'mathematica pura' as defined by second 
Scholasticism and that will be answered in his third Tractatus of the 

10 Placita, p. 119 
11 Arthur 0. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being, (Camb., Mass. 1982), p. 67 and passim. 
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Euclides. 
The remaining eight Expensiones of Tractatus I is devoted to the 

infinite, the infinitesmal and the nature of the continuum, a subject 
of great interest since the High Middle Ages, and about to bear fruit 
in the form of the differential calculus. It is generally agreed that 
Aristotle's greatest contribution to mathematics lay in this field, and 
his doctrines were canonised by the church and Scholasticism: the 
Council of Constance condemned that a line could be made up of 
divisibles, which was so 'strongly opposed by Aristotle, ... John 
Wyclif's body was exhumed and burnt for this and other ... 
doctrines.'12 Typically for him, Guarini plunges into the middle of 
things, and in Expensio II asks: 'Whether any mathematical 
argument clearly shows that quantity is not constituted from points', 
and without any definitions, or introductionY Nonetheless the 
reader is warned of philosophers who rush in and ventilate 
presuppositions, which are dependent on mathematics either by the 
cognition of the light of nature, or by demonstration: whereas he 
will make his considerations 'per necessariam'. The use of the term 
'light of nature' is an isolated occurence in Guarini's writings. At 
any rate, no mathematical argument shows that a quantity of mass 
can consist of indivisible points: when Euclid speaks of a circle 
touching another at but one point, this point is indivisible. The 
succeedin~ Expensio augments the previous Proposition to all 
quantity - 'Many Mathematical arguments show that indivisible points 
are not found in quantity. The argument is used, because it is not 
possible to cut a line of nine points in two equal parts; because the 
middle point will be cut in two'.14 

He refers to Galileo and his treatment of this topic in the Two 
New Sciences (Opere VIII, 77), where Galileo attacks those who 
compound the continuum out of indivisibles ... one indivisible 
joined to another indivisible does not produce a divisible thing, 
since if it did, it would follow even the indivisible was divisible' .J5 

12 C. B. Boyer, The Concept of the Calculus and its Conceptual Development, (New York 1959), p. 31. 
13 EA, p. 2. 'An aliquod argumentum mathematicum evidenter ostendat quantitatem, ex punctis non constare'. 
14 EA, p. 4. 'CONCLVS. I. PROPROS. IV. Argumenta plurima mathematica ostendunt puncta indiuisibilia in quantitate non reperi. · 

Argumentum est vsitatum, quod non posset secari linea nouem punctorum in duar partes aequales; quia scilicet punctum medium in duo esset secandum.' 
15 Two New Sciences, (Madison, Wis. 1974), trans. by Stillman Drake, Sect. 77, p. 39. 
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Guarini claims that Galileo taught that there are no determinate 
numbers of parts to be found in quantity, but indeterminate, which 
of course Guarini denies, as there are no infinite points in the 
continuum.16 His first proof is an example from the work on centres 
of gravity by a certain Luca Vallerio followed by another from 
conics - as the hyperbola can never intercept its asymptote, no 
matter how far they are extended. The fourth Expensio takes up the 
Aristotelian distinction that there cannot be indivisible points in 
quantity by act, but by potential. Anticipating his treatment of 
number, he argues that as an infinite number cannot be given, then 
neither can infinite points in quantity. Once again Galileo is drawn 
into the discussion, referring again to the Two New Sciences, where 
he allows there to be an infinity of points in any line, or number of 
lines. Guarini insists that every finitude must correspond to some 
number, and be determinate - 'Whence a collection of (infinite) 
points is uncertain, & therefore there would not be distinct by act: .. 
. everything of act, is also determinate; and enjoys unity & 
singularity; because it can correspond to numerical unities'.17 Finally 
God himself closes this discussion not for the last time in this 
Tractatus. 'God sees all those points; & he can cut and separate 
them by all means. And thus he separates either by thing, or by 
cognition. Therefore, those points are either infinite or finite. If 
infinite, n~ number corresponds; as an infinity can give no number. 
If finite; therefore all cannot be assigned by number; but some must 
correspond to finitude'.JS So all points - and thereby infinite points, 
are seen by God, and such infinite points lie outside the material 
world of the continuum, since they cannot be found, according to 
Guarini, within it. This 'seeing of God' introduces a 'scientia 
visionis', which was later recognised in later Scholastic natural 
theology as the foundation for Divine cognoscibility or the 
knowability of God.19 

16 EA, p. 5. ' ... cUm tamen aduersarij nolint minus puncto in quantitate posse dari.' 17 EA, p. 4. 'Quare collectio punctorum incerta est, & in determinata; & ideo actu non erit distincta: Si quidem omne, quod est actu, determinatum etiam est, & certum; vnitateque guadet, & singularitate; qua possit vnitatibus numericis correspondere'. 18 EA, p. 6. 'Deus videt omnia ilia puncta; imo & secernere, & separe potest. Separet itaque, vel re, vel cognitione. Tunc, aut ilia pu(n)cta sunt infinita vel finita. Si infinita; nulli numero correspondent; cUm numerus infinitus dari nequeat. Si finita; ergo non omni assignato numero; sed alicui finito correspondere debent.' 
19 See Joseph Pohle, God: His Knowability, Essence and AJ:t.ributes, pp. 1-132. 
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However there seems to be an exception. Expensio V declares 
that: 'In quantity infinite parts are of virtual or mental capacity. It is 
allowed that we will exclude infinite and indeterminate points, 
because they are acts; however we do not exclude a certain infinite 
capacity of parts, of which this and the following expensio declares 
"in animo"'.20 The 'infinite capacity of parts' is found in a procedure 
involving division towards infinity but not reaching it, and is best 
illustrated in a diagram of two parallel lines with equal divisions, 
very much in the perspective tradition as he intimates: this is a 
reference to his lengthy development of 'Prospectiva' and the 
'infinity capacity of parts' later on in the Euclides(Fig. 43A). Lines 
drawn from A to D, E, F, G, will cut the uprights in fractions of 
each, so that CK is 1/2, DM is 1/3, El is 1/4, and so on 'always 
shorter to infinity . . . as we show God willing in the tractate on 
perspective ... Howsoever these lines can be diminished to infinity 
& it always goes beyond, because it is carried on.'21 

In this way division to infinity is introduced and Expensio VI 
then asks, 'Whether physical quantity can undergo division to infinity', 
and the answer must come from outside mathematics - from 
creation ('rerum natura').22 Guarini finds that it is probable, the 
proof starting with the grades of qualities augmented from the first 
grade from God. He discusses the transformation of form and the 
destructio~ of the subject by fire. Again it is through the vision of 
God that such division takes place.23 

Expensio VII now asks the question 'What is a physical & real 
point.' A physical point is denied possible or factible parts, but is 
allowed to be 'designabile' - i.e., defined, or capable of being 

20 Loc. cit. 'EX. V. In quantitate partes infinitae capadtatis vertualis, seu mentalis capaces sunt. 
Licet excluserimus puncta infinita in quantitate, & indeterminata, quae acta sint; non tamen quandam infinitam capacitatem partium exclusimus, quam hac, & sequenti expensione in animo est declare. · CONCLUS. I. PROPOS. VI. In quantitate partes in infinitum condpi possunt, dummodo quantitas condpiatur.' . 

21 Ibid. ' . . . semper breviores in infinitum ... vt ostendimus dante Deo in tractatu perspec ... Qua,Propter illae lineae poterunt diminui in infinitum; & semper supererit, quod auferatur. 
22 EA, p. 8. 'An partes quantitatis phisicam diuisionem infinitum subire possint. Haec questio philosophice soluendo est, cU.m hoc, non ab ipsa quantite dependeat; sed a rerum natura.' 
23 Ibid. '5. Deus videt omnes partes factibles in quanto, & quae simul, & quae succissive fieri queunt. Ergo pr(a)eter illas divisiones, quas videt, Deus nullas alias agnoscit. Ergo partes sunt ad vltimum sui esse redactae: Alioquin, si adhuc esset capacitas partium, non essent omnes partes acceptae, quas videret Deus. 6. Deus quoque agnoscit extremo signato A quae immediata succedat; Quae erit indivisilibilis; Siquidem, si multas partes concluderet, iam non esset pars immediata.' 
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defined, the argument being of course based on the principles 
already ennunciated - no indivisibility in quantity and no 
progression to infinity.24 This seems to mean that the mathematical 
point does not exist in quantity, and leads on to the next question 
posed in Expensio VIII, What are Mathematical indivisibles.' The 
answer, not surprisingly, is the Euclidean trio of point, line and 
surface, the last 'which obtains parts according to length and 
breadth, not according to depth, of which we will investigate' (the 
last remark a reference to Tractatus III).25 Before giving the 
conclusion, Guarini inserts the following as a Praesumptum: 

It is also to be observed. Becaus·e the privation of a body (has) its commensurations; & (its) figures, which the body obtains (and) it can be consequent to the body relatively and 'abusiue'. . . . Thus also the privation of light, namely shadow, is long (and) broad, & just as the 1ight is moved, so the light has a figure which is consequent to the illuminated body.26 

Here he indicates that privation of body is still measurable, and he 
expresses the intrinsic relation of the negative shadow to the 
positive light as a model of the type of privation that obtains for the 
mathematical point, line and surface. 'The surface, line and point are 
really indivisible, being next to that according to which they are 
received: not absolutely.'27 As might be expected, this ambiguous 
definition leads to very difficult argumentation in the subsequent 
two paragraphs. The second conclusion is that 'the most extreme 
indivisible Part, neither is, nor can be conceived without other 
divisions.'28 The problem lies in that the 'actual existence of parts as 
points is understood to be tantamount to actual division, hence loss 

24 Ibid. 'Quid sit punctum physicum, & reale. 
CONCLUS. I. PROPOS. VIII. Punctum phisicum (sic) partes habet non possibiles, vel factibiles, des dessignabiles tantum; dessignabiles quidem essentia sua sic poscente; non factibiles autem per accidens. 
Si quidem, cum probauerimus puncta per se indiuisibilia no(n) reperiri in quantitate, restat, diim etiam excludimus progressum in infinitum.' 

25 EA, p. 9. 'Quid sint Mathematica indiuisibilia. Tria sunt mathematica indiuisibl1ia. Punctum, cuius pars nulla. Linea quae partes habet secundUm longitudinem tantum. Superficies, quae partes obtinet secundum lonpitudinem, & latitudinem, non secundem profunditatem, de quibus acturi sumus. 
26 Ibid. 'Observandum est autem. Quod etiam privatio corporis commensurationes; & figuras, quas corpus obtinet, consequi potest relatiue ad corpus, & abusiue .... Sicut etiam privatio lucis, nempe vmbra, longa, lata est, & ut lux movetur, vt lux, figuram habet, quam a corpore illuminato consequitur.' 
Zl Ibid. 'CONCL. I. PROPOS. IX. Superficies linea, punctum sunt quid reale indiuisibl1e, iuxta illud esse secundum quod accipiuntur: non absolute. 
28 EA, p. 10. 'CONCL. 11. PROPOS. X. 'Pars vltima indiuisibilis, nee est, nee esse, aut conc1pi potest sine alijs compartibus.' 
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of continuity'.29 ·The Scholastic philosopher John of St. Thomas 
attempted 'to represent this position manifesting a more Platonic 
tradition, held that both indivisibles and a finitude of extensive 
points are actually present, although the boundaries of such points 
are shared.'30 Weiher points out that this depends on St. Thomas 
Aquinas' remark that an interior point may be the beginning of one 
and the end of another. 

'Yet the further divisibility of these points indicates further potency, and neitner the Commentator nor more recent expositors of this view seem able to show how or why there should be some actual or some potential parts ... F. Suarez seems to hold that points are distinct but not in act: illae partes sunt illo modo in potentia, sed non in actu, quamquam melius ac verius dicientur entia in potentia, quam partes in potentia (Disp. meta. 40. 4. 9.) According to the definition [Suarez'] there can be no minimal parts, but in physical continua there will be minimum integral parts, i.e., those whose nature would be changed by any further division'.31 

This last position of Suarez seems to be close to the 'pars ultima 
indivisibilis' of Guarini, not alone therefore in trying to manage this 
problem. He goes on to conclude that the concept of surfaces, lines 
and points are inadequate to mathematics, as the concept of quantity 
cannot be integrated with indivisibles.32 Since there is also no 
progression to infinity in quantity as noted above, this means that a 
'continuum' of ideal elements must exist outside the corporeal 
world. His last conclusion on this subject still yearns for a 
connection from an ideal continuum to one abstracted from 
sensibles, as the subsequent conclusion tries to encapsulate: 'The 
surface, line and point are also to be received as negations of the 
most extreme extensions'.33 

29 C. F. Weiher, 'Continuum', NewCathEnc, Vol. 4, (pp. 268-71), p. 268. 
30 Weither, p. 268. John of St Thomas (Juan Poinsot) (1589-1644) has been considered 'the greatest Thomistic theologian of the modern era', Waiter Farrell 0. P. editor, The Gifts of the Holy Spirit, (London-New York 1950) p. 6. 'By the anointing of the Holy Spirit he has taught to "hallow" the name of God and to contemplate "Divine truth and its universal radiation'", idem, p. 9. He was educated at Coimbra and Louvain, and was regarded at the time as a 'second Thomas'. 
31 Weither, p. 268. 
32 EA, p. 10. 'CONCL. Ill. PROPOS. XI. Superficies, linea, & punctum secundum suum esse inadaequatum a Mathematicis accipiuntur. 

Patet. Quia definiunt a ea esse quaedam indiuisibilia, aut omnino, aut secundum quid. Sed etiam definiunt ilia, vt quantitates. Ergo considerant inadaequate. Cum qunatitas adaequate concepta nullis indiuisibilibus integretur.' 
33 Ibid. CONCL. IV. PROPOS. XII. 'Superficies, linea, punctum, accipiuntur quoque, vt negationes ulterioris extensiones.' 
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The final expensio of Tractatus I considers at length whether 
indivisibles can be mathematical objects, and immediately introduces 
Bonaventura 'Cavallerius' on indivisibles, who 'not without 
distinction and subtlety has advanced Mathematics in his 
investigation of the indivisible points of quanta of existing equalities, 
and discovered the proportions of mathematical bodies.'34 The 
ultimate conclusion to the Tractatus rejects the proposition 
'simpliciter'; he acknowledges that Bettini ('par. 2. Epilog.'), 
Bullialdus and Vincentius Mutius are against him, the first directly 
so ('directe'). Guarini sets his face against any argument from finite 
to infinite and concludes, 'In Mathematics there is no good transfer, 
as in the transit of genus to any genus of quantity', e.g., from line to 
surface, since between the first genera there is no proportion: But 
Cavallerius has argued from indivisibilia to planes, & from planes to 
bodies. Therefore his arguments & evident carrying-over are not 
conclusive.'35 (Guarini adheres to the Aristoteleian principle of 
homogeneity.) Since Cavalieri seems never to have explained, 
according to Boyer, what he precisely understood by the word 
indivisible, and his attitude towards infinity was agnostic in not 
sharing Aristotle's view as indicating a potentiality only, Guarini 
had good grounds to criticise him.36 But then, Guarini in the Euclides 
never defines 'indivisible' either, though the general lines of his 
presentat~on and his attachment to the Aristotelian position and 
thereby an orthodox one as well, are manifest enough. On the other 
hand 'Cavallieri did not join Nicholas of Cusa and Kepler in 
regarding the infinity as possessing a metaphysical significance' - on 
this dimension of the problem Guarini too, keeps silent in the 
Euclides, though there is a general reference to Cusanus in Tractatus 
XXX, in the context of quadrature.37 

The subject of continuity and infinity is dealt with quite 
exhaustively in the Placita and complement the presentation in the 

34 EA, p. 11. ' ... non sine ingenio, & subtilitate Mathematicam se promovere profitetur; 
Et ex contemplatione punctorum indiuisibilum in quantis existentium aequalitates, & 
proportiones mathematicorum corporum inuenire.' 

35 EA, p. 12. 'In Mathematicis non est bontl illatio, cum sit transitus de genere ad aliud genus 
quantitatis, V. g. a linea ad supe_rficiem cum inter prima genera non sit proportio: Sed 
Cavallerius argumentatur ab ind1uisibilibus ad planities, & a planis ad corpore. Ergo eius 
argumenta vera, $ evidenti illatione non concludunt.' 

36 C. B. Boyer, Concept of Calculus, (New York 1939), p. 117. 
37 Ibid. p. 123. Boyer insists that Cavallieri's significance has led many 'to impute to 

Cavellieri views which he was far from possessing ... views which are expressed in 
the terms "differential" and "integral'". . 
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Euclides. Guarini first declares that there is no efficacious reason to 
prove that quantity is distinct from substance.38 Nor is any 
theological reason efficacious in distinguishing 'realiter' quantity 
from the subject, in this discussion on the extended presence of 
Christ in the Host.39 Quantity is the same as substance: 'The essence 
of quantity does not consist in any assigned reason, unless in 
extension only "in ordine ad se" ... it does not consist in the force of 
occupative place: for essence trujlly is constituted in something 
intrinsic. Therefore the body of Christ exists in the host, without 
corresponding to place.' 40 

The following 'expensio' of over eight folio-pages is the longest in 
the Placita and is a protracted answer to the question, 'Whether 
quantity is divisible to infinity'(?) Guarini tells us that this is a 

t matter greatly philosophised upon by Zeno and Aristotle; the la~r 
thinking that quantity consisted of indivisibles, and the former who 
thought that quantity consisted of divisible parts of infinity; 'thus 
God could divide a part of a body always smaller for all eternity, 
(and) never arrive at the end.' 41 The First Conclusion is that 
'Quantity cannot consist of indivisibles to which there are no parts, 
nor designation'. This is the opinion of Aristotle, the Peripatetics 
and the Recentiores, except Oviedus (see Appendix B), who defends 
Zeno 'acriter'.42 The discussion covers the same ground as in the 
Euclides, but with more references to the Real Presence in the --... 

Eucharist. He also repeats the perspective-ladder construction to 
prove the 'infinite capacity of parts' (p. 249). 

38 Pph, 250Aa. 'Nulla ratio philosophia efficas est, ad probandum quantitatim esse a substantia distinctam.' 
39 Pph, p. 250Ca 'S C. Nullam argumentum suadet efficaciter quantitatem esse a subiecto distinctam realiter' 
40 Pph, p. 251Cb. Tertia Cons. Quantitas est idem cum substantia.' 

251Ca. 'P. C Essentia quantitatis in nulla ex rationibus assignatis consistet, nisi in sola extensione in ordine ad se.' 
251Ea. 'Non consistit in vi loci occupatiua: quia locus est aliquid extrinsecum corpori, 
essentia vero constituenda est in ali'luo intrinseco. Deinde corpus Christi existit in hostia, sine correspondentia ad locum. 

41 Pph, p. 251Db. 'ista Zenonis, qui vult quantitatem constare ex indiuisibilibus. & altera 
Aristoteles, quae vult quantitate(m) constare ex partibus diuisibilibus in infinitum; ita 
vt licet Deus per totam aeternitatem semper minimam corporis partem diuideret, 
nunquam ad ultimam peruenit, in qua nulla alia esset, quae diuideretur.' 

42 Pph, p. 251Eb. 'P C. Quantitas non potest constare ex indiuisibilis, quorum partes 
nullae sunt , neque per designationem Est Arist omniumque Peripatetocorum, & 
Recientiorum, excepto Ouiedo, qui acriter Zenonisticam defendit sententiam.' 
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Discrete Quantity 
The second Tractatus of the Euclides is on the essence of discrete 

quantity, or the numerical essence of quantity, a subject that Guarini 
finds it 'wonderful that so many opinions on the essence of one have 
been ventilated,'(my italics): however, little breadth of discussion of 
other opinions takes place, the only authority remaining Aristotle. 
While number, as number cannot be a distinct being from numbered 
things, unity considered metaphysically, is something above nature, 
and is added to formal reason.43 The fifth Expensio tells us that 
'objective' unity and number cannot be cut off perfectly from nature, 
finding three supporting texts from Aristotle.44 And there is no 
infinite number by act in multitude (anticipated in the first 
Tractatus), which raises an argument against the eternity of God.45 In 
support of his proposition, his first argument states that by adding 
finite numbers to each other, an infinite number can never be 
arrived at, which must be false as eternity is not numerable. 

The seventh and last Expensio considers whether number has 
essence - 'Whether number attains essence(?) . . . In vain does the 
Arithmetician speculate if numbers have any essence'.46 Traditionally 
Plato was taken to have considered mathematical numbers to be 
intermediary between the ideal numbers of the world of ideas 
(philosophical number) and their imperfect realisation in sensible 
things (popular number).47 As his argument develops it becomes 
clear that Guarini allows popular number, but not philosophical or 
mathematical number, though he does not use such terminology. 
Guarini goes on: 

Nor, as the Philosophers most truely resolved by 
decree, 'entia', which are the sufficient foundation of 
eternal truth, cannot offer knowledge through accident; 
But only the essence of things; which are immutable & 
eternal. Also it seems that number enjoys no essence, 
as one does through accident, as a heap of stones, or as 
a multitude. Indeed it is so. 

43 EA, P. 15. 'CONCL. 11. PROPOS. VII. Numerus, vt numerus est, non est ens distinctum a 
re numerata. 

CONCL. Ill. PROPOS VIII. Vnitas, & numerus metaphisice consideratus dicit aliquid 
preater naturem, & superadiungit aliquam tationem forma/em.' 

44 EA, p. 17-18. e. g. 'Arist. 8. Metaph. text 16 .... 3. metaph. tex. 30.' 
45 EA, p. 18. 'Hoc argumentum contra Dei aeternitatem militare: hoc enim falsum est, 

quia aetemitas numeribilis non est.' 
46 EA, p. 19. 'EX. VII. An numerus essentiam consequatur. 

FRustra Arithmeticus numericus speculatur, si nullam essentiam possident.' 
47 Maziarz, 'Number', in NewCathEnc, vol. 10, p. 565. 
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CUNCL VS. I. PROPOS. XVII. 
It is to be proved. Number as number is a certain multitude; but a multitude does not obtain essence, as being ... through accident; And therefore number is not able (to take on) essence. 
Multitude & number exclude unity as such: therefore as essentials they do not exist. It is proved. Every essential is a being. Every being is one; as one and being can be converted. Therefore, because number is neither one nor being, it does not enjoy essence.48 

The second conclusion confirms that number only possesses essence 
in so far as there are numerate parts to quantity (popular number), 
and the last Conclusion allows number to have essence 'in ordine' to 
the work of our intellect. Thus Guarini in denying the existence of 
mathematical number, affirms the existence of a mathematical one, 
and presumably a philosophical one as well, because at the 
beginning of this tractatus, he denies the absolute mode of 
numerability, as against the absolute ·mode of unity of the one, 
devoid of any quantity.49 

Towards Universal Mathematics 
The first two-and-a-half pages of the third Tractatus are 

theoretically the most interesting, while the remainder is devoted to 
terminology in geometry and its formulation - element, principle, 
definition, postulate, theorem, problem, porism, zetema, lemma, 
proposition - and also the teaching of mathematics, plus a survey of 
the Euclidean elements of geometry. However the striking feature of 
the whole Tractatus is the appearance of a new authority who 
Guarini priviledges with direct citation only reserved for Aristotle, 
St. Thomas, and Euclid in the Euclides- this is Proclus Diadochus, 
the last successor of Plato in the Athenian Academy and famous 
Neoplatonic theologian, philosopher and commentator: in this 
Tractatus he provides Guarini with a parallel to the citations from 
Aristotle, and is cited independently as well. By quoting Proclus on 

48 EA, p. 19-20. 'FRustra Arithmeticus numeros specularetur, si nullam essentiam possiderent. neque enim, et volunt Philosophi verissio decreto, entia per accidens scientijs, quae sunt aeternae veritates sufficiens fundamentum praebere possunt; sed solum essentiae rerum; quae immutabiles sunt, & aeternae.Videtur autem numerus nulla essentia frui, cllm sit vnum per accidens, vel vt multitudo. Verum sit. Multitudo, & numerus excludunt, vt talia, vnitatem: Ergo quid essentiale non sunt: Patet. Omne essentiale ens est. Omne ens est vnum; cum vnum & ens conuertantur. Ergo, quod non sit neque vnum, neque ens numerus essentia non gaudebit.' 
49 EA, p. 14. 'Verllm modus absolute numerabilis non est.' 
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equal terms with the Philosopher, this represents the 'canonisation' 
of Proclan doctrine in the Theatine's philosophy. 

Tractatus III is entitled 'De Mathematica eiusque Affectionibus'. 
the last term best rendered as 'and its constitution'.50 The first 
Expensio considers the object of mathematics and its abstraction. 

'The object of mathematics is the being of quanta, as 
measurable.'51 In Praesumptum I, we are told that logic teaches that 
science must have a material and formal object. 'The material 
(object) is that, which is considered by that science; the Formal 
verily is that ratio under which it is considered. Thus the Physician 
considers the animated body; but as to its health. Thus the Physicist 
considers a body as a natural body; but as changeable. Thus the 
Theologian speculates upon God; but as knowable by I?eans of 
discourse of the light of revelation. Whence in med~cine the 

1\ animated body is the material object, but its health is the formal 
object.'52 Praesumptum 11 tells us that no science can intuit its object 
in singularities but as an abstraction from itself, as the single 
participates in the universal. In this way all science speculates on 
the essence of things, because it is cut off from the particular and 
the individual. This clears the way for the first Conclusion, 'The 
object of Mathematics is the being of quantum, as measurable.'53 The 
being of quantum is constituted by the three dimensions of 
longitud~ latitude and depth, because 

the being of quantum is constitutent dimensions. Consider also their quantity, because they are not bodies; Therefore it is clear that their cognition is broader than that of bodies, & is constituted in the entity of quantum. 
It deals with Cones, Cylinders, Spheres. (It deals) with number, time, intensity of light, the quantity of weights, because they are so much suited to the reason ('ratio') of the quantitative entity: Therefore reason, through which mathematics IS borne to that investigation, is of the being of quantum; For how can it ('ratio') deal with everything; unless they come 

50 EA, p. 21. See Lewis & Short. Latin Did. 'B ... Also of body, as anal. to mind, a fixed, permanent constitution.' 
51 EA, p. 21. 'CONCL. I PROPOS. I. ojiectum mathematicae est ens quantum, vt mensurabile.' 52 EA, p. 21. 'Materiale quidem est illud, quod ab ilia scientia consideratur; Formale vero est ilia ratio sub qua consideratur. Sic Medicus considerat corpus animatum; sed vt sanabile. Sic Physicus considerat corpus corpus naturale; sed vt mutabile. Sic Theologus Deum speculatur; sed vt cognoscibilis lumine reuelato media discursu. Vnde in medicina corpus animatum eritobiectum materiale, sed eius sanabilitas obiectum formale.' 
53 Ibid. 'CONCL. I. PROPOS. I. Obiedum mathematicae est ens quantum, ut mensurabile.' 
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together in some reason from which it can be intended at the same time.'54 

This is the central claim to a 'mathesis universalis' where all manner 
of abstracted quanta are brought together. So we find light, which 
must refer to the absolute light of 'De luce', and weight, which 
refers back to the quotation of Wisdom 11, 21, 'number, measure 
and weight': Guarini would have been aware that St. Augustine had 
already made weight the determinant of will, of love, or any sort of 
tendency.55 Here again we witness the intermediate role of point, 
line and surface defined as 'the least divisible part' in the first 
Tractatus, and now gathered together with number, time, light and 
motion, giving rise to the reason of quantitative entity. But in 
dealing with such quantitative entity, we deal with bodies or the 
corporeal world only 'perneccessarias'(sic), through necessity. 'Thus 
the physician deals with plants in order to inquire into health, and 
Theology is concerned with Angels, the Sacraments and Sin ... It is 
ordained in the end to the cognition of God under its formality, 
under which it is considered by the Theologian. Whence it is 
permitted that surfaces, lines and points do not have the enjoyment 
of the concept of the being of quantum; nevertheless the 
mathematician must consider their commensurations, through 
necessity, as cognition of the bodily quantum'.56 And with regard to 
irrational lines, surfaces and bodies, no objection is allowed arising 
from their lack of commensurability - incommensurables exist only 
in relation to some quantity, so they can be dealt with 'simpliciter' 
(through proportionality, as we shall see). Further, cognition leads 
from commensurability, for unless that is acknowledged, 

54 EA, p. 21. ' ... qu(a)e sint dimensiones ens qunatum constituentes. Considerat quoque quantitatem eorum, quae corpora non sunt; Ergo eius cognitio latius patet, qua corporis, & in ente quanto constituenda est. 
Agit de Conis, Cylindris, Sphaeris. De numeris, de tempore, de luminis intensione, de quantitate moluum, quae conueniunt tantum in ratione entis quantitatiui: Ergo ratio, per quam Mathematica ad ilia perscrutanda fertur, est entis quanti; Nam enim de illis ageret omnibus; nisi in aliqua ratione, conuenirent ob quam in ilia simul posset intendere.' 

55 Lit. comm. on Gen. IV, 3. 7; in Essential St. Augustine, (New York), 1964, p. 99, 103. 56 Ibid. The full passage is: 'Superficies, lineas, puncta esse corporis extrema, ab illo, nee quidem mente, separabilia, vt diximus. Vnde agendo de illis, implicite agit de corpore. Deinde multa in scientiji considerantur; quae quidem obiectum nonsunt. Sed solum assumuntur, tanquam necessatia ad perfectam cognitionem obiecti. Sic agit medicina de plantis; quod ilia cognitio ad sanabilitatem corporis indagandam, conducat. Sic Theologia de Angelis, Sagramentis, Peccatis. Quar licet Deus non sint. Dei sub ea formalitate, sub qua consideratnr (sic) a Theologo. Vnde !icet superficies, lineae, puncta entis quanti conceptu non fruerentur; eorum tamen co(m)mensurationes deberet Mathematicus considerare, vt ad corporis quanti cognitionem pernecessarius. 
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incommensurability then can be distinguished, 'in the same way as 
the Physicist deals with privations, & negations, the vacuum, 
imaginary space. It is permitted that (these) entia are not natural: 
Because they are used towards the cognition of natural bodies.'57 In 
this Conclusion Guarini argues for the existence of a higher essence 
of quantitative ratio, which rises out of the essence of quanta as 
represented by the surface, line and point, as well as the other 
species of quanta- number, time, intensity of light and motion. The 
use of the term 'intensity of light' is most probably what Guarini 
means by 'intensio' in EA p. 1 (Tractatus I). 

The second Conclusion to this Expensio (Tr. Ill) declares that the 
Mathematician considers whatsover it considers, abstractly and cut 
off from individual beings.58 First quoting from Aristotle's 
Metaphysics, it is in this passage that the ancient writer Proclus first 
makes his appearance in the form of a full citation immediately after 
the two from the Stagirite. Here Guarini is taking great pains to 
support his argument - that it is very doubtful ever to find or speak 
of equal lines or perfect circles in material quantity. Its first proof 
lies in the aforementioned citations, accompanied merely by a 
statement of his proposition. As the unique exponent of Euclid, the 
last who was also a member of the Academy, and with his 
undoubted geometrical understanding going back to Plato himself, 
Proclus j s the 'locus classicus' for the fullest possible meaning of 
ancient Classical geometry, and especially as a mediation between 
the invisible and the visible, the ideal world of forms and the 
material world. Proclus' Commentary on the First Book of the Elements 
of Euclid (hereinafter Proclus' Euclid), had been translated into Latin 
in the previous century (Barozzi), while his Elements of Theology had 
been translated long before by William of Moerbeke. The use of 
Proclus' Euclid by Guarini as a canonic source for his philosophy, 
implying the acceptance of its doctrine on the same level as that as 
Aristotle, Euclid or St. Thomas Aquinas, points to the Theatine' s 
openess to the fullness of Classical mathematics as transmitted to 
him in Europe at that time, and in the context of Second Scholastic. 

S1 EA, p. 21-22. 'Sicuti Physicus agit de priuationibus, & negationibus, de vacuo, de 
spatiJS immaginarijs; licet entia non sint naturalia: Quia ad cognitionem corporis 
naturalis deseruiunt.' 

58 EA, p. 22. 'CONCLVS. 11. PROPOS. 11. Mathematica, quidquid considerat abstrade 
considerat, & ab ente indiuiduali praescindit.' 
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By following the selection of quotations from Aristotle and Proclus 
that the 'Universal Mathematicians' used before him, Guarini makes 
his own claims to establish 'mathesis universalis' not only of the 
traditional mathematicals, 'Cones, Cylinders, Spheres,' but of light 
and mass, in his 'Super-continuum' that he has built up above 
abstracted quanta, the former which I interpret to be not just the 
'terminated quanta' of Blancanus.59 We can now understand what is 
the ultimate nature of the indivisible light of 'De luce', where he did 
not deal with mathematicals unduly, for traditional reasons 
presumably, i. e. the absence of mathematics in Physica. 

The second Expensio, Tractatus III, discusses the meaning of the 
word 'mathematics', describing its Greek derivation and adding that 
it is an ostensive science 'whose object is all that can be measured',60 

and then he divides Mathematics into three parts already alluded to 
- Universal, Cosmic and Microcosmic. Both Geometry and 
Arithmetic are equally ostensive because they intuit continuous and 
discrete quantity respectively. However with regard to universal 
mathematics the Euclides will concern itself 'sometimes with 
Geometry, sometimes with Arithmetic ... and in which two modes 
of intuition are sundered: For one is of the Elements, the other 
truft!ly by no means allows itself to be dealt with, either in Element, 
or in another part, and speculation concerning its object is 
undertaken.'61 The Elements provide the foundation and the first 
doctrine, and give entrance to the more profound speculations 'of 
which the elements cannot have any cognition.'62 It is not clear 
where this more profound speculation is to be found: is he referring 
to the main part of the contents of the Euclides itself, or to the broad 
mathematical tradition coming from the ancients and found in 
Aristotle and Proclus, or ·the essence of quantative ratio just 
outlined, constituting Universal Mathematics? Whatever he means, 
the possibility of 'more profound speculations' is a reality for 
Guarini, and this cryptic allusion probably refers to. contemplation. 

59 'Super-Continuum' in line with 'Super-ens' of the Placita. 60 EA, p. 22. 'EX. 11 .... CONCLVS. I PROPOS. Ill. Mathematica est scientia ostensiua, cuius obiectum est omne illud, quod mensurari potest.' 
61 EA, p. 23. 'Mathematica, itaque vniversalis, de qua hoc Libro agimus partim per occasione Geometria, pertim Arithmetica constans, in duas quoque pertes secernitur intuitu modi procedenti: Nam alia est Elementari, turn in altera parte, & circa eadem obiecta specufatio versetur.' 
62 Ibid. ' ... sed quae elementares cognitiones nequaquam dici possint.' 
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The third Expensio considers the various 'titles' of Classical 
geometry from element to analysis and synthesis. For the first of 
these, he musters two quotations from Prod us. 'All geometries are 
certain principal theoremata and to that which follows, having principles of 
reason, are called Elements. Verily Elementaries are whatever do not have 
cognition in extended multitude. And therefore. Not everything is called 
element. Indeed those things, which are the most principled, are constituted 
in effective things by reason.'63 In his treatment of the Porism he sets 
out three meanings for this 'title' culled from Pappus; other than in 
the preface this is the only place in the Euclides where this famous 
Greek geometer is cited or referred to. Two of Pappus' dicta are 
found to be obscure and a definition of Proclus' is also considered. 
Guarini fails to decide - Pappus says that it is 'medium' between a 
Problem and a Theorem, while Proclus has it as a type of 
Corollary.64 

Against Physico-mathematics. 
At the end of the passage on mathematical instruction, Guarini 

issues a warning on the probable rationality of middle mathematics, 
and possibly his motive for not treating it in his works: 

Mathesis is not evident according to its parts: For it is 
deficient from (its) institution in its many parts by 
defect of principles, & takes pleasure in prooabilities: 

' Thus Astrology, Optics, and Spherics, & the Theories of 
the Planets, & many: other parts of which it is evident : 
.. that mathematical Physics are probable. For who can 
believe that a line can be cut in two perfectly? a perfect 
circle can be drawn? ... because in the matter of 
Mathematical Problems, as we have warned, the 
abstract must always be understood, as the conclusions 
clearly show.65 

63 EA, ~· 23. 'Totius Geometritle sunt qUIUlam theoreomata principalia, ad ea, qua sequuntur, prinetpij rationem habentia, quae Ellementa appellantur. Elementaria verb sunt, quacumque extensam in multitudinem cognitionem non habent. Et deinde. Non omne e.lementum vobabitur. Vernm ea, quae principalissima sunt eorum quae rei ellecta ratione sunt constituta.' 
64 EA, p. 25. 
65 EA, p. 26. 'Licet nitantur, quae proponunt, ostendere mathematici; aliqua tamen sunt; 

que nonnisi probabili ratione attingunt; Vnde mathesis secundum omnes suas partes euidens non est: nam in multis suis partibus ob defectum principiorum, ab institutio 
deficit, & probabilitate conquiescit: Sic Astrologia, Optica, Sph(a)era, quoque, & 
Theorica planetum, & multi alij tractatus ex parte quide(m) euidentes sunt, ex parte 
vero probabiles euaderunt, vent. & Phisio mathematic(a)e probabiles sunt. Quis enim 
credebat se diuississe per fectissime lineam bifuram? Circulum perfectuissumum 
duxisse? & circinum, aut crure se girante, aut pede immoto parumpter non 
diuaricasse, & sic de allijs. Quia de re Problemata mathematia, vt monuimus, 
abstractae semper sunt intelligenda, Vt euidenter concludant.' 
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So the reader is again reassured of the primacy of certitude through 
the essence of rationality reposing in Universal Mathematics as 
against the probability of Cosmic and Microcosmic Mathematics, as 
Guarini chooses to call mixed mathematics, with a specific 
denunciation of the new mathematical physics. 

For someone who had just arrived in the Paris of the 1660's this 
has two possible and linked interpretations. The first is as a genuine 
denunciation of the century's increasing involvement with the 
mathematicisation of nature, the second is as a distancing from the 
contemporary school of Paris, from the 'mechanisme' of the 
Cartesian school after the condemnation of Descartes by the Index, 
and the current and subsequent tribulations that French Jansenists, 
seen as another revolt against orthodoxy and not unconnected with 
Cartesianism, were to bring upon themselves. If we are to take 
Guarini at face value the first interpretation can be upheld: if we 
take account of his personal troubles, e.g his exile from Modena and 
his uneven relationships within and without his order in Turin, his 
aversion to 'mechanisme' may also be linked to his direct experience 
in the French capital and his conclusions from the events he 
experienced there. Since Guarini never seeks to establish stability 
outside tradition, he sees no threat from scepticism, and hence his 
firm grasp of reality and its expression. 

B. THE NATURE of GUARINI'S GEOMETRY. 

In order to establish a preliminary overall view of the geometry 
of Guarini, the comments of Michel Chasles on the century in 
general, and on Guarini in particular, provide a convenient and 
sympathic starting-point, not least in that he seems to be alone for 
his time in giving any meaningful attention to the Theatine's 
mathematics.66 Chasles surveys that part of the century before the 
advent of the calculus, and identifies three divisions, the method of 
indivisibles according to Cavalieri, the analysis of curved lines 
according to Descartes, and the third the development of what we 
now call projective geometry. The first is the Geometry of the 
Ancients helped by the doctrine of indivisibles and 'des 

66 M. Chasles, Aperqu historique des Methodes en Geomitrie, 2nd. edition, (Paris 1875). 
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mouvements composes'; the second is Cartesian analysis to which is 
added Fermat's procedures in his method of maxima and minima to 
calculate the infinite;67 and the third is . a pure Geometry, 
'distinguished essentially by its abstraction and generality', to which 
Pascal and Desargues gave the first examples in their treatises on 
conics, to be later developed by Monge and Carnot.68 Chasles's 
discussion of the third of these branches is chiefly concerned with 
La Hire's work on conics and its sixteenth-century development by 
Verner (from Nuremburg) and the better-known Maurolico, and 
then he feels justified in mentioning the Theatine: 

Il est juste de citer encore a ce sujet Guarini, contemporain de La Hire, qui avait aussi donne, en 1671, un Traite des Coniques, ou il faisant un usage frequent de la consideration du cone, pour demontrer leurs proJ?rietes. On y remarques surtout une demonstration extremement simple, et qui s' applique aux trois sections coniques en meme temps, de la propriete du rapport constant des produits des 
se~ments faits sur des cordes paralleles. Cettes methode etait un progres dans la theorie des coniques; mais Guarini, tres-savant du reste dans toutes les parties de la Geometrie, ne l'a .Pas suivre systematiquement et avec le talent de La H1re.69 

Chasles therefore links albeit comparatively, Guarini with La Hire 
and this is because both mathematicians share the qualifications of 
this third branch of geometry, also dubbed 'la Geometrie recente', 
because it did not employ algebraic calculations, but relied on the 
'usage of metric relations of figures' and 'relations of situation', 
'considering only relations of rectilinear distance of a certain kind' 
rather than the 'symbols or operations of Algebra'.70 What Chasles 
has described in effect, is what Guarini deals with under proportion 
and his particular development of this central Euclidean topic. He 
has also described the 'geometry of situation' of Desargues, and the 
following examination will determine how close Guarini comes to 
the French geometer. 

67 Ibid. p. 116. 
68 Ibid., p. 121. 
69 Chasles, op. cit., p. 121. 
7° Chasles, p. 117. 'Cette troisieme branche de la Geometrie., qui constitue aujourd'hui ce que nous appelons la Geometrie recente, est exempte de calculs algebriques, quoiqu'elle fasse un aussi heureux usage des relations metri~ues des figures que de leur relations de situation, ou descriptives; mais elle ne considere que des rapports de distance rectilignes d'un certain genre, qui n'exigent ni symboles ni les operations de l'Algebre.' 
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C. PROPORTION and PROPORTIONALITY. 

No survey of the Euclides should fail to investigate Guarini's 
treatment of proportion and proportionality, but which seems to 
have escaped the full attention of scholars. This is surprising on two 
counts - first, for its sheer size, comprising 180 folio pages in 
sequence, and including extra references adding up to one-quarter of 
the work's contents overall; and secondly for its import, Guarini's 
complex and exhaustive development of Books V and VI of Euclid 
and his use of Pappus' theorems, though unattributed, combined 
with ideas of progression, infinity and projectivity, as we shall see. 

Perhaps this oversight with regard to Guarini and his treatment 
of the theory of proportions is that according to Heath, Euclid's 
Book V 'is little known in detail' yet of which 'Greek mathematics 
can boast no finer discovery ... which first put on a sound footing 
so much of geometry as depended on the use of proportions.' He 
further quotes Barrow: '"There is nothing in the whole body of the 
elements of a more subtile invention, nothing more solidly 
established, and more accurately handled, than the doctrine of 
proportionals"' .71 So it is not surprising that, leaving aside the 
architectural tradition, Guarini should concern himself, for the 
soundest of mathematical motives, at such length with this central 
part of ..... Euclidean doctrine (nowadays attributed to Eudoxus and 
arranged by Euclid)P And as will soon be established, Guarini was 
able to exploit his ancient sources, Euclid naturally, and also 
Pappus, but whose name he mentions once in the text, in his own 
particular way. 

Tractatus IX, 'Pars Prima', introduces for the first time the notion 
of proportion - 'De proportione notione', from the fifth Book of the 
'Elements'. He follows Euclid in presenting definitions of 'ratio' and 
'magnitude'; supported by Aristotle, he defines 'ratio', 'Ratio is the 
habitude of two magnitudes of the same kind according to 
quantity'.73 The comparison of two quantities whether they be lines, 
surfaces or solids, . . . which is called Ratio, . . . also Proportion. 

71 H. L. Heath, Greek Mathematics, vol. I, p. 384. 
72 Ibid. This is the work of more recent scholarship: because of the absence of discourse of any ancient sources in Guarini, it is impossible to speculate on his awareness of Eudoxus. 
73 EA, p. 108. Ratio est duarum magnitudines eiusdem generis secundum qwmtitatem habitudio. 
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Wherefore it is obvious; why they must be of the same genus: 
because it is evident as Aristotle says ... measure is of its own 
genus, and magnitude for magnitude ... length for length, breadth 
for breadth, voice for voice, gravity for gravity; &,' 74 But these 
definitions are not Euclid's exactly; for example in the Elements, 
Definition 3 reads: 'A ratio (sic) is a sort of relation in respect of size 
between two magnitudes of the same kind'.75 So Guarini has 
substituded his own terms and augmented the definition by 
referring to quantity. With Def. IV Guarini follows a manuscript 
tradition and Campanus of Novara76 to say that 'Proportion is the 
similitude of ratios', 'Proportio est rationum similitude' (p. 107), but 
adds that proportion is also called analogy, in Euclidean 
terminology. But the proportion is not in the ratio of the contained 
'or the the greater, of lesser, or equal similitude. Thus (it is ) because 
the fundamentals of these relationships are not these quantities 
themselves, but are the habitudes of quantities'.77 

The second Expensio of this Tractatus declares the real nature of 
the ('new' i.e. Eudoxian) theory of proportions, i.e., its inclusion of 
rational and irrational entities. This demands the definition of 
rational and irrational magnitudes, the former defined as containing 
its aliquot/8 and the latter as containing a relation with concerned 
multiples of itself.79 The third Expensio is concerned with the 
problem, of which quantities can 'enjoy' proportion, answered in 

74 Loc. cit., ' . . . dicitur Ratio, ab aliquibus etiam; Quare patet; cur debeant esse eiusdem generis: quia scilicet vt inquit Arist. 10. Methaph. tex. 4. mensure eiusdem generis est, magnitudinum namque magnitudo, & secundum unumquodque longitudinis longitudo, llltitudinis llltitudo, vocum vox, gravitatis gravitas, &.' 
75 Heath, Elements of Euclid, (Camb. 1908), 11, p. 114. 
76 Heath, Gk. Maths., Vol. 11, p. 119. Johannes Campanus was a thirteenth-century mathematician whose version of Euclid was the first to be printed, at Venice in 1482. See Camb. Hist . of Late Medieval Philosophy, p. 580. Heath adds, 'This beautiful and rare book was ... also the first printed mathematical book of any importance.' Koyre says: 'Campanus' version of the Elements (from the Arabic) had been published in 1482; in 1505, Bartolomeo Zamberto fault with its many errors and its barbarous terminology, and published a new translation from a Greek manuscript. So great, however, was the renown of Campanus - it was commonly believed that the problems alone were by Euclid, that the demonstrations in the Latin version were by Campanus and those in the Greek text were by Theon - that Pacioli, dissatisfied with Zamberti's translation republished Campanus after having corrected the worst errors.' R Taton, Editor, A General Hist of the SCiences ... from 1450 to 1800, n. on p. 24. 77 EA, p. 107. 'Proportio dicitur etiam analogya; ab Euclide autem vocantur quoque proportio, & est in ratione continentis quoque proportio, vel contenti, vel maioris, & minoris, aut aequalis similitudo. Ita quod fundamenta huius relationis non sint quantitates ipsae: sed quantitatum habitidunes.' 

78 Loc.cit. 'Rationen (sic) habere cicuntur rationales magnitudines, cUm vna alterius partes alioquitas continet .' 
79 Loc. cit. 'Irrationales quantitates inuicem habitudine referuntur, & relatione, cum multiplicatae se inuicem continere possunt.' 
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four conclusions: 

I. There is no proportion between infinity and infinity, 
(with a reference to Aristotle ('no infinity can have 
another greater infinity than itself').80 

II. No finite (thing) is said (to have) a ratio with 
infinity. 81 

Ill. Points, which are in some quantitY, are said (to 
have) no Mathematical, and cognosc1ble parts, as 
points, which are in other (quantities) ... 82 Points can 
be finite or infinite: if infinite, from above there is no 
ratio: if finite, they are either indistinguishable, & 
indeterminate, or not. If indeterminate, they cannot be 
exceeded, for what is indeterminate, cannot be 
multiplied ... If they are determinate, or are of equal 
quantity, this is false: For all lines should be 
commensurable, or (of) unequal quantity: Whether 
quantity does not allow of these, nor is it determinate. 
For the quantitY. of a point hides at all events under 
sensible indivisibility: Therefore when multiglied, it is 
uncertain if they exceed, or are equal, or not. 3 

IV. Between points and lines, lines and surfaces, 
surfaces and oodies, no proportion exists. . . . For a 
point multiplied as much as you will cannot be equal 
to a line, nor a line a surface, nor a surface a body, as 
they are infinite, or indeterminate, and they are not 
comprehended by any number: wherefore they cannot 
be multiplied e~ually, as number does not 
acknowledge them. 

The fourth Expensio is on the divisions of Ratio, which is also 
called proportion, and are divided into two kinds, unequal and 
equal. The unequal is concerned with number and fractions, which 
occupy the the remainder of this frrst Part of the ninth Tractatus. 

80 EA, p. 108. 'Infiniti ad infinitum nulla est proportio . ... ergo infinitum non potest 
habere aliud infinitum maius.' 

81 Loc.cit., 'Finitum nullam dicit rationem cum infinitio.' 
82 Loc.cit., 'Puncta, quae sunt in aliqua quantitatate nullam dicunt proportionem 

Mathematicam, & cognoscibilem, cum pundis, quae sunt in alia.' 
83 EA, pp108-109. 'Ea enim, vel finita sunt, vel infinita. Si infinita ex praecedenti nullam 

dicunt inuicem rationem, si finita; vel sunt indisguibilia (sic), & indetermina, vel non. 
Si indetermina iam nequeunt se inuicem superare: Nam quOd indeterminatum est 
multiplicari nequit; cUm eius neque haec, neque ilia pars adsit, nee si multiplicetur, 
quantitas illius multiplicationis agnoscit. 

Si determinta sunt, vel sunt aequalia quantitate, & hoc est falsum. Nam omnes 
lineae esent com(m)ensurabiles, vel quantitate inaequalia: determinate est. Nam 
quantitas puncti saltem sub indivisibilitate sensibili later: Ergo multiplicata, incertum 
erit, an se supererit, aut aequent, sive non.' 

84 EA, p. 109. 'Interpuncta, & lineas. Inter lineas, & superficies. Inter superficies, & corpora 
nulla proportio intercedit. Probatur. Nam nee punctam quantumuis multiplicatum 
lineam adeaquare potest, nee linea superficiem, nee superficies corpus, cum vel 
infinitae sint, vel indeterminatae, nulloque certo numero comprehendantur: Quare 
(a)equemultiplicari non possunt, cum earum numerus non agnoscatur.' · 
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The 'Pars Secunda' of Tractatus IX is 'De proportionibus in genere', 
again from Book V of the 'Elements', and is introduced by its 
preface as follows: 'By the knowledge of Ratio, the definition of 
Proportions and the mode of drawing them out, & in the exercise of 
their cognition, we approach their generic and most universal 
properties. And this tractate (Book V, 'Elements') is just like 
Metaphysics among the Philosophers.'85 Against the rather technical 
prose of the main text this is a most important indication of the 
importance of proportion, a form of 'first philosophy' analagous to 
the role of traditional metaphysics. 

For just as that welcome entia is contemplated by 
cogmtion; thus this book deals with proportions and 
their similarities under total universality . . . That 
Tractate (Book V, 'Elements') verily depends in no way 

0 19 the first four books; but the Tractate is so much a 11 part from the antecedents: indeed, because a 
knowledge of it is necessary for the sixth, and used for 
the first and second; it would be convenient that the 
first, and the second be read at all events, so that the 
mind, more easily exercised by these propositions, goes 
forth to those books.'86 

Thus Guarini reinforces the primacy of Books V and VI of the 
Elements as a propaedeutic to Euclidean doctrine and mathematics. 
Tractatus IX 'Pars Secunda' gives expansive coverage of the 
multiplication of similitudes,87 and the Tractatus ends with a -, 

Corollary to its last proposition using Clavius (EA, p. 131). 
Tractatus X is concerned with Book VI of the Elements and is 

subtitled 'De proportione quantitatis continuae'. 'Having seen 
generic proportions', Guarini begins, 

let us descend to particulars according to diversities of 
matter, to which they are especially applied; For one is 
the proportion of numbers, the otner is continuous 
quantity; . . . of continuous quantity verily there are 
two kinds, one rational, the otner irrational. We treat in 
a true way of the proportion of continuous quantity 

85 EA, p. 118. 'COgnitis Rationum, Proportionumque definitionibus, modumq(ue) illas 
tractandi, & in Illarum cognitione se exercenti, ad proprietates earum genericas, & 
vniuersalissimas accedimus. Estq(ue) hie tractatus veluti Metaphysica apud 
Philosophos'. _ 

86 EA, p. 118. 'Iste vero Tractatus a primis quatuor Iibris nullatenus dependet; sed 
tantum ab antecedenti Tractatus parte: verum, quia cognitio ad sextum necessaria est, 
cui, & primus, & secundus Iiber deseruiunt; conueniens erit primum, secundumque 
librum legisse saltem, vt illis Iibris exercitata facilius per huius propositiones 
excurrat.' 

'if1 Definitions 11 - 20, and 22 - 25. 
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instead of cutting (it) off from irrational, or rational.88 

Thus Guarini introduces the reader to Book VI of the Elements 
which applies the general theory of proportion established in the 
previous Book to plane geometry concerning the similarity of 
triangles and the properties of parallelograms. The last Expensio -
on the properties of circles and its parts - 'De proportionibus circuli, 
& partibus ipsius', is introduced with a mild criticism of Euclid's 
single example, since Guarini sees many necessary propositions as 
'experience teaches', especially in Cosmography and Isoperimetry, 
where its 'fundament' is acknowledged.89 It would be against the 
whole tenor of the Euclides for Guarini to develop this sally in 
detail; however the comment does carry the strongest echo of 
Bettini' s development of the 'Aranea geometrizans' involving both 
similar triangles in the 'Aranea Cosmographia' and its implied 
'lsoperimetria', Bettini' s sub-title, where the spider's web is linked 
with the image of terrestial projection of the full hemisphere.90 

Isoperimetry is covered in another part of the Euclides91 and is 
featured in the Arch.civ .. 92 

The first part of the next Tractatus - XI, on the seventh Book of 
the Elements, is on the 'proportions of numbers in genere', and its 

t second part is on the 'special proportions of numbers', quadraJZ{ics 

" and cubes, with no geometrical application. The third part of this 
TractatUs follows Clavius ('acutisseme'), beyond Euclid, in applying 
what the ancient did to lines in his Book 11, to numbers. This is 
followed by a treatment of irrational lines following Book X of the 
Elements and featuring binomian and apotomic lines.93 The first part 
of Tractatus Xill deals with the proportionality of numbers, which is 
the arithmetic of fractions, and its second part is on the discovery of 
proportionality of numbers, again arithmetical in character and 

88 EA, p. 132. 'Visis proportionibus genericis ad particulares descendimus iuxta diuersitatem materiae, quibus praecipue applicantur; · Nam alia est proportio 
numerorum.' 

89 EA, p. 'Qvamuis Euclides vnicam propositionem de circulo solum adferat, adhuc 
plures, illasque elemantares esse necessarias, experimentum docet. Cum & ea, quae 
de parallelis in Cosmographia, & de figuris Isoperometris, & multa alia, haec fundamenta exposcant.' 

90 Apiar., Tom. 11, Ap. XII, p. 37ff. 
91 Tr. XXIX, 'Geodaesia', Ex. V, pp. 512-526. 
92 Tratt. V, Cap. VII. 
93 Apotome: 'The difference of 2 quantities commensurable only in p<?Wer (i. e. in their 

squares, cubes etc: see Euclid Bk X.; e. g., the difference between ..J2 and 1, which is the difference between the diagonal and side of a square.' OED. , 
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including the 'Regula aurea', the 'golden Rule', that is the arithmetic 
of transferring ratios from one set of numbers to another, used in 
mercantile arithmetic. The following Tractatus - XIIII, is again 
devoted to Geometrical, Arithmetrical and Harmonic/Musical 
(Guarini interchanges both) proportions of numbers and leads on to 
Tractatus XV, 'on the proportions of lines and Segments.'94 

This Tractatus brings the reader back to geometry. Its first 
proposition is 'Given two lines to find the other geometrical, or 
extreme, or median proportion' (p. 248). Let the two lines be AB and 
AC, draw a semicircle with AC as diameter (Fig. 43B). Erect a 
perpendicular at B to cut the circumference at D: AD is then the 
median proportional.' This comes from ..ffi Book Ill (XII, prop. 6) of 
the Mathematical Collections of Pappus of Alexandria, as well as in 
Euclid's 'Elements', Book VI, prop. 13. 

This is followed by a proposition whose task is that 'the 
proportion is to be propagated according to the increase of the 
smaller to the greater' to infinity (Fig. 43C). 95 The method depends 
on the previous proposition, as he states, 1 

••• ideo ex propos. 
anteced. 1 (p. 243). However, since one of the named points Din the 
written demonstration, is ambiguous in its identification in the 
cut, and there is certainly a typographical error in the written 
demonstration itself, it is impossible to make full sense of this 
constr~ction, except to say that there 1s an interaction of arcs 
centred on A, and of normals erected on their intersections with 
AD extended, giving what he claims lines of continuous proportion. 
It can also be said that these relationships are extended to 
infinity, as he says: 1 sic in infinitum crescendo• (Ibid.) 

This mode of operation- extending ratios by repeated drawing of 
arcs, is a silent witness to the protracted proportional method of J. 
B. Villalpanda in In Exechielem explanationes, ill, and which had 
already been deployed by Bettini. On this issue Villalpanda does not 
seem to have used Pappus, keeping stolidly to Euclidian doctrine, 
and Guarini's method can be explicitly extended to infinity, which 
did not concern the Spanish Jesuit. 

94 EA, p. 248. 'De Linearum, Segmentorumque proportionibus.' 
95 EA, p. 243. 'Probl. 11. PROP. 11. Datis duabis rectis lineis proportiones earum progagare (sic) m infinitum. 

DEntur duae AB, & AD, & secundum proportionem minoris ad maiorem crescendo sit propaganda proportio'. , 
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In the next proposition Guarini takes up the famous ancient 
Greek problem of finding the two mean proportionals in continuous 
proportion given two given straight lines 'which necessitate recourse 
to higher curves . . . with a more complicated and indeed a forced 
or ~atural origin such as spirals, quadratrices, cochloids and A 

cissoids'.96 Guarini recognises the many 'inventiones' of the ancients 
referring to the works of Clavius97 and Bettini.98 However Guarini 
shuns all these sophisticated methods and opts for the most easy 
('modum facillimum') of Plato, and a mechanical one at that, 
involving right-angled trammels, discredited as truely Platonic by 
modern commentators because of its use of instruments beyond the 
straight-edge and compass.99 This shows a clear preference for the 
Bettinian model rather than the more scholarly and Platonically 
'correct' methods of Clavius, and at least, subservience to the name 
of Plato in this lapse of standards in his 'Universal Mathematics'. 

The next five pages of this Tractatus (250-254) display a variety of 
unusual constructions employing circles to find proportions for 
which I have been unable to find any provenance. The last 
'Expensio' is on Harmonic proportion, where he shows how to find 
the harmonic mean given the extremes (Fig. 43D), (p. 255). This is 
from Book Ill of Pappus' Collections, and which Heath found worthy 
to comment upon.100 

Let AB and CB be the two given straight lines. Guarini' s setting-" 
out instructions are not convincing or lack completion, as he does 
not indicate that AF must be equal to AT, which is essential to set 
up the cut. Guarini cannot have been very attentive to either Pappus 
or Cornrnandini, his first Latin translator, or he is following . a 
different and defective tradition. Further the drawing of BEF in 
Guarini is redundant in Pappus. Inventive as the previous five 
pages are, Guarini seems unware of the culminating proposition of 

1\ 
Book IT of the Collections, which is the representation of all the three 
means of proportion (arithmetic, geometric and harmonic) with their 

96 Heath, Gk. Maths., Vol IJ, p. 361. 
97 EA, p. 244. 'Ciavius lib. 6. propos. 15. Geometr. pract.'. Clavius gives a list of ancient geometers and presents detailed constructions for Heron, Philonus Bysantius (and 

Philoponus), Diodes and Nicomedes. Geometrill practica, (Rome 1588), p. 297ff. 
98 Loc. cit. 'Betinus Aerarij Math. propos. 13 tom. 2.' 
99 Heath, Gk. Maths., vol I, p. 255f. 
lOO Gk. Maths. Vol. 11, p. 363. 
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respective extremes by six lines drawn in a semicircle.101 It is 
somewhat surprising that Guarini breaks faith with his authority on 
this important demonstration, and I have already hinted at some 
distance between the Theatine and the Pappean corpus above. 

D. PROGRESSION to INFINITY. 

Proportional progression is the subject of Tractatus XVI 'Pars 
prima', 'On the Geometric progression of lines, and contemplates in 
its third definition progression to infinity. 'The boundary of 
progression is the end of a series, to which no progression can 
approach, even if it is contained in infinity . . . But it approaches it 
in perpetuity.'102 Finally in the 'Pars secunda', Guarini proclaims that 
having 'selected from different Authors in the antecedent Tractati, .. 
. this Tractatus is wholly mine'.103 The subtitle is 'On the 
Progressions of harmonic Lines', and the First 'Expensio' is 'On the 
continuation of Harmonic progression', introduced by the following 
Definition: 'The harmonic centre (N in Fig. 43E) is the point, in 
which many lines come together in musical proportion of another 
line; or other divided lines' (Fig. 43E).104 

The Perspectival Ladder 
This is the law of continued ratios which was derived from linear 

perspi ctive from the time of Brunelleschi and Alberti and especially 
by Piero della Francesca, as Rudolf Wittkower has shown,1ns and is 
based on the Euclidian theorems of similar triangles from Book VI 
of the 'Elements' _Hl6 The problems of 'diminishing proportion'107 were 
studied by Piero and Leonardo but it is not clear to what extent 
their findings were disseminated outside their circles to the 
Scholastic tradition, as Guarini never refers to them. I propose that 

101 See Heath, Greek Maths., 11, pp. 363-5. 
102 EA, p. 256. Terminus progressionis est serei finis, ad quem nulla progressio pertinget, licet in infinitum continetur. Sed ei perpetuo accedet. 
103 EA, p. 263. 
104 EA, p. 263. 'Centrum harmonicum est punctum, in quo plurimae lineae conueniunt musicas inproportiones aliqWlm lineam; vel aliqWls lineas diuidentes.' 
105 'Brunelleschi and "Proportion in Perspective"', Journal of Warburg & Courtauld Insts., V, (1953), (pp. 275-291), p. 288. 
106 Ibid., p. 277. 
107 Ibid., p. 283. 
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the common ancestor of all these operations is to be found in the 
ancient 'mesolabium' which Gra):hger mentioned in connection with 
the cheirotometon of Vitruvius, Book IX. The 'mesolabium' was a set 
of three sliding plates of equal size, which can determine the two 
mean proportionals between two lines.108 While the 'mesolabium' 
secures continuous geometrical proportion just as Guarini will 
develop it in the 'Euclides', he does not mention this instrument. At 
all events it is to the perspectival tradition that this Tractatus is 
related, which is clearly demonstrated by Guarini's theorem Ill, 
Prop. XI (267), with its cut of a single-point perspective of the 'tile
floor' and the vanishing-point of the diagonal (Fig. 43F). This is 
immediately preceded by Lemma I Prop. X. (266): 'If the legs of the 
two triangles between two parallels intercept each other on equal 
bases, the line carried through the intersection is parallel to the base, 
because the triangles have equal height' (Fig. 43G). 

This is nothing but a special case of the famous theorem of 
Pappus, and in this context vividly underscores the fundamental 
link between perspective and projective geometry, that Desargues 
had established but with little recognition in the previous generation 
to Guarini. Given the weak relationship of Guarini to the legacy of 
Pappus, and taking him at his word on the independence from 
authority announced in the preface to this Tractatus, this theorem 
appears ~o be the closest that Guarini moves towards the earlier 
developments of Desargues. And it is somewhat illuminating to 
have Michel Chasles tell us that Guarini followed Beaugrand in the 
theorem of Ptolemy/09 which puts a certain distance between 
Guarini and Desargues. Beaugrand was considered to be the greatest 
detractor of Desargues: through being secretary to the king of 
France, he had relations with many distinguished men of science 
including Descartes, and his Geostatique which Guarini would have 
followed, is condemned by Chasles for its errors, and thereby 
accounts for Beaugrand's inability, in the eyes of Chasles, to 
appreciate the 'productions of Desargues'.110 Indeed few if any 

108 Architecture, ed. Grq{nger, p. 208-209, n. 2 'Democritus' application of his theory of projection to perspective was probably contained in his actinographie (Ionic for actinographia) Diels, Fragmente aer Vorsokratiker, II. 64. In that case the cheirotometon .. . would be an illustration of an expedient comparable to the mesolabium, as an invention following on a theory of causes.' 
109 Chasles, op. cit., p. 292. 
110 Ibid., p. 333. 
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beyond Descartes, Fermat and Pascal, would have been able to 
appreciate Desargues, and his slight if important 'productions' on 
projective geometry must have passed effectively out of sight by the 
time of Guarini's sojourn in France. Guarini followed falteringly in 
Desargues' footsteps, and nowhere shows any direct influence of the 
French gentleman-mathematician, who had laid the foundations of 
modern projective geometry on the basis of the theorem of Pappus. 
In sum, Guarini's grasp of Pappus is uneven and sometimes 
tenuous, and his demonstration of the fundamental theorem of 
Pappus is restricted to a special case in a Lemma of several lines 
described above, albeit in the treatment of the continuation of 
harmonic proportion in Tractatus XVI. 

We have seen that Tr. XVI, Part II, - 'wholly mine', is on the 
Guarini's exploitation of the Perspectival ladder, a figure which 
appears in the Placita, and in Arch.civ. In combining older 
perspectival ratios with Pappus, he comes closest to Desargues. His 
presentation seems to be genuinely 'his own', and by presenting 
these formulations for the first time in a Latin treatise, he is justified 
in claiming originality for them. This seems to be his particular 
synthesis for a foundation of proportional projection, which he will 
develop even further. 

'Dialectical Proportion' 
Tractatus XVII deals with the 'Proportionality of Ratios'; while 

concerned with the universal quantity of all kinds, the preface tells 
us that it will explain the ratios of numbers as being easier and 
more evident than lines and surfaces. He defines proportionality as 
the 'similitude of proportion',111 and this is applied to the inversions 
and permutations of numerical terms. Expensio V is entitled 'De 
proportionum Dialectica' but the use of 'Dialectica' is not specifically 
defined in this context. We must assume that this dialectic is at least 
the invention of relationships in geometry as indicated in this 
chapter's epigraph from the Placita, using proportion. And thus after 
180 pages on proportion, Guarini creates a hiatus in his h·eatment of 
this subject: he now turns to curves and many other matters for 209 
pages, until Tractatus XXVill he picks up . proportion and 
proportional progression again. 

111 EA, p. 271. 'proportionum sirnilitudo.' 
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The Mystery of 'Ambrosius' 
'And since we have dwelt upon the progressions in numbers, & 

lines', the preface of Tractatus XXVIII begins, 'reason postulates that 
we demonstrate these propositions, which are true universals, in like 
manner also to be verified, & at the same time we touch upon 
certain special (things) of Arithmetical progression of surfaces, 
which are necessary for the cubing of the sphere.' 112 He posits a 
double series of Geometrical proportion of surfaces, the subject of 
Expensio I, and is introduced thus: 

The series of surfaces is double because the continuous can be extended geometrically to infinity; One is, because it constituted one surface: the other (is) 
because alternately different surfaces are brought 
together ... here we touch upon these propositions 
especially: which Ambrosius a S. Vincentio shows us 
by his ingenious inventions.113 

This Ambrosius does not feature at all in all my searches and 
Guarini includes him in some very august company at the 
beginning of his tractate on the transformation of curves - XXX. 
However this Tractatus, XXVIII, will prove to be the culmination of 
Guarini's treatment of proportion, progression to infinity and also 
projection, the subject of Tractatus XXVI, and his intention is to 
apply his procedures to every regular figure. The mysterious 
Ambro~ius must be the famous Jesuit mathematician Gregory of St. 
Vincent (1584-1667), as is clear by the references concerning 
mathematicians at the beginning of Tractatus XXX, to some 
commentators to the Opus geometricum, Gregory's famous and ill
fated claim to have squared the circle.114 This does not appear to be 
a printer's error: and there seems to be little reason to disguise the 
source, due to the mention of the other writers, whose criticisms are 
even remembered today in the context of Gregory's quadrature 
claims. 

112 EA, p. 495. 'Et quia supra tractauimus de progressionibus in numeris, & in lineis, ratio postulat, vt eas propositiones, 9-uae verae vniuersales sunt, ostendamus similiter de superficiebus quoque verifican, & simul specialia quaedam de progress. Arithmetica superficierum attingamus, quae cubandis sphaeroidibus necessaria sunt. 113 EA, p. 495. 'Duplex est series superficierum, quae continuata in infinitum geometrice extendi potest; Alia est, quae vnicam superficiem constituit: alia qu(a)e diuersas superficies inuicem similes componit, de hac pr(a)ecipue hie proporitiones ta(n)gemus: quas exhibuit nobis Ambrosius a S. Vincentio ab ipso singulari ingenio excogitatis.' 
114 I reached this conclusion independently from Francesco Giacomo Tricomo, in 'Guarini matematico', ConvTor-11, p. 555, but he did not follow up its significance. -
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The first theorem and proposition of Tractatus XXVIII is entitled: 
'All propositions, of which we have demonstrated of lines above are verified 
of proceeding surfaces by geometrical continuous progression. Let there be 
similar squares or whatever other kind of figures A, B, C, D, etc, 
proceeding by continuous geometrical proportion.; I say of these 
that all can be verified, which we have related above in tract. 16 
part. 1. on lines.'115 The last is a reference to the progression of lines. 
In the figure (Fig. 43A), there is a series of squares A- E, of 
diminishing geometrical proportion, and also a diminishing series of 
rectangles L-0, the height of A and L being equal. And so the lesser 
'spatia' conserve always the same geometrical proportion as the 
lines or bases. In Corollorary IV (p. 496) he comments on the 
difference between the terms A and B which is described as the 
'gnomon nigrum',116 the shaded area of A, and harking back to a 
Euclidean usage in Book II generally considered by commentators as 
a survival of Bablylonian mathematics, and a witness to the 
development of geometry linked to horological practice and the 
observation of sunlight. Bullialdus illustrated Theon of Smyrna's 
geometrical numbers as 'gnomonical' (Fig. 45). Otto Neugebauer is 
convinced that conics were developed from sundials, but he does 
not link his statements to the 'gnom~n nigrum' of Euclid.117 'Heron 

A of Alexandria defines a gnomon in general as that which, when 
added tQ anything, number or figure, makes the whole similar to 
that to which it is added'.118 This seems to agree with Guarini, for 
whom the 'gnomon nigrum' is the proportional difference between 
the first and the second, 'and the entire infinite series of terms is in 
the same continuous analogy.'119 This applies equally to the 
continuous proportion of the series of rectangles, and the second 

115 EA, p. 495. 
116 Ea, p. 496. 'GNomonem nigrum nemr differentiam pri- (sic) A a secundo termino B, & ipsum primum terminum totum , $ totam seriem terminorum infinitam esse in continua analogia eadem.' 
117 A Hist. oj Anc. Math. Astronomy, Part 2, p. 857-8. See cils? Boye;, A History of Mathematics, p. 59-60, and Heath, Gk. Maths., vol. I, p. 78-79: ... Ph1lolaus used the idea to explain the knowledge of things, making the knowing embrace the known as the gnomon does the square. In Euclid the geometrical meaning of the word is further extended (11. Def. 2) to cover the fi~?,Ure related to any parallelogram, instead of a square; it is defined as made up of 'any one whatever of the parallelograms about the diameter (diagonal) with the two complements".' Theon of Smyrna used the term in reference to geometrical numbers: 'All the successive numbers which [by being successively added] produce triangles or squares or polygons are called gnomons', Heath quoting Theon, Idem, p. 79. 

118 Heath, Gk. Maths, p. 78. 
119 EA, p. 496. '. . . & totam seriem terminorum infinitam esse in continua analogia eadem.' 

· 
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theorem which substitutes a series of triangles for the rectangular 
progression (Fig. 44B). 'I say, because the total series A B C, etc. is 
to the total series 1 2 3, etc. as the first term, square A is to the first 
triangle 1.'120 He then shows how the total series is equal to a 
surface area Z, which he proves in accordance with a similar 
treatment of lines in Tractatus XV (Fig. 43C).121 

Prop. Ill is entitled: 'Given two first bases to find an equal surface of 
an infinite series of planes', and is constructed thus: 

The bases of the squares AB &BC are ~iven, and from propos. 14. lib. 6 ('Elements') their th1rd proportional CD is found: indeed a line of the two given AB & CD of an infinite series is found equal to Q from prop. 16. tr. 16. pt. 1. And place over Q the rectangle AO equal in height to BT, and that will be, as postufated equal to the entire series of squares.' (EA, p. 496) (Fig. 43D) 

This is complimented by Prop. VI which postulates, 'Given a square, 
and a rectangle of the same height, to find an infinite series, which 
begins with the given square, and is equal to the given rectangle.' 
And substituting circles for rectangles, Prop. VIIT sets out 'To show 
a series of planes, which begins from a given segment similar to 
some entire surface, and the same series to be equal to the entire 
given surface.' (Fig. 44E)122 

In the circle O:MN, from which the portion PVZ is subtracted, a 
series is ___ to be made which begins from the circle PVZ and is equal 
to the total surface ONM. The proof depends on the following 
Tractatus XXIX}23 and allows the construction of the series AX equal 
to the surface ONM. He will show in Tractatus XXX that the circle 
C is equal to the shaded ring. This Expensio ends with further 
propositions on the comparative series of rectangles. All these 
propositions are carried into the Arch.civ. (Tr. V, Cap. XIII) with 
engraved cuts, but without the theoretical context that he provides 
in the Euclides(Fig. 46). The reader is given the references to 
Tractatus XXVill in the Arch.civ., and Guarini admits that 
geometrical progression might not be used overmuch by the 
architect but 'perche inchiude osservazioni altrettanto curiose, 

120 Loc. cit., 'Oico quod tota series A B C, & caet. erit ad totam seriem 1 2 3, & caet. vt primus terminus A, quadratum ad primum triangulum 1.' 
121 Pt. I. Prop. XVI, (261-2) using dividendo, componendo, and permutando. 
122 EA, p. 497. 'Planorum seriem exhibere, quae a dato segmento simili toti planitiei incipiat, & ipsa series sit toti planitiei datae aequalis.' 
123 On the transformation of curved lines, circles, ellipses and spirals. 
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quanto vere, le quale ho provate al Tratt. 28. de nostro Euclide; pen) 
per non lasciar in dietro cosa alcuna, che appartenga trasmutazione 
de piani ho voluto toccarne qualche cosa.1124 This comment helps to 
flesh out the dry theoretical language of the Euclides and the 
inclusion of these propositions in the architectural treatise gives 
some measure of the importance that Guarini attached to these 
theorems, and if not for all architects, at least for him as architect. 
The use of such expressions as 'Trasmutazione' and 'trasfonda'125 

refer to operations properly dealt with in the succeeding Tractatus 
but one to that on the progression of surfaces, that is XXX, 'On the 
transformation of curved lines' in the Arch.civ. P rogression is 
followed by a similar, but much shorter treatment of Tr. XXX in the 
Euclides. Reading all these positive indications together a fuller 
picture of what Guarini is doing emerges - the proportional 
transformation of all and any lines and especially figures, from any 
given magnitude, to infinity. He has built on the law of continued 
ratios which leads to the progression of surfaces helped by the work 
of 'Ambrosius (Gregory) a S. Vincentio' as described in Tractatus 
XXVIII: at this stage it is now necessary to give attention to 
Guarini's treatment of projection which is implicit in the 
perspectival foundation of the Renaissance law of continued ratios, 
the legacy of Pappus and the transformation and dimunition of all 
forms t9 infinity that Guarini has been engaged. 

E. PROJECTION. 

After his treatment of conics upon which Chasles commented so 
favourably (Tr. XXV), Guarini allots the two parts of Tractatus XXVI 
to orthography and stereography respectively. The preface to the 
First Part states the many uses of projection, in horology and its 
mathematical instruments, in Cosmography (circles of longitude and 
latitude) and especially in Architecture, for the projecting of bodies 
and the delineation of single surfaces; also perspectives 
('prospectiuae') by which a view can be represented according to its 
ocular diminution, and bodies and surfaces can be projected onto a 

124 P· 292. 
125 Arch. civ., Tr. V, Delle Progressioni Geometriche, p. 294. 
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plane.126 The further definitions of projection cause Guarini some 
concern: in this rare instance in the Euclides he launches into a 
dispute with the Authors, reminiscent of his more discursive style in 
the Placita. He takes issue with two authorities, one ancient and the 
other modern. Guarini states that 'Projectio' has been usurped by 
different meanings, and the first of his references to this problem is 
Vitruvius: 'something brought forward from the solid, either of 
columns or walls, as cornices ... or bases.'127 This definition is 
dismissed as there must be an imitation of either a part of, or a 
complete figure in a plane.128 Aguilonius's definition in Book VI of 
his Optices (sic) places projection as belonging to optics: '& to be a 
part of Optics,' to which he will only concede that this question has 
been instituted in so far as we have natural sight through 'necessity 
of operation'.129 Guarini defines it thus: 'Projection is the impression 
of a surface in another ambient plane' .13° He immediately goes on to 
condemn a customary definition, 'solid things transcribed in a plane' 
('rei solida in planum transcriptio'), as impossible; solids cannot be 
transcribed, but only single surfaces. Then he amplifies his own 
definition, still attacking the notion of transcription: in doing so he 
explains that the perpendicular projection of a circle on a plane is an 
ellipse which cannot be said to be a transcripted circle 'because the 
figure is another of the species, for who would affirm that a man 
transcribed in a figure or in effigy to be some animal ?'131 This is in 

" contrast to 'the important method of Perspective' as propounded by 
Desargues and Pascal: for them 'All conics on a cone with circular 
base appear circular to the eye at the apex. Hence Desargues and 
Pascal conceive the treatment of the conic sections as projections of 

126 EA, p. 444. '. . . & maxime Architectura ad proicienda corporum, singularumque 
planiecierum delineamenta perutilis. Et hinc prospectiuae, cum prius illud, quod iuxta 
diminutionem ocularis prospectus representatur in planum extendere oporteat, & 
ipsae quoque corpora, superficiesque in planum proiecere.' 

127 Loc. cit., ' ... quidquid extra soliditate vel columnarum, vel parietum profertur; vt 
cornices . . . basmmque . . . ' 

128 Loc. cit., 'At hie proiectionem dicimus figuram quandam in piano descriptam, qu(a)e 
rem, siue planam, siue solidam imitatur a piano, vel omnino, vel sui aliqua parte 
eleuatam.' 

129 Loc.cit., 'Aiiqui vero, vt Aguilon lib. 6. Optices existima(n)t proiectionem pertinere ad 
Opticam, & esse Optic(a)e partem: quod minime concedemus: quare h(a)ec qu(a)estio 
instituta est, vt pote huius per necessari(a)e operationem naturam perspectam 
ha beam us.' 

130 Loc. cit., 'Proiectio est superficiei aliam ambientis in planum impressio.' 
131 Loc. cit. '. . . q(u)a alterius speciei figura est. quis enim affrrmabit transcriptum 

hominem in figura, aut in effigie alicuius bruti?' 
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circles.'132 Guarini therefore rejects the notion of universal identity 
preserved in projection, and as his example shows, places the circle 
and the ellipse in separate species, which emulates the particular 
symbolic allocations of conic sections made by Bettini. 

He then defines the two parts of projection, Orthography to be 
parallel, and Stereometry to be conical or pyramidal projection 
'made in an orthographic plane' (p. 444). But lest there is any 
lingering confusion with the work of de Aguilonius, he again attacks 
the learned Jesuit by announcing that Orthography is not born from 
the infinite distance of the object from the eye, because visual lines 
are never parallel and such a 'supposition is therefore deceitful and 
absurd', strong language for the even tenor of the Euclides.133 Such a 
definition may be allowed in praxis but never in the abstract, of 
which Mathematics speaks, referring the reader to Tractatus Ill, Ex. 
II.134 Aguilonius again bears the brunt of another immediate attack 
with regard to stereography where it 'is not born from the intuition 
of the eye, of which visual lines passing through some body 
describe something in a subject. It is against Aguil(on) . . . that 
Stereography is imparted by the eye.1135 Four proofs are adduced, 
the first of which runs: 'Because, as we will demonstrate, if God 
grants (it), as we are dealing with perspective, the eye must be 
removed from things, which it sees, as according to Aristotle the 
senses do not become senses upon (those things) sensible.' Since de 
Aguilon's definition places the eye at the pole of the sphere to be 
projected, Guarini therefore does not allow such an 'eye' to see 
anything, 'whence that point cannot be presumed for the pupil, as 
the pupil over the sphere sees nothing of the whole'.136 And the 
fourth proof is on similar lines, since stereography represents 
surfaces either above or below or wherever, which the eye cannot 

132 Florian Cajori, A History of MatheTMtics, (New York, 1960), p. 166. 133 EA, p. 445. ' .. . & ideo frustratoria est suppositio, & absurda.' 
134 Loc. cit., 'Quia licet id esset verum quoad praxim, non tamen abstracte, & spectata linearum visualem natura: Mathematici vero be abstractis loquentur, vt dictum est tract. 3. expens. 2.' 
135 Loc.cit., 'CONCLUSIO Ill, PROPOS. Ill. Stereographia non nascitur ab intuitu oculi, cuius linea visuales transeuntes per corpus aliquod in subiedo aliquid describant. Est contra Aguil. lib. Optic. passim Stereographiam oculo tribuentem.' 
136 Loc. cit. 'Quia, ut ostendemus, si Deus dederit, cum de prospectiva agemus, Oculus debet esse remotus a rebus, quas videt, cum ex Arist. sensus super sensible non faciat sensu(m) ... vnde illud punctum non potest pr(a)esupponi pro pupilla, cum pupilla super sph(a)eram nihil omnino videret.' La Hire later proposed that the eye at the po1e of the sphere in this Ptolemaic stereopt"aphy be placed at a distance of r sin 45°on a radius through the pole. F. Cajori, Htst . Maths., p. 166. 
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do, being restricted to the 'ambit' of things, since visual lines cannot 
describe what is behind the seen object.137 

Then follows a presentation of the principles involved in the 
orthographical projection of lines, laminae, circles, ellipses, 
parabolas, hyperbolas and irregular linear figures. This body of 
work has caught the attention of at least one historian, Gino Loria, 
who has hailed Guarini as the first to bring the 'relations which 
intercede between a figure and its orthogonal projection' into a work 
of pure mathematics, so that in its passing from the artist's studio to 
the scholar's desk, the new discipline of descriptive geometry will 
be born.138 Loria's belated recognition of Guarini's role in the history 
of descriptive geometry and its offspring stereotomy, is a corrective 
to the narrow view of French adepts in this field who regarded it as 
an intrinsically Gallic preserve, beginning with the writings of 
Philibert Delorme in 1567, if not in a glorious and vague Gothic 
past, best promulgated by Frezier.139 Loria goes on to highlight 
Tractatus XXXII in the Euclides, 'On the reduction of a body to a 
plane' (on the development of solids), which is adorned with full
page plates of the cuts; it is this Tractatus which he describes 'per 
usare la parola d'un grande, puo considerarsi quale un capitolo 
della nostra geometria descrittiva.'140 Despite his censures on 
Aguilonius, Guarini, in his 'Stereographia' follows the Jesuit who 
inventec!_ and popularised the term, at least for the first two 
Expensiones on the projection of the whole or part of a sphere. 

Harmonic proportion as found in stereographic projection has an 
outstanding example of musical (harmonic) proportion, which I 
include fully in Appendix C (also Fig. 44F). This involves the 
division of a circle's radius into three equal parts, resulting with 

, harmonic proportions being formed by the intersection of the lines 
of stereographic projection with the 'equatorial' diameter. In all the 
Euclides there is no fitter figure for contemplation, this combination 
of triadic equality, rotundity, and stereography. In the upper 
quadrant, the polar axis, the radius and the line from from the pole 

137 Loc. cit., 'Nam solum extrinsecum ambitum rei, quem Line(a)e visuales lambunt in subiecto retro rem visam manente intuetur descriptum.' 
138 G. Loria, Storia della Geometria Descrittiva, (Milan, 1921), pp. 86-87. 139 LA Theorie et la Pradiijue de la Coupe des Pierres et des Bois, . . . ou Traite de Stereotomie a l'usage de l'architedure, 3 Vols., (Strasbourg & Paris, 1737). Vol. I, p. xiii, and Chasles, p. 355. 
140 Loria, p. 87. 
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to the end of the radius, can be seen as the generating triangle of 
the Trinity, throwing harmonic proportion on all levels below. The 
figure implies rotation, and therefore the movement of the celestial 
bodies (hence 'musical'), and cosmography: also the wheel of 
Aristotle, and therefore a model for all mechanics. The figure should 
be read three-dimensionally, so that harmonic proportion pervades 
all spatial reality. 

However in the third and last, he breaks with the principle of 
Aguilonius when he deals with 'the projection of a surface which is 
independent of a sphere'. This is nothing less than a treatment of 
traditional linear perspective, but avoiding the word 'Prospectiva' 
throughout, with its connotation of human vision, as we saw above. 
In a Corrollary referring to harmonic proportion and progression in 
the projection of rectangles (the 'tiled floor'), he alludes to the 
subject of perspective: he admits that because of the constraints of 
his doctrinal principles, he cannot consider the 'praxis of the 
wonderful progression of perspective' and to do it well, another 
volume would be demanded, 'God willing'.141 Nonetheless the three
and-a-half pages given over to this inclusion of perspective under 
the guise of stereography, makes up a sizable treatise on its own, 
and as Loria hints, is Guarini's way of introducing the methods of 
the artists' studio into the field of pure mathematics, just as he in 
the clearest terms, purged orthography of any taint of both human 
vision and the 'scientia media' of optics, as traditionally regarded. 
Note also the bringing together of the notions of progression and 
harmonics with that of projection, and this is again explored by the 
Theatine in several other places. He also discovers that the plane of 
the 'equatorial' diameter is indefmite in stereographic projection: he 
does not confirm the infinite plane that lies parallel to it, passing 
through the projection point (Fig. 44G). 

Towards Corporeity: Geodesics and Solid Geometry 
Following the progression of surfaces (Tr. XXVIII), the subject of 

Geodesics is taken up and Tractatus XXIX is subtitled 'De Geodaesia 
Rectilineorum Planorurn'. Here Guarini comes closest to admitting 

141 EA, p. 460. 'Et quidem si institutum meum non esset me continere in principis rerum, 
& doctrinam; hanc quidem mirabilem progressionem prospectivae praxibus 
subigerum, & quam bene scenias deseruiat ostenderem: sed id est alius voluminis, si Deus dederit.' 
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'praxis in human affairs', because its introduction tells us that 
Geodesics is a 'quite distinguished part of Geometry and necessary 
in human uses'. It is defined by Clavius as the partition of areas 
between different persons (obviously referring to land division), and 
by the 'most erudite' Vitali in his Lexicon to be 'of bodies measured 
by sensible dimensions': but Guarini consciously 'usurps' its 
previous meaning in favour of 'Universal' transformation, division 
and measuring of rectangular surfaces.142 This implies a conscious 
separation from the optical and instrumental operations in the 
tradition of Hero as Blancanus reported.143 Following on from 
Expensio VIII 'On dividing planes from an extrinsic point' (p. 518), 
Expensio IX, 'On Musical and projecting surfaces' explains that the 
treatment in Tractatus XXVI (Pt. II) Theor. IV, Prop. VIII (pp. 454-
455), of the proportionality of a circle parallel to the Stereographic 
plane has proportional parts, and is also true of projected rays in 
oblique planes. This permits the investigation of the proportional 
properties between image and distance from the view-point in a 
traditional representation of linear perspective. 

There are a number of scattered references to proportion in the 
remainder of the Euclides: for example he studies the proportions of 
the sectors of a circle generated by a spiral (Tr. XXX, p. 545), and 
the last Tractatus XXXV 'De corporum compartione', in which solids 
are 'cut( and in like manner increased, diminished, traduced into 
other figures', carries a number of exercises where the solid is to be 
cut according to a given proportion, and leading on to the finding of 
the mean proportional between two given bodies. This results in 
finding a series of bodies - cubes as it turns out, in continued 
proportional procession, given the two sides of the first two bodies 
(Fig. 44H). To this is added a complementary Problem dealing again 
with cubes in infinite series with slightly different givens (p. 682). 

142 EA, p. 503. 'Verravem in suo Lexico Hyeronimus Vitali eruditissimus describit Geod(a)esiam sensibiles mensuras. Sed quidquid sit de significatione nominis: nos earn vsurpamus pro ea parte Geometriae, quae superficies rectilineas considerat, siue eas transformando, siue partiendo, siue mensurando.' 
143 Sphtura mundi, pp. 207-208. In considering the choice of literature for Practical Geometry he states, p. 208, 'Scriptores huius ex antiquis fuerint hi, Hero mechanicus de Geodaesia, antiqui enim vt ait barocius per Geodaesiam intelligebant illam, quae visu sive radio visiuo, ope variotum instrumentorum, altitudines, longitudines, superficies, & so!ida, metiri docet: quamuis Geodesiae nomen proprie terrae diuisionem significet, vnde ortum forte habuit.' 
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CONCLUSION. 

Having established his 'Super-Continuum', Guarini never isolates 
what might be his Universal Method, and so we must accept that all 
the operations of pure mathematics are thereby meant, and in 
particular the search for, and the contemplation of, proportional 
relationships, especially in projection. In the sixteenth century, 
'Method' may also mean a 'way of organising a curriculum subject 
for teaching'/44 which agrees with the intention of writing the 

-Euclides. Despite the scattered nature of some of Guarini' s 
presentation of proportion, running throughout the Euclides and 
especially striking in his projection and in his treatment of curved 
forms and the transformation of bodies, there is the distinct theme, 
carefully built up step by step, of a series of figures that can be 
extended to infinity and including it, governed by principles of 
proportion, progression, and either implicit or explicit projection. 
Guarini's dependence on the mathematics of Gregory of St. Vincent 
provides the richest clue to the full nature of his light-geometry, and 
it is thus to Guarini's transendentallight that we must now turn, the 
subject of the following chapter. 

144 Bach, Kircher, p. 293. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TRANSCENDENTAL LIGHT 

'Lux ... quasi vinculum et via, caelestibus terrena nectat.'1 

Here is gathered evidence from the works of Guarini leading to 
an interpretation of his position regarding tran~endental light and 
vision, illumination and the symbolism of his light-geometry 
modelled on projection. 

A. HUMAN VISION. 

The power of sight has played a most important role in Western 
philosophy: Plato believed that without it, we could not reach 
philosophy (Tim. 47b), and the Gospels testify to the eye as recipient 
of light and therefore truth. Guarini deals with the external senses 
drawing on the contemporary anatomical and physiological culture, 
and with vision in Book V, Disp. Vill, 'On generation and 
corruption', of the Placita, which also combines geometrical as well 
as descriptive anatomical representations in several engravings. As 
vision is of course the first external sense, the first Expensio is on 
the eye, and is entitled 'De oculi mirabili architectura'. 

There is little profit in sorting out Guarini's notions on the 
anatomy of the eye, as he seems to have a~cepted no tradition 
whatsover, and his findings are in conflict with almost everyone. 
Thus he rejects the ancients such as Rufus of Ephesus and Galen 
when, accepting the four tunicae or membranes in the eye, he finds 
three humours, as distinct from the ancients' two. These are the 

1 Pph, Introduction to 'De luce'. 
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aqueus, the crystaline and the vitreus humour, the last two of which 
are animated, citing the famous Danish physician, Caspar 
Bartholinus.2 He dismisses Galen, Vitello, Alhazen and Aguilonius in 
the crystalline lens' role in forming vision.3 He discounts the other 
humours, as well as the optic nerve as an instrument of vision.4 He 
also disregards the retina as against the common Philosophers, but 
notes that 'Kiperus', (Kepler?), sustains this theory.5 So he plumps 
for the uvea as the 'most apt instrument for • the achievement of 
vision.'6 It is the back part of the uvea which is operative in sensing 
light, as it has a polished black surface, 'suitable to the termination 
of species' like black marble, 'because the blacker they are, the more 
efficaciously and vivaciously do they imitate the species.'7 In Ex. Ill, 
he proceeds to bring back the other humours in a geometrical
optical discussion: even the retina is considered to register pain. 
Aguilonius seems to inspire the whole theory, when he identifies the 
anterior part of the uvea following the Jesuit. 

Thus in Ex. N he discusses myopia following the erroneous 
findings of Aguilonius.8 Ex. V returns to the philosophical tradition 
in asking 'Whether vision terminates in the object, or in species', in 
effect the extromission or the intromission theories respectively, and 
it is unremarkable that he should confirm the intromission theory 
which was triumphant after Alhazen.9 But he goes on in Ex. VI to 
ponder how an object is perceived and expressed in vision, since 
light in the eye alone does not make vision: there is an innate 
faculty present in the animal spirits of the organ, since certain 
animals can see at night.10 Plato's theory that there is light in the eye 
which detects light, as like knows like, is false. There is no affluxus 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Php, p. 713Da. 
Ibid., p. 714Ca. Ex. IT, P.C. 
Ibid., Ab. 'Secunda Conclusio. Neruus opticus non est visionis instrumentum. Contra 
Vitellionem.' 
Ibid., Db. 
lbid.,p. 714Eb. 'Quarta Conclusio. Nullim est aptius instrumentum ad perficiendam 
visionem, quem vuea.' 
Ibid., p. 715Aa-Ba. ' ... commoda ad terminandas species. 

Ergo nigredo vueae maxime ad species recipiendas deseruire potest. 
Confirmaturque: quia dura perpolita, vt marmora, quo nigriora sunt, eo efficacius & 
viuacius species exprimunt.' 
Ziggelaar, Fr. De Aguil6n, p. 66. 
720Cb. 'P.C. Visio ad ipsas species terminet.' 

10 721 'P. C. Oculus licet in se lucem posideat. per earn tamen, visionem non refficit: sed 
nee spiritum afuxus, ad actu videndum est expectandus; sed spiritibus ipsi organo 
innatis haec facutas inest.' 
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of spirit or motion from the brain to explain vision. He summs up 
all the theories, Ocham etc., (Vision is made by the presence of the 
object), Plotinus, i. 5. Ennead. (Vision is made through the 
compassionate ratio of the union of things), Plato, (the eye emmits 
rays), Alhazen, (between the_ object and eye there is a visual 
medium, transmitting concussJ on), none of which find favour. 11 He 

i\ 
concludes: 'Vision is made through the judgement of the eye, 
peculiarly effected from the species of its organ, (thus) perceiving.112 

This is to be understood through the immutability of light in not 
changing the subject on which it falls, while two other changes take 
place, one in the subject, the other in the quality of vision. Thus the 
organ is not changed by light, but perceives by subjecting light 
which is in it. Its cognition ends formally with the termination of 
light, and this seems to take place in the extended uvea.13 

As this subject is innovatory in scholastic courses of philosophy, 
Guarini must be forgiven for the confusion of all these notions; the 
best that can be salvaged from them is that he maintains his 
independence as ever against the most prominent authorities, and 
preserves the absolute nature of light by disengaging it from all 
other theories ancient and modern. One interesting piece of 
terminology maintained by Guarini is 'aranea' (p. 716Da), the web
like membrane first mentioned by Aguilonuis, which encloses the 
crystall!_ne membrane of the lens, seems to be the anterior of the 
glacial humour for Guarini, an unwitting reminder of Bettini's 
optics.14 

B. ILLUMINATION IN THE INTELLIGIBLE WORLD. 

Probably no aspect of mediaeval metaphysics or Baroque 
scholasticism has become more discounted in the twentieth century 
than that of angelology. However as Guarini draws on it several 
times in the 'De Luce', the Disputations in Placita's Book on 
'Separate Minds' deserve examination in order to do justice to the 

11 Ibid., p. 722Da-Ea. 
12 Ibid., Ab. 'Visio fit per iudicium oculi, taliter affici a speciebus suum organum, 

percipientis.' 
13 Ibid., Bb. 
14 For, Aguilonius, Ziggelaar, De Aguil6n, p. 66. 
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relationship of angels to light, and to mathematics, as we will see. 
While most of what follows may sound novel to modern ears, the 
importance of angels lies in its traditional . representation of the 
continuity of being between the the higher intelligibles and man, 
which is inherent in Holy Scripture and was expanded by the 
Fathers to encompass the Daemons of the Greeks, and the 
Intelligences which moved the orbs in Aristotelian cosmology. The 
richness and complexity of this tradition is borne out by the range 
of titles which Guarini can call an Angel - Separate Mind, Anima, 
Intelligience, Daemon, Spirit, Eternal Mind, Eternal Substance. 

While the ,catechism teaches that an Angel is pure spirit, in his "" 1?:-k_ . V 11 First Disputation Guarini expounds a more complex view, - 'Angelic /\ 

substance has parts, nor do they exist all in all, & all in whatever 
part.' This view goes against the accepted opinion, ' ... who hold 
that all spiritual substances are multiplied in themselves and to be 
all in all where they exist, & all in single parts.'15 Guarini' s logical 
rigour continues unabated: 'The Angel and the Anima receive 

. extended accidents: therefore they possess parts ... because they 
receive extended motion.'16 In this way the Spirit has place and 
Ubiquity, and if they replicate themselves 'they acquire a fifth part 
of space; it is not necessary that they relinquish the first.117 It is not 
clear what he means by this - unless 'fifth part' is participation in 
'quintes~entia' which he never discusses. More reassuring is the 
incorruptibility of Angels with respect to other created agents (Pph, 
p. 798Ea), in agreement with St. Thomas, but against the Angelic 
Doctor is the subsequent statement that Angels cannot be in the 
same species. He quotes St. Denys on the numbers of Angels but 
includes other opinions from a range of older and newer Scholastics, 
showing his typical command of these sources. 

The Second Disputation - 'On the intellect & will of Angels', 
concerns the Angelic intellect which needs species for operating and 
knowing, a common doctrine but is against Durandus, Gabriel, 

15 Pph, p. 795Ab. 'Ex. 11 .... P. C. Angelica substantia partes habet, neque existit tota in toto, & tota in qualibet parte. Est contra communem, qui volunt omnem substantiam spiritualem in se multiplicari, esseque totam in toto vbi existit, & totam in singulis partibus. 
16 Ibid., p. 796Db. 'Probatur octavo. Angelus, Animaque, suscipiunt accidentia extensa: igitur partes possident. probatur ant. quia suscipit motionem extensam, & etiam per multos, suum vbi, quando manet in aliquo spatio extenso. prob. conseq. quia non potest suscipere partes extensas, nisi aliquid sit extensum.' 
17 Ibid. 'Nono. Spiritus haberet Vbiquitatem; namque si replicaretur, vt v. g. acquiret partem qunitam spatii; non oporteret quod primam relinqueret. · 
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Ocham.18 'Between object and potency there must be given a 
proportion: but between a material object & an immortal intellect 
there is no proportion: therefore there are species, which (exist) 
equally as potency'.19 This comment on the absence of proportion 
between a material object and spirit echoes the denial of any 'nexus' 
between form and matter to be provided by light. A futher break 
with the Thornists, St. Bonaventure, Suarez and others is that 
'Angels do not have from God infused species (or 'species 
congenitas') from the beginning of their creation, either universal or 
particular' .20 But this does not preclude infusion after creation, and 
may be to avoid 'actio in distans' and 'actio in infinitum', thus 
ensuring some termination to Spiritual operation. (Idem, 805Aa, Da) 
The subject of the third Expensio, D. I, is that Separate minds know 
themselves and each other leading to the question of how 
Intelligences speak to each other and later, illuminate each other. 

From Scripture it is clear to Guarini that Angels speak to men, 
but it is difficult for him to explain how they speak to each other as 
he admits.21 St. Thomas has excluded writing and signs as artificial, 
thus: 'P. C. Intelligences do not speak through material characters, 
impressed in assumed bodies'.22 The Fifth Conclusion here is the 
most convincing: 'Separate minds speak, because they emmit species 
of their substances modified by their acts, which they desire to 
manifest~23 As to the possibility of Angels reading each other's 
secrets, this seems to follow the ways of the 'human Republic', and 
like men they can resist and 'are not penetrated by another, at least 
mentally.'24 But Guarini is not satisfied by this explanation and in 

18 Ibid., p. 801Aa. Vnica Cond. Angelicus intellectus, & Animarum separatum, indiget 
speciebus ad operandum. Est communis Doctorum, contra Durandum, Gabriel, 
Ocham, Basolium, & alios antiquos.' 

19 Ibid., p. 801Aa. 'Prob 2. Inter obiectum & potentiam debet dari proportio: sed inter 
obiectum materiale & lmmortalium intellectum nulla est proportio: ergo species erunt, 
quibus adaequetur cum potentia.' 

20 Ibid., p. 802Ca. 'P. C. Angeli non habet a Deo species infusas in principio suae 
creationis, neque vniversales, neque particulares. est contra Thoistas & D. Th. p. 1. q. 
55. ar 2. Bannez, Cumel. Alber. D. Bonaventuram, Capreolum, Heruaeum, Suarez et 
alios.' 

21 Ibid., p. 805Db. 'Sed quia difficile est explicare, quomodo lntelligenciae suos 
conceptus exprimant, multae Doctorum emanauere sententiae, quas singulas breuiter 
excludemus.' 

22 Ibid., p. 805Eb. 1ntelligentiae non loquuntur per characteres materiales, impressos in 
corporibus assumptis. Est contra Durandum.' 

23 Ibid., p. 806Db. 'Concl. quinta. Mentes separatae loquuntur, quia species suae 
substantiae emittunt, modificatas actibus suis, quos manifestare desiderant.' 

24 Ibid. p. 807 Aa. ' ... hoc sequi in Angelica. cu(m) sequatur in Republ. humana . 
. . . Resp. forte Substantias separatas posse resistere, ne penetrentur ab alio.' 



the Collige, another explanation suddenly emerges: ' ... having 
agreed that ... Intelligences exchange words with each other, also 
of known things, and illuminate each other. But,' he goes on, 

You ask, what is illumination? The Response is that it is act, in which one Angel is manifestea to another, which looks to Divine cognition. It is allowed that the blessed are [illuminated], not nonetheless through this by Divine will & decree: or also they do not know in [their] natural state much naturalia, God can make more known to them from their cognition. Whence it can be illustrated, that both the more perfect & acute intelligences exercise illumination among the inferiors, either of supernatural truth, or of natural truths in ordine to Goa. Nor do you say having agreed this also [for] the more perfect Daemons, can Illuminate the inferior, and as Daemons can penetrate natural secrets. The response is that indeea it can, with regard to their nature: but because from evil they do not order their acts to God, Whence there is that act [which] can be more able to teach than to illuminate: because illumination is so much of things ordained to God.25 

Here is advanced the doctrine of illumination always related to 
Divine origin and mediation of cognition either in the Angels or in 
the Blessed, as belonging to the supernatural or intelligible world 
(Fig. 47). A proviso is made for the evil demons, since they are not 
in accord with the Divine will nor advance towards His perfections. 
The methQd whereby this illumination takes place is also suggested: 
the higher Angels illuminate the lower by dividing into several 
concepts what they themselves know in a single concept, thus 
accomodating themselves to the capacity of their inferiors, according 
to St. Denys.26 This is a model which is repeated in the progagation 
of light, passing from one modality to another in 'De Luce', and it 
may therefore be considered that this illumination is the insensible 
light beyond human vision, 'outside the total sensible sphere of 

25 lbid, 807Aa-Ca. 'Quares, quid sit illuminatio? Resp Illuminationem esse actum, quo vnus Angelus alteri manifestat ea, quae spectant ad cognitionem Diuinam. Licet enim beati sint, non tamen per hoc omnes Diuinas voluntates & decreta cognoscunt: vel etiam in statu naturali non cognoscunt multa naturalia, ex quoru(m) cognitione potest Deus magis cognosci. Vnde possunt illustrari, & Intelligentiae perfectiores & auctiores exercere illuminationem circa inferiores, turn de veritatibus supernaturalibus, turn de veritatibus naturalibus in ordine ad Deum. neque dicas, hoc pacto etiam Daemones perfectiores, posse illuminare inferiores; cum & Daemones secreta penetrare possint. Resp. quidem posse, spectata eorum natura: sed quia ex malitia non ordinant suos actus ad Deum, inde est, quod ille actus sit potius docere, quam illuminare: quia illuminatio est tantum de rebus ordinatis ad Deum.' 
26 Ibid., Ca. 'Angelos superiores, ad hoc vt illuminent inferiores, iuxta Diuum Dionys. cap. 15. de caelest. Hyerarchia, quae vnico conceptu ipsi cognoscunt, in varios conceptus seiungere melius vt se accomodent captur inferiorum.' , 
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vision.' 27 Angels also confer illumination on man in a variety of 
ways such as assuming bodies, speaking in the air, moving the 
humours of the body, exciting phantasms, '& one thousand other 
manners, which experience itself teaches ... ', which are passed 
over as being superfluous to detail.28 And this illumination to man 
should certainly include sublunary light among so broad a collection 
of means, as after all light is the vehicle of sidereal influence as we 
have seen. 

Guarini passes on to confirm the Angels' inability to penetrate 
secrets, because these are immanent acts, and their knowledge of the 
necessary future. 29 They also enjoy a natural knowledge of many 
natural things.30 The Third Disputation then returns to the ubiquity 
of angels and their location, and he repeats the correspondence of 
parts of Eternal minds to parts of space 'against all Thomists' .31 'A 
Spirit is detained in a place through its own will, while not 
circumscribed or depending on place, they can be in a place, also 
where bodies are not, as in imaginary space.132 It would appear that 
the exclusive nature of imaginary space is now widened to 
accomodate angels, a step closer to the mathematical infinite space 
of Patrizi. 

This question of location and extension brings up the allied 
notion of divisibility. It appears that the Angel is not designated 'as 
divisible nor is it divisible and it remains indivisible' .33 Further ' Intelligences cannot be reduced to mathematical indivisibles: 'An 
Intelligence cannot reduce itself to a Mathematical indivisible; even 
as to a Physical indivisible', and the Proof runs: 'a Mathematical 
indivisible is that, in which no parts cannot be designated: but every 
spiritual substance, whatsoever it may be, is essentially established 

'Zl Ibid., p. 458Ca, 'De luce'. 
28 Ibid., p. 867Ca, Da. 1ntelligentias homines illuminare multiplici modo; vel assumendo corpora; eel loquendo in aere, vel mouendo corporis humores; vel phantasmata excitado; & mille alius modis quos experientia ipsa docet.' 29 Ibid., p. 809. 
30 Ibid., p. 810. 
31 Ibid., p. 815Ba. 
32 Ibid., p. 817Bb. 'Mentes separatas, cum loco non circunferibantur, neque a loco dependeant, posse esse in loco, etiam vbi corpus non sit, vt in spatiis imaginariis, naturaliter. Nulla enim in hoc repugnantia apparet.' 
33 Ibid., p. 817Bb. 'Collige secundo, contra Molinam, Suarez d. 40. sec. 5. i metaph. Bubalum de Ag. q. 72. ar. 1. quaest. 2. extensioem Angelicam, si Angelis non sit per designationem diuisibilis, neque esse ipsam diuisibilem .... Deinde, cum extensio sit diuisibilis, vt quo & tanquam forma inhaerens, deberet in Angelo exhibere suum effectum formalem extendendi: quod non facit, cUm Angelus, per ipsos remaneat indiuisibilis.' 
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by designable parts.'34 This is a clear declaration that the order of 
pw·e or Universal mathematics is higher that the orders of the 
Angels, as the lesser number of parts denote their being purer and 
more simple. He elaborates on this to its logical end: 'No substance 
can change itself from one contradiction to another, e. g. from 
divisibility through designation to indivisibility excluding 
designation of all [its] parts. Whence as that cannot be guaranteed, it 
is to be believed.'35 

Disp. II is on the location of spirits. Angels and 'Animae' can be 
in designable place, as each part of the separate mind can 
correspond to a part of place and so with other parts (Ibid, p. 
819Da.) 'While all Spirits cannot remain in many equal places, many 
separate Minds can be at the same time in the same place', from 
Sacred Scripture and because they have no corporeal quantity, 
indeed they penetrate quantity.36 In explaining how this may be he 
calls on the role of accident: 'And like accidents, which penetrate, 
and move from subject to subject, Spirit can entwine itself in a secret 
way, also without entwining a corporeal object. And thus lux, which 
penetrates bodies, indeed by another operation, which is repelled 
through impenetrability by an opaque thing.137 Thus by using the 
analogy of light Guarini easily answers the notorious taunt of future 
enemies of the School. He has already prepared the ground for light 
as a p~ysical model for Angelic location and extension, where he 
describes the dilation of an Angel as a sphere which it occupies.38 

Disputation IV is concerned with the local motion of the Spirit: 
indeed Angels can move in place either by continuous or discrete . t 
motion, the la~r achieved by moving from point to point. As to 
speed of motion, they are denied motion in a mathematical instant, 
as this has no designable parts: 'They cannot not move in a 
mathematical instant. ... It pleases St. Bonaventure .. . Scotus . 

34 Ibid., Da. Disp. 11, Ex. Ill: 'Vnica Cod. lntelligentia nequit se reducere as indiuisible; 
Mathematicum; bene quidem ad indiuisibile Physicum. . . . lndiuisibile 
Mathematicum illud est, in quo nulla pars designari potest: sed tota Substantia 
spiritualis, quaecunque sit, constat partibus designabilius essentialiter.' 

35 Ibid., p. 817Eb. 'Nulla substantia potest se mutare de vno contradictorio ad aliud, v. 
g. de diuisibilitate per designationem, ad indivisibilitatem excludentem designationem 
omnem partium Quare id non posse praestare, crede(n)dum est.' 

36 Ibid., p. 819Da-Ea. 
37 Ibid., p. 820Aa-Ab. 'Sicut & accidentia, quae penetrant, & transeunt de subiecto in 

subiectum, Spiritus secreto modo impedire potest, etiam sine obiectu corporis 
impedientis. Et sicut lux, quae quae penetrat corpora, alia tamen operatione, quam 
per impetrabilitatem; ab opaco repellitur.' 

38 Ibid., p . 818Db. 
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Vasquez ... Suarez & our Pasqual(igo).' This is because an Angel 
cannot occupy a mathematical point.39 It is difficult to envisage a 
mathematical instant, unless it is eternity, as it cannot be the 
'aevum'. He insists that there must be a medium for the movement 
of Angels: 'There is no spiritual motion without a medium, ... It is 
a conclusion of the Scotists, but fought against by St. Thomas, 
Cajetan ... Vasquez.' The arguments supporting this are similar to 
the traditional arguments for real or natural place. There is an 
objection that as the Body of Christ is placed under the host, the 
same can be said about spirits, but Christ is not placed under local 
motion, but under the replication of his Entity.40 In the next 
question, 'How do Spirits move bodies?', as 'they do not produce 
operations,' the answer is that they ' ... produce a subtle operation 
of bodies as is lux, nor can they move only through will.' 41 We have 
seen that the motion of light, although like the angels not 
mathematically instantaneous, is intrinsic to its nature, which seems 
to be also shared by the Angels. This analogy is strengthened by 
what follows: 'Minds produce a bodily quality called irradiatio; the 
Spirit cannot move a body unless it produces [it].' 42 Angels can 
warm and cool bodies, and move accidents from one subject to 
another. They can also moderate light to change colour from 
coloured surfaces, for if acid, vitriol and similar agents can change 
colour, all the more can angels.43 

In this complex nexus of agencies, Guarini warns that not all 
operations and accidents are treated, as 'there are many which the 
Spirit cannot transfer, from the Divine disposition: others as lux, 
which cannot operate without its actual cause, others which are 
annexed to a certain subject, so that if they do not have that subject, 

39 Ibid. p. 822Aa, Ba. " ... sed non potest mathematicum punctum occupare, ex dictis: 
quare nee instanti mathematico moueri.' 

40 Ibid. p. 823Cb. 
41 Ibid., Eb. 'Vnica Conclusio. mentes sepatratae, vt moueant corpora, producunt 

operationem corpoream, subtilem, vt est lux; neque per solam voluntatem mouere 
possunt.' · 

42 Ibid., p. 824Ca. 'Anima ... promat qualitatem corpoream, motivam corporarn, quae 
appellatur irradiatio . ... Ergo neque Spiritus poterit mouere corpus, nisi qualitatem 
producat corpoream.' 

43 Ibid., p. 824Ca. 
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they die as liv1ng operations.44 The treatment of Angels ends with 
the confirmation of the teaching of St. Thomas, St. Bonaventure, 
Scotus, including a quotation from St. Augustine, that Angels can 
assume bodies (Ibid., p. 825Ba), but cannot exercise 'vital operations' 
(Ibid., Cb). Thus Guarini seems to have reached the limits of his 
philosophy of Angels, for 'Angelic Sins, Punishment, grace, Merit 
and the Rei Publicae belongs to Theology.'(lbid., p. 826Ab) Thus 
does Guarini seek to maintain these traditional boundaries in his 
writings, a trait best exemplified in the Euclides. In the Placita, the 
play of natural theology, not without the help of Scripture, is 
allowed full reign, allowing a picture of the actions of the intelligible 
world, and the particular relationship between Angels and lux, to be 
appreciated. 

C. RELUCENT IDEAS. 

, Bk. Vllf1 
The fourth and last Disputation of Guarini's metaphysics and /\ indeed the last in the Placita, is entitled 'On the Essence of Things'. 

Here is contained his treatment of Divine ideas, a subject better 
known as Christian exemplarism, and where is found 'ideas 
relucentes': in the text he uses the term exemplar (Pph p. 661Ba). 
The text pegins by a warning, referring to the difficulty attributed to 
Wycliff, of allowing actualities outside God, ' ... cum nihil sint', as 
there would be nothing.45 Opinion in this matter must conform to 
the principles of faith as sustained by Hervaeus, Soncinas, 
Capreolus, Fonseca and Suarez, leading to the First Conclusi~n: 
'Essences of Things possess no real or actual being and they recf~\re 
from the same production their actual essences. The Most Holy 
Fathers passim, as St. Justin in expos. fidei, St. Augustine, Bk. I, 
Cap. 6, agree.' 46 

44 Ibid., Eb. 'Aduerte tamen, quOd hie non loquimur de omnibus operationibus & accidentibus: quia multa erunt, quae Spiritus, ex dispositione Diuina transferre non poterit: alia, quae esse non poterunt sine sua cansa (sic) actu operante, vt lux: aliae quae annexae erunt tali subiecto, ita si non habeant illud subiectum, emoriantur; vt operaiones vitales. 
45 Pph, p. 858Aa. 'DIFFICULT AS in eo latet, quOd Essentiae rerum videantur aliquid, cUm nihil sint: ita vt nedum Vuicleff dederit eis, contra fidem catholocam, actualitatem extra Deum.' 
46 Ibid., Ba. 'Prima Conclusio. Rerum Essentiae extra Deum nullum possident esse reale & actuale, recipiuntque a producente ipsam su(a)e essentiae actualitatem SS. Patres passim, vt D. Iustinus in expos. fidei, D. Aug. I. 1 de Trin. cap. &. conspirant.' 
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The second conclusion runs: 'Essences in God possess no 
diminished 'esse a se, but they are the same Word of God. It is 
against Scotus . . . and others from that school.' 47 The use of the 
term 'relucere' first occurs in the second Proof to this Conclusion: 

'And for only the Word possesses a faculty in Divine 
images: and as creatures, just as in image and idea 
.tAei cannot shine (relucere) in God, througn which the 
Word is expressed (and) the Whole Divinity also 
expresses it ... Third Conclusion. Essences shining in 
created intellect, are actual being. This is against those, 
who sustain that if Essences do not possess actual esse, 
at least it follows that, therefore they are being, because 
they share in created cognition; which CaJetan and 
Pasqual(igo?) defend ... 

. . . For they say that things, before they are made, 
they are known m God. Tnerefore either there are 
being (ens) according as they are now expressed in 
created cognition, or fhat they are still in God.48 

St. Bonaventure had already discussed the term 'expression' in the 
problem of the real identity of two different things expressed by the 
divine essence, which receive multiplicity when considered in 
relation to each other.49 In the realm of sense St. Bonaventure found 
a comparison which would allow us to imagine such a relation- the 
'irradiation' of Iight.5° From divine truth the expressions of things 
are luminous irradiations from one source directed towards what 
they express.51 We conceive them in genera, species and individuals 
from the real unity of an infinity of ideas in God.52 There seems little 
doubt that Guarini is continuing this tradition of irradiation in his 
use of the terms - 'expressio' and 'irradiatio', the lat'er which he 

/ \ 

used admittedly in the sense of angelic power over matter. The term 

47 Ibid., p. 859Da. Essenti(a)e in D3o nullum esse diminutum possident a se; sed sunt 
ipsum Verbum Dei. Est contra Scotus in 1. dist; 36. q. 1. Lichet. Tartaretum, & alios 
ex a Schola.' 

48 Namque solum Verbum in Diuinis imaginis facultatem possidet; cumque creatur(a)e, 
tanquam in imagine & idea nequeant relucere in Deo, Verbum per quod exprimitur 
tota Diuinitas, eas etiam exprimet. Vnde D. August. 6 de Trinit. c. 10 Verbum 
perfectum, cui non desit aliquid, & ars quaedam omnipotentis .Dei, plena omnium rationum 
viuentium, commutabilium. 

Tertia Conclusio. Essentiae relucentes in intellectu creato. sunt ens actuale. Ita est 
contraeos, qui ad sustinendum, quod Essentiae, si esse actuale non possident, saltem 
id assequantur, vt sint ens, ex eo quod reluceant in cognitione creata: quam Gaetanus 
... Pasqual.' 

Prob. Nam, dicunt res, antequam fiant possunt cognosci in Deo. Vel ergo ens 
sunt, provt iam exprimuntur in cognitione creata, vel vt sunt adhuc in Deo.' 

49 Etienne Gilson, The Philosophy of St. Bonaventure, (London 1938), p. 152. 
so Ibid., p. 153. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid., p 153-154. 



'relucent' appears in other places in this disputaion, the next being 
in Ex. II, 'S. C. The essences of things shining in divine cognition, in 
the Word, recognise no cause, nor exemplar, as God abhors 
imperfections and thus no physical cause can be found in him.'53 For 
this the Second proof is: 

The Idea is constituted through the very similitude of of the thing, because it shines in it ... And as the 
Divine idea produces essences with omnipotence, & 
gives lustre by actuality; thereupon it bestows 
similitude to it. Of the rest, the idea cannot cause that 
similitude, which shines in the idea itself, as it is 
constituted through itself. 

Third (Proof) ... For Ideas either do cause essences 
with respect to their possibilities & this by no means: as according to this reason the possibility is referred to 
the omnipotency, not to the Idea, to which it is referred only as a certain order, number and constant measure. Or they are caused with respect to that measure, order 
& constancy: & not this; as It springs up from its own natura rei, according to which, given such participation 
of divine perfections, such proportion necessarily goes 
forth into an entity.54 

The issue at stake here concerns the rise of measure, order and 
number in a thing: does it posses proportion and commensuration 'a 
se ipsis', or does it take them from the divine idea? He answers: 
'Essences existing by act, or grasped in whatever shining thing, as 
they do not have entity a se, thus neither commensuration: 
otherwise in so far as they radiate in the Word.'55 This must mean 
that it is in the process of radiation, of projection, through the 
creative power of the Word, that order, measure and proportion is 
conferred, not from the divine essence directly. The following Ex. II 
seeks to establish that what we are dealing with are not essences, 

53 Pph, p. 861Aa. 'Secunda Conclusio. Rerum essentiae relucentes in cognitione diuina, & in Verbo, nullam recognoscunt causam, neque exemplarem.' 
54 lbid, p. 661Ba-Ca. 'Secundo. Idea per ipsam similitudinem rei, quae in se elucet constituitur, & nullam aliam similitudinem extra se causat, nisi simul cum causa efficiente ... introducendo. Cum itaque Idea Diuina producit cum omnipotentia essentias, & actualitate exornat; tunc similitudinem eis tradit. Caeterum, similitudinem illam, quae in ipsa Idea elucet, non potest Idea causare, cum per ipsam constituatur. 

Tertio ostenditur. nam ldeae aut causant essentias quoad possibilitatem earum & hoc nequaquam: cum secundum hanc rationem possibilia referantus ad omnipotentiam, non ad ldeam, ad quam referuntur solum vt certo ordine, numero mensuraque constantia: & hoc neque,; cum nascatur ab ipsa natura rei, secundum quam, data tali proportio in entitate exerit necessario.' 
55 Ibid., Db. 'Essentias actu existentes, vel in quocunque creato captu relucentes, sicut entitatem non habent a se, sic nee commensurationem: secus vero, quatenus in Verbo radiant.' 
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but cognitions, and expressions of essences, shining in created 
cognition. Thus these physical categories are ensured ultimate 
intelligibility through projection and emanation from the Divine 
ideas, and is linked to existence as potency to act. Existence is 
defined as an aggregation of divine perfections 'in relucent Ideas, 
imitating under mode and measure, extracted from nothing by the 
omnipotency of God ... expressed divine perfections imitating the 
idea, but under mode and measure'.56 He prefers the term 'imitate' 
rather than 'participate', as an entity of such perfection is not 
extracted from God, nor does anything pass over from Him to the 
creature. 'Thus the image of the ideal, which is in the mind of the 
artificer, does not really pass across in the work, but only a 
similitude. Whence it consequently follows that it is subjugated, 
extracted by no omnipotency: because that, since God does not create 
anything from presupposition, and we will see that essences 
secundum se are nothing, as they are produced from nothing'.57 

D. THE St. VINCENTIAN MODEL. 

The misnomer Ambrosius for Gregory of St. Vincent in the 
Euclides now claims our attention, and what might be the 
significaEtce of the Flemish Jesuit for Guarini's philosophy. He 
appears, or rather 'Ambrosius' appears, for the second time in 
Euclides in introducing 'Transformatuon of Curved Lines'. Guarini 
then mentions Vincent Leutard who critised Gregory's Opus 
geometricum quadraturae circuli (Antwerp 1647), and then Franciscus 
Xavier Ayson who defended the Jesuit in his claim to have squared 
the circle, a controversy only settled against St. Vincent by Huygens 
in 1651. Whatever Guarini's attitude to Gregory's claims might be, 
the Theatine gives little away and in the Euclides seems to take 

56 Ibid., p. 864Da. 'Quarto Conclusio. Existentia diffiniri (sic) posset, Est aggregatio perfectionum, diuinas perfectiones, in Idea relucentes, sub modo mensuraque imitans, a nihilo per omniponentiam Dei extracta.' 
S7 Ibid., Ab. 'Et dixi imitatur, non participat: quia entitas ilia perfectionum non extrahitur a Deo, neque tanquam aliquid a Deo in creaturam transit: Deus enim nihil suae substantiae, vt pater, alteri potest impartiri. Vnde proprie illi perfectiones non traduntur, non communicantur, sed a Diuina operatrice vi imitantur. Sicut imago realis, quae est in mente artificis, realiter in opus non transit, sed sola similitudo. Vnde consequenter subiungitur, a nihilo omnipotentia extracta: eo quia, cum non ex praesupposito alioquo creel (sic) Deus, viderimusque essentias secundu(m) se nihil esse; sequitur, vt a produxerit.' 
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refuge with Archimedes. The full list of the Authorities in this 
passage begins with the ancients - Bryso and Hippocrates of Chios, 
and then the moderns, Oronte Fine, Campanus and Cusanus. While 
these last two widen the background of Guarini's geometry, it is 
only Gregory/'Ambrosius' who is accorded the accolade 'sublime'. 
Thus Guarini held him in the highest regard, and even today Rene 
Taton calls him 'this great scholar'.58 Let us look therefore at the 
Jesuit's work on quadrature. 

Over 1,250 pages long, it opens with an 'antiporto', a protrait 
with dedicatory verses proclaiming him as the 'Geometer of the 
Age'. This is coupled with an engraved title page bearing its 
alternative title 'Problema Austriacvm Plus Vltra Quadratvra Circuli', 
inscribed on a lionskin slung between the Salomonic columns of the 
Imperial Family (Fig. 48). To the student of optics, the outstanding 
feature of the scene is the sun in the top left-hand corner emmitting 
a beam of light through a square held by putti in mid-air. The beam 
strikes the ground as a circle, being plotted by three putti with a 
compass. In the foreground a geometer marks out a circle which has 
the Archimedean transformation into a triangle based on its radius 
and circumference - this is Archimedes. On the lower right-hand 
there is a sphere sitting on a cube. Between these groupings there 
lounges a figure with a trident, on a river bank which opens to the 
sea beyc:nd - this is Proteus, the Old Man of the Sea. The whole 
theme of transformation is summed up in an inscription which 
expands along the length of the sunbeam - 'Mutat quadrata 
rotundis -He makes the square round': it may refer to the Creator, 
and the ambiguity may be intentional. The play of sphere and cube 
is given cosmological significance: on the star-covered globe is 
written 'Volvitur no(n) occidit - It is turned, it does not fall', on the 
cube, 'Fit Fixum'. The legitimacy of the Emperor whose arms float 
in the sky, is accented by a putto in the right foreground carrying a 
medallion inscribed 'Constantinus AUGUSTUS'. 

The dedication is to the House of Austria 'SEMPER AUGUSTAE' 
in the person of Leopold Wilhem Archduke of Austria, and it 
includes some direct references to the content of the title page. This 
begins with with praise of the Emperor preventing heretics from 

58 General Hist. of the Sciences, Vol.II, p. 208. Taton says that he was misjudged in his time, and to this day, because of his great mistake, but that Leibniz numbered him, with Cavallieri and Pascal, as among his direct predecessors (idem.) 
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overturning the columns of the Catholic house of the imperial 
family, and the guarantee of religion leading to the security of 
eternity. 

Nothing in Human affairs (is) stable, rarely has the Lord shifted the orb. As the Sun throws beams through a square to the orb drawing forth Quadrata rotundis mutat; thus as Kings reign, providence is favourable; but how if vice versa you change the circle by the square, and you form the ~lobe into a cube, you admit its mobility; thus the mstability of kingdoms is strengthened by the power of piety and the study of religion (as) the founder of the Christian Empire Constantine placed a globe of the world on a square altar ... Going back to the square the globe is the argument of my work: may it be Your happy omen.'59 

Both title page and dedication give a more positive insight into the 
deeper motive and intention behind the life-work of Gregory of St. 
Vincent, than can be deduced from the mathematical text itself. By 
moving from the globe to the square stability is ensured: at a deeper 
level there is a reconciliation between one order of reality - the 
heavens and the invisible world, to the continuity of order in the 
mundane world. This interpretation is in accordance with the 
mathematics and optics of his brother-in-religion Bettini, who shares 
some of this imagery, e. g. Proteus, and the theme of metamorphosis 
through the operations of quadrature. 

" 
Book II of the Quadratura is 'the sum of geometrical series 

obtained by means of transformation in the differences of the terms', 
and summation to infmity.60 This material is what concerns Guarini, 

59 Quadraturae, n. p. 'Nihil in humanis stabile, nee raro Dominos mutauit orbis. Vt traiectos per quadrum radios in orbem deducens Quadrata rorundis mutat Sol, ita prospera quam Reges regnant, providentia; sed & quomodo si vice versa rotunda quadratis mutes, globumque in cubum formes, suam ei mobilitatem adimis; ita instabilem regnorum potentiam pietatis ac religiones studium firmat Christiani conditor lmperij Constantiniis quadratae arae mundi globumimposuit, professus orbis imperium non tarn viribus, quam sacrorum cultu niti; neque tarn ab armis, quam ab aris regnorum petendam tranquillatem. Redactus ad · quadrum globus mei argumentum est; sit Vestrae felicitatis omen.' 
60 For 'transformation of terms', Hoffman, 'Gregory a Saint Vincent', DSB, Vol. XII, (pp. ), p. For summation to infinity, M. Kline, Math. Thought, p. 437. ' ... showed that the Achilles and the tortoise paradox could be resolved by summing an infinite geometric series. The finiteness of the sum showed that Achilles would overtake the tortoise at a definite time and place. Gregory gave the first explicit statement that an infinite series represents a magnitude, namely, the sum of the series, which he called the limit of the series. He says the "terminus of a progression is the end of the series to which the progression does not attain, even if continued to infinity, but to which it can approach more closely than by any given interval." He made many other statements that are less accurate and less clear, but he did contribute to the subject and influenced many pupils.' ' 
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indeed this seems to be his ample source for the second stage of his 
treatment of proportion. St. Vincent uses the figures of the square, 
rectangle and circle, and also the hexagon, which Guarini does not 
(Fig. 49). As a theologian and mathematician the Theatine must have 
been alive to the content of St. Vincent's title page, and also by his 
study of Bettini. The references in the Euclides to Cusanus underlies 
the deeper meaning of transformation that St. Vincent has indicated 
in the dedication above, and finally the beam of light undergoing 
mutation through the power of God, is a direct symbol of light-

w:t·h wi-J!ch 
geometry, standing for the tradition ~ this enquiry has been 
engaged. The last element in this range of clues is Guarini's study of 
Produs and his Universal Mathematics which includes light, and the 
convergence of all these possibilities points to the reading of the 
image of forms being summed proportionately and continuously to 
infinity as a model of light emanation, progression and generation. 
If this is so, then this mathematical figure is a universal symbol of 
light and projection, and through implication generation. Out of 
deference to the Jesuit's work, I will call it the St. Vincentian 
Method or the St. Vincentian Model. 

Proportion and Cosmology 
The first aspect of importance is the subject of proportion, the 

major content of Guarini's mathematics. In subdividing a pentagon 
by its diagonals, there is found the well-known golden section, 
which seems to have been dubbed such around the sixteenth 
century: of the two great treasures of mathematics Kepler calls the 
theorem of Pythagoras 'a measure of gold', and the division of a 
line into extreme and mean ratio, 'a precious jewel'.61 Indeed the 
Greeks referred to it simply as 'the section', and may have 
recognised that one of its properties is self-propagation.62 

A D c B 

A line AB can be sub-divided in mean and extreme ratio at C, with 
AC the longer segment, and if on AC we mark of D so that AD = 

61 Boyer, A History of Maths, p. 55 
62 Ibid. 
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61 Boyer, A History of Maths, p .. 55 
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CB, then AC will be cut in the Golden Section. This process can be continued again in an unending process, and may have been known to Plato. At any rate Plato took it up this proportion in his cosmology in Timaeus 32, 

where the corporeality of whatever comes to be must be composed of fire and earth, with a third to bond them. And the best bond is one that effects the closest unity between itself and the terms it is comb~ing; and this is best done by a continued ge~metrical progression . . . So by these means and of these constituents the body of the universe was created to be at unity owing to proportion: in consequence it acquired concord, so that naving once come together in uruty with itself it is indissoluble by any but its compounder. 

Since Euclid was a member of the Academy, this cosmology is then implicit in his great treatment of the subject, not forgetting its resolution of incommensurability, and the rejection of Pythagorean number in cosmology. 

Proportional Projection and the St. Vincentian Model 
The Neoplatonists applied the analogy of proportionality to the hierarchy of spiritual substance~nd even St. Albertus Magnus and St. Bonaventure use the analagy of proportion in contemplating creation 'i{!:lago Dei'. Denys was the first apparently to ascribe proportionality to the angels and also to the soul, and Albertus 'often uses proportionality for the relations of the angels to God. The enlightening activities of the angels are proportional to those of 

God.' He also taught that parts of the world are proportional.63 

However this tradition was constrained by Suarez, when he excluded the analogy of proportionality from the analogy between creation and God.64 But Guarini allows 'some genus of analogation either of attributions, or of proportions, can be found between God and creature' (Pph, p. 845). As proportion implies some kind of measure, we have seen above that the Theatine believes that in the expression of divine ideas, imitation takes place under mode and measure.(Ibid., p. 845). Even geodesics, the most mundane of human mathematical operations, can be regarded as proportional, and could 

63 Lyttkens. The Analogy of St. Tlwmas Aquinas., p. 162. 64 Ibid., p. 236. 'Suarez's Scotistic concept of being is apparent in this argument, Being is taken in its most general sense, as a fact (extra nihil).' 
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therefore be included in Universal Mathematics.65 The most telling 
example of Guarini' s exploitation of traditional geometry is the 
optical process of stereographic projection, where human vision is 
denied - one must assume that an absolute vision is implied, the 
vision of God. Finally through the process of the expression of 
relucent ideas through irradiation, we find in his Universal 
Mathematics a model of proportion, emanation, and cognitive 
illumination. 

It is always clear in Guarini's use of the St. Vincentian Method 
that there is a progression to infinity, and it is for this reason that 
the Model can be seen as a part of stereographic projection, and as a 
symbol of emanation, the process of relucent ideas, and of 
generation at the lower level. It is also clear that any figure can be 
used, indeed Gregory uses hexagons both within circles and with 
contiguous bases. For Gregory it was a step in his quadrature of the 
circle, which emulates the Divine Omnipotency, securing stability 
and salvation for the human condition, since the stability of the cube 
is guaranteed to us in the New Jerusalem (Apoc. 21, 16-17). The 
Jesuit failed of course, and the Theatine was cautious not to follow 
him in quadrature. On the other hand Guarini was to use the 
particular form of the hexagon in proportional projection, which is 
perhaps why he did not need to illustrate it in the Euclides, as he 
had alre(!dy done so some years before its publication, when he 
designed the Chapel of the Holy Shroud in Turin, the subject of the 
next Chapter. 

65 EA, Tr. XXX. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE CHAPEL OF THE HOLY SHROUD. 

'Aut deus nature patitur, aut machina mundi dissolvetur'.1 

In attempting to understand Guarini's architecture, I have selected for 
special study the Chapel of the Most Holy Shroud at Turin - 1a Capella 
della Santissima Sindone' (henceforth the Sindone). Situated between 
Cathedral and Palace, this building was constructed to house the greatest 
possession of the Dukes of Savoy, the relic of the Shroud in which Christ 
was laid, and from which He rose from the dead on the first Easter Day. 
The campaign to complete the Chapel was the occasion for calling Guarini 
in 1666 from his Parisian activities to the Turin court, leaving the 
uncompleted St. Anne-la-Royale behind, and to take up a task that was to 
concern hiJP until his death. Due both to the nature of the programme and 
the rank of the patrons of the Sindone, the Chapel posed the greatest 
challenge that the Theatine was to handle, and must be considered his 
masterwork. It was completed in 1694, eleven years after its architect's 
death, despite intervening wars causing stoppages, and the death of its 
patron Duke Carlo Emanuele II. 

The secrecy of Guarini's 'concettismo'. 
In the century of 'concettismo', emblematics and metaphysical poetry, 

Guarini is silent on how this building is to be read. His philosophical and 
mathematical texts are quite cautious and rigorous in their respective 
traditions as we have seen: the Arch.dv. is equally e}fusive in making 
particular assertions about any of his buildings. Many commentators make 

The last words of Sacrobosco's Sphere, quoting Denys the Areopagite, in Thorndike's edition, p. 117: his translation is, 'Either the God of nature suffers or the mechanism of the universe is dissolved.' Idem, p. 142. 
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reference to the 'geometrical matrices' in which Guarini constructed his 
buildings, and certainly in Nino Carboneri's 1968 edition of the Arch.civ., 
his theory of architecture is proved to be intimately and almost exclusively 
bound up with his mathematics: however these 'matrices' are never 
successfully anchored in the architect's metaphysics. Three critics in 
particular in the ConvTor-II, Battisti, Fagiolo and Guidoni, have supplied a 
plethora, even an embarrassment of riches in interpreting his architecture, 
but have failed to carry their arguments into a convincing synthesis 
uniting the theoretical position of the Theatine with his architecture. The 
effort required to 'read' Guarini may correspond if for different reasons, 
with the effort needed to decipher the products of some contemporaries 
who connived at anagramatic secrecy: in his case his enforced exile with 
his home duchy, his uneven relations with his brethem, his patrons and 
builders all may have left him never secure enough to lay bare his 
doctrines with the swaggering confidence of a Kircher, correspondent of 
Emperors, Dukes and Bishops. 

The thrust of this enquiry has been to go behind the writings of 
Guarini as they stand in their intellectual cli.mate, and now to bring these 
studies to bear on his architecture in the Sindone. While some writers have 
expressed limits as to the interpretation of Baroque architecture, e. g. 
Wittkower on Borrimini's S. Ivo della Sapienza/ and Meek with the 
Sindone,3 it is my conviction that Guarini can be interpreted, either within 
the direct apprehension of_his forms in his architecture and in his texts, or 
by the indirect force of context, or by the cumultative bearing of 
speculation as a last resort. My reading of Guarinian texts has been aided 
by the Bettinian imagery as a key to his 'geometrical matrices', and on a 
grander scale the narrow bounds of the 'trattatiste' tradition that Guarini 
set himself in Arch.civ, might be broached by Kircher's Obeliscus Pamphilus 
(1650) and Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652).4 In what follows I shall also tap the 
valuable veins already laid bare in the ConvTor, and other recent 
interpretations. First to be established, however, is the state of the 
structure when Guarini arrived in 1666, when the building was essentially 
half-built, thus also establishing the conditions that the Theatine's 
'ichnografia' was to transform. 

2 

3 

4 

Art in Italy, (1980), p. 139. 
Guarini, p. 77. 
Kircher's architectural theorising culminates in Area Noae (1675) and Turris Babe! 
(1679), both a little later to have direct bearing on the Sindone. Villalpanda's 
mathematical conservatism seems to have been relegated to religious archaeofogy, as 
Guarini makes no use of him. 
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The Sindone before 1666. 
In 1587 the Holy Shroud was moved by Duke Carlo Ernanuele I to the 

Turin Cathedral of St John the Baptist and lodged within the dome of a 
'tempietto' standing in the presbytery.5 A dome was supported by four 
gilded seraphim and it then underwent several transformations.6 This 
receptacle for the relic recalls the tradition of martyrium-building, or even 
that of the 'hereon', which Bramante had re-established in S. Pietro in 
Montorio, Rome. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem was of 
course, the immediate monument to spring to mind in relation to the 
Shroud, and while the crusading spirit of Europe was on the decline, the 
memory of the Sepulchre, and its copies in one form or another scattered 
thoughout the West, bear ample testimony to the special nature of its 
iconography/ Alberti had designed a copy of the Tomb of Christ in the 
Church of S. Pancrazio in Florence, and closer in time was the attempt of 
Grand Duke Ferdinand I of Tuscany to transport the Holy Sepulchre to 
the new family mausoleum in Florence at S. Lorenzo, itself centrally 
planned with a dome.8 The Savoy family's patronage of the Order of St. 
Lazarus, a hospitallar order then to be combined with the Savoyard order 
of St. Maurice, would have kept the connection alive, as would also their 
claim to the Kingdom of Cyprus. 

In the new century, fresh ideas to rehouse the relic of the Shroud were 
afoot: in 1607 in the State building accounts there was recorded the supply 
of four bJack marble columns 'in conformity with the design of Count 
Carlo di Castellamonte for the Chapel of the Holy Shroud.'9 At this time 
the Ducal palace, now the Palazzo Reale, was being reconstructed, and 
provision was made in its West wing for the new Chapel. An elliptical 
plan with its long axis connecting the Cathedral to the palace 'cortile' 
exists in the Biblioteca nazionale, Turin, and its access seems to be up 'a 
few central steps' from the sanctuary of the Cathedral (Fig. 50).10 However 
Carlo Emanuelle I's wish to have it completed before his death was not to 
be, and it fell to his son Carlo Emanuele II and Amedeo di Castellamonte 
to take up the burden, guided by the Prince-Cardinal . Maurizio. It was the 
last who suggested that the Swiss-born architect Bemardino Quadri, be 

5 

6 

Meek, Guarini, p. 62. 
Ibid. 

7 The most elaborate is the 'ancient' Nuova Gerusalemme of S. Stefano, Bologna, in George Jeffrey's Holy Sepulchre, (Cambridge 1919), p. 193-211. 
8 Ibid., p. 35. 

Ibid. Carlo was the father of Amedeo Castellamonte. 
10 Meek, p. 23. 
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asked to provide an alternative scheme, and in an official warrant of 5th 
June 1657, the outsider's proposal was adopted and may correspond to a 
drawing in the Biblioteca Reale, Turin, which is in its main features similar 
to the Guarinian plan (Fig. 51). This is a circular drum, approached by 
long lateral flights of steps to a raised floor, and which is also accessible 
from the piano nobile of the palace by a broad corridor flanking the 
cortile, symbolically uniting church and state. However the availability of 
light at ground level is denied by this arrangement, though when the 
ducal doors are opened, some indirect light from the cortile might balance 
what little comes from the nave of the cathedral: thus light from above 
becomes a major feature of the architecture. (Meek) 

If the alleged Quadri drawing is genuine, then after Quadri's 
A 

intervention we have the basic conditions that were to confront Guarini on 
arrival in Turin. These are five in all: the early investment in black marble, 
the circular plan, its articulation in sexpartite divisions with shallow 
niches, the elevation of the floor with access by lateral staircases, and the 
ducal entrance opposite the opening to the cathedral. A glance at Quadri's 
plan shows several problems to be resolved: given the wide opening to the 
Cathedral and the two flanking openings to the stairs, almost half of the 
West side is unenclosed and presents an imbalance to be resolved in the 
overall organisation of the drum and superstructure. Secondly the landings 
at the top of each stairs are uncomfortable residual spaces with no relation 
to either __ drum or stairs: these problems, together with the enclosure of the 
space of the roof, may ..te- have caused a halt to the progress of the 
building campaign. 

On the 10th September 1665 at a special site meeting of engineers, 
architects, builders and surveyors assembled to determine the solidity of 
the structure for its next stage, it was determined that the dome ' ... must 
be built to a great height, and exceeding that of St. John's Cathedral.111 

Resulting from this demarche, it seems that Guarini was sent for in late 
1666,12 and on 30th April 1667, he was allowed to commission a model, 
presumably on the basis of some preliminary studies and presentations. 
Thus on 19th May 1668 the Theatine priest was appointed as Engineer to 
the Sindone 

n Meek, pp. 66, 67. 
12 The precise nature of Guarini's transfer from Paris to Turin is unclear, but certainly 

concerned both Courts, so that a Ducal summons seems to have weighed against the 
need to have Guarini finish St. Anne-la Royale. See Robson, San Lorenzo, pp. 21-24. 
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reflecting how it may be helpful to Our service to have a 
person of integrity and capability particularily applied to 
directing the construction of the Holy Shroud ... Wherefore . 
. . we create, constitute and depute the above-mentioned 
Father D. Guerino Guerini our Engineer for the said chapel .. 
. with all the honours, authority, preeminences, prerogatives 
and every other thing pertaining and belonging to this office 
with the salary of a thousand silver lire or twenty soldi a 
year, to start at the beginning of January of the present year . 
. . [1688)13 

This appointment was without prejudice to Count Amedeo di 
Castellamonte as Ducal Engineer and Architect who was to enjoy his 
hereditary appointment, surviving Guarini by six months. 

A. THE FUNDAMENTAL PROGRAMME OF THE BUILDING 

During the elapse of almost two years between Guarini's arrival and 
appointment, he may have first developed the scheme which is 
represented in the Blaeu Engraved Section (Figs. 52, 53): this was then 
revised in consideration of the cumulative imposition of so many arches 
over elliptical windows, so that the present structure with continuously
carried radial ribs, with segmental windows divided by the scrolls, was 
preferred. Equally important decisions in engendering the full vertical 
concept is the allied development of the circle/triangle model, first and 
most strikingly resulting in the circular interpenetrating landings, and then 
in the organisation of the main dome by the three great 'squinch' arches, 
defining the truncation of its hemisphere (Figs. 54, 55). Fagiolo, who has 
placed his study of the Sindone under the title 'enigma of the eclipse', sees 
an analogy between this plan and Guarini's geometrical treatment of an 
eclipse in Caelestis mathematica: '1' eclisse di sole e l'immagine riassuntiva 
per eccellenza di tutti i contrasti fra 1' ombra e la luce presenti nella 
vicenda evangelica e architettonica della Sindone ... ', thus linking the 
plan literally with the events of the first Good Friday: 'From the sixth hour 
there was darkness over all the land until the ninth hour' (Math. 27. 45), i. 
e. from midday to 3 p. m. when a little later Christ died (Math. 27. 50).14 

Fagiolo further refers to Guarini's connection of eclipses to unsettling 

13 G. Tiraboschi, Bib. Modenese, quoted in Meek, p. 61. 
14 Reconciling the time of the crucifixion in the Gospel accounts was a typical exegetical 

concern of the time. 
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events su~h as the darkness of the earth, superstition, influence of winds 
and La pieta trionfante, where is found ' ... imbrunitevi cieli, oscuratevi 
stelle del mio gran no me al tuono'. Thus the triadic/ triangular geometry is 
more to be identified with the temporal triadic duration of Christ's 
passion, three hours on the Cross, three days in the Tomb (and hence the 
Paschal Triduum), than with the usual Trinitarian symbol, though this is 
implicit as well. This temporal triadism is directly linked with the 
darkness of the eclipse, of the tomb, of the underworld, and the black 
marble which pervades in various degrees, almost all the interior. These 
considerations of geometry, time and colour provide the starting-point for 
attempting to state the fundamental programme of the building. 

Since the Savoy family had the Venaria Reale, an extravagant and 
deliberate exercise in architectural 'concettismo', built to provide the moral 
preparation for the princely duties of the young Carlo Emanuele II, 
doubtless this exercise was not lost on him.15 Thus, urged on by his uncle 
Cardinal-Prince Maurizio, he would have ensured an agreed programme 
for the new Chapel of his family's most holy and priceless relic. We have 
seen such a process of deliberation in his ducal father's purchase of the 
black marble, the appeal to Quadri, and the meeting of the 'pezzi grossi' 
of 1665, leading to Guarini's final command of the project, due to his 
'integrity and capability'. To seek the assistance of this scholar-architect 
from abroad, is consonant with the patron's wish to pitch his intentions 
for the ~uilding at the highest level, bypassing the noble Castellamonte, 
and Guarini's response seems to have answered these expectations in 
equal measure, due to the subsequent building campaign beginning in 
1667. For these reasons and the response of the Theatine to the conditions 
post-Quadri, the fundamental programme of the building can be 
established with some certitude. 

One contribution of the Ducal patrons might be the triangle-in-circle 
mentioned above. This was a relatively recent development in Christian 
iconology in Europe, perhaps coming from the Salomonic seals of the 
Judeo-Christian Caballa.16 The Ducal library possessed a most important 
collection of manuscripts of such material, and the benevolent tolerance of 
the Jews in Turin extended to their quasi-autonomy in the State. Guarini 

15 See Hugh Cullum, The Savoy Hunting lodge at Venaria Reale, PhD Thesis, University of 
Cambridge, (1986). 

16 Kevin Orlin Johnson, 'Solomon, Apocalypse and the names of God: the meaning of 
the Chapel of the Most Holy Shroud in Turin,' Storia Architettura, VIII1/1-2 (Jan.-Dec., 
1985), (pp. 55-88). 
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would have known Borrimini's S. Carlino, Rome, so it had no architectural 
novelty. If an immediate Caballist source is sought for Borrimini, then the 
Seal of the Sun from the Clavis Salomonis seems to be the best model, as 
Kevin Johnson has suggested (Fig. 56)Y 

Christus-Sol 

We have seen that Guarini exploited Quadri's sexpartite drum by the 
triangle-circle-eclipse formula, and how this relates to the liturgy of the 
Paschal Triduum - the Passion, Death and Entombment of the Lord, his 
Descent into Hell (in the Apostle's Creed, also called the Harrowing of 
Hell) (Fig. 57), and his Resurrection as the central guarantee of the 
Christian faith. These successive events are articulated in the building; the 
locus of the Passion is identified with the resting place of the relic itself in 
the main drum, the stairs to the cathedral may represent Christ's 
Entombment and Descent into Hell, where he brought the first-fruits of 
Redemption to the souls in darkness there, and finally the superstructure 
where daylight is progressively admitted, where His Glorified Body 
eventually rose to be seated at the right hand of God. Thus light and dark, 
the sun and its eclipse, the black 'pietra Fabrosa' marble becoming lighter 
by stages in the upper parts, and the enveloping spatial organisation of the 
building are all related to these great mysteries, the central events of 
Salvatio~ Thus it is this nexus of time - the Paschal event, and space -
descent and ascent between the infernal, mundane and empyrean worlds, 
and their further elaboration through the light-dark antimony, so heavily 
emphasised by Patrizi and Kircher (not to mention Fludd and Maier) 
which binds together the spherical and circular development of the 
building. The recognition by Guarini of Aguilon's colour theory, where 
black is also a colour and not a privation, makes acceptable this unusual 
finish in the Sindone, concordant with the early decision in the 
programme. 

For Guarini, the rotundity of the forms in the lower dome and the 
cornices orders time through astronomy and gnomonics, being the sciences 
of celestial and sublunar geometry respectively. Fagiolo includes in his 
interpretation 'the great transparent star' which surmounts the whole 
interior and suggests that it is a paraphrase of the Pentecost with the Dove 

17 Ibid., passim. 
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at the apex, and thus the Descent of the Holy Spirit.18 He also states that 'il 
sole e que certamente "Christus-Sol'", with its twelve rays as the Twelve 
Apostles (present at Pentecost) like the twelve silver 'crateri' surrounding 
the Tomb in the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. He provides two valuable 
pieces of evidence to substiantiate the Christus-Sol reference: the first is 
two woodcuts of the relic suppported by angels, with a shining sun above, 
found in C. Balliani' s Ragionamenti de !la Sacra Sin done, Turin 1610-16, (Fig. 
58), and second, some verses by Carlo Emanuele I, 

Di nembi oscuri il cielo era turbata, 
quando mostar dovean la sacra imago 
meste le turbi, alor ch'il sole vago 
comparse al aparir del vero Sole 
nel ritratto eclipsata 
tinto di sangue e in sangue stampata ... 
(Fagiolo' s italics)19 

The Roman cult of Sol-Invictus, the Invincible Sun, was utilised by the 
early Christians to demonstrate the New Dominion of the Resurrected 
Christ. Leaving aside its actual origin, it lost none of its power in the 
intervening centuries. With its cosmological implications Professor McEvoy 
calls it 'valuational heliocentricity' in the philosophy of Grosseteste, and 
later it was extended to the political world as a commonplace metaphor 
for Royal power and Statehood.20 In a drawing Botticelli places a sun 
where theJe should be a point of light in Dante's vision of the Godhead 
(Paradisio XXVIII, 16-18). We have seen how de la Chambre, courtier to 
King Louis XN, usi it as a 'hypostasis of light' and even Mersenne A 
identified the sun with silver-bowed Apollo in 'Ballistica'. The 
Christological implications of the great Sun-star in the dome must have 
been real enough for Guarini, as it is not found in the other examples of 
his sacred architecture, which do not share the Sindone's precise iconology 
in this regard. The heliocentic understanding of Christ was extended to its 
historical and eschatological implications in the seventeenth century: 
Guarini would know Cardinal de Berulle's Discours de l'estat et les 
Grandeurs de Jesus (1622) which links the creation of the sun in the middle 
of the creation-week to Christ's Birth three thousand years later in the 

IS ConvTor-II, p. 214. 
19 ConvTor-n p. 214. 
20 Hutcheson in Patrick Curry, ed., Astronomy, Science and Society, 

(Hoodbridge, 1987), passim . 
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middle of time, with three thousand years to come.21 

In contrast to the above, there is another image g1vmg form to the 

building which is shared by his other churches. This is the stepped tower, 

the stacking of stories or partial domes which almost every commentator 

has singled out but with little convincing explanation. In the context of the 

sixteenth century, Wolfram Prinz gives very strong support for this aspect 

of Guarini's architecture being read as a 'Tower of Knowledge'.22 When 

Dante in Inferno IV, is introduced to Homer, Horace and Lucan, he is lead 

to a 'nobile castello' within a hemisphere of fire (IV, 68-69), a castle 

encircled with seven doors and seven lofty walls. Within these walls the 

poet saw many pre-Christian sages, Aristotle surrounded by Socrates, 

Plato, Euclid, Ptolemy etc. While this may represent man's attempts at 

understanding, Gregor Reisch's Tower of Grammar in his Margarita 

philosophia (Strasburg, 1515), organises Theologia or metaphysics at the top 

in the person of Peter Lombard, with stacked polygonal stories below 

inhabited by personalities of the moral and liberal sciences (Fig. 59). In 

Robert Record's The Castle of Knowledge (London, 1556), Jupiter is 

enthroned with crown and sceptre at the summit of a stepped roof, 

flanked by a blinded Fortune on the right, rotating a suspended wheel of 

fortune, called a 'Sphaera Fortuna' (Fig. 60). On the left Urania with 

compasses supports the 'Sphaere of Destinye' or 'Sphaera Fati'. Fortune 

stands precariously on a sphere, while Urania is posed on a cube. These 

are all s~bjects of mediaeval lore with a common Classical past, quite 

recognizable in the seventeenth century. 

Guarino was in Rome when S. Ivo della Sapienza with its stepped 

dome was begun in 1642. If a common source available to both architects 

, is to be sought, one need look no further that Cesare Ripa's Iconologie, 

where this whole tradition is summarised in the stepped polygons 

surmounted by the figure of 'Philosophia' (Fig. 61).23 

The last aspect of the Sindone of fundamental significance to be 

considered is that of the spiral development of the form, which introduces 

the 'geometrical matrices'. While this may not be so obvious as an explicit 

21 Jesus is the true sun, who looks upon us with the rays of his light, who blesses us 
with His aspect, who rules us by his movements ... For the Sun is the image of god, 
the father of Nature, the u~versal Principle of life ... And as the light created ... 
during the first day of the' world, has been united to the body of the Sun on the 
fourth day, it is to be in him and for him a body and a principle of light in the Earth 
and in the Heavens . . . ' (my translation), Clemence Ramoux, 'Heliocentrisme et 
Christo-centrisme (sur un texte du Cardinal de Berulle)', Colloque International, Le 
Soleil a la Renaissance, Science et Mythes, (Bruxelles 1965), (pp. 447-461.), p. 449 .. 

22 Schloss Chambord und Villa Rotunda, (Berlin, 1985' ), passim. 
23 Translated by Jean Baudouin, (Paris, 1644, Reprint, New York-London 1976). 
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generating forrr\ - overlooking for the moment the scrolls in the 
ornamentation, it clearly emerges in the Blaeu Engraved Section, and 
emblematically crowns the Sindone's section in Arch.civ, replacing the 
customary cross. In the Blaeu Engraved Section, the arches of the upper 
dome are distinguished by strong garlands, which despite the presence of 
various insignia at the springings of the arches, give a continuous aspect 
of rise and fall to the many arch-soffits throughout. In the Euclides Guarini 
generates the helix by the sexpartition of a cylinder, which can be 
recognised in the superimposed hexagons which compose the dome's 
geometrical structure. It was a favorite form of Philibert de l'Orme, used 
in the Church at Anet, and a section of a church in his book shows a 
spiral behind ribs. 

The spiral has given rise to the usual speculation in the mystical
geometrical literature, e. g. the logarithmetical spiral has been identified 
with gnomonic growth and characteristic geometric series, the ratio of 
progression being the same in any given Iogarithmetic spirai.24 As an 
indication of contemporary interpretation of the spiral with a positive 
identification with resurrection, Bemouilli's tomb of 1690 bears both a 
spiral and the inscription - 'Eadem mutate resurgo' .25 With regard to the 
helix, Rene Guenon, quoting Malogioi, affirms that 'the evolutive helix 
being regular everywhere and at a~ points, the passage from one state to 
another takes place as logically and as simply as the passage from one 
position !O another (or modification) to another within one and the same 
state'.26 In Denys's The Divine Names, Ch IV, 8, 9, the spiral is is the soul's 
movement, combining the circular which is in contemplation of the Divine 
Beauty, and the straight line, which goes out to things beneath. Thus the 
spiral is a transformation from one state to another, and introduces the 
process of transformation that informs other parts of the structure as we 
will see. 

Guarini is silent on the meaning of the spiral or helix, but surprisingly 
it is with reference to the cone that an uncharacteristiC remark is found, 
helping to relate the spiral to the stepped tower. In Euclides the cone is 
defined: 

Conus est corpus habens originem a circumductu linea a 
24 See M. q._lJka, The Geometry of Life, pp. 91-93. 
25 Knecht, Baroque 12 p. 60; '. . . acquiert une dimension spirituelle en proclamant l'espeance de la resurrection. L'emblem scientifique peracheve ici, en l'exemplifiant, la synthese de la mentalite baroque et la rationalite positive.' 
26 The Sign of the Cross, p. 119, and quoting La Voie Metaphysique, pp. 96, 97. 
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puncta in sublimi posito detenninatae longitudines circa 
perimetram circularem. 

Conus proprie dicitur vt H yeronimus Vital is de 
Mathematica optime meritus in suo Lexico asserit. Nux pinae, 
quae ex lato in acutum definit; sed haec apellatio a 
Mathematicis translata est ad significandum pyramidem 
volundam, cuius basis circulus. (EA, Tr. XXIV, Ex. I, Def. I.) 

Vitali goes beyond the generation of volume from the sublime point that is 
represented by the circular pyramid above, and refers to the contrary 
curves of the pine-cone's lines, and goes on to refer to Euclid's generation 
of the cone by the rotation of the pyramid.27 Guarini's reference to the 
pine-cone and the generation from sublime point to volume, when added 
to Vitali's revolving triangle, brings both the image of the contrary spirals 
(of the pine-cone) together with that of the regular cone, and thereby the 
stepped pyramid as well, intimating a positive reading of Guarini's 
mathematics in ontological and representative levels, with rich possibilities 
for both the interpretation of his mathematics and his architecture. 

Such a reading of the mathematics in Arch.civ. will follow, but I will 
now establish some terms applicable to the building to avoid confusion in 
precise identification and discussion. 

Nomenclature of the Sindone's Architecture. 
I propose the following division of the building as a nomenclature of 

the Sindon e, six parts in all. From the top, there is the Solar Crown and 
Axis, which includes the external cross and nails on a ball and spire, and 
the Dove within Solar Star in its enclosing cornice, with the descending 
geometrical central axis positioning the relic in the centre (Fig. 62). The 
Dome of the Intellectual World or the Upper Dome refers to the stacks of 
hexagonal rings of arches making up the tower of the sciences, including 
the lunette windows and its own drum with six arched windows. In turn 
this sits on the Dome of the Starry Heavens or the Lower Dome, the 
truncated hemispherical sail-vault with its three great inscribed 'squinch'
arches and its six circular windows. Its identification is confirmed by the 
stellated pattern within these arches, corresponding to the stellar boundary 

27 Lexicon Mathematicum, (1668), p. 123. 'CONVS proprie dicitur nux pinea, quae ex latu 
in acutum definit. Hinc apud Geometras sumitur pro figura solida quae turbini 
contraria sit, & ex acuto amplictur in latum. Et igitur basis Coni circulus, . . . qui 
terminatur in puncto. Ad ipsum autem concipiendum praecipit Euclides, menti 
obijciendum esse triangulum, cujus manente vno latere eorum, quae circa rectum 
angulum, circumductum triangulum in seipsam reuoluitur, vnde moueri caeperat 
circum assumptam figuram.' 
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of the celestial universe. This rests directly on the Terrestial Zone, the 
main drum composed of a high entablature and an order of six Composite 
pilasters, enclosing two shallow niches on either side of the Ducal 
entrance. Here one stands upon the Stellated Floor, where concentric rings 
of bronze stars inset in the grey and white marble surround the central 
shrine (Fig. 63). The Stairs include their respective circular landings and 
with the vaults to the stairs compartmented by three skylights, with 
attendant wall decoration. Finally the structure is entered through 
imposing Doors, each flanked by Corinthian columns surmounted by balls, 
and an overdoor window framed by monstrous deformed torso-scrolls, 
with a huge deformed 'heart' in the centre of each door-lintol (Fig. 64). 

This nomenclature is informed by Guarini's cosmography, which I have 
alluded to inter alia above. The Solar Crown is the Divine Archtype, the 
Sublime Point. The Intellectual World coincides with the 'Spatium 
Imaginarium' where man cannot prevent his God from occupying, and 
also coincides with the Empyrean abode of the angels and the Blessed, and 
the limitless diaphaniety of perfect light. The celestial and sublunary or 
mundane worlds then follow, and the Stairs and Doors refer to the 
infernal regions, and to the processes of redemption and purification of 
mankind. In making the above divisions for reading the building, we must 
remember that it is the tpple world of Christian cosmology that dominates 
the whole organisation, which are the Intellectual World, the Celestial 
World, a!ld the Mundane. This triple world, and the Christian ordering of 
time, is alluded to in the motto and device of the Placita's title page: 
'POENIT AETERNUM MENS TER PROV1DA RITE, The eternal mind is 
not displeased to provide thrice in due order.' (see Fig. 2) 

At this stage, the remainiing unexamined ~spect in Guarini's thought 
must now be examined, i. e. the Arch.civ., to forge the final link betweeen 
his metaphysics, his mathematics and the full nature of his architectural 
representation. 

B. GUARINI'S MATHEMATICAL VOCABULARY. 

An attempt has already been made to construct a connection between 
'Guarini artista' and 'Guarini scienziato': Fagiolo's 'La "Geosofia del 
Guarini' in ConvTor-11, pp. 179 seq., presumes to explicate Guarini's 
thought 'more geometrico'; however as Guarini seems to have made no 
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change to the traditional divisions of the applied sciences, geometry cannot 
be given the same basis of equality with philosophy and astronomy that 
Fagiolo proposes. Rather in the arts there are ti!ree contiguous worlds for 

I . 
Guarini, Philosophy, Mathematics and Med,ecine, the first and last 

A featuring in the Placita. The main deficiency of Fagiolo's treatment of 
Guarini's science is the absence of the transcendental dimension of his 
Universal Mathematics, and its alignment, as we have seen, with 
metaphysics, as in the last chapter. 

If Guarini reorganised the speculative sciences in terms of Universal 
Philosophy, he remains content with the traditional model for the arts, and 
here, too, the ordering follows an order both philosophical and 
cosmographical, in a word, traditional. Philosophy now refers to morals, 
law and the world of secondary causality, Mathematics is Microcosmic, or 
the traditional mixed sciences, and Medicine, the amelioration of our 
human frailty, as he puts it, 'for all arts depend either on Mathematics, or 
on Philosophy, or on Medicine; because all sciences contemplate either 
things of similitude, or of proportion, or of convenience.' 28 To further 
articulate Guarini's 'scientia scientiarum', we must be guided by his 
portrayal of reality in the Placita, and the consequences of the cosmological 
model found there. The phenomenon of rotundity in the Placita is matched 
by the astronomical activities of the celestial bodies, the terrestial change 
of generation and corruption is measured by the gnomonical operations of 
solar ho~ology. These two activities are further treated mathematically in 
Leges temporarum. Finally the whole structure has its conclusion in 
quadratura and transformation, where Guarini's two elements of earth and 
water suffer further mutation into abberant forms of the natural world 
either through monstrous development or force of human imagination: this 
last interpretation is based on Bettinian clues, Guarini's use of various 
methods of projection, coupled with a careful reading of his Arch.civ. It is 
my claim that the treatise faithfully reflects this structure of the sciences, 
wherein of the Viturvian trio, the first two, ichnography and orthography 
are retained, and scenography is remodelled by Guarini, much as he 
dismissed it in the Euclides. To enter fully into such an interpretation, I 
will therefore discuss each 'trattato' in turn. 

Tr. I establishes the discipline in its parts, paying some cognizance to 
Vitruvius in assembling various techniques, which ascend in a chain of 

28 Pph, p. 214. 'Conclusio: nam omnes artesvel a Mathematica, vel a Philosophis, vel a 
medicina dependent; quae omnes scientiae vel rerum similitudinem, vel 
proportionem, vel convenientiam considerant.' 
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intellectual dependency until the apex is reached in Geometry, but with 
the proviso: 'L' Architettura, sebbene dipende dalla matematica, nulla meno 
elia e un'arte adulatrice, che non vuole punto per la ragione disgustare il 
senso'.29 Under 'Principi di Geometria necessari all Architettura', a 
condensed introduction to Euclid, he then introduces the pro~a~eutic 

1\ ,, 
content, a complete precis of both rational and irrational proportion. Thus 
by bringing proportion to the forefront Guarini achieved in the Arch.civ. 
what he failed to do in the more hidebound treatment of mathematics that 
is the Euclides. In this spirit he affirms that L'architettura pub correggere le 
regale antiche, e nuove inventare.'30 

The second trattato, 'Della Icnografia', is for Vitruvius the first part of 
'dispositio'. Already in Trattato I, Cap. II, Guarini warned that: 'll Disegno 
o Idea, secundo Vitruvio, ha tre parti, delle quali la prima dicesi 
Icnografia, che e la discrizione ed espressione in carta di quello che dee 
occupare la fabbrica, che si disegna nel piano.' In Euclidean terms this is 
the line describing the figure, in ontological terms this is the creation of 
the angels and light on the First Day/1 and the activity of the soul 
proceeding from its divine origin. In architectural terms this is the plan 
and its figuration, which Guarini explores through diverse parts such as 
stairs and colonnades. This also requires the knowledge of constructing 
regular figures such as the pentagon and hexagon, in that order. Here the 
oval and ellipse are also introduced, as well as the first argument with the 
oblique ~rchitecture of Caramuel de Lobowitz, the egregious Benedectine 
count-bishop, when the Theatine discusses circular colonnades.32 

The third and longest trattato is by far the most instructive as against 
the more pedantic nature of what comes before and after, as here is found 
his treatment of the orders. Entitled 'Della Orthografia Elevata', in terms of 
the Euclidean generation of form, this represents the development of three
dimensional form first from projected elements, and then through their 
rotation or projection. As he says in the first chapter, 'Onde la ortographia 
. . . tiene certe prime delineazione, . . . e forme le sue idee . . . e sono in 
generale, diverse sorte di sporti detti Projediones.'33 Carboneri provides an 
explanation from antiquity: 'Cvr anche Svetonio (De vita Caesarum) che 

29 Arch.dv., Cap., Ill, Tr. I. 
30 Tr. 1., Cap. Ill, Oss. Sesta, p. 5. 
31 St. Augustine, City of God, Bk. XI, 7. 
32 lbid, Cap VIII, 'Del Modo di disporre un colonnato nel tondo.' Guarini opposed the 

Benedictine's consistent corrections of the apparent sizes of elements viewed from a 
distance, indicates that the the spectator is not immobilised, for Guarini. 

33 Arch.civ., Tr. Ill, Copo Primo, p. 73. 
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definisce l'ortogniphia "Formula, ratioque scribendi e Gramaticis instituta" 
(II, 88).'34 In ontological terms this represents the production of planar 
corporiety, and thus Guarini discusses the orders and the articulation of 
associated arcades and walls. The successor to orthography, central 
projection, (stereography in the Euclides), now appears as linear 
perspective, 'CAPO VIGESIMOPRIMO, Del rendere proportionata la 
prospettiva che sembra difettosa per cagione della vista,' a discussion how 
various optical effects are contrived. This is followed by more oblique 
architecture, ending with vaults, 1a principale parte delle fabbriche'35 

which in effect is his anticipation of the content of Tr. IV, as the beginning 
of Tr. ill makes clear: 'Due sorte di ortografia deve specula re 1' archetto; .. 
. pen) due sono le ortographie, una si din\ elevata, l'altra si chiamera 
depressa; di questa ne scriveremo nel trattato sequente; ora solamente 
delle prima siano per discorre.' In terms of his cosmological structure, 
'ortografia elevata' would correspond to the perfect corporiety of the 
celestial bodies, its influential light and the parallel projection of sunlight, 
and is therefore related to the perfect ordering of the Orders; the next 
stage, dealing with vaults, indicates a lower level of embodiment and the 
introduction of vault construction would thus exploit the full corporiety of 
crassitude. 

In Tr. IV, 'Dell'Ortografia Gettata', Guarini immediately declares this 
increased corporiety by relating the utility and necessity of Architecture to 
the Frenc~ command of the cutting of stones, (stereotomy, a word he does 
not use). Here of course the operations are parallel projection, but the 
operations are similar to those required for gnomonics, in the scribing on 
whatever plane sunlight falling on any orientation of dial. In Tav. XXXVll, 
Fig. 2, there is a neat summation of his geometrical doctrine, combining 
the central and the parallel, which anticipates the final chapter. This is the 
projection of a circle from a line equal to its diameter as a parallel apex. 
This produces right sections as ellipses, demonstrating one process of 
transformation through projection, of the line into the circle (Fig. 65). 

The last Trattato is 'Geodesia', and the title of its first chapter openly 
declares its theme: 'Delle transformazione delle superficie piane rettilinee in altre 
uguali' - metamorphosis and transformation. This theme is underlined by 
the Bettinian subject of isoperimetry in Capo Settirno. Thus Guarini 
establishes the first stage of transformation, to be followed by proportional 

34 Architettura civile, ed. Nino Carboneri, (Milan 1968), p. 113. 
35 Ibid., p. 277. 
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geometrical progression (Capo Ottavo) where the progression of forms to 
infinity can be made equal to a given area, an analogous process to 
isoperimetry. While such theory is not necessary to the architect, it is 
presumably included to enable the conscientious reader, i. e. one who has 
also read the Euclides, to follow the St. Vincentian material which 
constitutes Capo Nono: 'Della quadrazione, spartimento, ed accrescimento 
geometrico del circolo.' This implies the normal processes of physical 
development, generation, gnomonical increase, isoperimetrical equivalence, 
division and the ellusive quadrature, where he throws in a number of 
simple methods with little elaboration. At last the usual conics of the 
elipse, parabola and hyperbola are treated in various forms of 
transformation and quadrature, all of which are adduced from the Euclides. 

The other theme that runs through Tr. V is division, the division of 
land as Geodesics was sometimes defined. This for Guarini means the final 
process of mathematical investigation, division to infinity which can only 
be completed by physical means, i. e. consumation through fire. This may 
well represent the cycle of elemental transformation, which will be 
terminated at the end of the world, evoking both the mundane 
transformation of becoming (the Heraclitean elemental cycle to and from 
fire) and the teleological destiny determined for the world in Christian 
eschatology, the new heaven and the _new earth of the Apocalypse. 

Having thus established this scheme of Guarini's mathematical 
vocabular.>! it is now possible to penetrate the primary symbolism and 
architectural form of the Sindone, and to begin to read the building 
meaningfully in his mathematical and metaphysical terms. 

E. PRIMARY SYMBOLISM AND ARCHITECTURAL FORM. 

1. Solar crown and Axis. 

While the obvious solar and therefore divine importance of this feature 
has been established, the ontolological significance of the Solar Crown can 
be interpreted in Euclidean terms as the geometrical point, or sublime 
infinity, 'Da quel punto depende il cielo I e tutta la natura.' (Paradise 
XXVIII. 41,42) Bettini has furnished us with evidence of the ineffable 
dilation and immensity of the point. Vitali quotes Pliny as to the 
archetypal function of the point: 'It is nothing other than the universal 
Earth', and Vitali relates it further to the Firmament and the superior orbs 
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as images of indivisible points 'unextended, incommensurable'. Whence it 

seems that the Solar Crown is a projection or dilation of another Point, 

and its central axis continues through the bulding, coordinating all 

successive geometrical constructions and positioning the relic. This 

'perpendicular visual axis' is the direct vision of the Blessed (and God?) 

wherein things are seen without refraction or deformation, as Mersenne 

has it, overcoming the deficiencies of mundane diaphanieties and 

terrestrial optics. Does it not further represent 'Visio Dei', which brings 

everything into being, and also the 'Axis Mundi', Plato's girdle of light 

that binds the world together- the 'vinculum lucis' of Guarini? 

To extend this interpretation a little further, consider a cosmological 
A 

diagram from Oedipus Aegyptiacus,(Il, p. 115 (Fig. 66). Within the sphere of 
11 

love, the central axis CD ends in a flattened ovoid, the whole element 

appearing as a spindle - the spindle of necessity of Timaeus? In a 

complementary diagram in the same work, the Winged Solar Disk 

emanates light, this time in a pointed ray towards the centre of the 

universe, and at top and bottom are found famous Virgilian verses, Aeneid 

VI, 726-7, 'The Spirit supports from within: infused through its every 

member, Mind sets the mass in motion and mingles itself with the mighty 
(Fi~ . hG8) 

body.';\ Thus the transendental meaning of the Point and the Axis is 

extended by Kircher to its irnmanentistic opposite. Despite the conditions 

of mundane deficiency, light for Guarni fills the world as the symbol of 

ineffable Rerfection. 

2. Upper Dome of the Intellectual World. 

Wide speculation has been occasioned by the great hexagonal rotations 

of arch-rings that constitute the covering of the Upper Dome: much has 

been made of Islamic Spanish prototypes though these are tiny in 

comparison, and the possibility of Guarini's visit to the Iberian peninsula. 

Guarini's mention of Spanish places in the Arch.dv. is not worth much, as 

he also refers to St. Paul's in London, yet noone claims that he visited 

England. If he had sojourned in Spain, some concrete evidence must have 

· survived, given the productive life he lepd. In the absence of any positive 

evidence, I must discount this facile search for 'influential models' of this 

type: it is unnecessary to explain this feature as it detracts attention from 

Guarini' s inventive powers, something he boasted of with respect to 

domes, when doubtless he had the Sindone in mind.36 

36 Arch.civ., Tr. Ill, 'Oss. Undecima, Delle Volte piane, 
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as images of indiviSible points 'unextended, incommensurable'. Whence it 

seems that the Solar Crown is a projection or dilation of another Point, 

and its central axis continues through the bulding, coordinating all 

successive geometrical constructions and positioning the relic. This 

'perpendicular visual axis' is the direct vision of the Blessed (and God?) 

wherein things are seen without refraction or deformation, as Mersenne 

has it, overcoming the deficiencies of mundane diaphanieties and 

terrestrial optics. Does it not further represent 'Visio Dei', which brings 

everything into being, and also the 'Axis Mundi', Plato's girdle of light 

that binds the world together- the 'vinculum lucis' of Guarini? 

To extend this interpretation a little further, consider a cosmological 
A 

diagram from Oedipus Aegyptiacus,(Il, p. 115 (Fig. 66). Within the sphere of 
11 

love, the central axis CD ends in a flattened ovoid, the whole element 

appearing as a spindle - the spindle of necessity of Timaeus? In a 

complementary diagram in the same work, the Winged Solar Disk 

emanates light, this time in a pointed ray towards the centre of the 

universe, and at top and bottom are found famous Virgilian verses, Aeneid 

VI, 726-7, 'The Spirit supports from within: infused through its every 

member, Mind sets the mass in motion and mingles itself with the mighty 
(Fi~ . {;f:,B) 

body.';\ Thus the transendental meaning of the Point and the Axis is 

extended by Kircher to its immanentistic opposite. Despite the conditions 

of mundane deficiency, light for Guami fills the world as the symbol of 

ineffable p~rfection. 

2. Upper Dome of the Intellectual World. 

Wide speculation has been occasioned by the great hexagonal rotations 

of arch-rings that constitute the covering of the Upper Dome: much has 

been made of Islamic Spanish prototypes though these are tiny in 

comparison, and the possibility of Guarini's visit to the Iberian peninsula. 

Guarini's mention of Spanish places in the Arch.civ. is not worth much, as 

he also refers to St. Paul's in London, yet noone claims that he visited 

England. If he had sojourned in Spain, some concrete evidence must have 

survived, given the productive life he lepd. In the absence of any positive 

evidence, I must discount this facile search for 'influential models' of this 

type: it is unnecessary to explain this feature as it detracts attention from 

Guarini's inventive powers, something he boasted of with respect to 

domes, when doubtless he had the Sindone in mind.36 

36 A r c h · c i v . , T r . I I I , 1 0 s s . V n d e c i m a , De 1 1 e V o 1 t e p i a n e , 
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One principal reason for . respecting his powers of invention is the 
existence of the Blaeu Engraved Section. This I hold to be an earlier study 
of the structure, rendered superfluous after 1667 and thus allowed to stand 
for the Sindone in the illustrations of Blaeu's Theatrum Sabaudiae. In the 
Engraving, the three main differences to the actual building are: the 
garlanded soffits, the elliptical lunettes, and the charged emblems at the 
springing of the arches. Surely design revision purged these features from 
the design. Certainly the disappearance of the lunettes eased construction, 
the continuous ribs ensured more direct loading, and the windows became 
larger, as even on moderately bright days the interior can be quite dark. 
The disappearance of the emblems was probably due to the extreme 
foreshortening that would have rendered them illegible from below, 
something that the 1667 model might have revealed.37 Thus the nest of 
arches was, I submit, the result of not only refinement in design, but also 
the exploitation of that grandiose mathematical concept that I have called 
the St. Vincentian model in terms of Christian cosmology. 

The startling difference in the Upper Dome's form and the absence of 
obvious connection with the Lower Dome, is that aspect of the Sindone 
most remarked upon in Guarini's architecture, and stands out even among 
the remainder of his sacred designs. The complete break in scale and 
texture from the stellated surface of the Lower Dome demands an answer 
consistent with traditional Christian cosmology, where the form of the 
visible worlg was identified with the outer temple, divided by the veil of 
the the firmament from the inner temple, or the kingdom of heaven.38 St. 
Augustine said 'The heavens shall be folded together like a book . . . 
which are now stretched over us like a skin.139 The stretching of such a 
skin is reminiscent of Bettini's spinning a web, the work of Minerva's 
weaving, giving his 'Aranea Cosmographica'. The building of a shelter as 
a model is found in Hebrews Ch. 8, where Christ is identified as the New 
High Priest. Moses was ordered to build a scantuary petterned on that 
erected on Mount Sinai: 'Qui exemplari et umbrae deserviunt coelestium . 
. . Vide (inquit) omnia facito secundum exemplar, quod tibi ostensum est 
in monte' [' ... and there only maintain the service of a model or a 
reflection of the heavenly realities ... see that you make everything 
according to the pattern shown you on the mountain') Heb. 8, 5. Christ at 

37 Remember that the arches are vertical: to cant outwards large emblems so as to be 
seen from below would have occluded the arches above. 

38 Harold P. Nebelsick, Circles of God, ... (Edinburgh 1985), pp. 177-178. 
39 Ibid. God 'stretched out the heavens as a tent or dwelling' Is. 40, 22. 
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the right hand of God is the minister of the true tabernacle made by the 

Lord - 8, 2, 'Sanctorum minister, et tabemaculi veri, quod fixit Dominus, 

et non homo.' The Shroud itself was emblematic of the linen vestiments of 

the High priest of the temple, so the perfect High Priesthood of Christ 

bound up with the Sindone, even to a devotion which believed that Christ 

would return for this relic.40 Thus I propose that the Upper Dome is a 

reflection of this true tabernacle because it is composed of exemplars and 

shadows, and therefore light. Being set outside or above the celestial world 

it is in the infinity of Guarini' s imaginary space: it is the locus of 

convergence of all the Theatine's metaphysical and mathematical principles 

which make up his intelligible world. The following interpretation 

attempts to confim1 how this is possible. 

In Guarini's metaphysics, transcendental truth is the expression in the 

Divine Being of the Divine ideas. With St. Augustine he holds that truth is 

established in 'ostensione of a thing, which is.' 41 Since all creatures are 

effects of God, they must demonstrate His cause from the force of their 

nature and origin. Thus all created things - 'artificium' - express an ideal 

causeY As Truth is one, the expression of the Divine Esse and Ideas are 

univocal, and the same in every being.43 So Guarini can say, 'Indeed the 

Truth of Being, as it is essential, is not in representation, but in being: it 

would be necessary in some other way that creatures be species of God for 

they possess (truth) according to nature, because it is assigned to species.' 44 

We have already seen the play of 'relucent' ideas in their relation to the 

essen'Ce of things - Christian exemplarism. Here the key words are 

'relucentes', connexion, dependency, si~ilitude, communicable. 'It is the 

aggregation of perfections, the divine perfections, imitating under mode 

and measure, extracted from nothing by the omnipotence of God' (Pph, 

864Da). The whole structure of his metaphysics is a parallel to the doctrine 

of illumination, in that 'Those essences which shine in created cognition, 

40 Johnson, 'Solomon . .. ,' pp. 64-66, and pp. 76-77, n.22. In the Apocalypse where 'his 
cloak was soaked with blood' (19:13), the blood is taken to be that of the Passion. 

41 Pph, 855Cb, 'P. C. Veritas transcendentalis, est exprcssio in Ente Diuinitatis, seu eius 
ldearum, ad quas exprimendas. 

Et quidem, quod veritas transcendentalis consistit in expressione Diuinarum 
ldearum, Diuinitatisque . ... veritas in ostensione rei, quae est, consistat.' 

42 Ibid., p. 855Eb. 'Nam effectus de sua natura causam ostendit: cumque omnes 
creaturae sint effectus Dei, hinc est, quod suam causam demonstrare debcnt es vi 
suae narurae atque originis ... Cumque omnia entia sint artificia Dei, ldcarum, a 
cuius sinu prodierunt, ex sua natura exprimere debent in suis perfectionibus.' 

43 Ibid., p. 856Ca, 'Col!ige quarto, Veritatem esse vnam; scilicet expressionem divini Esse 
atque ldearum, quae vnivoca est, simi!isque in omni ente.' 

44 Ibid., p. 856Da. 'Veritas vero Entis, cum sit essentialis, non est in repraesendo, sed in 
essendo: alioquin oportet, creaturas esse species Dei earn cnim prout naturam, quae 
speciebus tribuitur, possiderent.' 
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are not essences, but expressions of essences.' (Pph, 661Db) The concept of 

connection and dependency involves the alteration of one divine perfection 

for another in the finite subject, giving the examples of penetration and 

extension (Pph, 863Aa-Ca). As images of creatures receive existence, they 

they also receive communicability and vice versa, so that the 'Divine 

perfections shining in idea are expressed as images of creatures to the 

limit of Divine production' (Pph, p. 866Ca), which means through the 

grades of cognitive existence. 

While the creature imitates the Divine ideas, how can this be, since 'as 

all the Fathers and Philosophers say that He is not ens, but super-ens, not 

substance, but super-substantia' (Pph, p. 842Aa). In answering this objection 

he quotes Cajetan, Pico and St. Augustine, the last who is quoted: 'Inspexi 

omnia infra, & vidi, nee amino esse, nee amino non esse. eo quod ab te sint: non 

esse vera id, quod ei non sunt: id enim vere est, quod immutabiliter manes. 

Whence while he [Augustine] asserts that creatures are because they 

receive being from God, he places some participation of the being of God 

in creatures.' (Pph, 842Da-Ea). This doctrine receives its fuller clarification 

in his repetition of analogy in Placita - 'Being in God is said (to have) 

similitude with created being, which leads on to 'some genus of 

analogatio, either of attribution or of proportion, which can be found 

between God and creature'.45 

In this structure of exemplarism and illumination, communication and 

analogy, how are the essences in the created intellect to be found? Here 

Aristotle would provide the answer in De anima ITI. 7. 431a, 'For in the 

thinking soul, images play the part of percepts, and the assertion or 

negation of good or bad is invariably accompanied by avoidance or 

pursuit, which is the reason for the soul's never thinking without an 

image.'46 In this way we can pass from the metaphysics of Guarini to his 

mathematics, his Universal Mathematics, which as we have seen, he placed 

on an equal level with metaphysics: it is easy to see that Euclidean 

geometry, pertaining to the continuous, can generate figures, even figures 

of any complexity, under seventeenth-century investigations. The real 

foundation of these possibilities lie in the Aristotelian 'sensible substances' 

related to mathematical objects.47 This was taken over by Blancanus as 

45 Ibid., p. 843Da, 'Sexta Concl. Ens in Deo dicit sirnilitudinern cum Ente creato.' 
p. 844Aa. 'Conclusio; nernpe, aliquod genus analopationis, turn attributionis, turn 
proportionis, posse onter Deum & creaturarn reperiri. 

46 Translated by Hugh Laurence-Tancred, (London 1986), p. 208. 
47 Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1036b, translated by Apostle, p. 125,126. 
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'materia intelligibile', perceptible only to the intellect.48 Guarini follows 
Aristotle on the falsity of the use of geometrical measure,49 and then 
Proclus, that a mathematical object is to be considered under universals.50 

Further, it is supposed by Guarini that mathematical figures are inscribed 
in infinity, the hyperbola reaching its assyrnptote in infinity and so on 
(ibid.), as we have seen. 

The Theatine is never concerned with proving the superior certitude of 
mathematics and 'demonstrationes pottissirnae' and this for two reasons: 
that the arguments had been sufficiently rehearsed by his Italian 
predecessors for over a century, and by his own arguments already 
established .in the Placita. There he had proclaimed that there is no 
distinction between quantity and substance,S1 and that physics, 
metaphysics and mathematics were of the same genus. 

Two crucial parts of his philosophy placed side by side bring his 
Universal Mathematics now into focus. 

The first part is the inclusiveness or gamut of his mathematical objects 
in Euclides, Tr. ill, p. 21, where he states that quantity is not just of cones, 
cylinders and Spheres, but also 'number, intensity of light, the quantity of 
weight, which agree in measure in the ratio of quantitative being', both 
commensurable and incommensurable, finding support for this from 
Proclus. 

The second part of Guarini's mathematics to be emphasised is his 
method. Here he does not use the term 'mathesis'. Guarini seems to be 

~ 

consistent with the Italian sixteenth-century tradition in retaining the term 
'mathematica universalis', leaving 'mathesis' to the new science of physico
mathematics, as he only used 'mathesis' in that context.52 

In his development of 'Mathesis universalis', i. e., Book V of Euclid, 
Guarini brings in the term 'Dialectica', in Tractatus XVII, Ex. V, The 
associated text purports to introduce compounding ratios, a mediaeval 
tradition stemming from an added Fifth Definition in Book VI of Euclid: 
'A ratio is said to be compounded of ratios when the sizes . . . of the 

48 Giulio Cesare Giacobbe, 'Epigoni . . . Giusseppe Biancani, Physis, Fasc. 1, XVIII, 
(1976), (pp. 5-40), p. 10. 

49 EA, p. 22, from the Post-Analytics. 
50 Ibid., 'Geometra verb, dtm de circulo quidquam loquitur, atque diamatro, & de passionibus, 

& affedionibus, quae ad circulem spectant, non de sensibus docet, aut disserit, ab ipsis 
quidem separate conatur; & universale ipsum considerat.' 

51 Pph, p. 250Aa. 'P. C. Nulla ratio philosophica efficax est, ad probandum quantitatem 
esse a substantia distinctam.' 

52 According to Crapulli, while 'mathesis' was of course known to the earlier 
mathematicians, it was the German Dasypodius who popularised the term early in 
the seventeenth century, Math. Univ., p. 32. · 
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ratios multiplied together make some (ratio?).'53 It was Gregory of St. 

Vincent who expounded this matter, giving 88 folio pages to many 

complex cases of the ratio of ratios in Opus geometricum. The English 
. e 

divine and distinguished mathematician John Wallis had attackd St. 
" Vincent claiming that it was all superfluous since such operations were 

well known from arithmetic and therefore nothing new.54 So Guarini, a 

reader of Wallis, may well have heeded the Englishman's criticism in not 

developing this area in detail, but passing on to proportional projection 

after the conics in the Euclides. Since the latter procedure involves 

summation to infinity, this may also fall under 'Dialectica Proportionum'. 

Wallis said this about ratios and similitude: 'Geometric ratios . . . 

between any sorts of quantities, are all homogeneous, because the units 

divide out. For this reason ... from the identity of ratios there arises not 

only equality, which is an affectation of quantity, but also similitude, 

which belongs more to quality than quantity.'55 Thus Guarini may have 

felt that this equivalence between quantity and quality, as in light and 

colour, deserved the term 'Dialectica'. 

Following Barozzi and Cornrnandini, Blancanus developed the 

Aristotelian method of the syllogism to relate to mathematical 

demonstrations, such as 'a priori', 'a posteriori', 'quod', and 'propter quid', 

adding to this series 'connexio et dependentia' - 'est mirabilis et perpetua 

demonstrationurn connexio et dependentia ... ab invicem.'56 Guarini used 

the same, phrase in relation to the multiplication of divine perfections 

which describes very well the notion of continued proportion and 

projection from infinity in the Euclides. At the very beginning of this 

century-old development, Barozzi had repeatedly proclaimed his 'common 

mathematical science' as 'divina scienza, sive prima philosophia, quae 

dialectica a Platone vocatur'.57 So it is most likely that Guarini's 'Dialectica' 

is a 'divina scienza' taking place in the 'Super-Continuum', operating on 

equal terms with, and not supplanting, traditional dialectics of Western 

53 Edith Sylla, Compounding ratios: Bradwardine, Oresme, and the first edition of 
Newton's Principia, Transformation . .. , ed. Everett Mendelsohn, (Cambridge 1984), 
(pp. 11-43), p. 22. 

54 Ibid., p. 30. Later in the century this tradition was developed so as to conform to the 
modern concept of ratio worked out in the Oark-Newton letters, 'in which ratios are 
not only paired with numbers "measuring their sizes", they are simply identified with 
these numbers.' (Ibid., p. 26) This tradition has also been identified with the 
development of analysis, and of algebra and arithmetica speciosa, but more work needs 
to be done to give definite answers here. (Ibid., pp. 29, 36) 

55 Ibid. p. 30. 
56 Giacobbe, 'Epigoni', p. 31, 32, quoting Blancanus's Aristotelis Loca mathematic. 
57 Crapulli, Math. univ., p. 31. 
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In 'De luce' we have seen that light is .~ continuum related to the 
/\ 

Trinity (Pph, p. 410.) While 'Every effect must be really distinct from its 

cause,' so in the Persons of the Trinity there is a real distinction, ' ... 

because between them a relation of producing and produced intercedes.' 

To this he added that light has no parts except through the intellect. Thus 

it is now possible to see that the St. Vincentian method and its 

mathematical Dialectic, or Universal Mathematics, also includes light, 

enjoying the continuum equal to the traditional mathematicals. In 

establishing a relation of produced and producing patterned on the Trinity 

and ensuring 'connexio et dependentia', Guarini has in effect achieved his 

'divina scienza'. On this basis, I submit that there is a model of emanation 

to be found in the hexagons of the Upper Dome, expressed principally 

through the St. Vincentian Model and the Perspectival Ladder. 

One further piece of evidence is now necessary, the small pencil 

drawing which has survived in the Turin Archives (Fig. 67).58 While being' 

a part-plan of the Upper Dome projected from above, it suggests the use 

of the St. Vincentian Model in the formation of the structure, since the 

complete plan of hexagons can be generated from it, and it implies the 

extension of the continuously-proportioned triangles in section as well. 

Under conditions of Universal Mathematics, the centre of projection would 

not be occupied by any human agency, but by the absolute and ineffable 

Eye of God, the guarantee of all being and the centre of emanation of His ,, 
visio, and His Power. In simpler geometric terms, the alternate rings 

of hexagons can be generated by gnomonic expansion, the two sets of three 

rings adding up to six. The hexagon of the drum completes the sequence 

providing the number seven, the completion of creation.59 

Thus the Upper Dome is a vertical 'scenographia' of a true angelic 

temple, which is made by the 'miraculous Mathematicians' in the preface 

to the Eucides. We can say which grade of the celestial host was engaged, 

since Ficino allotted to the Dominions the activity of architects.60 Like the 

ubiquitous 'quarant'ore' scenographies, this oculus protrays the 'wonderful 

architecture of the eye' of God, whose vision brings everything into 

existence and which will destroy it at the end of time. Mersenne extended 

58 Sezione di Corte, 'Sav. Car.', (o l.a), Archivio di Stato di T~rino. 
59 I have not laboured the numerological significance of the perfections of both six and 

seven, which is best demonstrated in The City of God, in the context of creation, Book 
XI Chs. 30, 31. 

60 His interpretation of Denys in De Christiana reigione, cap. XIV, p. 19: 'Dominions, like 
architects, design what the rest execute.' Yates, Bruno, (London 1982), p. 119. 
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the anatomy of the eye to the correspondence of the surrounding muscles 
and the planets - a correspondence Guarini woud have recognized. The 
perspectival illusion of the dome is of course impicit, but must be 

witnessed by the eye of faith contemplating truth, as there is nothing 
infinite in the physical world. 

The geometry of the Upper Dome represents also the Wheel or the 

Web. These forms are closely connected: certainly the term 'wheel' was 
applied to late Romanesque and early Gothic circular windows, before 
they were called rose windows.61 In such rose windows the rotation of the 

polygons echoes the Wheel of the Solar Chariot, according to 

Coomaraswafrny/2 and points back to the centre, 'il punto dello stelo al 

cui la prima rota va dintomo' (Paradiso XIII, 11,12). The spokes of the 

wheel relate to the emanation of the 'Prima Lux', its different points the 

respective beings differientiated in imaginary or in real space.63 

The Web of the Spider developed by Bettini in his 'Arachnea 

Cosmographica', implies a projection in real space of the 'Visio Dei'. His 
processes of isoperimetry and quadrature play with the hexagon, which, 
with the bee, is also Bettini's symbol of the Point, and again must refer to 

the projection of the point into levels of intelligibility in the hierarchy of 

beings outside God. The nest of hexagons in the Sindone is eventually 

bounded within the circle of the drum on which it rest, so there is a play 

within the upper circle of the Solar Crown and the lower one. This play of 

hexagon , or 'senarius' within circle is identified by Cusanus with the 
descent and ascent of intellect, reason and sensibilia from absolute unity, 

and the relationship of light or materia at the same time. The intellect is 

the link between the potential of matter to assume form, and form to 

ascend to matter, using the models of light and darkness.64 As Guarini 

61 Painton Cowen, Rose Windows, (London, 1979) pp. 33-34. The mediaeval significance 
of Gothic architecture in the hands of Dante is deveoped by Demaray, 'Dante and the 
Book of the Cosmos', Trans. of the Am. Phi. Soc., Vol. 77, Part 5, (1987), (pp. 1-114), 
especialy the idea of the cosmic temple as 'a wider vision of the physical world that 
has its being in God', p. 65 

62 Metaphysics, p. 222. 
63 See R. Eisler, Weltmantel, p. 306, for a Cabbalistic Star of David in a circle, with a 

radiating sun in the middle of the hexagon. 
~ 'De Coniecturis', Liber 11, Cap. VII in Opera (Basle, 1565). ' ... Aduendurn autem tibi 

est, non esse aliud lucem descendere, quam tenebras ascendere: si ueritatem arnplecti 
uelis. Non enim aliud est, Deu(m) esse in mundo, q- mundu( ) esse in Deo, nee aliud 
est actum in potentiam progredi, quam potentiam as acturn deuenire, nee aliud est 
punctum in corporalitatem ascendere, quam corporalitatem in punctum 
descendere,nec aliud aliud est tenebras in lucem se erigire, quam lucem in tenebras 
descendere. Sic nee aliud est, potentiam materiae ad actum forma(e) progredi, quam 
formam actualem, in potentiate( ) descendere materiarn. Intellectuali 1gitur acurnine, 
ascensum & descensum copula, ut uerius co(n)iectes. Senarii igitur perfectionalem 
circulationem, hac intelligentia concipe: ... ' 
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names Cusanus as one of the few authorities in the Euclides, it is most 
probable that he knew this striking text plus figure (Fig. 68). Thus the 
stacked hexagons is an apt metaphor for the intellectual progression from 
Godhead to human 'sensibilia' through light. 

Cusanus based his 'Ars coniectorus' on the 'ars combinatoria' of Lull, 
which dangle the possibility of opening up all the secrets of nature 
through such operations. Guarini's position is close to the infinitesmal 
arithmetic of Wallis, and is the corollary to Kircher's attempt in 
combinatrics, Descartes' 'divers rapports ou proportions', which ended in 
the calculus of Leibniz and the fluxions of Newton, that a.Pirempted to 
integrate 'the issue of certitude (with) those of the self, god, and the 
world'.65 For Guarini, it was traditional illumination through angelic 
mediatian that communicated the Divine ideas, so another favorite element 

j, 
of his geometry, the Perspectival Ladder which a the Arch.civ. is called an 

A 

'Optical curve', should be remembered. When handed over, a full 
hyperbola is formed, and might generate the profile of the Upper Dome 
and the stacked hexagons. It is easy to see that the small squinch-arches of 
the hexagons are not semi-circular, but the heads of such hyperbolae, 
emblematic of angelic illumination from one grade to a lower (Fig. 69). 
Since he tells us that this illumination takes multitudinous forms, so the 
nature of the everchanging curve descending through the rungs of created 
existence, exemplifies the unity of the 'corrimunicabile' through its 
common ~ource. The approach to the asymptote describes the closeness of 
the human 'anima' to the full realisation of the intelligible world, which 
will be resolved in the Beatific vision in the Infinite continuum.66 

One feature of the dome merits consideration: the continuous soffit that 
descends from the topmost arch, runs halfway along the window sill, then 
down each half-arch and half-sill until it embraces the drum window 
archivolt. This is quite emphatically delineated in the Arch.civ. section. 
Marconi follows A. Cavalleri-Murat in studying this feature: it was the 
latter who first alluded to it in ConvTor.67 Its sinuous character, combined 
with the great 'wings' and comucopiae in the Terrestial Zone, remind 

65 M. J. Buckley, Atheism, p. 84. 
66 Robson has proposed a parabola for the overall proffie of the Sindone's dome, on the 

strength of Guarini's recommendation of conic sections in domes in Arch.dv., but 
with no sustaining motive beyond 'optical aims', San Lorenzo, p. 290. Obviously the 
profile is generated by the nesting of the rings and the respective heights of the 
squinches, and it would demand on-site measurement to confirm any ~scriptive 
profile, if indeed, Guarini would even have bothered to determine any exa'hitude in 
such a situation. 

67 Marconi, Paolo, "'Virtuti fortuna comes": Guarino Guarini e il caduceo hermetico,' 
Ric'fterche de storia dell'arte, (1976), 1-2, (pp. 29-44). , 
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them of the caduceus, and how the emblematists, e. g. Alciati, developed 
these motivs together (Fig. 70). The consistent uniformity of the continuous 
soffit seems to be in direct opposition to the non-continuous effect of the 
stacked hexagons, and is perhaps the most memorably opaque feature of 
the interior. 

It is tempting to speculate on the presence of a snake or serpent here, e. 
g., the bronze serpent erected by Moses in the desert, which saved all who 
looked upon it, and which has been long interpreted as a figure of the 
Crucifixion.68 Another possible reading is that of Urobous or the Tail-eater 
of the alchemists, found on so many title pages. The Urobous has been 
identified with the Milky Way- the Okeanos, the World Stream, a river of 
light.69 The Europeans put this serpent into the night sky as Draco -
'Monstrum mirabile et audax', and the Pole star was once the tail of Draco 
(the Polar Axis has shifted towards Polaris).70 Since the form in the 
Sindone does have terminations, it may indicate the End of Time, and 
therefore the continuation of 'aevum' and eternity in the next world. Most 
suggestive, and consistent with its interpretation as the Intelligible World, 
is Comelius Gemma's caduceus with three levels of 'Intellectus, Ratio, 
Virtus Irnaginatrix, form the Ars Cyclonomicae, (Fig. 71).71 

In less speculative terms, this feature may reflect Guarini's regard for 
the the Gothic and the continuous ribs in vaulting, or the effect of 
compound columns, which he surely studied.72 There are diagonal plaited 
fillets in t~e ribbed vault of the entrance of Anet, which Guarini may have 
seen. Borromini showed similar tendencies, e.g. in the over-doors in S. Ivo, 
Rome, ' .. . so obviously opposed to the classical manner of framing doors, 
but in keeping with a Late Gothic tradition.' (Ibid., p. 89) Finally this soffit 
may be an enigmatic disguise to the underlying geometry of the dome, or 
a symbol of full corporeity emerging from the geometrical process of 
affiliation that is implicit in Guarini's mathematical vocabulary. 

68 In the emblem books, the serpent was considered by Vincenzo Cortari as the image 
of divine nature, the Good Demon, Keeper of everything, The Philosophy of lmilges, ed. 
with introductory notes by Stephen Orgel (Padua 1619; Reprint New York-London 
1979) p. 136. Picinelli in a confused and eclectic discussion relates 'Serpens' to Christ 
- 'ANGUSTIIS ANGUSTIOR'. Mundus Symbolicus, Vol. I, (Cologne 1694, Reprint New 
York-London 1976) p. 487. 

69 Francis Huxley, The Dragon, (London 1976), p. 6. 
70 Ibid., p. 88. 
71 Since Guarini also used the winged heart at Messina, the link is plausible; both were 

interested in spherical geometry, which in Gemma's case was given a cosmic and 
intellectual hierarchy. 

72 The Goths liked elongated proportions and ... joined together a number of thin 
columns and thus created a compound column.' R. Wittkower, Gothic versus Classic, p. 
93-94. 
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3. Dome of the Starry Heavens. 

This decorated sail-vault is clear in meaning - the mantle of the world, 
the Firmament and boundary of the celestial region. Its form arises from 
two motives, one being the spherical frustrum of its form, emulating that 
part of the heavens dignified by the spiral, diurnal and seasonal path of 

the Sun. The other is the three great intersecting arches, establishing the 

image of the Salomonic Seal of the Sun, and dividing it into six zones 

have no structural significance on the eastern side, but may signify ribbing 

over the less enclosed western side of the Sindone, the opening to the 
nave. The splayed soffit of these arches bear alternate 'bars and bows' 

mouldings or the magnification of conventional mouldings to an unusual 
scale: they are repeated on the facade pilasters of the Pallazzo Carignano, 

significantly accompanied on the cortile facades by stars. The 

hemispherical consistency of these splayed squinch-arches is a convincing 

" exercise of Guarini's stereotomy, comparable to the interlocking elliptical 

arches of S. Lorenzo, Turin. 

The six windows in this vault are the most obvious Borrominian 

touches, where enframing arches are modelled on the wings of angels: the 

arches in the upper Dome could be considered as angelic presences, and 
are now modified for their new locations. Within the arches the lower sets 

of frames run down to form slumped scrolls, the first of many types of 

this form lower down. This flattening of the scrolls seems to free the 

background~ for the better play of the surface decoration, and introduces 
the subject of deformation. It is this decoration, the pattern of stellated 
hexagons, which announces the major role of the surface, and is quasi

Borrominian, both in form and intention. The pattern radiates from the 

centre of the 'apse', a central projection, the Grossetestian generation by 

the light in central projection of the Firmament. The notion of the spiral 

and rotation associated in the Upper Dome is continued here, since as 

Vitruvius states, 'Now a machinery is generated by nature, and the 

revolution of the universe guides and controls.173 

These possibilities must be related to the remaining compartments of 

the dome, the cross-and-square zones which now form 'pendentives'. The 

contrast with the stellated pattern can be reconciled by signs appearing in 
the heavens by God's power. The geometry could be inspired by Cornelius 

Gemma's spherical geometry, not to mention Guarini's own, but also 

Gemma's interpretation of new stars as a witness of Christ's death on the 

73 On Architecture, Book X, Cap. 1, 4. 
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cross. This means that these zones represent the presence of Christ 
Incarnate: just as the real sun is the rector of the planetary orbs and the 
stars, this orb represents the Christ-Man, cross interlocked with terrestial 
square, symbolising the hypostatic union.74 The increasing deformation of 
the cross-and-square pattern is symbolic of the mystery of the Incarnation, 
because such an anamorphic representation must be read with the eyes of 
faith, or through specially formed 'mirrors' that are present lower down, 
formed by the oddly-shaped discs in the niches, the dark mirrors of St. 
Paul. The square in this context may also include a reference to the 
appearance of the New Jerusalem, and therefore to the Second Coming, 
another Apocalyptic possibility found in the Sindone: Christopher Borri 
even illustrated a square city in the Empyreum (Fig. 72)75 

4. The Terrestrial Zone. 
In the Terrestial Zone, the world of mundane stability is established. I 

referred above to 'mirrors': these 'mirrors' are four in number, high up in 
the arcaded niches of the Terrestrial Zone, and framed by square fields 
with Michaelangelesque 'ears'. On close inspection these are found to be of 
double curvature, the central convex form turned up at the edges, but the 
whole remaining very shallow. Apart from their connection with the light 
from the higher regions, they are emblematic of the role of light in the 
mundane world, where reflection is linked to intelligibility, a meaning 
which still holds today. 

The main decor of this Zone is the Orders: the main pilasters being 
fluted Composite forms on high bases. The greatest care has been 
expended in the high relief of the capitals, with fretted volutes with the 
metal crown of thorns projecting under. The lower columns are Corinthian 
forming little Serlianos with engaged pilasters to the main piers. Guarini 
delighted in this play of orders, but the solemnity of the 8casion denied 

1\ 
him using any of his hybrid orders: he has been content to give the most 
dignified rendition of the Composite, adding the emblematic thorns. The 
external order to the Upper Dome has his lily capitals, but not the 
Salomonic shafts associated with them. The inner columns in the Upper 
Dome have no caps; this seems to be the only obvious unfinished part of 
the structure. 

74 Vitali, Lex. Math., p. 458, 'Sol ... siderum etiam ipsorum caelique rector. 
75 Collecta astronomica, (Ulysipone 1631), p. 291, where the reference is to Apoc. 21. 
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Over each pier appear the coupled comucopiae and the broken arches, 

which have been related to the hermetic caduceus and the embelatics of 

Ripa. Marconi has argued that taken with the serpent, these represent an 

'impressa' common in the emblem books, which signify the inspired 

munificence of the House of Savoy. 

Kircher has used the caduceus device as a developed image of some 

complexity, where he combined the signs of Apollo, Mercury, Hercules 

and Bacchus, with swags of fruit symbolising the abundance of ideas (Fig. 

73).76 The other levels of lower existence are portrayed by the clubs of 

Hercules and the ill-defined rocks at the bottom, all of which demonstrate 

the way in which such symbols were used together with intended effect. 

To finalise this issue of the serpent-cornucopia 'impressa', its treatment in 

the popular Hieroglyphia of Valentianus is the most conclusive. There the 

caduceus comes under 'Serpens', and the whole collection of images is 

linked to Egyptian gods, the two 'Dragons' male and female, the wings the 

speed of the mind, the knot of Hercules that of necessity, the winding of 

the serpents the hidden origin generative substances. This is followed by a 

series of ideas and virtues, 'MINAE P AXQUE (Forebodings and peace) .. . 

TERRA ... CON CORDIA ... PAX. ... FE LICIT AS ... ELOQUENTIA .. . 

SAPIENTIA ... VER DISCIPLINA.177 All this is legitimised by two 

references to Genesis, Ch. 47, and Ch. 32, the last referring to the 'virga' of 

Jacob when he crossed the Jordan (32. 10). This would confirm my 

interpretation of the central axis as a 'virga', an axix of light, binding the 

Shroud to the heavens. 

The double shells in the centre of these forms seems to be a gnomonic 

expansion of the symbol of salvation and the waters of baptism, so long 

associated with St. James and the Compostella pilgrimage, and still no 

doubt recognizable as such to contemporary piol}S visitors to the shrine. 
15 

Guarini's Terrestial Zone in the Sindone A dominated not by the 

confusions of rude matter, but the precision of 'orthografia elevata' as the 

consequent step in generation after the 'icnografia' which is announced in 

the Upper Dome, and implicit in the Zone's plan. While central projection 

is reserved to the Starry Heaven, the limits of Universal Mathematics are 

now left behind, and we are now in our own world of physical reality, 

brought to light by orthographic projection symbolised by sunlight, and 

exemplified in the rectangularity of the main pilasters. We are in our 

76 See Godwin, Kircher, p. 60. 
77 Ioannis Pierrius Valerianus, Hieroglyphica Liber XV, (Frankfurt a. M., 1624), pp. 187-8. 
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world of elemental diversity (the metal thorns) and sculptural investigation 
(the relieved volutes to the main order). 

5. The Stellated Floor. 
The most tangible feature of the building is the Stellated Floor, with 

concentric circles of bronze eight-pointed stars inlaid in alternating 
segments of white and grey marble. This careful radial tesselation of the 
floor with its stars, is a highly-charged representation: it has been 
interpreted as the fallen angels. Christ said: 'I came to cast fire on the 
earth.'(Luke 12: 49), the fire of Divine love, or the consumming fire of the 
Apocalpse. However it is also like a stereographic projection of the 
sidereal sphere, not of course having its point of projection at the pole of 
the extended Dome of the Starry Heavens as this sphere is too small, but 
perhaps from the pole of the fictive sphere of the Firmament alluded to 
above, with respect to the apse-decoration. 

The ConvTor writers have made much of the ocean/undulation image 
in interpreting Guarini's architecture, and the floor as the waves of the sea, 
or the waters of the abyss, is ancient. Considering that there is no 
'undulating architecture' to be found in the Sindone, and thus no reference 
to the Salomonic temple and the Old Dispensation, Guarini is anticipating 
the world to come, when souls will be united with the Absolute Infinity, 
and there will be no temple in the New Jerusalem (Apoc. 21, 22). This 
works we._ll in accord with stereographic projection, which implies two 
infinities, the point of projection and the plane of projection, now united 
by Beatific light. As to the absence of undulation and its imagery of the 
ocean, ' ... there will be no more sea.' (Apoc. 21, 1). Beatific light and 
beatific vision will unite a new heaven to a new earth, after the 
consumation of this world and its imperfect diaphanieties. 

6. The Staircases. 
· The Staircases introduce popular number, in this instance two, beyond 

the carefully controlled triads and 'senarius', into the structure. This is first 
announced in the double triangles implied by the ceiling of the vestibules, 
which may refer to gnomonic expansion. There are 33 steps in all, so the 
world of popular number is carefully allotted to the space of Christ's life. 

The rooflights in each raking ceiling to the stairs introduce limited light, 
and the whole effect of these lights breaking into the cave-like space is 
comparable to Heinrich Khunrath's stairs from the profane world to 
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wisdom (Fig. 74), in Amphiteatrum Sapientiae Aeternae.78 This passage from 
the outside experience of unredemmed mankind to the promises of 
liberation after ascent was still potent in the seventeenth century: St. 
Roberto Bellarmino wrote a most popular devotional work on the spiritual 
ladder.79 Above the entrance to the landing are two large shells, just as in 
the Terrestial Zone, which announces the saving nature of the experience 
beyond. The stairs are Turin's 'Scala Sancta' leading to its Mount Calvary 
and the New Tabernacle above. 

7. The Doors. 

Each Door is framed by columnns and entablature, and over this on the 
column's axis is a sphere. The column-and-sphere may well signify a 
horological instrument, or the art of astronomy. In using a large structure 
as an gnomen, a difficulty arises with the innacuracy or the penumbrae 
cast over distance, so the ancients used a sphere, whose shadow was 
subdivided to give a more precise reading.80 Furthermore a fluted 
columnar brick 'campanile' at the rear of S. Lorenzo, built by Guarini it is 
alleged, may correspond with a column carrying a metal celestial sphere 
still in Paris now near the Borse, and Guarini would have known it (Fig. 
75).81 Columns carrying figured surfaces are illustrated in the Latin 
Estienne Bible (Paris 1540), and this would confirm the 'scientific' role of 
the spheres, but in the context of the Old Dispensation, at this lowest level 
of the Sindone. Thus this sphere and column would represent the 

' 
astronomical and gnomonical arts, by which men determine the 
movements of the celestial bodies, or Geometry and Arithmetic, as 
foundations of the mathematical sciences (Fig. 76). Adding to this the 
column as a symbol of dominance and the sphere as Sol-Invictus, the full 
meaning is found in the role of the sciences as an aid to faith and to 
salvation ('. . . quae est Ecclesia Dei vivi, columnas et firmamentum 
veritatis.' I Tim. 3, 15). 

The most striking features of the Doors are the deformed torsos and the 
bulging 'hearts' below the windows (see Fig. 64). The key to their 

78 (Hannover 1602) 
79 Based on St. Bonaventure' Itinarium mentis in Deum, it was first published in 1615 

followed immediately by an English translation, then Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, 
French, Bohemian, Chinese, German, Russian, Polish, Illyrian and others. Paul G. 
Kuntz, The Hierarchical Vision of St. Roberto Bellarmino,' ]acob's LAdder, ed M. L. 
and P. G. Kuntz, (New York 1987), (p. 111-128), passim and p. 121, n. 2. 

80 Smith, History of Mathematics, p. · 6 7 L. 
81 Au~usta Lange, 'Designi ... ,' ConvTor-1, pp. 118-120. The astrological column in 

Parts was built by Catherine de'Medici in 1572, Idem, p. 120. · 
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meaning, I believe, is in anamorphosis, as is displayed to the two tree
trunks at each edge of the frontispiece of Bettini's Apiaria (Fig. 77). As 
optics is able to search into all the secrets of nature, the deformation of 

»te>rphf<-
these quasi-anthropole~eal, yet mathematical forms, uniting torsos to 

A 
scrolls, are emblematic of either uninformed matter, the generation of 
mundane forms from 'materia prima', and at the same time, the existence 
of unenlightened or sinful souls, yet to be rescued by the mystery of 
redemption. 

These deformed figures are like gargoyles on French churches, thus 
declaring the 'outside' of the Sindone, a buiding with no conventional 
facade. 

D. MINOR SYMBOLISM. 

Still with this theme or transformation and metamorphosis, we come to 
minor symbolism in the Sindone, beginning with the 'deformed hearts'. 

The Heart. 

The heart, Aristotelian seat of the soul and popular mediaeval symbol 
of the Passion (the Five Wounds), is found in the Upper Dome of the 
Blaeu Engraved Section. They occur as crowned hearts in the lowest range 
of decor at the springing of the Upper Dome. A fragrament from the 
Church of the Annunziata, Messina, is illustrated by Franco Borsi in 
ConvTor-1, p. 82. In an oval frame a winged heart bears a flame, and 
radiates an aureole. In both instances they are perfectly formed, and thus 
signify the Sacred Heart, which was then blossoming as a cult, still 
observed.82 I have referred to the bulbous protuberances in each of the 
three wall panels on each side of the Stairs, (lS well as the most obvious of 
all, those over the Doors, none of which have been noticed in the 
literature. 

These are deformed hearts in the context of the theme of transformation 
introduced above. Guarini is careful to allow only the most particular of 
human forms to be deformed within the Sindone, and while it well 
portrays the anguish of human existence, it must also be read as the 
sufferings of Christ on His way up Calvary. As the hearts in the Stairs 

82 Promoted by St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622) and St. Margaret Mary Alacoque (1647-
90). The devotion is based on the Psalms, and passages in St. Jerome. 
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invite touching, they present the pilgrim a tactile experience in this shrine, 
where the object of devotion, the Shroud, is always concealed like the 
heart, except on the rarest occasions. 

The Pentagons. 

In the spandrels within the squinches of the Upper Dome, there are 
inscribed pentagons, also found in the dome of S. Lorenzo. Several 
meanings can be attached to these overlooked pentagrams. First as its 
diagonals form the pentagram, this is another Seal of Solomon, and this 
Cabalist background in its Turinese setting cannot be overlooked. As for 
the Theatine, in the Arch.civ. he develops the pentagon from the triangle 
inscribed in a circle in the Arch.civ., where each segment is divided into 
three, providing apices for the pentagram, 'ed il 3 moltiplicato per 5 fa 15', 
generating figure and number.83 This construction was a basic step in the 
construction of tables of the chords of a circle, important in Greek 
astronomy and over the centuries developed into the trigonometrical tables 
that we use today.84 A further astronomical use was the combination of the 
triangle with the pentagram to produce the quindecagon, which Proclus 
used to find the Zodiac, and to find 'the obliquity of the ecliptic' .85 These 
constructions anticipate the boundary of the upper heavens immediately 
beneath the Dome of the Intelligible World. Again, the pentagrams may 
represent the fifth element, aether, the fire of the Empyrean or for Guarini, 
the perf~t light in a perfect diaphaniety. Secondly, the pentagram contains 
the golden section in its construction, so it may signify the only proportion 
allowable in the intellect's ascent to God. In cosmic terms it may be 'pars 
pro toto' for the duodecagon, the Platonic form for the envelope of the 
world, coming into being in the descent and expansion of forms. Both the 
pentagram and hexagon are gnomonic numbers, so both are emblematic of 
projection and emanation (see Fig. 45). 

Finally, following Valerianus, where the 'pentalpha' is a symbol of 
health, the pentagram represents not just the human body, but the body of 
Christ crucified, with the apices as the Five Wounds (Fig. 78).86 

Interpreting ancient poetry, Valerianus adds to health, Infinity and 

83 TR. 11, CAP. VI, 'OSSERV A TIONE SEST A / Modo di fare una figura nel circolo di 
qunidici lati. See Tav. VI. 

84 Bunt, Lucas N. H. et al, The Historical Roots of Elementary Maths., (New York 1988), p. 
187. 

ss Giving 24° , Theon of Smyma, in Heath, Greek maths, II, p. 242. 
86 Hieroglyphia, p. 599 
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'Principivm et Finis', again appropriate in the context of the Sindone.87 

The Flaming Vases. 

In most of Guarini's churches the profiles are embellished by flaming 
vases, which Prinz has studied in sixteenth-century France. These flames 
extend the meaning of the tower of knowledge, and William Hauptman 
has shown how Borrimini may have exploited the image as a lighthouse 
on a spiral tower as a symbol of salvation in the spire of S. Ivo.88 On the 
Sindone's roof, these vases are empty of flame: either Guarini intended 
ethereal fire which is rarely visible to humans, or these were executed 
posthumously and his instructions were left unfulfilled. More likely fire as 
the most changeable element is visible but not tangible, and therefore not 
imitated by sculpture.89 The flaming vases on the roofs of Guarini's 
churches are like the flames arising from Khunrath's mountain of 
knowledge, so fire, mountain and wisdom come together consistently in 
Guarini's overall iconology (Fig. 79).90 Thus the mount of Calvary below 
with its Holy Stairs is analogous to the cosmic mountain above, 
confirming the ascent to the Heavens. 

The Loggia Arches. 

In the Terrestial Zone over each entrance are balconies to allow access 
by the Ducal Court. These arches are pef culiar in shape and have eluded 
any collU!:\ent in the literature (Fig. 80). While it is tempting to see them as 
representative of geometrical transformation, this would be inconsistent in 
this position, as this Zone exemplifies the potency of sensual perception in 
the natural world. The geometry of the profile in question consists of a 
circular arc in the centre, with straight lines zigzaging outwards, becoming 
slow curves falling vertically. This is emblematic of the most noble activity 
in the Terrestrial Zone - sublunary light, where the presence of lux is 
indicated by the circular form of the luminous body, and the straight lines 
demonstrate the three modes of propagation, direct,- reflective and 
refractive. The falling curves represent the diminishing lumen loosing its 
rectlinear character, to which Guarini alludes in 'De luce'. Anagalous to 

87 Ibid., p. 600. 
88 'Luceat Lux Vestra coram Hominibus: a new Source for the Spire of Borrimini's S. lvo,' 

]SAH, No. 1, Vol. XXXIII, (1974), pp. 73-79. 
89 '. • • as Dion Chrysostomus and others had already stated. 'Twelfth, or Olympic 

Discourse", 81', Rodulf Preimesberger, Themes from Art History in the Early Works,' 
Bernini . .. , ed. Irving Lavin, (Penn. 1985), (pp. 1-24), p. 3. 

9° For cosmic mountain, see Eisler, Weltmantel, p. 300, and Fagiolo, ConvTor-11, pp. 215, 
227. ' 
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this possibility, it is also inviting to read the profile as the presence of 
Angels, seeing in these forms the diversities of dilation and local motion of 
spirits, communicating at a higher 'optical' or intellectual level with 
mankind through illumination, in all its many modes. 

CONCLUSION. 

To bring this discussion back to the architectural culture of the age, it 
was Vitali who, in recommending Guarini's harmonics, identified it with 
'Eurythmia' in Vitruvius, which gives order to everything either in nature, 
artifact or morals. He goes on, 

Therefore Harmonic Speculation is said to be the Art of arts, 
Science of sciences, and the Compendium of all disciplines, 
and Mistress of laws. And whosoever investigates Geometry 
in the proportionality of measure, Arithmetic in number, 
Astronomy in the motions of Heavenly Orbs, Meteorology in 
the impressions of the air, Philosophy in the principles of 
things, that is harmonic ... Therefore all arts are harmonic; 
harmony is the object of all arts.91 

While Guarini might have baulked at all these applications, certainly 
architecture as a demonstrable art was a field of harmonic applications, 
since it is included in the Arch.dv. Vitali's witness is valuable, as he knew 
him well-.~ and recognised Guarini's contribution in its cultural and 
intellectual context. As 'science of sciences' and therefore 'divina scientia', 
what better could be found to represent the intelligible world that the St. 
Vincentian Model and the Perspectival Ladder, with its cosmogonic and 
cognitive implications through emanation and illumination. 

For a Theatine studies and contemplation never seem to have been 
separated, even from the Order's origin, and their preoccupation with 
theology, liturgy and 'sacred eloquence'. Guarini considered mathematics 
as a field of contemplation, and the pursuit of knowledge as the pursuit of 

91 Lexicon Math., (1690), p. 324. 'Nil est in rerum natura, siue in naturalibus, siue in artefactis, siue in corporeis, siue in Physicis, siue in moralibus, quod non aliquo harmonicae nexus, & ordine componatur, quam alio nomine Eurythiam transcententalem Vitruuius, alique dixere. Vt proinde harmonicae Speculatio, Ars artium, Scientia scientiarum, atque omnium Disciplinarum Compendium, & Magistra, iure dicenda sit: Et quidquid Geometria in mensuris proportionalibus; Arithmetica in numeris; Astronomia in Caelestium Orbium motibus, Meteorologia in aeris impressionibus; Philosophia in rerum principijs inuestigat, harmonicum est: vnico verbo nulla vel minima, & contemptibilis ars circa suum perculiare obiectum versatur, quae non harmonicrave id inquirat, harmonica omnis Ars; Harmonicia, omnis Artis obiectum.' 
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truth, and therefore salvation. In the Upper Dome Guarini constructed 
such an object of contemplation uniting proportion to light-geometry, and 
at the same time physics, metaphysics and mathematics, all to be 
understood in tenns of absolute continuity, infinity and intelligibility. 
Christ ascended to the right hand of God, where as Hebrews has it, He is 
the Minister of the true tabernacle. Guarini has constructed his tabernacle 
in accordance with the divine exemplars, 'according to the pattern shown 
you on the mountain'. 

From there He will return to recover his Shroud, so that the Sindone is 
a symbol not just of the First Days of Creation, but as so much of the 
content reveals, a prophecy of the Last Days, felt to be so imminent in the 
troubled times of the seventeenth century.92 In waiting for this event, no 
doubt Guarini could offer up with St. Augustine, 

'a sacrifice of gladness, a sacrifice of thanksgiving, a sacrifice 
of rejoicing, which no words can express? In his own 
tabernacle, in Holy Church. And what is the sacrifice we 
offer? An overflowing and ineffable joy, beyond words, not 
to be expressed in speech. This is the sacrifice of jubilation. 
Where seek for it, how find it? By looking everywhere. I have 
gone round, says the Psalmist, and have offered in His tabernacle 
a sacrifice of jubilation. Let your mind roam through the whole 
creation; everywhere the created world will cry out to you: 
"God made me." Whatever pleases you in a work of art 
brings to your mind the artist who wrought it; much more, 
when you survey the universe, does the consideration of it 
evoke praise for its Maker.193 

It was inS. Lorenzo that he celebrated Mass when it was finished: that too 
is a tabernacle which, as a result of this interpretation, seems now easier to 
underestand from the Sindone, opening up vistas of interpretation for 
another time. 

92 Many Europeans thought that the Thirty Years War was the distress of nations before the Second Coming and K. 0. Johnson builds on this by describing the Millenarian and Messianic disturbances among Christians and Jews in mid-century. Johnson, 'Solomon ... ', pp. 56-62. 
93 On Psalm 26, in The Essential Augustine, selected by Vemon Bourke, (New York 1964), p. 131. 
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CONCLUSION 

'MERCURIO DEL NOSTRO SECOLO' 

'I could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself 
king of infinite space.' 

Hamlet, Act. II, Se. 2. 

In his sympathic essay 'Guarini the Man', Rudolf Wittkower 
ended thus: 'Let me suggest that for him (Guarini) intellect and 
emotion were not divorced. Even mathematics, the firm and solid 
basis of architecture, he regarded as an incredible, wonderworking 
science. He gave this secret away in Euclides adauctus where he 
writes: ... "The magic of wondrous mathematicians shines brightly 
in the marvellous and truly regal architecture".'1 We are now in a 
better position to realise the 'secret' that Guarini's 'science' held for 
Wittkower, which this famous critic of Renaissance architecture 
never spelt out, if he indeed was in possession of it. First, in the 
quote which I have already used as the epigraph to this enquiry, the 
'wondrous mathematicians' are 'miraculous Mathematicians', the 
Angels and the Blessed, (thus the capital 'M' in Guarini's text). As 
the Theatine had little time for the 'paradoxa' of mathematics in the 
wonderworking sense, the miracle that is being referred to is the 
human illumination by the Intelligences, the Separate Minds, of the 
Divine Ideas, of which the higher mathematicals are the simplest 
manifestation, through light, and through the . universal efficient 
cause of absolute light in the world of essences.2 Secondly, 
Wittkower asked (Ibid.), 'One would very much like to understand 
his apparent vacillation between a hedonistic approach to 

R. Wittkower, 'Guarini the Man', Studies, p. 186. 
2 Pph, p. 383. 'Sol concurrit ad omnia animantia quacumque anima, tanquam causa 

efficiens vniversalis.' 
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architecture and. the suggestion of infinity in his diaphanous domes, 
between his rationalism and his mysticism.' This answer must be 
that any such 'vacillation' is truly apparent, for we are in the 

Oi'll!. of 
presence of/\ the most stable metaphysical and philosophical 
structures produced as a result of the continuity of the European 
tradition over 2000 years. 

To the extent that his thought might be 'mystic', this lies in its 
origins in Augustinianism and Christian Neoplationism: while St. 
Augustine was not regarded as a mystic, his writings were the 
ground, down the centuries

1 
for mystical interpretation. To the extent 

that the Theatine's thought is 'rational', .tfH.s. is worked out above all 
in proportional projection and dilation, symbolised by the St. 
Vincentian Model. To the extent that it is 'hedonistic', ~ is a 
consequence of the all-inclusive gamut of traditional philosophy, 
particularly as found in Aristotelian generation and corruption, and 
substantival change. These considerations were bound together in 
the hierarchical structure of being and becoming, and stabilised in 
various attempts at encyclop~ism, which had its most underrated, 
but surely its noblest exemplar, in the Baroque 'cursus philosophici'. 

Erich Hubala has said that the Baroque is the Renaissance of the 
Renaissance - certainly true for the more timid followers of the 
'academic' line of architectural and artistic thinking of the time.3 

Guarini,)1owever, as most critics have repeated, cannot be placed in 
such a narrow category, for various reasons. Called the 'Mercuric 

e del nostro secolo' when he arrivd in Messina, allegedly for his /\ 

travels,4 I believe that this eponym has a wider significance, 
referring to his experience and culture, interpreter not only of 
mathematical science but all the sciences pertaining to the invisible 
world, and able to express all these in poetry, the teaching of 
philosophy and theology, and to command the arts of building in 
the service of sacred architecture, having breathed the same Roman 
air as Bernini and Borromini. Such recognition called him to Paris 
where his order had gained the support of the French Crown, and 
thence to Turin at the behest of the House of Savoy, to execute a 
project of momentous importance, indeed nothing less than 
Apocalyptic, as understood in the context of the Shrine's particular 

3 Baroque and Rococo Art, (London 1976), p. 9. 
4 Thus does Filippo Pisciotta address Guarini in the Preface to La pieta Trionfante, Meek, p. 174. 
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devotion, and in the context of current disturbances. 
His Universal Philosophy, and above all his Universal 

Mathematics, mean much more than the overworked application of 
'universal' th~ was applied to any . field of contemporary study 

;\ 
embodying conventional encyclopaedic intentions. Not only trained 
in dialectics and versed in the still, for him, contemplative tradition 
of mathematics, he was thus heir to these two most distinctive 
forces in European culture, exactly at the time when these forces 
were being expressed as never before, in the attempt to create a 
'mathesis universalis'. While the historical outcome of the period 
must be judged to have been almost mortally deleterious to the 
authenticity of these traditions, Guarini was undoubtedly aware of 
the main lines of the ongoing attack, especially when he rejected the 
'physico-mathematics' of the Paris school, of which he had first-hand 
acquaintance. Even his architecture, when properly understood, 
seems to say, 'This is my world', and it is little wonder that almost 
immediately its meaning escaped the generations of commentators 
that followed. 

Those who knew him had the ready advantage of access to this 
world, shared no doubt through the exchanges at court, or in his 
activities as 'Lector' and as theologian; all this has quickly slipped 
into that inevitable oblivion that is the fate of sometimes the most 
obviou~ of human sayings and deeds.5 

Nevertheless, within his self-imposed constraints of writing 
manuals and treatises, and the caution that was required by both 
the civil and the ecclesiastical powers, Guarini did leave ample 
evidence ,of what his world meant, but which, because of the 
intervening change in our intellectual culture, now requires such 
effort to recover. Thus his philosophy and mathematics were framed 
in the, even then, old-fashioned didactic manner of his age, time
honoured in the highest way, and his architectural treatise, in 
contrast, was most unusual but necessarily part of his philosophical 

5 Hence the recognition as personal Theologian to the Count of Carignano, his election 
as citizen of Turin as 'ingegniere famososissimo', the Court's advocacy of his return 
to Modena, the Ducal support for his printing activities, and his election as Provost 
in his own House of Theatines, indeed for the second time in his life. While Millon finds him 'a perfectionist suffering from a persecution complex ... negligent about 
finances if not actually dishonest ... demanding and unreasonable' (Unpubl. Ph.D Thesis, p. s· ·), he possessed virtues which were recognised by those who knew him, 
beyond the trivia of accountancy and site-management, of which so much has been 
made, due to the survival of such evidence. Millon does say that he 'gained the 
confidence of patrons and fellow priests alike.' (Ibid.) 
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world. Wittkower found it 'unusual' not just for his familiarity with 
so many far-flung monuments, and also for showing that 'theory 
and practice were two sides of the same medal and that there is the 
closest alliance between his treatise and his architecture.' 6 This is of 
course a truism, but not in the sense that Wittkower meant. For 
Guarini theory and practice were quite separate and only connected, 
if at all, by the possibility of the arts' communicating essences 
'demonstrative' or 'ostensive'. Thus if architecture has a 
'demonstrative' nature, it can only be as a clumsy and muddled 
attempt to reflect the Book of the World: he thought little of 
architects' awareness of the mathematicals, when he said 'the 
parabola and the hyperbola are scarcely, if at all, known to 
architects', and his self-fulfilling remark that proportionality was not 
necessary for architects, although conic sections 'could very well 
serve in dome construction.'7 The falsity of all human 'artificalia' is 
underlined in the Placita, because their deficiences cannot 
correspond even to human ideas.8 If the drawing of a house is false 
in respect to a house, then the 'confecta' of the Sindone is weak in 
expressing the ideal order of the universe. 

In the world of the senses, mathematics was of little use, hence 
the polemics with Caramuel, and his throwaway remark, ' ... if the 
eye should be offended by the adherence to mathematical rules -
change them, abandon them, even contradict them.'9 His interest in 

' h 
astronomy and gnomonics i,t his examination of the great Book of 

A 
the World is properly reflected in the Book of the Soul, and can be 
approached by that paradjm of all Books, the Bible.10 This is implicit 
in his Physica where pro6'f from scripture is so useful, guaranteeing 
its universal validity, and its access to truth. As for his mathematics, 
its ultimate justification must be found in Denys the Areopagite, 
which accounts for the activities of the 'miraculous Mathematicians' 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Wittkower, 'Guarini the Man', p. 186. 
Wittkower, 'Guarini the Man', p. 184, his translations of Modo de misurar le fabbriche, 
p. 165. 
Pph, p. 856Bb. ' Ita nulla artificia humana, respectu Idearum humanarum falsa 
absolute did non possunt; si solllin deficiant; sed solum, cum Idea(m) aliam 
exprimunt, quam non deberent exprimere. Sic falsa domus dicitur, quae ex papyro 
confecta exprimit domu(m); cuius ideam papyrus exprimere non potest, cum de sua 
natura ad id non sit apta.' 
Wittkower, 'Guarini the Man, his translation of Arch.civ., Tr. I, Cap. 11, Oss. 3. 

1° For the integrity and connection of the three Books of total wisdom and experience, 
see Yves Congar, Tradition and Traditions, (London 1966), p. 65-66, n. 1. For the book 
of the soul, St. Basil says, 'It is in yourself, as in a microcosm, that you will see the 
imprint of the divine wisdom', lbid, p. 65. 
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in theological, and therefore the most absolute, terms. 
If the sciences were contemplative, what then was the subject of 

contemplation? It may be surprising to discover that even Logic is 
not to be added to Moral and Natural Philosophy.11 For this would 
bind the free intellect to necessity, denying it the priviledge of 
'considering all minds, either of the heavens, or of the Angels (?)',12 

and the intellectual operations of Virtue. Thus logic is to be demoted 
to the practical level, presumably in favour of the First Philosophy 
of Metaphysics, and runiversal Mathematics', forming the sapiential 
sciences.13 

In Aristotle's metaphysics there are three ways of understanding 
the world, through logic, through analogy and through ontological 
movement. This is the source of the thirteenth-century Book of 
Nature as revised in terms of the Divine principles of knowledge. 
Hence the interest in logic which is for Aristotle, the prop<tcteutic to 
theoretical disciplines, which in Guarini is shifting towards 
mathematics. The analogy of light includes movement as the 
corporeal understanding of light, which Guarini implicitly realised. 
All this deals with the Divine nature of reality, 'in potentia in actu', 
as the process of creation, and therefore one can appreciate how 
light plays such a crucial role in the overall understanding of the 
universe. Light comes closest to the Divine Ideas, which now are 
describ~ed as relucent, and therefore in creation light-geometry is the 
key to cosmography, as spherical/linear propagation of light is the 
'Prima ratio' for the incorruptible forms of the Heavens. 

For St. Thomas Aquinas, base matter had a potential as form, and 
h 

thus is potentially actual. Thus everyting can be understood as 
/\ 

created in the likeness of God, who is seen as a first agent acting 'in 
actu' in order to communicate the three 'passiones' of 'Ens' His 
Truth, Unity and Goodness (Aquinas), to which Guarini adds 
Perfection, 'take first place in constituting the essence of things' .14 

11 Pph, p. 179Da. 'S. C. Philosophia penes obiectum bene diuiditur in Moralem & 
Naturalem, seu in Philosophiam sp.Kculantem obiectum liberum, & necessarium.' 

Ea. 'Sed antiquam probemusJ\ conclusionem, ostendendum est, logicam non 
constituere membrum distinctum a praedictis.' 

12 lbid, 180Aa. '. . . quod namque privilegium est istud, quod habit intellectus, vt 
praeservatur eius consideratio, totius animae considerationi, aut caeli, aut 
Angelorum?' 

13 Pph, p. 180Ba. 'Turn propter multas partes mathematicae, quae certo practicae sunt. 
Turn propter Logicam, quae & inter scientias practicas annumeratur.' 

14 Pph, p. 850, 851. 
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Creation is not a change, it is a manifestation of the possible. The 
relatedness, for Guarini the imitation, of being to God, is a source of 
their being. Therefore creation is a 'relatio' to the Creator, species 
are distinguished by form, individuation by matter. Guarini in 'De 
luce' identifies the key in the production of absolute light in the 
Divine Ideas to be the Trinity, where the relation of producer and 
the produced takes ~ace, as we have seen. Thus he exemplifies the A 
tendency in the seventeenth century to establish a closer relationship 
with Divine knowledge, amply demonstrated everywhere in his 
philosophy to understand the Divine from the intelligible rather 
than from the purely sensible point of view, and hence the 
difficulties in 'De luce'. The notion of sapience is defined as the first 
among natural sciences, and teaches the rest, 'For it possesses those 
conditions which Aristotle numbers in 1. Metaph. cap 2; namely, 
because it is involved in almost everything; because it knows the 
most difficult; because it is more evident than the other sciences, 
because it is its own excuse, as it is not practical, which is obvious; 
& most of all (because) it makes one to know; at length, because it 
subordinates all sciences, as has been said.115 

In the 'scientia universalis' of the period, Guarini went well 
beyond the interpretation of 'mathesis universalis' as pursued by his 
Jesuit and Scholastic peers, without falling into the trap of the 
Galileia~/Cartesian school, that of transforming such a 'mathesis' 
into a calculus. His contemplative concern is to be understood by 
'potentia in actu', with implicit possibilities of movement between 
the natural and moral dimensions. After all, the great division for 
him in the sciences is just that, but with every access to the moral 
dimension inside his secure ontological continuity, where ontological 
affinity orders the entire cosmos through participation.16 The 
extinction of that access, brought about by the triumph of the 
Newtonian natural philosophy, its astronomy, mechanics and 
experimental method, was the most tragic outcome of the Baroque 

15 Pph, p. 834Aa-Ab. 'Quare hinc colligitur, primam inter scientias naturales esse, doceturque omnes, & proprie esse sapientiam. Nam eas condiiones possidet, quas 1. Metaph. cap. 2. Arist. enumerat; nempe, quod paene circa omnia versetur; quod cognoscat difficillima; quod sit aliis scientiis euidentior; quod sit gratia sui, cum non sit practica, vt patet; & maxime faciat scire; tandem, quod omnes scientias subaternat, vt dictum est.' 
16 Thus the 'Index copiosus' of Pph has headings such as 'Amor, Audacia (est calor firmus spirituum, qui ad obiedum malum non extinguatur), Ctlrus, Laetitia, Odium, Operatio moralis, Spes, Timor, Voluntas, Tristitia, Voluntas spirituum, Voluntas Diuina.' For ontological affinity, see C. Fabro, 'Participation', NewCathEnc, Vol. 10, pp. 1042-1046. 
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scientific endeavour. In other words, the naturalism of the sixteenth 
century triumphed through the reification of 'sensorium Dei' in 
infinite void space. Eventually logic became logistics, and traditional 
dialectics was put at risk, rejecting the West's great source of 
strength and originality, the fruitful conflict of reason and passion.17 

In this breakdown, 'reason, along with all the power it had 
accumulated, ·has come to be simply a horse for a mad rider,' 
leading to the betrayal of both reason and history.18 

The traditional world of the integrity of both moral and natural 
philosophy survived in the lands of the Empire, where the 
Kircherian corpus was enthusiastically disseminated and studied, 
aided by the works of Caspar Schott and Lana-Terzi in all the 
apJied arts, especially music.19 In Kircher's Oedipus Aegyptiacus, the 1\ 

veiling of the divine message in Noah's revelation, which was 
perverted by Cham through operative magic, was then rescued by 
Herrnes (Mercurius) Trismegistus, while a 'sagacious priesthood was 
forced ... to veil the divine message in symbolic forms.' 20 In the 
Sindone Guarini had dramatised as nowhere else, this interplay 
between light and darkness, in this canonic buiding of the High 
Baroque, an 'organon' of the universe comparable to the musical one 
in Kircher's Musurgia (Fig. 81). It is possible to see in this interplay 
between good and evil, light and darkness, the antithesis celebrated 
in the , Baroque art of Central Europe, especially in music, 
simultaneously the premier Pythagorean art and field of the 
sympathies, and in architecture, where was found the expression of 
Divine figure in Divine light, and where is also the divine beauty, 
because 'through the grandeur and beauty of the creatures we may, 
by analogy, contemplate their Author.' (Wisdom 13, 5) 

17 J. Ellul, Technological Society, p. 168. 
18 Ibid., pp. 169-169. 
19 R. J. W. Evans, Hapsburg Monarchy, p. 339-340. 
20 Ibid., p. 436. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSPECTUS OF AUTHORITIES 
cited in 'De luce', Placita. 

NOTE 
Number without brackets refers to frequency of general reference, i. 
e. by name only, in text. 
Number with brackets refers to the number of citations of specific 
works. 

*See Appendix B- Notes on the lesser-known Authorities. 
N Not identified. 

* Aegidius 2 (-) 
* Aguilonius 4 (26) 

Albertus Magnus 2 (2) 
N Aldroandus 

" (1) 
* Alexander 1 (-) 
* Al-Hazen (1) 

Aristotle 1 (16) 
* Ar!iaga 1 (2) 

Aver hoes (2) 
Avicenna (1) 
St. Augustine 1 (- ) 
Bacon Veruliam (2) 

* Bannez 1 (-) 
* Sebast. Basolus (1) 
* Bassonus (2) 
* Blanc. (1) 
* Betinus 1 (- ) 
* Fridericus Bonaventura (1) 
* Brassavolus 1 (-) 
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* Bullialdus 3 (20) 

* Capreolus 1 (-) 
N Fabro Castrino 3 (4) 
* Compton (1) 

* Conimbricenses (3) 
* Della Porta (3) 
* Del Monaco (2) 

des Cartes 1 (-) 
* Durandus 1 (-) 

Epicurus 1 (-) 
Euclides 2 (- ) 

* Fernel (1) 

Marsilius Ficiims (1) 
* Libertus Fromondus (1) 
* Gaetanus 3 (-) 

Gal en (3) 
Galileo 1 (3) 

* Cornelius Gemma (3) 
* Henricus 1 (-) 
* Hurtad 2 (-) 

Iamblicus 1 (-) 
N lavellus 1 (- ) 
N lo. Bas. Benedict 1 (-) 

Kepler 2 (4) 
Kircher 7 (7) 
Leonardus de Vincis 1 (-) 

* Licetus (1) 
Lucretius (1) 
Mathiolus (1) 

* Maurolycus 1 (1) 
* Medina 1 (-) 

Mersenne (3) 
* Morandus 1 (1) 
N Murcia 2 (-) 

Ocham 1 (-) 
* Pasquali(go) 2 (3) 
* Franciscus Piccolomineus (1) 

* Petrus Petitus (3) 
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* Franciscus Patricius (1) 
* Philoponus (2) 

Plato (5) 
Plutarch (1) 

* Priscian (1) 
* Ramusius Oviedus 1 (2) 
* Riccioli 1 (1) 

Richardus (of Middleton?) 1 (-) 
* Rivius 1 (-) 
N Caesar Rodiginus 1 (-) 
N Rub ius 1 (-) 
* Julius Caesar Scaliger 1 (2) 
* Josephus Scaliger (1) 
* Scheinerus 2 (1) 

Scotu (Duns) 1 (1) 
Seneca 1 (-) 

* Snellius (1) 

* Soncinates 2 (-) 
* Sotus 1 (-) 

Suarez 1 (2) 
Suetonius (1) 

* Tellesius 1 (-) 
N Tellez (3) 

St Thomas (Acquinas) (3) 
N Thimonus (1) 
* Toletus (1) 
N Enric. Ultraec 1 (1) 
* Valentia 1 (-) 
* Vallesius (1) 
* Vicomercatus 1 (1) 
* Vitellionus 2 (6) 
* Vossius 4 (-) 
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Appendix B 

Notes on the lesser-known Authorities in 'De Luce'. 

Alexander, of Aphrodisias? (fl. 2nd - 3rd Cent. A.D.). 
As a philosopher and interpreter of Aristotle, he was known as 'The 
Interpreter'. Some of his works were read during the Middle Ages, 
and more were available during the Renaissance. 

Al-Hazan; Abu 'Ali al-Hasan ibn al Hasan ibn al-Haytham. (b. 
Basra. ea. 965, d. Cairo. ea. 1039). 
Prolific writer on all the natural sciences, of which ten extant works 
are on the subject of optics; he is acknowledged to be 'the most 
significant figure in the history of optics from antiquity to the 
seventeenth century' (David C. Lindberg). He established the 
intromission theory of vision, wrote on the anatomy of the eye and 
was immensely influential in mediaeval Europe. 

Aguilonius; D' Aguilon, Fran-;ois. (Brussells 1546, d. Antwerp, 
1617) 

As a Jes~it and a teacher of the exact sciences, he eventually 
devoted his life to a master treatise on optics, only the first of the 
three volumes appearing: Francisci Aguilonii e Societate ]esu Opticorum 
libri sex juxta ac mathematicus utiles (Antwerp 1613). The remaining 
volumes were to be on reflection and refraction. The sixth book of 
the Opticorum remains important in the history of science, 
accounting for one-third of the treatise. It is on orthographic, 
sterographic and scenographic projections, and intended for 
astronomers, architects, military leaders. navigators, painters and 
engravers. Guarini cites Book I. on the anatomy of the eye and the 
action of light, and even more Book V, on luminous and dark 
bodies, ignoring Book VI. Rubens designed the frontispeice and 
vignettes to each Book: Michael Jaffe establishes a strong link 
between the painter and Aguilon, in his "Rubens on Optics: Some 
Fresh Evidence", J. War. & Court. Insts., XXXIV, (1971), p. 363 ff. 
August Ziggelaar SJ has written Aguilon's biography. In Bk. V of 
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the treatise Aguilon studies the attempt to apply mathematics to 
lights of different intensities, later developed by Mersenne and 
Milliet de Chales,and which resulted in Bouguer's photometer. 

Arriaga, Rodrigo de. (b. Logrono, 1592, d. Prague, 1667) 
After teaching philosophy and theology in the Universities of 
Valladolid and Salamanca, this Spanish Jesuit was sent to the 
University of Prague in 1625, and was one of the most foremost 
Jesuits of his day, becoming for a time Chancellor of the University. 
His _ Cursus philosophicus was one of the most popular and 
wellknown of the genre, beginning with the Antwerp edition of 1632 A 
followed by many more until 1669. For Arriaga, the Heavens are 
incorruptible, there are only two primary qualities, but the four 
elements are intact. While he did not include physiology and 
anatomy the Cursus is more venturesome than most. There is no 
mention of Torricelli, nor is light given the prominence that Guarini 
was to give it in his 'cursus', but in other respects, Guarini's Placita 
was modelled on the Spaniard's work. Arriaga wrote eight volumes 
of Disputationes Theologicae (Antwerp 1643-55) based on St. Thomas, 
and proving himself to be a leading representative of the school of 
Suarez. 

Banne~; Bafiez, Domingo. (b. Medina del Campo, 1528, d. there, 
1604) 

A Spanish Dominican theologian of major stature, he taught with de 
Soto (q. v.) at Salamanca and at Alcala, and eventually at Salamanca 
for twenty years. He exerted a powerful influence on St. Theresa of 
Avila, and attacked Molina in 1587, resulting in the famous 
controversy on grace. 

Basso, Sebastiano. (fl. second half of the 16th. Cent.). 
A natural philosopher and physician, was famous as a reviver of 
ancient atomic philosophy, and is seen as a precursor by some of 
17th. Cent. mechanism: he attacked the Aris~otelians in the persons 
of Scaliger (q. v.), Toletus, Zabarella and the Conimbricenses (q. v.). 
While his natural philosophy was more of a critical commentary 
rather than a new departure, he tried to explain natural phenomena 
in terms of actual physical contact, anticipating Descartes. 
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Bettinus, Marius. (b. Bologna, 1582, d. Bologna,1657) 
Forgotten Bolognese Jesuit, whose mathematics and optics are the 
subject of Chapter Four. 

Blancanus; Biancani, Guisseppe. S. J. (1566-1624) 
A close adherent of Clavius, this Jesuit transmitted the Universal 
Mathematics from his 16. Cent. predecessors in Aristotelis loca 
mathematicis (Bologna 1615), which also included a very faulty 
chronology of mathematicians. His Sphaera mundi (Bologna 1620) 
was an updating of astronomy for students, but the earth remained 
in the centre, nor did it move, because of Church teaching, although 
he made the 'fruitful suggestion' that cornets may return. His 
concluding section in Sphaera on echoes, were taken up by Bettini (q. 
v.), and later by Kircher. 

Bonaventura, Federigo. (b. Ancona 1555, d. 1602). 
A meteorologist who, apart from writing on mediaeval and political 
philosophy, defended Aristotle against the rnoderns. Guarini cites 
his Quomodo calor a sole corporibus coelestibus producatur secundum 
Aristolelem. 

Brasavola, Antonio Musa. (b. 1500, d. 1555) 
Having studied at Padua, Bologna and Paris, he took the doctorate 
in law, theology and medicine. While teaching at Ferrara he was 
called to be the physician of Pope Paul Ill. His botanizing showed in 
his pharmacopia, as he regarded experience as the 'mistress of all 
things': his Examen of all sirnples was first published in Rome, 1536. 

Bullialdus; Boulliau, Ismael, (b. Loudun, 1605. d. Paris, 1694). 
Called "Clarissirnus' for his fame as mathematician and astronomer, 
he was born a Calvinist but became a Catholic at 21 years, and four 
years later was ordained a priest, but rejected the law to follow his 
father's scientific interests. He failed to see the significance of the 
Cartesian contribution to mathematics or science, and seems to have 
pointedly avoided even mentioning Descartes' name. He was the 
last serious scholar to maintain his confidence in astrology but he 
joined Gassendi in support of Galileo. His De natura lucis (1638) is 
much cited by Guarini, and it contains the universal square law for 
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the intensity of illumination, which was used earlier by Kepler as 
well as a survey of the philosophies of light. His Philolaus of 1639 is 
Copernican but not yet Keplerian. His treatment of helixes and 
spirals is much more exhaustive than Guarini's, in De Iineis spiralibus 
(Paris 1657). Like Mersenne he was a scientific correspondent, but 
also a rival of Mersenne. 

Capreolus, John. (d. 1444). 
Dominican, and one of the greatest mediaeval expositors of St. 
Thomas. His Defensiones theologiae divi Thomae is a comprehensive 
interpretation of the Thomistic synthesis against every opponent. 
Capreolus was a link binding the primitive Thomistic school of the 
early 14th. Cent. to the brillant commentaries of the 16th. c. 

Cardanus; Cardano, Girolamo. (b. 1501, d. 1576). 
A major figure in the history of algebra. His De subtilitate (1550) was 
a vast compendium of natural philosophy and much else, which 
Guarini cites. A supplement to this work is the De rerum varietate 
(1557). See Scaliger. J. C. 

Compton, Thomas. (b. Cambridgeshire, 1593- 1666). 
Became a Jesuit in 1617 and was ordained at Douay in 1622, then 
taught p_!lilosophy and theology in St. Omer and Liege where he 
died. He was admired for his 'classic taste' and his intellectual skill. 
One of his five works is on Aristotelian logic. 

Conimbricenses. 
Group name to describe a number of Jesuit commentators on 
Aristotle at the University of Coimbra, Portugal. The years between 
1592 and 1598 saw a series of expositions which became very 
popular and were frequently reprinted for 30 years. 

Della Porta, Giovarmi Battista. (b. Naples, 1535, d. 1615). 
A nobleman, and a writer on a wide variety of topics, he 
popularised the camera obscura and the application of a lens to 
invert the image. He studied refraction in his De refractione optices 
parte libri novem (1593) and Guarini cites his Magia naturalia (1558, 
1589), 'a collection of tricks, games and magic', but which includes 
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'something about lenses' (Ronchi). 

Del Monaco, (1593, d. Paris 1651) Theatine scholar, discussed in 
Chapter Seven. 

Durandus, Guillaume. (ea 1275-1334). 
Canon lawyer and French bishop, he opposed St. Thomas, and is 
known as the 'Speculator' from his Speculum iudiciale; his liturgical 
work, Rationale divinorum officiorum, was twice reprinted in English 
80 years ago. 

Feme!, Jean Fran~ois. (b. Montdidier 1497? d. 1558). 
One of the most famous physicians of his time, he was court 
physician to Henry Il. a writer and renowned teacher. He doubted 
astrology, and his Medicina (Paris, 1554) had its first seven chapters 
entitled 'Physiolgiae' which Guarini cites. 

Gaetanus; Gaetano da Thiene, Caietanus de Thienis. (1387 -
1465). 

A cardinal and a Dominican, this Italian scholastic taught 
philosophy and medecine at Padova. His commentaries on 
Aristotle's natural philosophy were widely read until the early 
sixteent~ century, and his work on analogy is still important. 

Gemma, Comelius. (b. Belgium,1535-1559) 
Son of the more famous geographer and mathematician Gemma 
Frisius, they were both professors at Louvain, Cornelius in medicine. 
His three tomes on the art cyclognomic followed the Lullian art, and 
aimed to fuse the doctrine of the ancients into one circular and 
catholic method. Called De arte cyclognomica tomi III doctrinum 
ordinum universam imagine philosophiam Hippocrates Platonis Galeni et 
Aristotelis in unius communissimae ac circularis methodi speciem 
referentes (Antwerp 1569), and using many charts and groups of 
three, a sacred number of greatest importance, he developed 
diagrams of the sky and spherical triangles in explaining the 
analogy of the internal faculties, and the ascent and descent of of 
the soul. His less ambitious De naturae divinis characterismis 
(Antwerp 1575), demonstrated occult virtues as mutations in the 
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triple world, especially those of sacred significance. He dealt with 
'the species of Divinity diffusing throughout the world, of ideas and 
celestial rays, of the intricate form of mixture and proportion which 
produces occult virtues, of microcosm and macrocosm, of the sacred 
science in true magic, and of the order of relationship and similitude 
which is the bond of the universe', following Trismegistus and 
Proclus's De magia et sacrificio. Thorndike, Magic, VI, pp. 406-407. 

Henricus; of Langenstein? (b. Hesse, ea. 1325, d. 1397). 
Vice-chancellor of the University of Paris, he was called to Vienna 
by Duke Albert Ill in 1383 to reorganise its university, and later 
became its rector. He wrote a variety of treatises on natural 
philosophy, one antiastrological, and Quaestiones super perspectivam. 

Hurtad; Hurtado, Caspar. (b. Montejar, 1575, d. Alcala, 1646) 
As a young professor at the University of Alcala, he resigned to join 
the Jesuits at thirty-two years. He was a famous orator and lecturer, 
and his clear theological writings have been regarded as the first to 
depart from the Thomist system. 

La Chambre, Marin Cureau de. (1594-1669). 
A French physician who became 'Medecin ordinaire' to Louis Xlll. 
He enjoyed a very exagerated reputation for his writings, probably 
because of his use of the vernacular: his Nouvelles Pensees sur la 
Lumiere (1634), was followed by La Lumiere (1657). His speculative 
optics is based on a wide reading of ancients and moderns 
including the Hermetica, with a little geometry. 

Libertus Fromondus. (b. 1587, -) 
As chief professor of philosophy at the College of the Falcon at 
Louvain, he wrote six books on meteorology, which had many 
reprints in various cities. In the main Aristotle is preferred, but not 
for comets. 

Mathioli; Mattioli, Pierandrea, of Siena. (1500-1577) 
A physician and pharmacist, he was especially known for his 
commentary on Dioscorides. He was openminded in admitting 
chemical redemies, but conservative towards the new materia 
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medica. 

Maurolicus; Maurolyco, Francesco, abbot. (b. Messina. 1494-
1575). 

Abbot of Messina and scholar, is considered one of the best of 16th. 
Cent. geometricians, and a writer on geometrical optics and conic 
sections, translating rare works from the Greek and Arabic. With 
Della Porta, he is seen as the ablest of the Italian 16th. cent. writers 
on light, especially as a precursor to Kepler on refraction. He was a 
friend of Clavius, and the latter borrowed the combinatory figure of 
contradictions originally Thomist, from Maurolyco's dialogue 
Cosmographia (Venice 1543). His early work on horology was 
outstanding and influential. 

Medina, Petro. (b. Seville ?, 1493. d 1576). 
Little is known, except he was a graduate of the University of 
Seville. and wrote El arte de navegar (1545), which was translated 
into German, French, English and Italian. His unpublished Summa de 
Cosmographia (1561), is in the Bib. Capitular Colombina, Seville. 
Despite his land-loving origins, he was an important figure in the 
golden age of Spanish navigation. 

Mora~dus, Giovanni. (B. Verona, £1. 17th Cent) Theatine scholar, 
discussed in Chapter Seven. 

Oviedo, Franciscus de. (b. Madrid, 1602, d. there 1651) 

Spanish Jesuit and author of a Integer cursus philosophicus ad unum 
corpus redactus, (Lyons 1626) with a corrected second edition (Lyons, 
1651-63). He also wrote three works of moral and general theology, 
and taught at Alcala and Madrid. 

Pasqualigo, Zaccaria. (b. Veron 1600, d. Rome 1664). 

The most important Theatine theologian and philosopher in the 
order's history, he taught philosophy at Padova and then theology 
at Rome, as well as occupying important positions in his order, and 
was one of two Theatine examiners at Galileo's first trial. His most 
famous work was on the Eucharist, and Guarini cites his 

Disputationes Metaphysicae Pars. II, (Rome 1634-36). See also Chapter 
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Seven. 

r 
PaJ?cius; Patrizi, Francesco. (b. 1529, d. 1597). 

Born in lilyria, he was Duke Alfonzo II's Professor of Platonic 
philosophy at the University of Ferrara, from where in 1592 was 
called to Rome by Clement VIII, who apparently protected him from 
the Inquistion. His most important Nova Philosophia (Rome, 1591), 
and his geometry are discussed in Chapter One. 

Petitus; Petit, Pierre (b. Montlw;on, 1598, d. Lagny-sur-Maine, 
1677) 

Entered Richlieu's service on his arrival in Paris in 1633, and in 1642 
became 'conseiller du roi' as engineer and geographer. With 
Mersenne and Fermat, he accepted the Dioptrique of Descartes, and 
helped Pascal to experiment with the vacuum. He wrote several 
works on physics and practical geometry. 

Philoponus, John. (6th. Cent. A.D.) 
Alexandria. A philosopher and commentator on Aristotle, his 
Neoplatonic background led him to make the first comprehensive 
attack on the Stagirite's physics, especially on the eternity of the 
heavens and the dichotomy of heaven and earth. His idea on 
impetus i~ claimed to have been taken up by Ockham, Jean Buridan 
and Oresme. He regards 'light as an impetus emitted from a 
luminous body and propagated to the eye according to the laws of 
geometrical optics. This conception is opposed to that of Aristotle, 
who regarded light as the actualisation of the potential state of a 
transparent medium, thus in no way associating it with motion. 
(DSB) 

Piccolomini, Francesco di Niccolo. (b. Sienna 1520-1604). 
Was educated at the University of Padua, where as professor he 
critised Zabarella's methodology. He devoted most of his works to 
elucidating the Stagirite, the most noted being Universa philosophia, 

. (Venice, 1538). 

Posidonius, of Syrian Apamea. (fl. 135-50 B. C.). 
Windelband calls him 'one of the greatest polyhistors of antiquity. 
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especially in the geographico-historical domain,' and 'supplemented 
the doctrine of the Stoa on all sides by borrowing Platonic and 
Aristotlelian elements.' He taught Cicero at Rhodes. None of his 
writings exist, and his thought has been assembled from the 
comments of his successors. 

Priscian. (fl. 491-518). 
A Christian, his Grammatical Institutions was important in the 
teaching of grammar in the European Middle Ages. He was an exact 
contempory of Boethius. 

Riccioli, Giambattista. (b. Ferrara, 1598: d. 1671). 
Famous Jesuit geographer and astronomer, and committed to 
Church doctrine, he attacked Galileo and refuted Copernicus, 
though allowing that it was the best 'mathematical hypothesis'. With 
Grimaldi, he perfected the pendulum as a time measurer. Guarini 
cites his Almagestum Nova (1651, 1652) on astronomy. He quarrelled 
with his eo-religious Bettini (q. v.) on various aspects of astronomy. 

Rivius; Ryff, Petrus? (fl. 16th. Cent.) 
Wrote several works on cosmography, Basil 1598, 1617, and on 
Euclid and Ramus, Frankfurt, 1600. 

Scaliger, Julius Caesar. (b. Padova 1484, d. France 1558). 
Polymath, educated at University of Padova, his reworking of 
Aristotle's Poetics was placed on the Index. He made his reputation 
by attacking Erasmus, and again Cardano (q. v.) in Exotericarum ex 
excitationum, which critized astrology and much else in De subtilitate. 
Guarini cites the Exotericarum. 

Scaliger, Josephus. ( ). 
Son of the celebrated Julius Caesar, and a great classical scholar. 

Scheiner, Christoph. (b. Swabia 1573, d. Silesia 1650). 
Becoming a Jesuit in 1595, he invented the pantograph at Dillingen 
during his 'magisterium'. As professor of Hebrew and mathematics 
at Inglostadt, he detected sunspots with his own telescope in 1612, 
and was challenged by Galileo over the priority of the discovery. In 
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Refractiones caelestes, 1617, he noted the elliptical form of the sun 
near the horizon. In his major work, Rosa ursina sive sol (1629-30) he 
critized Galileo for failing to mention the indication of the axis of 
rotation of the sunspots to the plane of the ecliptic, and for which 
he gave a very good figure. This also included a detailed critique of 
Aristotle's light, and his natural philosophy. 

Snellius; Snel, Willebrord. (b. Leiden 1590, d. 1625). 
Professor of mathematics at the University of Leiden. He formulated 
his law on refraction, stated in proportional terms in 1621, but 
priority of publication rests with Descartes. 

Sonsinates; Sonsinas, Paul. (d. 1494) 
A Dominican who taught at Milan, Siena, Ferrara and Bologna. 
Commented on Aristotle's Metaphysics and Physics, and on a dispute 
between St. Thomes and Capreolus (q. v.). 

Sotus; Soto, Domingo de. (b. 1494, d. 1560). 
Spanish commentator on Aristotle of the Dominican school of 
theology, and a member of Vitoria' s circle in Salamanca. 

Telesio, Bemardino. (b. Cosenza, 1509-1588). 
A majo.I figure in Italian naturalism, he was educated at the 
University of Padova, where he reacted vigorously against the 
Aristoltelian doctrine, especially in the study of nature, and on that 
account was called 'the first of the moderns' by Francis Bacon. His 
best known work is De Rerum Natura (Naples 1586), of which 
Francisco Patrizi found fault with the method. 

Toletus; Cardinal Francisco de Toledo. (1532-1596). 
Spanish Jesuit philospher and theologian who taught at the Collegio 
Romano, and wrote commentaries on Aristotle, later widely used as 
text books. 

Valencia, Pedro? (fl. 16th. Cent.). 
Published Academica (Antwerp, 1596), an antisceptical work. 
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Vicomercatus, Francesco Vimercati. (d. ea. 1571). 
Italian philosopher and translater of Aristotle, was active both in 
France and Italy. He pubished a dialogue on horology in 1565. His 
widely-cited commentary on the Meteorologica of Aristotle included 
commentaries on the Aristotelian commentaries of Alexander, 
Olimpiodorus, and mediaeval writers; Boyer blames the 'unbridled 
passion' of this heaping-up of commentaries as causing the fall ,of 
the Peripatetic system, in The Rainbow, p. 156. 

Vitellonius, Witelo. (b. Poland ea. 1230. d. after 1275). 
Educated in Paris, and Padova for canon law, he synthesised the 
Greek (Ptolemy, Hero, Euclid) optics, the Arab (Alhazen and al
Kindi) and the English, e.g. Roger Bacon's Opus maius, to write the 
great geometrical optics of the Middle Ages, - his Perspectiva, later 
published in Nuremburg in 1535, and edited and published with 
Alhazen's De aspectibus by Risner (Basel 1572). 

Vossius; Vossio, Issac.(fl. mid-17th. Cent.). 
Dutch writer on light, he was the first to publicly accuse Descartes 
of plagiarizing Snel's Law in 1662, and in the same year he 
published his De lucis natura et proprietate (85 pp. Amsterdam). He 
also published a book on the seas and the winds, which was 
translat~d into English. 
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APPENDIX C 

LINEAR 'MUSICAL' PROPORTION IN STEREOGRAPHY 

'EUCLIDES', TRACTATUS XXVI, Pars Secundo, p. 453-454. 

THEOR. Ill, PROPOS. Ill. 

Omnes Stereographicae lineae cuiuscumque partes augentur musica 
proportione. 

LOquimur de lineis. Ne dum ab aliquo puncto circuli per aequales 
partes diametri ductes: sed quibuscumque in qualibet distantia, & 
qualibet linea ductis; dummodo per illius partes aequales a puncto 
dato trahantur. 

Si A punctum datum, & in linea BA partes aequales quaecumque, 
& per eas ductae AP, & AT, & caet. Dico eas esse ad DT, vt 
differentia PF ad differentiam TP. 

Probatur ex prop. 11. tract. 16. de progr. Nam DF incidit in 
triangula basium aequalium quae, sunt partes in linea CD. Ergo 
incidentes FD part~s FD, PD, & TD descrescent in proportione 
musica. Sic dicas de partibus ND, & DM, & LD. Nam BE parallela 
NO incidit in triangula basium aequalium lineae DB. Ergo in prope 
Harmonica BE erit ad OE, vt differentia BK at KO differentia. Sed 
ob parallelas ED, & DN ex 4. ib. & vt est ND at D, sic EB ad EO, $ 
vt EB ad EO, sic est BK ad KO, vt autem BK, sic MN ad M: Ergo ex 
16. lib. 5. Elem. vt ND at D; sic differentia NM ad differentiam ML. 
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30 Nesting circles and squares, Mersenne's QinG. 
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31 Divine vision and refraction, QinG. 
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32 Water-filled tube girdling the world, Mersenne's 'L'Optique', p. 1. 

33 Corpuscular transmission of sunlight, 'L'Optique', p. 2. 
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34 Figure of light propagation, 'L'Optique', p. 12. 
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35 Title Page of Vitali's Lexicon mathematica, 1669. 
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36 Spiral motion of the heavenly bodies, Placita. 
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37 Spiral motion of the Sun, Placita. 
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38 Cornelius Gemma's portents of Christ, De natura divinis characteris;nis:. 
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39 Bettini's ladies' sandal as sundial, Aerar., Ill. 
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40 Diagram of Aguilon's colour theory, after Zigellar. 
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42 Rubens' vignette, Aguilonius's comparison of two light-sources, after 
Zigellar. 
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43 Full-size geometrical figures from Euclides. 
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44 Full-size geometrical figures from Euclides. 
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46 Geometrical figures from Arch.civ., Tav. XLIV and Tav. XLV. 



47 Levels of intellectual illumination, Cornelius Gemma's Ars 
Cyclonomonica, II, p. 91. 
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48 Frontispiece of Gregory of St. Vincent's Opus geometricum. 
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49 Hexagons in proportional projection, St. Vincent, Opus geometricum, p. 
134. 
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Fig. 9 - Seals of Solomon from the Key of Solomon: a. Fourth Seal of Saturn. b. Sixth Seal of the Sun. c. Third 
Seal of Man. d. Seventh Seal of Saturn. 

65 

56 Seals of Solomon, from the 'Clavis Salomonis', after Johnston. 
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50 Castellamonte's Plan bf· the Sindone, ea I 17 t B'bl · 1 r Y cen ., 1 ioteca naz10na e, Turin. after Meek. 

51 Quadri's (?) plan of the Sindone; c. 1657, Biblioteca reale, Turin, after 
Meek. · · 
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53 Plan of Sindone from Blaeu. 
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54 Plan of Sindone, Arch.civ .. 
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55 Section of Sindone, Arch.civ. 



57 The Harrowing of Hell; after Didron/Stokes. 
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58 Angels holding the Shroud under the 'Sun', after Fagiolo, ConvTor-II. 
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59 Reisch's Tower of Grammar, after Prinz. 
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60 Record's Castle of Knowledge, after Prinz. 
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61 'Philosophia', Cesare Ripa's Iconologie, 1644. 
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62 Section of Sindone, after Passanti. 



63 Plan of tesselated Floors, Sindone, after Passanti. 
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64 Door to Sindone, after Meek. 

65 Transformation of line to circle, Arch.civ., Tav. XXXVII. \ 
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66A Kircher's Cosmic devic e 

with spindle, Oedipus Aegy pt

iac'us, II, p. 155, after 
God,.,ri n . 

66.13 Kircher's cosmic device, Oedipus Aegyptiacus, II, after Godwin. 
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68 'Senarius' from Cusanus' De Conieduris, 
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67 Drawing of the Sindone's upper dome, after Robson. 
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69 Hyperbolic construction from Arch.civ., Tav., XI, and full construction 

of hyperbola as emblem of intellectual illumination (author). 



70 Alciati's hermetic caduceus, after Henkel and Schoene. 
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71 Hennetic device, Comelius Gemma's Ars Cyclonomicae, p. 128. 



72 The Square Empyreum, Christopher Borri, Collecta astronomica (1631). 
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· 73 Kircher's Polytheistic Universe, Oedipus Aegyptiacus, after Godwin. 
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75 Astronomical Columns in Paris and Turin, after Augusta Lange, 
ConvTor-I. 
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76 Geometry and Arithmetic, supporting the celestial and terrestial 
globes, Frontispiece of Rathborne's The Surveyor, after Bennett. 



64 Door to Sindone, 



77 Deformed torso, Frontispiece of Bettini's Apiar. 
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78 The 'Pentalpha' and Christ's Wounds, Valeriano's Hyeroglyphica. 



79 The Planting Mountain 
Sapientiae Aeternae. 

of Wisdom, 
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80 Loggia arch, Sindone. 



81 Kircher's Organ of Creation, Musurgis universalis, after Godwin. 


